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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various 
public services examinations. The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute 
an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.However, an 
aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from 
an exam perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that 
may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a 
substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current 
affairs. Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, 
relevant from the exam perspective at oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found 
wasting their time in search of current affairs material. It is with this problem in 
mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB). The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary 
of the important news and current affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading 
the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you get all 
the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form. The Crux is particularly 
helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful 
for both- objective and descriptive sections. Our aim is to help the candidates in 
their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication inspire us 
to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

   Courtesy:
   The Hindu
   Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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Indore, Jamshedpur are the cleanest on Swachh 2020 
table
Indore and Jamshedpur have topped the cleanliness charts for two 

consecutive quarters among cities with over 10 lakh population and with 1 

lakh to 10 lakh population respectively.

The Union Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA)   announced 

the results of the first and second quarters of the Swachh Survekshan 

2020.

League format

The rankings, being conducted in a league format for the first time, were 

split into three quarters (April to June, July to September and October to 

December 2019) and different categories based on the population of the 

city.

MoHUA secretary DurgaShanker Mishra said Indore, which had been 

judged number one in the past three sanitation surveys, remained the top 

slot in the first two quarters of 2019. Bhopal,which came in second in the 

first quarter, was replaced by Rajkot in Gujarat in the second quarter. Surat 

was at number three in the first quarter, but Navi Mumbai made it to the 

third spot in the second quarter rankings.

Mr. Mishra said West Bengal officials had assured him that the State would 

participate in the ranking next time.

Delhi falls

Among cities with population between 1 lakh and 10 lakh, Jamshedpur in 

Jharkhand got the top rank in both quarters. New Delhi fell from second 

position in the first quarter to sixth position in the second quarter and was 

replaced by Chandrapur in Maharashtra at second place. A national-level 

survey of cleanliness of cities will begin from January 4, leading to the final 

Swachh Survekshan 2020 rankings.
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HUA Minister HardeepPuri said the cleanliness survey had become a “part 

of our consciousness”, after starting from a limited survey of 73 cities in 

2016 to today, covering almost all urban areas.

Kolkata

Kolkata remained at the bottom of the ranking of 49 major cities across both 

quarters as West Bengal did not participate in the nationwide exercise. Mr. 

Mishra said the State authorities had assured him that they would participate 

next time.

No documents need to be produced for NPR: Ministry
The Union Home Ministry   clarified that no person needs to submit any 

documents during the house-to-house survey for updating the National 

Population Register and that information provided by individuals would be 

accepted and recorded.

Through a series of tweets, the Ministry sought to deny the thrust of a report 

in The Hindu headlined “NPR trial form gets government nod for rollout” that 

appeared.

The Ministry spokesperson’s official Twitter handle said: “The line taken by 

the story is incorrect, without taking into account the factual position for 

conducting NPR.”

It went on to say: “The story incorrectly quotes government officials that 

‘respondents to NPR exercise will get time to provide papers’ and ‘families 

would need to dig out old documents and ensure that such documents are 

readily available for verification & enumerators would see those documents’.” 

It added: “The story ignores Government’s stated position that no individual 

will be required to submit any document to any authority or enumerator 

visiting his/her household for NPR survey. Information provided by the 
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individual would be accepted and recorded accordingly.”

Our Special Correspondent responds:

The report that is sought to be denied is based on points given in the NPR 

manual.

The manual clearly mentions that the existing database would be updated 

by verifying the details of all respondents through house-to-house 

enumeration.

The Hindu had reported this earlier on December 26. (‘NPR: House to house 

enumeration planned’: http://bit.ly/ NPRVerification)

The relevant points in the NPR Training Manual that indicate that the details 

collected by the enumerators will be verified are:

1.6 The Government has decided to update the NPR database along with 

Houselisting and Housing Census phase of Census of India 2021 during 

April– September 2020.

1.7 Updating the existing NPR database by verifying the details of all 

residents by conducting a house to house enumeration by the enumerator 

(designated Government official) and modifying/correcting the demographic 

data items.

1.8 Collecting Aadhaar number from each resident voluntarily.

1.9 Collecting mobile number, Election Photo Identity Cards (EPIC) or Voter 

ID Card number, Indian Passport number and Driving License number, if 

available with the residents.

1.10 Inclusion of all new resident(s)/new household(s) found in the local 

area (HLB) during the field work.

The Ministry spokesperson has not denied the point that the National 

Population Register form will include an additional column seeking details 

of the “place of birth of father and mother.”
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‘Legitimacy of India’s democracy in question’
The legitimacy of India’s democracy stands in question, said senior Congress 

leader Ahmed Patel  , as he shared his thoughts on the first day of the New 

Year.

“We began the last decade with a lot of hope. In 2009-2010, India was 

growing at 8%. Today, we are barely growing at around 4%. Post the nuclear 

deal, the international community and the press recognised India’s global 

strength. Today, for various reasons, the legitimacy of our democracy stands 

in question,” said Mr. Patel, one of the key political aides of Congress chief 

Sonia Gandhi, in a statement put out on Twitter.

“Let’s hope the new decade is not another lost decade,” he added.

The comments from one of the key strategists comes at a time when the 

principal Opposition party is looking to work on a revival plan to reach out to 

crucial support bases like the youth.

CAA protests

The ongoing protests by students across various campuses over the 

Citizenship (Amendment) Act (CAA) and the proposed nation-wide 

National Register of Citizens (NRC) and the police action on campuses like 

JamiaMilliaIslamia (JMI) have allowed the party to connect with the youth.

Party insiders claim that the Congress leadership didn’t want the CAA-NRC 

protest to become another BJP versus Congress battle.

“Initially, we were clearly told that these organic protests should get primacy,” 

said a Congress spokesperson on why the Congress leaders or Chief 

Ministers were not seen leading the protests like West Bengal’s Mamata 

Banerjee, who immediately hit the streets.

Changes tack

Post Jharkhand Assembly poll results — the first Assembly election after 

the passage of the CAA in Parliament — where the Opposition trumped the 
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ruling BJP, the Congress seems to have changed tack.

While former party chief Rahul Gandhi visited Assam to meet with the 

families of protesters who were killed in police firing, his sister and party 

general secretary in charge of Uttar Pradesh, Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, 

went to Lucknow to take on the Yogi Adityanath government for the alleged 

“excesses committed by the police under his watch.”

While elections in these States are some time away — Assam goes to polls 

in 2021 and U.P. a year later — the attempt is clearly to work on a long term 

revival plan.

We briefed nations on CAA, says govt.
The Union government pursued a rigorous “two-pronged” strategy on 

conveying its explanation on the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) 

controversy in India, the External Affairs Ministry said, stressing that the Act 

merely speeds up citizenship applications for communities mentioned in it 

and is not seeking to change the Constitution.

Responding to reports that foreign diplomats in India were unhappy with the 

lack of communication from the government on the issues that have set off 

protests in various parts of the country, the Ministry said the reports were 

“factually incorrect”.

“We did reach out to countries across regions, and wrote to all our missions 

and posts asking them to share our perspectives with host governments [on 

CAA and NRC],” Ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar told journalists, 

adding that this was done in addition to meeting diplomats in Delhi.

The government’s brief mentioned that the CAA was an internal process, 

which did not seek to strip any community members of citizenship. Nor did 

the CAA alter the basic structure of the Constitution, Mr. Kumar said.
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“We asked [the embassies] to convey that the Act provides expedited 

consideration for Indian citizenship to persecuted minorities already in India, 

from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh. It doesn’t affect the existing 

avenues already available to other communities,” he said.

Call with Hasina

Mr. Kumar declined to comment on whether Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

had discussed the issue with his Bangladesh counterpart Sheikh Hasina 

when he greeted her on New Year’s day.

A release said the two leaders discussed how to further strengthen bilateral 

ties. Bangladesh Deputy Foreign Minister ShahriarAlam, who cancelled 

his visit to Delhi in December ostensibly over the passage of the CAA at 

the time, is expected to attend the Ministry’s annual Raisina Dialogue from 

January 14 to 16. Ten Foreign Ministers are attending the Dialogue, which 

will be addressed by Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison.

The Ministry spokesperson said India had expressed strong concern to the 

Malaysian chargé d’affaires about what he called Malaysian Prime Minister 

Mahathir Muhammad’s “ill-advised and avoidable” comments on the CAA, 

and the government has spoken to other members of the Organisation of 

Islamic Cooperation (OIC). Dismissing reports that the OIC plans a special 

meet on Kashmir and the CAA in Pakistan, he said they were “speculative” 

at present.

‘Instead of corporate tax cuts, give money to the poor’
Instead of cutting corporate taxes, the government should put money in the 

hands of poorer people who will spend it immediately and kick-start demand 

in the economy, said Economics Nobel Prize winner Abhijit Banerjee.

He was speaking at the launch of his latest book, Good Economics for Hard 
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Times,  , along with his co-author and fellow prize winner Esther Duflo.

“The clear fact is that the corporate sector is actually sitting on cash and 

is not investing. Why is it not investing? Because every sign of a demand 

problem is there,” said Dr. Banerjee.

“We have to get the demand side going. And for that, you need to get the 

money into the hands of the people who will spend it now,” he said.

Dr. Duflo added that the present government’s efforts to ensure that the poor 

have bank accounts would make it possible to implement such a strategy.

Weighing in on the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, Dr. Banerjee said: “We 

should be worried about creating structures of the State, power structures 

which make you so vulnerable, you can be extorted in many ways.”

Innovate, patent, produce, prosper: Modi at Indian Science 
Congress
Iterating the importance of technology in development, Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi   exhorted young scientists to “innovate, patent, 

produce and prosper”.

Speaking at the inauguration of the 107th Indian Science Congress in 

Bengaluru, the Prime Minister said, “India’s growth story depends on its 

success in the science and technology sector. There is a need to transform 

the landscape of Indian science, technology and innovation.”

“We need innovation for the people and by the people in the direction of new 

India,” he added.

Speaking on the theme of this year’s science congress — ‘Rural Development’ 

— Modi said, “in the last five years, ordinary people have experienced rural 

development; from Swachh Bharat to Ayushman Bharat.”

“The coming decade will be a decisive one for science and tech-enabled 
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governance, especially in the fields of cost-effective agriculture and farm-to-

consumer supply chain…” he added.

The PM also urged scientists to come up with solutions to pressing problems 

in the country.

“It is your responsibilty to find cheap and effective technology for reuse 

and recycling of water. In one way, water governance is a new frontier for 

you…We need you to come up with new alternatives to single-use plastic. 

The alternative will come from your labs. For the development of a green, 

circular and sustainable economy in villages, there is a lot of opportunity for 

startups,” he pointed out.

‘Action on J&K to CAA increasingly isolating India’: Former 
foreign secyShivshankarMenon
A “cumulative effect of a series of actions” over the past year —from the 

Union government’s treatment of Kashmir to the Citizenship (Amendment) 

Act (CAA) — has made India “increasingly isolated” from the rest of the 

world, former Foreign Secretary ShivshankarMenon said  .

He said India’s actions may be in violation of Article 2(1) of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights that requires rights of the Covenant 

“to be applied to all individuals in its territory with no distinction of any kind,” 

highlighting that it reads “all individuals”, not just citizens.

Speaking at an event organised by the Constitutional Conduct Group and 

Karwan-e-Mohabbat at the Press Club of India, Menon said, “What we 

have achieved in recent past is to hyphenate our image with Pakistan’s in 

a fundamental way as religiously-driven and intolerant states…. We have 

lost India’s ability to be an example and a model for other countries in the 

subcontinent…”
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He said, “Disengagement or going it alone is not an option, but we seem 

determined with actions like this to cut ourselves off and isolate ourselves.”

Menon also questioned Foreign Minister S Jaishankar’s decision to cancel a 

meeting with the US Congress’s foreign affairs committee, which would have 

also been attended by Chennai-born US Congresswoman PramilaJayapal, 

who has tabled a resolution critical of CAA. “Rather than attending a meeting 

and rebutting these charges, we chose to duck this,” he said. “We have 

broken the bipartisan consensus that used to exist in the US for the last 25 

years.”

Menon, who played a critical role in the India-US nuclear deal, cited 

examples of US Congressional hearings, language on Kashmir added to 

the US Foreign Appropriations Act for 2020, and the bipartisan support for 

the Congressional resolution critical of CAA.

He said there has been “no meaningful international support” for India’s 

recent actions, barring some diaspora members and extreme-right 

Parliamentarians. On the other hand, the “list of critical voices abroad is 

quite long,” he said, and named France’s President Emmanuel Macron and 

Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel.

“All knowledgeable people I have spoken to seem to agree that we seem 

to be in violation of our international commitments. For those who say 

international law cannot be enforced, we must consider the political and 

other consequences of being perceived as violators of international law,” 

Menon said.

He pointed out that the United Nations High Commission has condemned 

CAA, and the UN Security Council has discussed Kashmir after 40 years.

Menon also drew upon the shifting opinions of media organisations from 

across the political spectrum, from the ‘Wall Street Journal’ to the ‘Guardian’. 

Referring to Bangladesh Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan’s remarks —
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“let them fight among themselves”, when asked about CAA and NRC — he 

said, “Even our friends have been taken aback. Is this what we want? If this 

is what our friends think, what would our adversaries be thinking? … We 

have gifted out adversaries a platform from which to attack us.”

Punjab: Horticulture emerges as viable Plan B for marginal 
farmers
THE PUNJAB horticulture department has not only played a big role in 

diversification, but is also poised as a profitable alternative for landless and 

marginal farmers having less than one-acre land.  Even small, medium and 

big farmers under huge debt can adopt new horticulture techniques available 

at the recently-opened three Centres of Excellence — for vegetables at 

Kartarpur), for potatoes at Dhogri village in Jalandhar and for citrus fruits 

at Khanaura village in Hoshiarpur. These centres are not only providing 

farmers high quality seeds, hybrid plants at reasonable prices, but also free 

training in their respective fields.

Marked increase in area under horticulture

The area diverted to horticulture in the last decade was 1.26 lakh hectares 

(3.11 lakh acres), which consumed 40 per cent less water as compared to 

wheat-paddy rotation. Data sourced from the Punjab Horticulture Department 

revealed that the area under horticulture crops has gone up from 2.55 lakh 

hectares (6.30 lakh acres) in 2008-09 to 3.81 lakh hectares (9. 41 lakh 

acres) in 2018-19, which is an increase of 55.51 per cent in a decade.

In the past five years, there has been a marked increase in area under 

horticulture after the Centres of Excellence came into existence. Out of total 

3.81 lakh horticulture hectares, 2.73 lakh hectares are under vegetables, 

86,774 under fruits, 19,000 under spices and aromatic crops and remaining 
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under flowers etc. Punjab is producing 73.28 lakh metric tonnes (LMT) of 

horticulture produce including 54.42 LMT vegetables, 18.50 LMT fruits, 

12,700 tonnes spices and aeromatic crops, 13,000 tonnes flowers and 

9,400 tonnes mushrooms.

While the production of such crops has gone up from 38.83 Lakh Metric 

Tonnes (LMT) to 73.34 LMT in a decade with an increase of 88.87 per 

cent, the productivity has increased from 15.85 tonnes per hectare to 19.25 

tonnes per hectare in the same decade with an increase of 21.45 per cent.

Also, horticulture share in the state’s GDP to agricultural produce has 

increased from 6.92 per cent to 12.43 per cent.

In the past 4-5 years, ever since these ‘Centres of Excellence’ were set up 

in Punjab, the area has gone up by over 80,000 hectares (1.98 lakh acres), 

which included 11,000 hectares in 2014-15, 16,000 hectares in 2015, while 

in last three years (2016-17) to 2018-19, the area has increased by 51,494 

hectares (1.27 lakh acres) which included 7,688 hectares (18,989 acres) 

under fruits and 43,806 hectares (1.08 lakh acres) under vegetables.

What is grown?

In Punjab, the main fruits are kinnow, sweet orange, lime, lemon, mango, 

litchi, guava, pear, peach, plum, grapes, ber, amla, banana etc. While 

main vegetables included potato, onion, garlic, tomato, brinjal, cauliflower, 

cabbage, okra, chilli, peas, muskmelon, watermelon, vine crops, root crops 

etc.

Barring vine crops, every vegetable has seen a good increase in area but 

potato, cauliflower, peas and root crops have seen maximum increase 

by 10,206 hectares, 6,300 hectares, 8,300 hectares and 4,600 hectares, 

respectively. Similarly, almost every fruit has seen increase in acreage but 

the maximum increase was seen under citrus fruits at 4,600 hectares.

DrDaljit Singh, project officer (Punjab Horticulture Department) of the Indo-
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Israel Centre of Excellence for Vegetables at Kartarpur, said poly house 

and walk-in tunnel farming are being promoted to grow vegetables as the 

crops grown in poly houses are excellent both quality and quantity wise. 

“We have trained around 3,000 farmers and majority of them are adopting 

this technique where poly houses are made with the help of government 

subsidies and cultivation of vegetables is done on raised beds, with drip 

irrigation and in a vertical manner.

“With poly house technique, farmers are earning much more from one kannal, 

which is 1/8th of an acre, as compared to what they were earning from one 

acre by sowing wheat and paddy in a year,” said Dr Singh, adding that till 

date they have prepared and sold over 1 crore (10 million) plants of various 

vegetables including capsicums of three colours, seedless brinjal, seedless 

cucumber, cherry tomato, tomato, zucchini and several other vegetables to 

farmers who are growing these in open fields as well as poly houses.

Success stories

Farmer Sandeep Sharma of Batura village in Jalandhar said he had 

undergone training in poly house farming at the Kartarpurcentre and then 

started sowing vegetables in a poly house in 2014. “I started with a single 

poly house of one kannal and now I have six units including two one kannal 

each, three units of four kannals each and one unit of two kannals.”

He further said, “If a farmer owns even one or half acre of land he can spare 

one kannal for poly house farming and remaining he can use for traditional 

farming. From one kannal, a farmer can easily earn Rs 1.50 to 2.0 lakh 

annually from sowing even single cucumber crop twice in a year after meeting 

all input costs while from wheat paddy one can earn maximum one lakh in a 

year and that too from one acre which is 8 times the land against one kannal.” 

Vegetables are the short duration crops that are yielding huge profits, he 

added.
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Sandeep, however, said that instead of 50 per cent subsidy on poly houses, 

the government should give 75 to 80 per cent on the lines of other states 

as it will encourage several small and marginal farmers having even few 

kannals of land. The cost of one kannal poly house is Rs 3 lakh, out of which 

50 per cent cost is borne by the government. Farmers can recover the cost 

of the poly house in first two years only.

Another farmer, Lehmber Singh, had the same story to share. He is earning 

huge profits from his two poly houses of four kannals each by cultivating 

cucumber and capsicum in Bahrain village of Kapurthala district.

Challenges

The main challenge faced by farmers adopting poly house crops included 

lack of insurance of protected (poly/ net house) farming as sometimes 

strong winds damage poly houses, less subsidy and middlemen for selling 

crop eating the major profits, as well as lack of awareness.

Potential

Project officer of the Citrus Centre of Excellence, DrBalwinder Singh (Punjab 

Horticulture Department) said that in the past three years, around 4,000 

hectares has been increased under citrus cultivation mainly kinnow fruit in 

Punjab as several varieties of citrus are being prepared at this centre.

“Under potato cultivation to the area has increased by over 7,000 hectares 

in the past few years ever since we have been growing better potato seeds 

in the centre by adopting aeroponictechnique,” said state nodal officer for 

potato crop DrParamjit Singh of the horticulture department.

Director, Horticulture Punjab, ShailenderKuar, said that horticulture has a 

huge potential in Punjab and the area is being increased with every passing 

year which means that land is being diverted from traditional crops to such 

new horticulture crops which can be further increased to a large scale. “New 

poly house technique will not only bailout farmers from the debt but also 
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provide big opportunities to earn good returns from a very small area,” she 

said, adding that due to small landholdings, the time has now come to get 

more yield from a small area.

Sources in the horticulture department said that the government needs to 

support farmers by opening processing plants to increase area under horti 

crops and provide a huge market to their horticulture products.

Army to sign MoU for 7.5 lakh AK-203 assault rifles
The Army is likely to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in a 

month for the procurement of over 7.5 lakh AK-203 assault rifles, which 

are to be manufactured locally by an India-Russia joint venture (JV), a 

Defence source said. The Defence Ministry has already floated a Request 

For Proposal for the supply of 6.71 lakh rifles.

“About 1 lakh rifles will come directly from Russia and the remaining will be 

manufactured by the JV in India. The MoU should be signed in a month,” 

an official said.

The rifles will be manufactured by the Indo-Russian Rifles Private Limited 

(IRRPL) at Korwa in Uttar Pradesh. The facility is being set up between the 

Ordnance Factories Board from the Indian side, and Rosoboron Exports 

and Kalashnikov on the Russian side.

The Army has appointed Major General SanjeevSenger as the Chief 

Executive Officer of IRRPL.

In addition to the AK-203, the Army recently began inducting the first batch 

of 10,000 SIG-716 assault rifles.

The force has been looking to replace the indigenous INSAS rifles, which 

are currently in use, with modern rifles.
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Army gets working on GOCO model to improve efficiency
The Army has started identifying potential industry partners to implement 

the Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO) model for its base 

workshops and ordnance depots.

A Request For Information was issued on December 19, 2019 to shortlist 

service providers with experience in “warehousing, logistics and supply 

chain management” for Central Ordnance Depot, Kanpur. The Army has 

also started evaluating the GOCO model for Army Base Workshops (ABW) 

to drive “higher operational efficiencies”.

“The agenda of these interactions would be to understand from interested 

industry participants their views on opportunities envisaged and issues/

concerns if ABWs were to be run under GOCO model,” the official notice 

says. The last date to send responses is January 10.

The tasks undertaken by these workshops include depot-level repairs; 

overhaul of T-72 and T-90, guns, mortars and small arms, vehicles, 

communication systems, radars, air defence systems, armoured personnel 

carriers; manufacture of spares and overhaul of aviation rotables.

The GOCO model was one of the recommendations of the Lt. Gen. DB 

Shekatkar (Retd.) committee to “enhance combat capability and re-balance 

defence expenditure.”

FSSAI issues directive on online usage of its identity
The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) has directed that 

no entity can register its website with the domain name comprising the word 

‘FSSAI’, or use its name and logo.
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NCRB crime report numbers: In riot cases, signature of 
economy
As protests continue across the country over the Citizenship (Amendment) 

Act (CAA) and proposed all-India National Register of Citizens (NRC), latest 

crime data on violent protests suggest that until at least 2018 compared 

with 2017, public concerns were become more about economic issues than 

about politics.

According to the 2018 crime report of the National Crime Records Bureau 

(NCRB), while riot cases due to communal, political, agrarian and student 

issues declined over 2017, riots arising out of industrial and water disputes 

rose sharply.

The data show that riot cases over industrial disputes rose almost 2.5 times 

in 2018 as compared to 2017. Similarly, water disputes led to almost twice 

as many as riot cases as they precipitated in 2017.

In 2018, 76,851 cases were registered under the category “Offences against 

Public Tranquillity”. This was a decline from 2017 which saw 78,051 such 

cases. Almost 90% of all such offences were associated with rioting while the 

rest were under “Unlawful Assembly” (popularly known as Section 144).
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The data come amid an economic slowdown and a recurring water crisis 

in rural belts. “It is difficult to explain this without juxtaposing corresponding 

socio-economic data from various regions. But yes, it is generally seen 

that stressed sectors see more law and order issues. In 2016 there was 

a massive spike in agrarian riots which had a backdrop of farm crisis,” a 

Home Ministry official said.

According to the NCRB report, industrial riots rose from 178 in 2017 to 440 

in 2018. Water dispute riots rose from 432 in 2017 to 838 in 2018.

Compare this with riots for other reasons such as communal, student’s 

agitation, political and agrarian. According to the NCRB, political riots fell by 

almost 25% in 2018 over 2017. Communal riots fell by almost 30% in the 

same period. Caste conflicts too declined by almost 20%. Student conflicts 

marginally fell by about 10%, while agrarian riots recorded a decline of over 

35%.

Even riot cases arising out of land disputes, which are among the prime 

reasons for riots between groups, have recorded a decline of around 4% 

in 2018 over 2017. Cases of rioting during “andolan/morcha” too have 

registered a decline of 25%.

While cases of communal riots are down, cases of attempts at inciting 

passions and stoking hatred have risen. The data show offences promoting 

enmity different groups have been constantly rising and have in fact more 

than doubled over 2016. As many as 478 such cases were registered by 

police across the country in 2016. It rose to 958 in 2017 and 1,114 in 2018.

Riots perpetrated by vigilante groups have also been recorded by NCRB 

this time. However, it shows either poor recording of such crimes or poor 

furnishing and categorisation of such data by State Crime Records Bureaus. 

The data show only two cases of rioting by vigilante groups registered in 

2017 and four in 2018. It should be noted that NCRB figures are based on 
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state police FIRs which record only the most heinous offence.

 

For example, if a vigilante group engages in rioting and it leads to a death, 

the case would be counted as one of murder and not of rioting.

In another aspect related to rioting, offences under the Prevention of 

Damage to Public Property Act have seen a decline of over 10%. The Act 

has been talked about a lot of late during the CAA-NRC protests after the 

UP government sent notices to protestors for recovering damages to public 

property. A total of 7,910 cases were registered under this Act in 2017. This 

declined to 7,127 in 2018.

State-wise data show that it is not the first time that Uttar Pradesh has 

cracked down hard on rioters. In 2018, UP topped the charts for offences 

under the Act. As many as 2,388 offences were registered by UP under the 

Act, followed by Tamil Nadu (2230) and Haryana (415).2017, too, UP was 

among the top two states, behind only Haryana. While UP registered 1,933 

cases under the Act in 2017, Haryana registered 2,562. Tamil Nadu was not 

far behind UP, with 1,790.

RBI chalks out financial inclusion strategy for 2024
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has chalked out an ambitious strategy for 
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financial inclusion till 2024, in which it aims to strengthen the ecosystem for 

various modes of digital financial services in all Tier-II to Tier VI centres to 

create the necessary infrastructure to move towards a less-cash society by 

March 2022.

While charting out a National Strategy for Financial Inclusion (NSFI) for 

the period 2019-2024, RBI said, “Financial inclusion is increasingly being 

recognised as a key driver of economic growth and poverty alleviation the 

world over.”

One of the objectives of the strategy includes increasing outreach of banking 

outlets of to provide banking access to every village within a 5-km radius 

or a hamlet of 500 households in hilly areas by March 2020. RBI said that 

the aim was also to see that every adult had access to a financial service 

provider through a mobile device by March 2024. With the aim of providing 

basic of financial services, a target has been set that every willing and eligible 

adult, who has been enrolled under the Prime Minister Jan DhanYogana, 

be enrolled under an insurance scheme and a pension scheme by March 

2020.

The plan is also to make the Public Credit Registry (PCR) fully operational 

by March 2022 so that authorised financial entities could leverage the same 

for assessing credit proposals from all citizens.

Section 144 not a tool to suppress opinion: SC
The orders of restriction issued under Section 144 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure (Cr.PC) could not be used as a tool to suppress legitimate 

expressions, opinions and grievances in a democracy, the Supreme Court 

ruled.

Referring to the submissions by petitioners that the police were still restricting 
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the movement of people during the day in Jammu and Kashmir, the court 

said it was neither proper nor correct on the part of the State to resort to 

such acts. “If a government thinks there is a threat to law and order..., it 

must follow due procedure, taking into consideration the rights of citizens, 

and pass only appropriate and need-based restrictive orders,” it said.

The court noted that the orders issued under Section 144 in Jammu and 

Kashmir did not explain that restrictions were imposed in anticipation of 

a threat to law and order or to prevent loss of life and property. This was 

despite the fact that government had argued that the restrictions were 

imposed because of the erstwhile State’s history of cross-border terrorism 

and infiltration and other security issues. Divergent views and disapproval 

of government action could not lead to imposition of Section 144, the court 

said.

The power was meant to be used only in case of public emergency or in the 

interest of public safety. Magistrates could not apply a strait-jacket formula 

without assessing the objective and material facts. Restrictions could not be 

excessive in nature or duration, it said.

On the contention whether Section 144 could be invoked against the public 

in general or against specific groups or persons, the court referred to the 

MadhuLimaye judgment that a general order could be passed if the number 

of persons was so large that a distinction could not be made without risk.

LCA Navy variant successfully lands on INS Vikramaditya
In a major technological advancement, the naval variant of the indigenous 

Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)-Mk1 successfully completed the first arrested 

landing on the aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya.

“After completing extensive trials on the shore-based test facility (SBTF), 
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the naval version of the LCA did a successful arrested landing on the INS 

Vikramaditya at 10:02 hours today [Saturday],” the Defence Research 

and Development Organisation (DRDO) said in a statement. Commodore 

JaideepMaolankar carried out the maiden landing.

The naval LCA-Mk1 made its maiden flight in April 2012. Two prototypes 

have been flying as part of the development. The SBTF in Goa, which 

replicates the flight deck of an aircraft carrier, was specifically built to train 

naval pilots in the complex manoeuvres of landing on the short flight deck 

of an aircraft carrier.

“With this feat, the indigenously developed niche technologies, specific to 

the deck-based fighter operations, have been proven, which will now pave 

the way for developing and manufacturing a twin-engine deck-based fighter 

for the Indian Navy,” the Navy said.

Navy chief Admiral Karambir Singh said in December 2018 that the DRDO 

offered to develop a new twin-engine deck-based fighter jet for the Navy, 

tapping into its experience of developing the naval LCA, and it should be 

ready by 2026.

The Navy is finalising the quality requirements for the new jet.

The contributions of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited include the landing gear, 

the arrestor hook and the support staff at the SBTF, said HAL Chairman and 

Managing Director R. Madhavan.

Significant upgrade

The naval LCA is fitted with stronger landing gears to absorb forces exerted 

by the ski-jump ramp during take-off, as it has to be airborne from 200m, 

and land within 100m, against the 1,000m required for normal fighter jets.

The Navy operates the MiG-29K fighter jets from the INS Vikramaditya . These 

Russian jets will also fly from the first indigenous aircraft carrierVikrantonce 

it enters service. The force is also evaluating global tenders for 57 carrier-
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based, twin-engine fighter aircraft.

‘Social media posting is a fundamental right’
The High Court of Tripura ordered the police to refrain from prosecuting a man 

who was earlier arrested over a social media post. Chief Justice AkilKureshi 

also barred the police from making any further arrest in connection with the 

case.

The court passed the order   after lawyers moved the court against the arrest 

and harassment of a Congress youth activist ArindamBhattacharjee over 

his post on a social media platform. Mr. Bhattacharjee had in his Facebook 

page criticised the BharatiyaJanata Party’s online campaign in support of 

the Citizenship Amendment Act.

“If you call 8866288662, all your data would go to hackers,” he had 

commented in his post, prompting the BJP’s IT Cell to respond with a police 

complaint.

The Chief Justice in his order broadly remarked that posting on social media 

was tantamount to a “fundamental right” applicable to all citizens, including 

government employees.

The police then erased Sections 120(B) and 153(A) of the IPC from the First 

Information Report to quash the case.

IUML plea to stay CAA implementation
The exercise of granting citizenship to undocumented migrants on the basis 

of their religion has already started under the Citizenship (Amendment) Act 

(CAA), 2019.

The Supreme Court has to intervene and immediately stay the implementation 

of the Act before it is too late, the Indian Union Muslim League urged the 
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court.

Just three days after the government notified the implementation of the CAA 

on January 10, the Uttar Pradesh government promptly sent a list of 40,000 

illegal migrants for grant of citizenship.

“It would be in the interest of justice to stay the operation of the Amendment 

Act. It has come into force. State of Uttar Pradesh’s prompt action to collect 

the data of non-Muslim illegal migrants shows that exercise of granting 

citizenship under the CAA is already under way,” said the application filed 

by advocates HarisBeeran and PallaviPratap.

Letting the CAA continue in operation till the Supreme Court delivered a final 

judgment would render the cause fait accompli as citizenship once granted 

could not be withdrawn, the application contended.

The IUML, which forms part of the United Democratic Front in Kerala, was 

the first off the block among Opposition political parties to challenge the 

CAA after it was passed by the RajyaSabha, saying the law violated the 

basic and fundamental value of the Constitution that “all should be treated 

equally alike” and should be struck down as unconstitutional.

‘Conflicting statements’

In a separate application, the IUML said conflicting statements made within 

the government, including those of the Prime Minister and Home Minister, 

had bred confusion on the conduct of the nationwide National Register of 

Citizens (NRC).

The application said the government should come clear on whether a pan-

India NRC would be implemented or not. The government should clarify 

whether the National Population Register (NPR) was linked to the NRC.
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‘Presidential Order under Article 370 has no relevance’
The Centre could not have on August 5, 2019 unilaterally notified a 

Presidential Order under Article 370 of the Constitution to fundamentally 

alter the governance and identity of Jammu and Kashmir, senior advocate 

Sanjay Parekh submitted before the Supreme Court.

Appearing before a Constitution Bench led by Justice N.V. Ramana, Mr. 

Parekh, appearing for the PUCL, explained that the Constitution of Jammu 

and Kashmir was adopted on November 17, 1956. The J&K Constituent 

Assembly dissolved after that on January 26, 1957. The very purpose of a 

temporary provision of Article 370 ended there. The future governance of 

J&K was entrusted to the erstwhile State’s Constitution. Hence, a Presidential 

Order under Article 370 has no relevance.

Mr. Parekh referred to the Supreme Court’s PremNathKaul judgment of 

1959, the first verdict after the J&K Constitution was framed.

The court held that it was the Constituent Assembly of the State which 

decided the constitutional relationship between J&K and the Union of India. 

The purpose of Article 370 came to an end with the framing of Constitution 

and dissolution of Constituent Assembly of Jammu & Kashmir.

“The idea clearly was that thereafter the civil, political, cultural and socio-

economic rights should be governed by the Constitution of J&K and the 

aspirations of the people of Jammu & Kashmir,” Mr. Parekh argued.

He submitted that this interpretation was in consonance with the intention 

of the people even before the Instrument of Accession, the Debates in 

Constituent Assembly while framing the Indian Constitution, the Delhi 

Agreement, as well as the Kaul judgment.
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70 years of the Republic: Constitution has always inspired 
Indians to question power and demand their rights
The Constitution of India was completed on November 29, 1949, yet it came 

into force on January 26, 1950. The date memorialised the celebration of 

Independence Day from 1930 by hundreds of thousands of Indians, who would 

gather in public, hoist the national flag and recite the pledge of independence 

in multiple languages, affirming that Indians were an independent people 

and would achieve their aims through non-violent means. 

Hundreds of people were arrested and charged by the colonial government 

for the simple act of reciting the pledge. Perhaps, the largest gathering was 

in January 1946, when 1,50,000 people gathered at Bombay’s Chowpatty 

and recited the pledge in Hindi, Urdu, English, Marathi and Gujarati. Linking 

the Constitution to January 26 affirmed that this was not a constitution 

created through elite discussions but a product of mass political struggle, 

and that it was not a gift from benevolent rulers, but one that was seized by 

the masses.

What is the relationship between “We the People of India” and the 

Constitution? This question was uppermost in the minds of India’s leaders 

as they met in Delhi to draft the document. They remained acutely aware 

that the Constituent Assembly was a body nominated by the provincial 

assemblies, themselves elected on limited franchise. The Congress 

leadership, which dominated the body, sought to bring in representatives 

from all shades of opinion, from the Hindu Mahasabha to socialists, and 

represent various underrepresented groups be it women, tribals, Parsis or 

Christians. Leaders of the Congress Socialist Party refused to participate 

on the grounds that they wanted an assembly on universal adult franchise. 

Keeping this in mind, several members reminded the house of its limited 

representativeness and need to keep those absent in mind. MR Jayakar, a 
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lawyer, and Dr BR Ambedkar, on the very first day of the assembly, pointed 

out the absence of most Muslim representatives (a majority of them joined the 

Assembly some months later) and the princely states (all except Hyderabad 

eventually sent members). Sportsman and politician Jaipal Singh Munda 

noted that despite there being millions of tribals in India, there were only 

six tribals in the Assembly and freedom fighter Purnima Banerjee protested 

the replacement of deceased women members with men. Both urged the 

Assembly to remember its commitments to those who could not speak in its 

halls.

Those outside the Assembly constantly reminded the drafters of their 

presence, by writing petitions and sending letters and postcards, which 

ranged from fully fledged drafts of constitutions, to special demands ranging 

from minimum wages to cow protection, Muslim personal law to decentralised 

governance in the Northeast. As OrnitShani’s work has shown, the Assembly 

and its bureaucrats took these letters seriously, sending replies and redrafting 

provisions based on popular debate. As the Constitution came into force, the 

government issued a range of low-priced publications and the Films Division 

produced films educating Indians about this new document. Within days of it 

coming into force, the Constitution came so alive in the popular imagination 

that ordinary people attributed meaning to its existence, took recourse through 

it and argued with it. So much so, that the Chief Minister of Hyderabad, a 

province that had not sent members to the Constituent Assembly, wrote with 

some agitation in 1951 that “an extraordinary tendency has been noticed 

recently for all sorts of people to move the High Courts citing fundamental 

rights”. Leaders from both the Hindu right and the Communist Party, who 

had questioned and critiqued the Constituent Assembly, were among the 

first to seek its protections. One of the earliest cases before the Supreme 

Court saw the president of the Hindu Mahasabha, NC Chatterjee, defending 

communist rebels in Bengal accused of arson and murder by challenging the 
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constitutionality of criminal procedures.

Dravidian separatists turned to the Constitution in the 1960s, as compromises 

over language were worked out. Faced with a ruling party with an overwhelming 

majority, opposition parties across ideological stripes united in defence of the 

Constitution as a check on majoritarianism, particularly after the Emergency 

in 1975. The Janata government resisted the temptation to tamper with the 

Supreme Court, allowing judges appointed by deposed PM Indira Gandhi to 

continue in order to protect institutionalism. Leftist lawyers became frontline 

defenders of civil liberties.

While in the early years, Indians sought to call upon the Constitution as 

protection against the intrusive state, through the 1980s, they began relying 

on it to make claims for aspirational rights. Through the 1980s and 1990s, the 

Indian women’s movement, grassrootorganisations like the MazdoorKisan 

Shakti Sangathan (MKSS) and Narmada BachaoAndolan, sex workers’ 

unions, artists and writers, environmentalists all built popular campaigns 

and litigated to get the Supreme Court to recognise that the constitutional 

protection of the right to life and liberty must be read widely to encompass 

the Constitution’s promises of justice, equality, liberty and fraternity.

The enactment of the MNREGA, the Right to Education, the implementation 

of the Forest Rights Act and the laws for prevention of sexual harassment 

are hard-won products of this movement. Dalit activists and political parties 

are central to the installation of the Constitution into popular consciousness, 

whether it be Mayawati’s reading of the Constitution during her political 

speeches, the mass campaigns to protect and expand affirmative action 

or the memorialisation of DrAmbedkar holding aloft the Constitution in 

neighbourhoods across cities and villages. We see this memorialisation 

take another form, as tribals across Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh erect stone 

slabs with the provisions of the Constitution inscribed on them, reminding 

the government that the Constitution promises them sovereignty and control 
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over their lands and livelihoods.

Linking the Constitution to January 26 affirmed that this was not a constitution 

created through elite discussions but a product of mass political struggle, and 

that it was not a gift from benevolent rulers, but one that was seized by the 

masses.

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru with folk dancers from Bombay at a Republic Day 

Parade. (Photo: Express archive)

The Constitution of India was completed on November 29, 1949, yet it came 

into force on January 26, 1950. The date memorialised the celebration of 

Independence Day from 1930 by hundreds of thousands of Indians, who would 

gather in public, hoist the national flag and recite the pledge of independence 

in multiple languages, affirming that Indians were an independent people 

and would achieve their aims through non-violent means. 71st Republic 

Day celebrations | 

Hundreds of people were arrested and charged by the colonial government 

for the simple act of reciting the pledge. Perhaps, the largest gathering was in 

January 1946, when 1,50,000 people gathered at Bombay’s Chowpatty and 

recited the pledge in Hindi, Urdu, English, Marathi and Gujarati. Linking the 

Constitution to January 26 affirmed that this was not a constitution created 

through elite discussions but a product of mass political struggle, and that 

it was not a gift from benevolent rulers, but one that was seized by the 
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masses.

What is the relationship between “We the People of India” and the Constitution? 

This question was uppermost in the minds of India’s leaders as they met in 

Delhi to draft the document. They remained acutely aware that the Constituent 

Assembly was a body nominated by the provincial assemblies, themselves 

elected on limited franchise. The Congress leadership, which dominated the 

body, sought to bring in representatives from all shades of opinion, from 

the Hindu Mahasabha to socialists, and represent various underrepresented 

groups be it women, tribals, Parsis or Christians. Leaders of the Congress 

Socialist Party refused to participate on the grounds that they wanted 

an assembly on universal adult franchise. Keeping this in mind, several 

members reminded the house of its limited representativeness and need to 

keep those absent in mind. MR Jayakar, a lawyer, and Dr BR Ambedkar, on 

the very first day of the assembly, pointed out the absence of most Muslim 

representatives (a majority of them joined the Assembly some months later) 

and the princely states (all except Hyderabad eventually sent members). 

Sportsman and politician Jaipal Singh Munda noted that despite there being 

millions of tribals in India, there were only six tribals in the Assembly and 

freedom fighter Purnima Banerjee protested the replacement of deceased 

women members with men. Both urged the Assembly to remember its 

commitments to those who could not speak in its halls.

Those outside the Assembly constantly reminded the drafters of their 

presence, by writing petitions and sending letters and postcards, which 

ranged from fully fledged drafts of constitutions, to special demands ranging 

from minimum wages to cow protection, Muslim personal law to decentralised 

governance in the Northeast. As OrnitShani’s work has shown, the Assembly 

and its bureaucrats took these letters seriously, sending replies and redrafting 

provisions based on popular debate. As the Constitution came into force, the 

government issued a range of low-priced publications and the Films Division 
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produced films educating Indians about this new document. Within days of it 

coming into force, the Constitution came so alive in the popular imagination 

that ordinary people attributed meaning to its existence, took recourse through 

it and argued with it. So much so, that the Chief Minister of Hyderabad, a 

province that had not sent members to the Constituent Assembly, wrote with 

some agitation in 1951 that “an extraordinary tendency has been noticed 

recently for all sorts of people to move the High Court’s citing fundamental 

rights”. Leaders from both the Hindu right and the Communist Party, who 

had questioned and critiqued the Constituent Assembly, were among the 

first to seek its protections. One of the earliest cases before the Supreme 

Court saw the president of the Hindu Mahasabha, NC Chatterjee, defending 

communist rebels in Bengal accused of arson and murder by challenging the 

constitutionality of criminal procedures.

Dravidian separatists turned to the Constitution in the 1960s, as compromises 

over language were worked out. Faced with a ruling party with an overwhelming 

majority, opposition parties across ideological stripes united in defence of the 

Constitution as a check on majoritarianism, particularly after the Emergency 

in 1975. The Janata government resisted the temptation to tamper with the 

Supreme Court, allowing judges appointed by deposed PM Indira Gandhi to 

continue in order to protect institutionalism. Leftist lawyers became frontline 

defenders of civil liberties.

 

What is the relationship between “We the People of India” and the Constitution? 

This question was uppermost in the minds of India’s leaders as they met in 

Delhi to draft the document. (Photo: DAG)

While in the early years, Indians sought to call upon the Constitution as 

protection against the intrusive state, through the 1980s, they began relying 

on it to make claims for aspirational rights. Through the 1980s and 1990s, the 

Indian women’s movement, grassrootorganisations like the MazdoorKisan 
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Shakti Sangathan (MKSS) and Narmada BachaoAndolan, sex workers’ 

unions, artists and writers, environmentalists all built popular campaigns 

and litigated to get the Supreme Court to recognise that the constitutional 

protection of the right to life and liberty must be read widely to encompass 

the Constitution’s promises of justice, equality, liberty and fraternity.

The enactment of the MNREGA, the Right to Education, the implementation 

of the Forest Rights Act and the laws for prevention of sexual harassment 

are hard-won products of this movement. Dalit activists and political parties 

are central to the installation of the Constitution into popular consciousness, 

whether it be Mayawati’s reading of the Constitution during her political 

speeches, the mass campaigns to protect and expand affirmative action 

or the memorialisation of DrAmbedkar holding aloft the Constitution in 

neighbourhoods across cities and villages. We see this memorialisation 

take another form, as tribals across Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh erect stone 

slabs with the provisions of the Constitution inscribed on them, reminding 

the government that the Constitution promises them sovereignty and control 
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over their lands and livelihoods.

The Constitution has always been a site of struggle and the engagement of 

the people with it has faced many twists and turns, as governments in power 

have always been reluctant to be restricted by rules. It has also been limited 

in its effectiveness in areas of conflict, like Kashmir. However, in the past, 

people’s movements were aided by political parties and the courts. While 

MKSS began the move towards the right to information, they were assisted 

by the judicial recognition of the right and the legislation of that right into 

remedies by elected government. We face an unusual moment today, when 

both political parties and the judiciary seem to have stepped back from the 

role. It is unsurprising that hundreds and thousands of Indian citizens are 

filling that vacuum by stepping on the streets affirming the Preamble. As it 

is often pointed out, many of the tools of colonial governance, be it Section 

141 of the CrPC or the powers of the governors over state governments, 

continued in independent India. However, members of the Constituent 

Assembly promised that these tools would be used and limited by the spirit 

animating the Constitution — its Preamble. It is striking that while previous 

popular engagements were by particular social or political groups seeking 

to protect or advance specific rights and provisions, today, people across 

demographic groups and geographic locations turn to the Preamble itself, to 

reawaken the spirit that animates the Constitution.

‘Set to create largest statelessness crisis’: European 
Parliament to debate draft CAA resolution
The Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), which has triggered a set of domino 

protests across the country and led to 26 deaths, will be taken up for debate 

in the European Parliament next week. The European Parliament will also 

vote on a draft resolution, which states the law will “create the largest 
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statelessness crisis in the world,” PTI reported.

The resolution was tabled by the European United Left/ Nordic Green Left 

(GUE/NGL) Group in the Parliament. It will be taken up for discussion next 

week   and voted on the day after.

“The CAA marks a dangerous shift in the way citizenship will be determined 

in India and is set to create the largest statelessness crisis in the world and 

cause immense human suffering,” the resolution says.

The MEA has maintained that the law “does not seek to strip anybody 

of citizenship” and that the CAA “does not alter the basic structure of the 

Constitution”.

The resolution makes a reference to the United Nations Charter, Article 15 

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the India-EU 

Strategic Partnership Joint Action Plan signed in November 2005, and to the 

EU-India Thematic Dialogue on Human Rights.

The draft, which has been characterised under the “Relations with Asian 

countries” section, urges Indian authorities to “engage constructively” with 

those protesting against the CAA and consider their demands to repeal the 

“discriminatory” Citizenship law.

“Instead of addressing the concerns, offering corrective action, calling 

for security forces to act with restraint and ensuring accountability, many 

government leaders have been engaging in efforts to discredit, rebuke and 

threaten the protesters,” the resolution states.

Under the new law, Hindus, Christians, Sikhs, Parsis, Buddhists, and Jains 

from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan are eligible for citizenship within 

the cutoff date of December 31, 2014. It has become controversial largely 

because it excludes Muslims.

EU is likely to vote on a resolution tabled by the European United Left/ 

Nordic Green Left (GUE/NGL) Group in the Parliament. It will be taken up for 

discussion next week   and voted on the day after.
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By: Express Web Desk | New Delhi | Updated: January 26, 2020 10:07:25 

pm

The Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) has triggered a set of domino protests 

across the country. (File)

The Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), which has triggered a set of domino 

protests across the country and led to 26 deaths, will be taken up for debate in 

the European Parliament next week. The European Parliament will also vote 

on a draft resolution, which states the law will “create the largest statelessness 

crisis in the world,” PTI reported.

The resolution was tabled by the European United Left/ Nordic Green Left 

(GUE/NGL) Group in the Parliament. It will be taken up for discussion next 

week   and voted on the day after.

“The CAA marks a dangerous shift in the way citizenship will be determined 

in India and is set to create the largest statelessness crisis in the world and 

cause immense human suffering,” the resolution says.

The MEA has maintained that the law “does not seek to strip anybody 

of citizenship” and that the CAA “does not alter the basic structure of the 

Constitution”.

The resolution makes a reference to the United Nations Charter, Article 15 

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the India-EU 

Strategic Partnership Joint Action Plan signed in November 2005, and to the 
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EU-India Thematic Dialogue on Human Rights.

 

An anti-CAA protest in Seelampur. (Archive)

The draft, which has been characterised under the “Relations with Asian 

countries” section, urges Indian authorities to “engage constructively” with 

those protesting against the CAA and consider their demands to repeal the 

“discriminatory” Citizenship law.

“Instead of addressing the concerns, offering corrective action, calling for 

security forces to act with restraint and ensuring accountability, many 

government leaders have been engaging in efforts to discredit, rebuke and 

threaten the protesters,” the resolution states.

Under the new law, Hindus, Christians, Sikhs, Parsis, Buddhists, and Jains 

from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan are eligible for citizenship within 

the cutoff date of December 31, 2014. It has become controversial largely 

because it excludes Muslims.

The resolution also states that since the May 2019 LokSabha elections, the 

Indian government had “reinforced its nationalistic orientation” with hints at 

the abrogation of Article 370 and scrapping of Jammu and Kashmir’s special 

status.

Under the category of “Resolutions on topical subjects,” the draft expresses 

concern about India having “created the legal grounds to strip millions of 

Muslims the fundamental right of equal access to citizenship” and that CAA 
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could be combined with NRC to “render many Muslim citizens stateless”.

If it is passed next week, it will be formally sent to the Indian government and 

Parliament as well as to the European Commission chiefs.

The Indian Express had reported on December 30 that though diplomats 

have publicly maintained that the CAA is an “internal issue”, ambassadors 

and diplomats from at least 16 countries that The Indian Express spoke to 

had expressed “concern” at the situation on the new law and the protests 

against it.

Meanwhile, last month, the US also said that it was closely following the 

developments and urged Indian authorities to protect and respect the right 

of peaceful assembly. “We are closely following developments regarding the 

Citizenship Amendment Act. We urge authorities to protect and respect the 

right of peaceful assembly. We also urge protestors to refrain from violence,” 

a US State Department spokesperson had said in a statement in Washington 

DC.

Earlier on December 13, while stressing that “respect for religious freedom 

and equal treatment under the law are fundamental principles of our two 

democracies”, the US State Department had said, “The United States urges 

India to protect the rights of its religious minorities in keeping with India’s 

Constitution and democratic values.”

Constitution and diversity, colours of this Republic Day
Leading the celebrations, Kerala Governor Arif Mohammed Khan said 

“Indianness” has been rooted in diversity and in acceptance of which, the 

country has always sheltered persecuted people of the world. Chief Minister 

PinarayiVijayan and some cabinet members were among those present at 

the celebrations at Central Stadium.

Khan said the founding fathers of the nation considered democracy a sacred 
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trust so they adopted a Constitution that fully reflects the eternal Indian ethos, 

values and traditions. “Indianness has been rooted in diversity which implies 

both respect and acceptance of variety… It is in this acceptance that India 

has always sheltered the persecuted people of the world,” the Governor 

said. His remarks came amid protests against the Citizenship (Amendment) 

Act. Kerala Assembly has passed a resolution seeking repeal of the Act 

and the LDF government has moved the Supreme Court. Khan has been at 

loggerheads with the government over its moves.

Assam

The Assam government is fully committed to the rights of indigenous people, 

Governor JagdishMukhi said. “…The emphasis given on total implementation 

of Assam Accord’s Clause 6 proves its aim and policy,” he added.

The government has constituted a committee under the chairmanship 

of retired Gauhati High Court judge Biplab Sharma, Mukhi said. “This 

committee will submit its report very soon. After that, Assamese people will 

get Constitutional safeguards and their… rights will be protected forever,” he 

added.

“We have prepared a new land policy. With this policy, the land rights of 

Assam’s indigenous people will be secured,” he added.

Mukhi further said that to implement Assam Accord properly, concrete steps 

have been taken to seal the Indo-Bangla border and the remaining open 

portion will be sealed very soon.

Uttar Pradesh

Uttar Pradesh Governor Anandiben Patel took the salute of the parade in 

front of the VidhanBhawan. Earlier in the day, Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath 

hoisted the flag at his official residence in Lucknow. Addressing the closing 

ceremony of the Foundation Day programme at the AwadhShilp Gram, 

Adityanath said, “The Constitution has given us a lot… We talk about our 

constitutional rights, but not about our duties… the Constitution tells us about 
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our duties too.”

Punjab

Invoking Guru Nanak’s Dev message of ‘na koi Hindu, na koi Musalman’, 

Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh   vowed to protect the country’s 

secular fabric. Addressing a function, he also vowed to protect people, 

irrespective of caste, creed and religion. “Secularism was the message of our 

guru, whose philosophy of ‘na koi Hindu, na koi Musalman, sab rabkebande 

(Nor Hinduism, nor Islam, everyone belongs to God)’ is imbued in our 

consciousness. The foundation of our Constitution was based on secular 

and socialistic democracy,” said Singh, “There are some voices being raised 

in the country. Punjab VidhanSabha, a few days back, adopted a resolution 

which is now before the entire nation,” he said, without mentioning CAA.

Maharashtra

Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari   said that since agriculture 

is the foundation of the state’s economy, the government is trying to make 

farmers “stress-free and debt-free”. Giving his Republic Day speech in Marathi, 

he said Maharashtra is an industrially advanced state and the government 

will give priority to solving the problems faced by industry. Koshyari said the 

state government is committed to speeding up work on the memorials of 

ChhatrapatiShivaji and BabasahebAmbedkar.

Jammu and Kashmir

Republic Day was celebrated in Kashmir   amid tight security with the main 

function in the Valley being held at the Sher-e-Kashmir Cricket Stadium, where 

Lieutenant Governor’s advisor Farooq Khan presided over the function. This 

was the first Republic Day after J&K’s special status was withdrawn and the 

erstwhile state was divided into two UTs. Most mainstream politicians stayed 

away from the function as top leaders of regional parties PDP are under 

detention.
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Chhattisgarh

Chhattisgarhi language and its different dialects will be made the medium of 

instruction in primary schools across the state from the next session, Chief 

Minister BhupeshBaghelsaid.

Speaking in Jagdalpur, he also cautioned political parties by quoting 

DrBabasahebAmbedkar’s statement that if parties place their creed above 

the country, then people’s freedom will once again be in danger. Appealing 

to people to work towards protecting the Constitution, he said its different 

aspects will be taught in schools.

Haryana

Chief Minister ManoharLalKhattar   said his government was committed to 

ensuring the welfare of all sections of the society and stated that 2020 would 

be observed as the ‘SushashanSankalpVarsh’.

“It has been decided to celebrate 2020 as the ‘SushashanSankalpVarsh’, 

under which programmes and schemes will be prepared throughout the 

year to make the lives of people easier,” he said at Jind, while addressing a 

gathering. Claiming that efforts were being made to “spread confusion” over 

CAA, the chief minister said, “I want to firmly say that this law has been made 

to give, not to take away the citizenship of anyone. I am proud that the people 

of Haryana have welcomed this decision.”

Rajasthan

Rajasthan Governor Kalraj Mishra and CM Ashok Gehlot unfurled the Tricolour 

at separate functions. In his message, Mishra had said, “We should always 

remember that our mutual brotherhood, harmony and affection strengthen 

our unity and inspire us to work together for development…” he said. 

Gehlotsaidthe day is a symbol of people’s faith in constitutional values. He 

added that it should be our endeavour that the country moves in accordance 

with its spirit.
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SC notice on Centre’s NPR notification
The Supreme Court   sought the government’s response to a petition filed 

by three residents of Bihar to quash a Union Home Ministry notification for 

the conduct of the National Population Register (NPR) exercise from April to 

September 2020.

A Bench, led by Chief Justice of India S.A. Bobde, issued notice to the 

government on the petition filed by Udagar Ram, from Madhubani district in 

the State, and two others.

‘Invasion of privacy’

“The entire exercise of creation and update of the NPR is a gross invasion of 

the privacy of private citizens. The nature of the exercise is manifestly arbitrary 

with no grounds of ‘doubtfulness’ being specified, apart from no guarantee of 

protection and security of the data/information so collected. Such a database 

would erode basic freedoms that the persons within India currently enjoy,” the 

petition said.

The petition said Section 14-A of the Citizenship Act, 1955, and The Citizenship 

(Registration of Citizens and Issue of National Identity Cards) Rules, 2003, 

and the Home Ministry notification of July 31, 2019, for conduct of the NPR 

are violative of the fundamental rights.

Through the Citizenship Rules, 2003, the state seeks to invade the privacy 

of private persons without establishing that they were acting in an unlawful 

manner, it said.
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Current account deficit narrows to 0.9% of GDP
India’s current account deficit (CAD) narrowed to 0.9% of GDP, or $6.3 

billion, in the September 2019 quarter, on account of lower trade deficit. It 

had stood at 2.9% of the gross domestic product (GDP), or $19 billion, in the 

corresponding quarter of 2018-19.

On a sequential basis, CAD had printed 2% of GDP, or $14.2 billion, in the 

June 2019 quarter. “The contraction in the CAD was primarily on account of 

a lower trade deficit at $38.1 billion as compared with $50 billion a year ago,” 

the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said in a release.

During the first half of the current financial year, CAD narrowed to 1.5% of 

the GDP from 2.6% in the corresponding period in 2018-19, on the back of a 

reduction in the trade deficit, which shrank to $84.3 billion as compared with 

$95.8 billion a year ago. The balance of payments stood at $5.12 billion in 

the second quarter and $19.1 billion during the first half of this fiscal.

Net foreign direct investment stood at $7.4 billion, almost the same level as 

in the second quarter of 2018-19.

Helped by net purchases in the debt market, foreign portfolio investment 

recorded a net inflow of $2.5 billion in the September 2019 quarter, against 

an outflow of $1.6 billion a year ago.

In the April-September 2019 period, while the net FDI inflows were at $21.2 

billion, portfolio investment recorded a net inflow of $7.3 billion.

Net services receipts increased 0.9% on in July-September on a year-on-

year basis, on the back of a rise in net earnings from computer, travel and 

financial services, the central bank said.

In the second quarter of 2019-20, private transfer receipts, mainly representing 

remittances by Indians employed overseas, rose to $21.9 billion, an increase 

of 5.2% compared to a year ago.

The net inflow on account of external commercial borrowings to the country 
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was $3.2 billion in the second quarter as compared with $2 billion a year 

earlier.

Nifty closes at a record high amid global rally
Buoyed by a strong surge in the global markets, the Indian benchmark indices 

registered significant gains  , with the broader Nifty closing at a new all-time 

high.

The 50-share Nifty gained 99.70 points, or 0.82%, to close at a record high 

of 12,282.20. Meanwhile, the Sensex ended the day at 41,626.64, up 320.62 

points, or 0.78%.

Market participants attributed the rally to the announcement by the Chinese 

central bank — People’s Bank of China (PBC) — that it would take steps, 

including lowering the reserve requirement ratio, to boost economic growth. 

“Global markets cheered the news that China’s central bank has cut the amount 

of cash that all banks must hold as reserves, releasing around 800 billion yuan 

($114.91 billion) in funds to shore up the slowing economy,” said Siddhartha 

Khemka, Head – Retail Research, MotilalOswal Financial Services.

U.S.-China deal

“Sentiments also got boosted by U.S. President Donald Trump’s announcement   

that the Phase 1 trade deal with China will be signed on January 15,” he 

added.

The announcement led to a global rally with the Hang Seng gaining over 1%.

Most of the European markets were also trading strong with some of the 

benchmarks gaining over 1% during the trading session.

Back in India, the market breadth was quite strong with more than 1,700 

gainers on BSE, as against less than 800 declines.
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Beware these home loan myths
Just like any other financial product, there are numerous myths and 

misconceptions circling around home loans. Home loan applicants often fall 

prey to these myths and end up making wrong choices while selecting loan 

options. Here is list of the most prevalent home loans myths that you need to 

be aware of.

Shorter tenure good

Shorter home loan tenure will always have lower interest cost than longer 

tenure loan, assuming that their interest rates are equal. However, shorter 

loan tenures would also attract higher EMI vis-a-vis loan with longer tenure.

This can have negative impact on your financial health if it leaves you with little 

room to invest for other crucial financial goals. Such aggressive repayment 

tenures without insufficient buffer can also cause you to default on EMIs during 

financial emergencies. This might have long-term negative consequences on 

your credit score and your future loan eligibility.

Lowest interest rate

Home loan interest rate is just one of the several factors to be considered 

while choosing a lender. The other important factors include LTV (loan-to-

value) ratio, processing fee and loan tenure.

For example, a lender extending lowest interest rate may require you to opt 

for a lower LTV ratio, which means that you will need to put in higher down 

payment money.

Some lenders also charge lower interest rate for borrowers availing loans for 

longer tenure. Similarly, lenders offering lowest interest rate may charge you 

higher processing fee and other charges. Hence, take a more holistic view 

while comparing various loan offers instead of limiting it to interest rates.

Good credit score guarantees loan approval

Credit score is one of the several factors used for evaluating loan applicant’s 

creditworthiness. Other major factors include your age, monthly income, 
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employer profile, job stability, existing EMI commitments, location, property 

title, etc. Each of these play a crucial role in assessing your credit profile. 

Failure to meet any of these criterion will lead to rejection of your home loan 

application.

Penalty for prepayment

The Reserve Bank of India has barred banks, NBFCs and HFCs from 

penalising pre-payment or foreclosure of floating rate loans. This has made 

all floating rate home loan borrowers free to make pre-payment or foreclose 

loans without incurring any prepayment penalties. Even in case of fixed rate 

home loans, many lenders do not charge prepayment charges if it is made 

from the borrower’s own source of funds.

Fixed better than floating

With home loan interest rates recording consistent decline over the last one 

year, many home loan applicants consider fixed-rate home loans to be a better 

option to do away with interest rate volatility. However, very few lenders offer 

fixed rate home loans for the entire tenure.

Those who do, usually charge higher interest rate for fixed rate home loans to 

reduce their own interest rate risk. What most lenders usually offer are mixed 

rate home loans whose rates remain fixed for a pre-specified period, say for 

the first 2, 3 or 5 years of the loan tenure.

After the end of that period, floating rates become applicable. Even the interest 

rate charged during fixed rate period is higher than interest rate for floating 

rate home loans at the time of loan sanction.

Direct loan application better

Most home loan applicants reach out to multiple lenders to shop for best 

loan rates and other features. However, every time one makes direct loan 

application with a bank or an HFC, the lender will contact credit bureaus to fetch 

your credit report and evaluate your creditworthiness. Such lender-initiated 

enquiry is considered as hard enquiry and each of them will reduce your credit 
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score by a few points. Multiple loan applications will reduce your credit score 

multiple times, which might adversely impact your loan eligibility. Instead, visit 

online financial marketplace to compare various home loan offers available on 

your credit score, monthly income, job profile and other eligibility parameters. 

While these marketplaces, too, will fetch your credit score, it is considered as 

soft enquiry and hence, would not impact your credit score.

‘Investors wary of uncertain tax administration in India’
Uncertainty in tax administration is one of the key threats to private investments 

in the country, the Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association said 

in a presentation made before a Parliamentary panel on Finance.

The presentation accessed by The Hindu lists five major threats to private 

investors. The first is “increased frictional costs on capital mobility including 

dividend distribution tax, buy back tax and so on diminishes returns prospects,” 

the association noted. A similar demand was recently made by the Association 

of National Exchanges Members of India (ANMI) who said the Dividend 

Distribution Tax results in double to triple taxation on corporate earnings. The 

association said the buyback tax curtails the mobility of capital and called it a 

retrogade tax, sources said.

The second point it raised was “uncertainty in tax administration”. It said there 

are multiple tax regimes within a single structure. For example, there is a need 

for “complete tax parity” for investment in listed and unlisted securities.

The association said there is a “perception of India being unfriendly to foreign 

investors including NRIs”. While the government is busy patting its back for 

better “ease of doing business” rating, the association has flagged that there 

is “increasing risk perception about doing business in India”. India is on the 

63rd rank in the World Bank’s list of countries rated on ease of doing business 

in 2019. It moved 14 places up from the 77th position in 2018.
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Finally, the association said a slowdown in growth has reduced opportunities.

‘Oil price spike may hurt economy more’
Former Finance Minister P. Chidambaram   warned that the economy could 

face more turbulence if oil prices rose further amid mounting U.S.-Iran tensions 

and contended that the government was “clueless about the economy even 

as it is sinking”.

“I do not think they have the wisdom to deal with a situation like in 1991; so, 

God forbid, that we go back to 1991,” he told presspersons on the possibility 

of a military flare-up in West Asia, and its likely impact on crude prices.

“While the fire lit by the hurried passage of CAA rages across the country, 

the economy continues to sink. There has not been a single silver lining in 

the last six months,” he said, observing that imports had declined by 8.37% 

and exports had shrunk by 2.21%, compared to last year. “The fiscal deficit 

will breach the Budget limit of 3.4%. WPI is at 1.92% and CPI at 5.54%. Food 

inflation has crossed 10%. As warned, the cut in corporate tax rates did not 

boost investment. Private consumption declined significantly,” he said.

Direct tax revenue collections were only 41.6% of the Budget estimates and 

the credit growth to industry was 3.4% while manufacturing output had shrunk 

by 3.8%.

“The government has run out of money to spend or invest in the last quarter of 

2019-20. It is obvious that the government is clueless and seems to think that 

ignorance is bliss,” Mr. Chidambaram said.

India must create 70 mn jobs to achieve $5 tn economy by 
2024
The country needs to significantly increase employment and productivity levels 

to achieve a $5 trillion economy by 2024, TharmanShanmugaratnam, Senior 
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Minister of Singapore, a renowned economist and a political personality, 

said.

Pointing out that job growth and productivity improvement are critical, Mr. 

Shanmugaratnam said, “To achieve a $5 trillion economy by 2024-25 and 

to ensure unemployment does not keep going up, India will have to create 

something like 140 million jobs over the next decade — half of that in the first 

half of the decade.”

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has announced the aim to achieve a $5 trillion 

dollar economy by 2024. But dwindling economic growth has made the task 

much tougher than thought earlier.

Productivity growth needed to be in the order of 7-8% per year, he said, while 

delivering the Third Suresh Tendulkar Memorial Lecture at the Reserve Bank 

of India.

“India is making a major effort to transform its society and economy. And it is 

going to take some time because it is starting from a heavy legacy of the past,” 

he said.

“Job growth and productivity growth are fundamental. “It is critical particularly 

for India because you have the largest young population in the world... much 

larger than China’s,” he added.

Reserve Bank to tap market supply for specialised supervision, 
regulation cadre
The Reserve Bank of India has decided to recruit 35% of the specialised 

supervisory and regulatory cadre from the market while the remaining 65% 

will be recruited via internal promotions.

In an internal circular, the central bank said that direct recruitment in the 

Specialized Supervisory and Regulatory Cadre (SSRC) will be at Grade B 

level.
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“Out of the total vacancies in the grade, 35% of the vacancies will be filled up 

through market recruitment while 65% of vacancies will be filled up through 

internal promotions,” RBI said.

The Specialized Supervisory and Regulatory Cadre (SSRC) will comprise 

officers in Grade B to Executive Director level, the circular said.

RBI said in case there was a shortfall in filling up any vacancy in the specialist 

groups in Research, Data Analysis, Model Development, Stress Testing 

and the like, then lateral recruitment will be resorted to in respect of such 

shortfall.

Lateral recruitment will not be resorted to for filling vacancies which carry out 

onsite supervision of the regulated entities. According to the norms, lateral 

induction would normally be at Grade C level and on contract basis. Laterally 

recruited officers will have a tenure of three years, extendable up to a maximum 

period of five years.

“The shortfall of officers with specialised skills will be filled up by taking 

expertise on inward deputation or assigning some of the specialised back 

office jobs to external experts,” it said.

On November 1, 2019, RBI decided to reorganise its regulation and supervision 

departments. It merged the three regulatory departments (department of 

banking, non-banking and cooperative bank) into one and did likewise for the 

three supervisory departments.

As a result, there is only one supervisory department which looks after 

supervision of banks, NBFCs and cooperative banks and only one regulatory 

department for these three.

The move was aimed at dealing more effectively with potential systemic risk 

that could come about due to possible supervisory arbitrage and information 

asymmetry.
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Mutual funds’ asset base slips 2% in Dec.
The mutual fund industry saw its asset base slip by 2% to Rs. 26.54 lakh 

crore at December-end, primarily on account of outflow from debt-oriented 

schemes, including liquid funds.

The 44-player industry logged an all-time high assets under management 

(AUM) of Rs. 27.04 lakh crore at November-end, as compared to Rs. 26.54 

lakh crore by the end of last month, representing a decline of 2%, according 

to data from the Association of Mutual Funds in India (Amfi).

Mutual fund houses witnessed an overall outflow of Rs. 61,810 crore last 

month as compared to an inflow of Rs. 54,419 crore in November.

Fund managers attributed the drop in the asset base to outflow of Rs. 78,940 

crore from debt-oriented schemes.

Among debt-oriented schemes, liquid funds, with investments in cash assets 

such as treasury bills, certificates of deposit and commercial paper for shorter 

horizon, witnessed a pull out of over Rs. 71,000 crore, the highest among the 

fixed-income segment last month.

Besides, overnight funds, which invest in securities with a maturity of one 

day, saw outflows of over Rs. 8,800 crore. However, banking and PSU funds, 

which have a high allocation to highest rated bonds, received funds to the 

tune of Rs. 4,770 crore.

“Fixed income categories, especially those having modified duration or 

average maturity less than a year, witnessed net outflows during the month. 

However, this is on expected lines as these categories typically witness net 

outflows during the quarter end months on account of advance tax payment 

obligation,” Himanshu Srivastava, senior analyst manager — Research at 

Morningstar Investment Adviser India, said.

Naveen Kukreja, CEO at Paisabazaar.com, attributed the decline in monthly 

asset base to sell-off in debt schemes.

Equity-oriented funds continued to attract investments, tracking the surge 
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in domestic markets in December. Such funds saw a net infusion of Rs. 

4,432 crore last month. In comparison, net flow of Rs. 933 crore was seen in 

November and Rs. 6,015 crore in October.

“The small cap and mid cap indices are underperforming currently. The industry 

has seen inflows in the large cap funds and it will continue to be the biggest 

attraction among equity funds,” Mr. Kukreja added.

Collection through systematic investment plans (SIP) surged to over Rs. 8,518 

crore in December from Rs. 8,273 crore in the preceding month. The asset 

base of SIPs rose to an all-time high of Rs. 3.17 lakh crore from Rs. 3.12 lakh 

crore, reflecting positive sentiment in equities.

Amfi chief executive N.S. Venkatesh said, “Retail investors continue to 

repose trust in mutual funds as reflected by continued flows through SIPs, 

despite challenging domestic economic scenario and global trade issues and 

conflicts.”

Govt. gets cracking on GST evaders with data analytics
The Department of Revenue has identified as many as 931 cases of fraudulent 

GST (Goods and Services Tax) refund claims through data analytics and has 

now tasked the GST data analytics wing to scrutinise all past and pending 

refund claims filed all over the country for inverted duty structure, sources 

said.

Refund claims worth more than Rs. 28,000 crore are said to have been filed 

by over 27,000 taxpayers so far on account of inverted duty structure in the 

current financial year.

The sources said such identified taxpayers, who had purchased goods from 

tax-evading, non-filers, would face verification and scrutiny as necessary.

This is being reviewed and monitored weekly by Revenue Secretary Ajay 

Bhushan Pandey.
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The sources said to curb input tax credit (ITC) frauds, data analytics is to be 

done on all refunds since 2017, keeping an eye on the modus operandi of 

unscrupulous refund claimants or fly-by-night or shell business entities for 

availing fake ITC.

GST formations have booked 6,641 cases involving 7,164 entities till November 

last year and have, so far, recovered about Rs. 1,057 crore.

The highest number of such fraud cases have been booked in the Kolkata 

zone, followed by Delhi, Jaipur and Panchkula (Haryana), the sources said, 

adding that fraud recently detected by central tax authorities in Delhi, involving 

GST refund for inverted duty structure, was deliberated at the second National 

Conference on GST last week.

Fake ITC credit

The sources also said investigators in Delhi had cracked — through data 

analytics — a significant fraud case wherein fraudsters created a network 

of over 500 entities comprising fake billing entities, intermediary dealers, 

distributors and bogus manufacturers of ‘hawaii’ chappals for availing and 

encashing fake ITC credits.

The bogus ‘manufacturers,’ created in Uttarakhand, were making supplies to 

other fictitious entities and retailers in Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu.

The raw materials for the chappals, known as EVA compound, are chargeable 

at 18% duty whereas chappals are chargeable at 5%, sources said, adding 

that as a result, the law allowed the manufacturers to claim refunds of the 

inverted duty structure in cash. GST investigators found an ongoing parallel 

investigation in Uttarakhand to be connected and took swift action in preventing 

refund claims of Rs. 27.5 crore.

Through meticulous cyber-planning, fraudsters had created over Rs. 600 

crore of ‘fake credit’ which they would have continued to encash had it not 

been busted.

The main accused in this case was arrested in December and continues to be 
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in judicial remand.

It was also through data analytics that recently, GST formations had identified 

a few exporters with ‘star’ status who were fraudulently availing IGST refund 

and were untraceable at their registered addresses.

In these cases, an exporter with over Rs. 50 crore of shipments of readymade 

garments had taken refund of Rs. 3.90 crore while the entity’s total GST 

payment in cash was a mere Rs. 1,650.

In another case, tax payments in cash have been made for Rs. 51,201 while 

the exporter had obtained refund of Rs. 9.59 crore. The GST data analytics 

wing had been able to identify all such cases involving fake invoicing and 

fraudulent tax credits, which have been encashed through the facility of IGST 

refunds, the sources said.

Slowing economy hitting payroll creation, says SBI report
The current economy slowdown is impacting employment generation 

significantly as payroll creation, a proxy for employment generation, could be 

at least 15.8 lakh lower in the current financial year than the previous year.

In the previous financial year, the country had created 89.7 lakh new payrolls, 

as per EPFO data.

“The slow growth is now having a visible impact on payroll creation. In FY19, 

India had created 89.7 lakh new payrolls, as per EPFO data. In FY20, as per 

current projections, this number could be at least 15.8 lakh lower,” State Bank 

of India’s (SBI) group chief economic adviser SoumyaKanti Ghosh said in a 

report.

The EPFO data primarily covers low-paid jobs as the salary is capped at Rs. 

15,000 per month. Government jobs and private jobs are not within its ambit 

as such data had moved to the NPS beginning 2004.

“Interestingly, even in the NPS category, State and central governments are 
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[expected] to create close to 39,000 jobs less in FY20, as per current trends. 

Hence, the number of new payrolls created in FY20 could be at least 16 lakh 

lower than in FY19,” the report said.

The country’s growth rate is expected to fall to an 11-year low of 5% for the 

current financial year, the government said last week.

The SBI report noted that the extent of formalisation had declined steadily 

and is now currently at 9.5% of overall payroll creation versus 11% in FY19. 

Hence Goods and Services Tax (GST) collections may stay below the Rs. 1.1 

lakh crore per month mark the Centre is hoping to exceed. The prospect of 

lower payroll creation in government shows it was not recruiting afresh in lieu 

of retiring staff, it added.

Centre sets higher GST mop-up target
With less than three months to go before the current financial year ends, 

enforcement actions have multiplied and pressure has mounted on revenue 

officers to augment GST collections in the remaining period of the fiscal.

Directing field officers to go after fraudsters and non-filers using data analytics, 

the Revenue Department has fixed the GST target for January and February 

at Rs. 1.15 lakh crore each while the March collection is to be Rs. 1.25 lakh 

crore. Official sources said about 40,000 companies had been red-flagged 

for availing excess or fraudulent ITC (input tax credit) and other tax-related 

wrongful issues, through data analytics. “Field formations have been directed 

to conclude ITC recuperation without any overreach but in a stipulated time 

frame,” an official said. There are 1.2 crore GST registrants across India. 

Sources said GST authorities would look into the mismatch of supply and 

purchase invoices, mismatch in GSTR-1, GSTR-2A and GSTR-3B, failure 

to file returns and over-invoicing, among others to put the heat on the tax 

dodgers.
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Repaying wrongful ITC

While GST authorities will send SMS and emails to all such offenders, 

taxpayers, who have taken ITC wrongfully, can voluntarily repay amounts 

equal to the inadmissible credit before punitive action is taken.

“Field formations have been exhorted to put forward special efforts and to 

initiate actions against wilful tax evaders or those who are using fake invoices 

or inflated or fake e—way Bills,” the official quoted above said.

“Principal Chief Commissioners and Chief Commissioners would have to 

update their efforts put in the field to curb tax evasion and leakages, the 

action taken on checking fake or huge ITC claims, mismatch in returns filed, 

etc. on a daily basis,” he said. Revenue Secretary Ajay Bhushan Pandey is 

closely monitoring the revenue mop-up exercise and holding high-level review 

meetings with top officials to augment GST revenue.

Amazon to create 1 mn new jobs in India by 2025: Bezos
American multinational Amazon has announced plans to create 1 million 

new jobs in India by 2025 through continued investments in technology, 

infrastructure and its logistics network, the company said.

It said jobs which will be created both directly and indirectly, will be across 

industries such as information technology, skill development, content creation, 

retail, logistics, and manufacturing. This will be in addition to the 7 lakh jobs 

the company has enabled in India over the last six years.

“We are investing to create a million new jobs here in India over the next five 

years,” Amazon founder and CEO Jeff Bezos said in a statement. He said that 

Amazon India would also add 10,000 electric rickshaws to its electric fleet. “We 

have seen huge contributions from our employees, extraordinary creativity 

from the small businesses we have partnered with, and great enthusiasm 

from the customers who shop with us.” He had,  , said the firm would invest 
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$1 billion to help bring 10 million traders and micro, small, and medium-sized 

businesses across India online, enabling $10 billion in cumulative exports by 

2025.

Amazon’s investments will help create new jobs in hiring talent to fill roles 

across Amazon in India, including software development engineering, cloud 

computing, content creation, and customer support.

During his visit to Mumbai Mr. Bezos met Hindi film industry actors and 

industrialists, company officials said.

Submitting claims under two super top-up policies
A super top-up policy comes into play once the sum insured (SI) under your 

basic policy for an entire policy year is exhausted. To begin with, you would 

have structured your super top-up policy threshold limit to match the SI under 

your basic policy.

You are exploring a need for a higher coverage than both these put together. 

If you take two super top-up policies from two different insurers, you may 

be able to claim under both the policies, but payment will be received only 

proportionately from each policy depending on the threshold and the SI of 

each. The limiting factor is that this is an indemnity policy and you can only 

make claims against bills.

An alternative could be the following, and this is hypothetical. In addition to 

looking at the maximum SI under your second super top-up policy, try for a 

threshold limit matching the combined SIs of your basic policy and the first 

super top-up policy. Then you can claim in sequence with higher coverage.

By the way, many companies offer higher SIs than what you mention on 

super top-ups and you should be able to shop around successfully.

Q.I have taken a term insurance policy. I am not into technical things 

about choosing term insurance. It is being initiated by an agent. Please 
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advise whether I should continue with it or switch to any other option.

Now, I am in the free-look period when I can return the policy. I am in a state 

of confusion; please help me.

PABITRA P. K.

A.Please talk to your agent and get them to explain the pros and cons of a 

term insurance policy which is pure insurance without any investment return 

or survival/ maturity benefit. Because of the same reason, it is the most cost-

effective life insurance.

If these benefits are not what you need, you can make use of your free-look 

period (usually 15 days) and terminate the policy, getting a pre-decided part 

of your premium refunded.

After that process, please talk further to your agent and explore which other 

policy suits you best before making a final decision. This is a long-term 

investment and something that affects your financial planning for life, so it 

is worth investing in making a well-informed decision that you are confident 

about and can live with.

Availing tax relief for donation
Q.I donated Rs. 20,000 to the CMDRF on August 21, 2018. This amount 

is 100% exempt from income tax. Since my tax liability for the financial 

year 2018-19 was nil even without deduction of the CMDRF contribution, 

I did not avail the exemption in 2018-19. Now, in 2019-20, I received Rs. 

1,74,000 by way of pension arrears for the period 1-1-2016 to 1-8-2019.

In this context, kindly advise me if I can avail the exemption for the contribution 

to CMDRF made in 2018 while filing the tax return for the year 2019-20.

Also, kindly explain the procedure for spreading the income received by way 

of arrears over the period it became due while filing I-T returns.

RajendraKamayil
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A.Donations given to notified schemes are eligible for deduction only during 

the year in which the donation was made.

Therefore, the donation referred to by you cannot be claimed in the year in 

which it was not made.

With respect to the pension arrears received, you can claim relief under 

Section 89(1) which gives benefit for higher tax slabs on account of arrears 

in the year of receipt.

Income tax returns filing schemes contain information relating to the relief.

Before filling this column in the return, Form 10E needs to be filed online 

from the income tax e-filing portal by filling the details relating to the arrears 

received and also the income particulars of the earlier years. The relief gets 

quantified in the form automatically; this amount needs to be updated in the 

ITR while filing.

Q.My wife and I purchased a piece of property jointly but I have taken 

a home loan on my own and all EMIs are paid by me. Can the whole 

interest and principal repaid by me be claimed as deduction under 

Sec.24 in my return ?

Binoy P. P.

A.Interest under Section 24 for housing loans can be claimed as deduction 

to the extent paid by you up to Rs. 2,00,000.

Principal along with other sums mentioned in Section 80C can be claimed 

up to a limit of Rs. 1,50,000. A certificate from the financial institution for the 

repayments must be obtained.

However, employers who deduct TDS from salary may insist on a declaration 

stating that only the employee is claiming deduction and not his spouse who 

owns the property jointly relating to this interest and principal.

Q.I met with an accident about five months ago. My leg was fractured 

and operated upon at a private nursing home. I spent more than Rs. 4 

lakh. I have not joined any medical insurance scheme. Am I eligible to 
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get any income tax relief?

VenkatachalamNallan

A. Expenses incurred by you relating to the medical treatment for accident is 

personal in nature.

Therefore, the same cannot be claimed as deduction in your return; however, 

if you are a senior citizen and do not have any medical insurance in your 

name, you may claim up to Rs. 50,000 towards the medical expenses.

Q.I am a corporate professional and usually help my parents in the form of 

gift by offering a certain amount of my salary, for example Rs. 5 lakh a year, 

from my annual income.

Would I be able to claim any tax exemption or benefits for the same in 

annual returns? If yes, under which section?

Jaspreet Sidhu

A.Gifts to any person, including parents, are personal in nature. Therefore, 

such expenditure cannot be claimed as deduction.

Q.I am not paying any medical insurance premium, but I get medical 

insurance cover taken by my son’s employer. I incur medical expenses 

of about Rs. 18,000 per year towards doctor fees, medicines, lab tests 

and scanning for self and wife. Please advise whether I can seek income 

tax exemption for such actual expenses incurred during the year.

V.R.S. Kumaraswamy

A.Those income tax assessees over the age of 60 (senior citizens) can claim 

expenses incurred by them for themselves and their dependent senior citizens 

only if there is no health insurance cover in the name of such assessee or 

their dependent senior citizens.

In your case, there is an insurance cover through your son’s employment 

benefits, hence deduction for medical expenses incurred in your case cannot 

be claimed as deduction. The income tax Act does not differentiate whether 
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the policy is taken by the self or by any other person.

Liquidity, credit flow figured at RBI board meet, minutes 
show
The board of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) discussed issues such as the 

prevailing liquidity situation and flow of credit from banks and non-banking 

finance companies to the economy at its meeting held on October 21, the 

minutes showed.

This is the first time the RBI has released the minutes of a board meeting in 

public domain in a bid to enhance transparency regarding its functioning. The 

minutes were available under the Right to Information Act.

“In future, the minutes will be placed on the RBI’s website within two weeks 

from the date of its confirmation at the next meeting of the Central Board 

and on being signed by the chairman in the same meeting,” the RBI said in a 

statement.

During the October meeting, the board discussed issues relating to financial 

markets, impact of the monsoons on the agricultural sector and prices, 

agricultural infrastructure as also the external sector.

The minutes said, “the specific case of PMC Bank [Punjab and Maharashtra 

Cooperative Bank] was also discussed.”

The central board does not discuss interest rates, which are set by the 

monetary policy committee.

The board also deliberated on the executive director’s memorandum on revision 

of sitting fees of the directors of the central board and the members of the local 

board. It was decided that the present fee structure should continue.
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Pak. urges U.S. to get it off FATF grey list
Pakistan has urged the U.S. to support its bid to exit from the grey list of the 

FATF ahead of a key meeting of the international terror financing watchdog 

in Beijing, in which it will scrutinise Islamabad’s efforts to adopt stricter laws 

against terror financing and money laundering.

A Pakistani delegation arrived in Beijing   for the three-day face-to-face talks 

with the Financial Action Task Force Working Group that would start on 

January 21. The briefing will go over whether Pakistan has complied with an 

earlier agenda presented to it by the Paris-based financial task force, The 

News reported.

Black list, next?

The Pakistani delegation is led by Minister for Economic Affairs Division 

HammadAzhar, comprises representatives of National Counter Terrorism 

Authority (Nacta), the Foreign Ministry, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).

The FATF in October decided to keep Pakistan on its ‘Grey’ list for failure to 

curb funnelling of funds to terror groups LeT, JeM and others. If not removed 

off the list by April, Pakistan may move to a blacklist of countries that face 

severe economic sanctions, such as Iran.

Pakistan has submitted a 650-page review report to the FATF on January 8. 

The report was in response to 150 questions raised by the FATF over new 

Pakistani policies on money laundering. The report outlined the steps taken 

by Pakistan between October 2019 to January 2020 to implement the group’s 

recommendations.

Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi had said in Washington   that 

Pakistan hoped the U.S. would back its efforts to get it off the list at the 

FATF’s Beijing meeting, the Dawn newspaper reported.

This meeting is very important for us as it leads to a plenary meeting in Paris 

in April, where the world body will decide whether Pakistan remains on the 
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list or is taken off, he said.

Slowing economy to hit premium growth: Moody’s
Moody’s Investors Service said that the country’s slowing economy will weigh 

on insurance premium growth over the next 2-3 years while the supportive 

measures put in place by the Insurance Regulatory and Development 

Authority of India (IRDAI) will help counterbalance the deteriorating economic 

environment.

“India’s GDP growth weakened to its slowest rate in five years in the fiscal year 

ended March 2019, and the resultant financial pressure on rural households 

amid weaker job creation is in turn also weighing on premium growth,” says 

Benjamin Serra, a Moody’s senior vice-president.

“Nevertheless, the country’s low insurance penetration rate suggests ample 

room for further growth, while supportive government and regulatory initiatives 

are also helping mitigate the currently challenging environment for Indian 

insurance firms,” the report said. Health premiums, in particular, are likely to 

increase as a result of Ayushman Bharat, it said.

Also, IRDAI has put in place a series of measures, including the removal of 

the limit on foreign ownership in Indian insurance intermediaries, which will 

strengthen distribution.

Offer ‘enable’, ‘disable’ options in cards: RBI
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked issuers of credit and debit cards 

as well as those of non-bank prepaid payment instrument to provide the option 

of disabling and enabling cards, a move aimed at customer convenience.

“At the time of issue/re-issue, all cards [physical and virtual] shall be enabled 

for use only at contact-based points of usage [viz. ATMs and Point of Sale 

(PoS) devices] within India,” the RBI said. Issuers of cards have been asked 
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to provide cardholders a facility for enabling ‘card not present’ (domestic and 

international) transactions, ‘card present’ (international) transactions and 

contactless transactions.

According to the banking regulator, for existing cards, the issuers may take 

a decision, based on their risk perception, whether to disable the card not 

present (domestic and international) transactions, card present (international) 

transactions and contactless transaction rights.

Furthermore, the RBI said that customers should have the facility to switch on 

or off and set or modify transaction limits for all types of transactions.

Prepaid gift cards and those used at mass transit systems have been kept 

out of this new rule.

No coercive action for missing AGR date
The Department of Telecom will not take any ‘coercive’ action against telecom 

companies that fail to meet the January 23 deadline to pay dues related to 

adjusted gross revenue (AGR).

“You are directed not to take any coercive action against the licencees in 

case they fail to comply with the Supreme Court order, until further orders,” a 

directive from DoT’s Licensing Finance Policy Wing sent to its Controllers of 

Communication Accounts (CCAs) and Controller General of Communication 

Accounts (CGCA), said.

The Licensing Finance Policy Wing, in its order, has also sought a detailed 

status report of compliance to be sent to the CGCA by January 24. According 

to sources, while Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Idea have sought more time to 

pay their dues, given that the Supreme Court would hear their plea to modify 

its October 24 order next week, Reliance Jio has paid about Rs. 195 crore 

to the telecom department to clear all AGR-related dues up till January 31, 

2020.
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Both Bharti Airtel and Vodafone India had approached the DoT, requesting 

the government to wait for the Supreme Court’s direction on the modification 

plea filed by them.

‘Willing to comply’

They had, however, clarified that they were willing to comply with the apex 

court’s order, the source added.

The two firms are among the worst impacted by the Supreme Court order. 

In the case of Bharti Airtel, the liabilities add up to nearly Rs. 35,586 crore, 

of which Rs. 21,682 crore is licence fee and Rs. 13,904.01 crore SUC dues 

(excluding dues of Telenor and Tata Teleservices).

In the case of Vodafone Idea, the number stands at a cumulative Rs. 53,038 

crore, including Rs. 24,729 crore of SUC dues and Rs. 28,309 crore in 

licence fee. Following the Supreme Court’s October 24 order on calculation 

of AGR in favour of the government, telecom operators together owe the 

government around Rs. 1.47 lakh crore in licence fees and spectrum usage 

charge, including interest and penalties.

The Supreme Court had asked the telcos to clear the dues within three 

months.

While the telcos had filed a review petition, a three-judge bench of the 

Supreme Court, earlier this month, dismissed petitions filed by them.

The operators — Bharti Airtel, Vodafone Idea and Tata Teleservices — have 

since then filed a modification plea, seeking more time to pay the statutory 

dues.

SEBI eyes AI, machine learning to fix market manipulation
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) plans to acquire 

technology to monitor social media, which, as per the watchdog, is being 

extensively used for market manipulation.
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The regulator has already issued a tender to acquire such technology and 

also has plans to further augment its analytical capabilities using advanced 

technology-based tools.

“Social media platforms are increasingly being used by manipulators for 

market manipulation,” SEBI Chairman Ajay Tyagi said while addressing a 

conference jointly organised by the regulator and the National Institute of 

Securities Markets.

“We want to acquire technology and un-structure data analysis because 

the structured data analysis is not helping much. Manipulators use all sort 

of things. So, analysis of what is coming in social media, which largely is 

unstructured data, and language processing is a must to see in addition to 

pricing volume changes. We intend acquiring that technology,” he said on the 

sidelines.

The SEBI chief also said that the watchdog had already issued a tender to 

acquire such technology even as monitoring of social media was already on 

at the regulatory body in the context of price or volume issues.

Meanwhile, the capital markets regulator has also planned a ‘data lake’ 

project using tools like machine learning, artificial intelligence and big data 

analysis among other things.

Data lake refers to a repository of data that is stored in a very raw or 

unstructured manner.

“Use of advanced technological tools such as artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, big data analytics, natural language processing etc., that enable 

collection, filtering and analysis of such unstructured data will greatly augment 

surveillance capabilities,” Mr. Tyagi said.

Monetary policy has its limits, reforms must continue: Das
Though recognising the signs of an economic slowdown and acting early 
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helped the central bank to reduce interest rate as falling inflation provided 

space, monetary policy has its own limits, Reserve Bank of India Governor 

Shaktikanta Das said  .

Speaking at the St. Stephen’s College, his alma mater, on ‘Seven Ages of 

India’s Monetary Policy’, Mr. Das said structural reforms and fiscal measures 

may have to be continued and further activated to provide a durable push to 

demand and boost growth.

He said inflation had fallen successively and averaged below 4% since 

2017-18, though there was a recent up-tick driven by food prices, especially 

the sharp increase in vegetable prices, reflecting the adverse impact of 

unseasonal rains and cyclone.

Since 2016, the RBI follows a flexible inflation targeting framework defined 

by a target of 4% for consumer price headline inflation, with a tolerance band 

of +/- 2% around it.

The central bank’s primary objective is price stability, while keeping in mind 

the objective of growth, as defined by the RBI Act.

The RBI Governor said there were some potential growth drivers which, 

through backward and forward linkages, could give a significant push to 

growth.

“Some of these areas include prioritising food processing industries, 

tourism, e-commerce, start-ups and efforts to become a part of the global 

value chain,” he said, adding that the government was also focussing on 

infrastructure spending which would augment the growth potential of the 

economy. Financial stability had emerged as another key consideration for 

monetary policy, “though jury is still out as to whether it should be added as 

an explicit objective,” Mr. Das said.

“It is interesting to note that the central banking function as the lender of last 

resort (LOLR) has remained intact, notwithstanding the developments and 

refinements in the policy frameworks across countries, including India,” he 
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said.

Economic slowdown may impact poverty alleviation, says 
Banerjee
Nobel laureate and economist Abhijit Banerjee   said the slowdown in the 

economy, which had posed a serious challenge to the country, might adversely 

impact poverty alleviation because the urban and rural sectors depended on 

each other for creation of jobs and availability of low-skilled workers. “There is 

no early end to the economic slowdown that has gripped India,” he said.

At a session on “Poor economics: fighting global poverty” at the Jaipur Literature 

Festival here, Dr. Banerjee said it might take a long time to get out of the 

difficult situation, as there was not enough money to improve the economy. 

“There is a need to work on several things gradually. We have a great demand 

deficit... People are not spending because they are not confident.”

The Indian-American economist, who along with two others won the Nobel 

Economics Prize in 2019, said the slowdown in the urban sector was bound to 

have “negative consequences” for the entire economy. “Besides, the banking 

sector is stressed and the government is not in a position to bail it out,” he 

said.

Laying emphasis on a multi-pronged approach for poverty alleviation, Dr. 

Banerjee said it required “many silver pallets rather than a single silver bullet” 

to deal with the issue. “Like cancer, poverty has several problems. Some 

people are education-poor, some are health-poor and some asset-poor. You 

have to figure out what is missing.”

The 58-year-old economist said the country needed a “better Opposition” for 

effective governance. “When the Opposition is weak, it can lead to a situation 

where the government can think it can do anything.”
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Taiwan passes law to combat China influence
Taiwan passed a controversial bill   aimed at countering China’s influence on 

the self-ruled island, less than two weeks before it goes to the polls to elect 

a new President.

The “anti-infiltration Bill” pushed by President Tsai Ing-wen’s Beijing-sceptic 

ruling party became law despite strong objection from the Opposition 

Kuomintang (KMT) party.

It bans “hostile” foreign forces from activities such as campaigning, lobbying, 

making political donations, disrupting social order or spreading disinformation 

related to elections. Violators face a maximum five-year prison term and a 

fine of up to around $3,32,000.

‘Green Terror’

KMT lawmakers displayed a placard reading “Protest evil law” during a 

parliamentary sit-in and abstained from voting on the Bill. They urged voters 

to punish Tsai’s Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) at the polls.

Outside Parliament, dozens of pro-China activists waved banners reading 

“down with Tsai Ing-wen” and “Green (DPP) Terror”.

The Bill has been a hot topic in the run-up to the elections as relations with 

China have dominated the campaign. Ms. Tsai, who has described the vote 

as a fight for Taiwan’s freedom and democracy, is seeking a second term 

against the KMT’s Han Kuo-yu, a city Mayor who favours warmer relations 

with Beijing.

She has said the Bill was a response to “fears in Taiwan’s society over China’s 

infiltration from all sides”.

“We passed the Bill to prevent China, which is Taiwan’s only threat, from using 

its sharp power and its capital to pollute, manipulate or sabotage Taiwan’s 

democratic activities,” said DPP lawmaker Wang Ting-yu after the Bill was 

passed.

The Mainland Affairs Council, Taiwan’s top China policy-making body, said 
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the new law would help strengthen the island’s “democratic defences”.

In Beijing, the Taiwan Affairs Office lashed out at the DPP over the new law.

“The DPP imposes ‘Green Terror’ for its political and election gains to damage 

cross-strait exchanges while creating hostility and confrontation between the 

two sides,” office spokeswoman Zhu Fenglian said, according to the Xinhua 

news agency.

China still sees self-ruling, democratic Taiwan as part of its territory and has 

vowed to one day reunify it — by force if necessary.

U.S. sought ‘proportionate response’
The deputy commander of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards said Washington had 

asked Tehran to respond “in proportion” after U.S. forces killed top military 

commander QasemSoleimani.

Soleimani was killed before dawn Friday in a U.S. drone strike in Baghdad, 

along with nine others, in an attack Tehran has vowed to avenge. Hours later, 

the Americans “resorted to diplomatic measures...   morning”, the Guard’s 

Rear-Admiral Ali Fadavi said on Iranian state television that night. They “even 

said that if you want to get revenge, get revenge in proportion to what we 

did”, he said, as quoted on the broadcaster’s website.

Mr. Fadavi did not specify how Iran had received the message from its arch-

enemy, even though Tehran and Washington have had no diplomatic relations 

for four decades. Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad JavadZarif said in 

separate television interview   night that “Switzerland’s envoy transmitted a 

foolish message from the Americans this morning”.

The Swiss official “was summoned in the evening and received a decisive 

response in writing... to the Americans’ audacious letter,” Mr. Zarif added.

The Swiss Foreign Ministry confirmed Saturday that its charge d’affaires had 

handed over a letter from Washington to the Iranians when he was summoned 
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to the foreign ministry   morning.

But Mr. Fadavi said the United States was not in a position “to determine” 

Iran’s response.

“The Americans must await severe revenge. This revenge will not be limited 

to Iran,” he said. “The ‘Resistance Front’, with a vast geography, is ready to 

materialise this revenge,” he added, referring to Iran’s allies across region.

Iran dumps nuclear pact, says it won’t respect limits
Iran’s state television reported that the country will no longer abide by any of 

the limits set under the nuclear deal signed with six major powers in 2015.

The station cited a government spokesman as saying Iran would not respect 

any limits set in the pact on the number of uranium enrichment centrifuges it 

could use, which meant there would be no limits on its enrichment capacity, 

the level to which uranium could be enriched, or Iran’s nuclear research 

and development. These would from now on be based on Iran’s technical 

needs.

It did not elaborate on what levels it would immediately reach in its 

programme.

The International Atomic Energy Agency, the United Nations watchdog 

observing Iran’s programme, could not be immediately reached for 

comment.

However, Iran said that its cooperation with the IAEA “will continue as before.” 

The statement said Iran’s steps could be reversed if Washington lifted its 

sanctions on Tehran.

Iran threatens to ‘set ablaze’ the places ‘U.S. likes’
The leader of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps threatened   to “set ablaze” 

places supported by the U.S. over the killing of a top Iranian general in a U.S. 
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airstrike last week, sparking cries from the crowd of supporters of “Death to 

Israel!”

Hossein Salami issued the warning before a huge crowd gathered in a central 

square in Kerman, the hometown of General QassemSoleimani, as they 

prepared to bury him.

Mourners in Kerman dressed in black carried posters bearing the image of 

Soleimani, a man whose slaying prompted Iran’s supreme leader to weep 

over his casket   as a crowd said by police to be in the millions filled Tehran 

streets. Although there was no independent estimate, aerial footage and 

Associated Press journalists suggested a turnout of at least 1 million, and the 

throngs were visible on satellite images of Tehran taken.

The outpouring of grief was an unprecedented honour for a man viewed by 

Iranians as a national hero for his work leading the Guard’s expeditionary 

Quds Force.

The U.S. blames him for the killing of American troops in Iraq and accused 

him of plotting new attacks just before his death   in a drone strike near 

Baghdad’s airport.

Soleimani also led forces in Syria backing President Bashar Assad in a long 

war, and he also served as the point man for Iranian proxies in countries like 

Iraq, Lebanon and Yemen.

Soleimani’s remains and those of the others killed in the airstrike were brought 

to a central square in Kerman, a desert city surrounded by mountains that 

dates back to the days of the Silk Road.

Speaking in Kerman, Mr. Salami praised Soleimani’s exploits, describing him 

as essential to backing Palestinian groups, Yemen’s Houthi rebels and Shia 

militias in Iraq and Syria. As a martyr, Soleimani represented an even greater 

threat to Iran’s enemies, Mr. Salami said.

“We will take revenge. We will set ablaze where they like,” Mr. Salami said, 
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drawing the cries of “Death to Israel!” Israel is a long-time regional foe of 

Iran.

13 plans

According to a report   by the semi-official Tasnim news agency, Iran has 

worked up 13 sets of plans for revenge for Soleimani’s killing. The report 

quoted Ali Shamkhani, the Secretary of Iran’s Supreme National Security 

Council, as saying that even the weakest among them would be a “historic 

nightmare” for the U.S.

Solemani will be buried later   between the graves of EnayatollahTalebizadeh 

and Mohammad Hossein Yousef Elahi, two former Guard comrades. The two 

died in Operation Dawn 8 in Iran’s 1980s war with Iraq in which Soleimani 

also took part, a 1986 amphibious assault that cut Iraq off from the Gulf and 

led to the end of the bloody war that killed 1 million people.

Meanwhile, the EU, whose Foreign Ministers will hold emergency talks on 

the crisis  , said it was in both Iran and Iraq’s interests to “take the path of 

sobriety and not of escalation”.

Saudi Arabia — an oil-rich US ally seen as vulnerable to Iranian counter 

strikes — also appealed for calm after a “very dangerous” escalation.

TNA cautions Gotabaya against ‘majoritarianism’
Sri Lanka’s main Tamil party   urged President GotabayaRajapaksa not to 

“regress into naked majoritarianism”, that in the past gave rise to a conflict, 

resulting in armed hostilities spanning over three decades.

Addressing Parliament, Jaffna district legislator and the Tamil National 

Alliance’s (TNA) spokesman M.A. Sumanthiran said the equal status of 

peoples belonging to different races, religions, languages and cultures is 

not dependent on their respective numerical strength. “This principle must 

be acknowledged if our democracy is to survive and indeed flourish, and not 
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regress into naked majoritarianism. Regretfully, in his address to Parliament 

on 3rd January 2020, the President has articulated such a regressive position,” 

he said, intervening in the debate on Mr. Rajapaksa’s inaugural address.

Referring to the Ceylon Citizenship Act of 1948, “a rank majoritarian act” that 

denied Indian origin Tamils citizenship, the Sinhala only Act of 1956, and 

the two republican “majoritarian” constitutions enacted in 1972 and 1978, 

Mr. Sumanthiran said it was only after the ‘Black July’, the brutal anti-Tamil 

pogrom in 1983, that India intervened to “turn the tide”.

13th Amendment

The subsequent constitutional amendment — popularly known as the 13th 

Amendment that came out of the Indo-Lanka Accord of 1987 — acknowledged 

diversity in the country and led to the creation of provincial councils to help 

minority communities exercise a measure of self-governance. Referring to 

several past initiatives towards a political solution to the Tamil national question, 

the Tamil parliamentarian said PM MahindaRajapaksa assured India at least 

thrice — when he was President earlier — that he would “implement the 13th 

Amendment in full and build upon it so as to achieve meaningful devolution.

In his January 3 address, President Rajapaksa sought constitutional and 

electoral reform for “a strong executive and legislature” and sovereignty of 

the people. He pledged to “always defend” the unitary status of the country, 

and “protect and nurture the Buddha Sasana whilst safeguarding the right 

of all citizens to practice a religion of their choice.” He made no reference to 

war-affected Tamil community’s demand for power devolution.

However, welcoming President Rajapaksa’s proposal for a new Constitution, 

Mr. Sumanthiran said considerable drafting work had been done during the 

predecessor government’s tenuretime in office, with the full participation of all 

parties. “We still have some distance to go, and that is the direction we must 

continue in if the country is to prosper. Any deviation from that path will spell 

doom to us all,” he said.
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US Speaker announces vote to limit Trump’s war-making 
power against Iran
Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced Wednesday that the House would vote 

Thursday to force President Donald Trump to quickly wind down military action 

against Iran unless he is given explicit authorization from Congress, opening 

what promised to be a searing debate over presidential war powers.

Pelosi issued the statement as lawmakers breathed a sigh of relief on Capitol 

Hill after Trump said he would back away from any military escalation against 

Tehran. But congressional Democrats, skeptical of the administration’s case for 

the drone strike last week that killed Gen. QassemSoleimani and dissatisfied 

with the rationale Trump’s team offered for taking it, pledged to press ahead 

with their efforts to rein in the president’s war-making authority.

They said the vote   would be on a measure that would require that Trump 

cease all military action against Iran unless Congress votes to approve it. Such 

a measure could face an uphill climb in the Republican-controlled Senate, but  

, two Republicans signaled they were inclined to support it, holding open the 

possibility of a razor-thin vote. Either way, it is certain to ignite a fierce debate 

over Trump’s strategy on Iran and Congress’ role in curtailing a president’s 

ability to wage war.

“Members of Congress have serious, urgent concerns about the administration’s 

decision to engage in hostilities against Iran and about its lack of strategy moving 

forward,” Pelosi said in a statement. “Our concerns were not addressed by the 

president’s insufficient War Powers Act notification and by the administration’s 

briefing today.”

The day after Iranian missile struck bases in Iraq where American troops are 

stationed, Republicans and Democrats in Congress split sharply over the 

president’s approach on Iran and the way forward. Amid back-to-back classified 

briefings by top administration officials for members of the House and Senate, 
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most Republicans praised Trump effusively   for targeting Soleimani and for 

his restraint in responding to Iran’s action.

Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., the majority leader, said the president had 

shown “patience and prudence.”

“As a superpower, we have the capacity to exercise restraint and to respond at 

a time and place of our choosing, if need be,” he said. “I believe the president 

wants to avoid conflict or needless loss of life. But he’s rightly prepared to 

protect American lives and interests.”

But a couple of Republicans joined Democrats in raising grave questions 

about Trump’s strategy, concerns that only sharpened after the briefings on 

Capitol Hill by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Defense Secretary Mark T. 

Esper, and the CIA director, Gina Haspel.

Sens. Mike Lee of Utah and Rand Paul of Kentucky, who have long been 

vocal proponents of asserting Congress’ war-making authority, said they 

would back a Senate version of the House Democrats’ resolution because 

they found the administration’s presentation to be so “insulting.”

The message from the administration, Lee said, was “to run along and be 

good little boys and girls and not debate” the justification for the strike that 

killed Soleimani. “It’s un-American, it’s unconstitutional, and it’s wrong,” he 

said.

The pair’s defections could be significant in the Senate, where Republicans 

control 53 votes to Democrats’ 47, and only 51 are needed to approve a 

resolution concerning war powers.

Democrats voiced their own serious doubts about the president’s actions 

and what they called the dearth of credible information coming from the 

administration about his strategy on Iran. The Iranian attacks had only 

strengthened their resolve to reassert Congress’ role in matters of war, they 

said.

“America and the world cannot afford war,” Pelosi said.
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Democrats were still debating Wednesday evening how quickly to move on 

limiting Trump’s war powers. The Senate measure, sponsored by Sen. Tim 

Kaine of Virginia, gives the president a 30-day deadline to come to Congress 

for authorization for military action, and Pelosi told Democrats   that the 

House would consider a resolution with the same timetable. But a draft of the 

proposal released Wednesday did not specify a deadline.

Pelosi also said that the House may also vote on a pair of measures to 

further constrain Trump’s war powers that Democrats included this year in 

the annual defense policy bill but were ultimately stripped out before its final 

passage. One, led by Rep. Ro Khanna of California, would bar the president 

from using funds provided by Congress to strike Iran without lawmakers’ 

permission. The other, led by Rep. Barbara Lee of California, would repeal 

a 2002 measure granting President George W. Bush authorization to use 

military force in Iraq.

Iran plane crash: Ukraine to probe possible missile strike
Investigators will look into the possibility that a missile shot down the Ukrainian 

passenger jet that crashed in Iran, a senior Ukrainian official said, but he did 

not rule out a range of other possibilities for the disaster that killed at least 

176 people.

The official, OleksiyDanilov, secretary of the National Security and Defense 

Council of Ukraine, said investigators were following up on unconfirmed 

reports that fragments of a Russian-made Tor surface-to-air missile — a 

system used by Iran — had been found near where the plane came down.

Ukraine was negotiating with Iran to allow the investigators to search the 

crash site near Tehran for possible rocket fragments, he told Censor.net, a 

Ukrainian news outlet.

The possibilities of a terrorist act, a collision with an airborne object such as 
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a drone, and an engine explosion were also being examined as potential 

causes of the crash, Mr. Danilov said on his Facebook page.

Ukraine brings unique experience to bear on the case: In 2014, after Russian-

backed separatists took control of parts of eastern Ukraine, an anti-aircraft 

missile that international investigators later said was Russian-made, shot 

down Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 there, killing all 298 people aboard.

The Ukrainian airliner that went down   morning had turned back toward the 

Tehran airport before it crashed in a huge explosion minutes after takeoff, 

according to an initial Iranian report released. It said that the plane, a Boeing 

737-800 bound for Kiev, the Ukrainian capital, was in flames before it hit the 

ground but did not send a distress signal.

A security camera captured the impact — first the predawn darkness, then 

a series of blinding bursts of light in the distance, followed by a storm of 

burning debris in the foreground.

Damaged black box

Authorities recovered the plane’s “black box” flight data recorders, but they 

were damaged by the crash and fire, the Iranian report said. That raised 

the possibility that some of the information stored in them electronically had 

been destroyed, but in other aviation disasters, investigators have been able 

to retrieve useful data even from damaged recorders.

The priority “is to find out the causes of the tragedy,” President 

VolodymyrZelenskiy of Ukraine said in a videotaped address released. “We 

will definitely find out the truth. We will conduct a detailed and independent 

investigation.”

Mr. Zelenskiy, a comedian with no prior political experience who swept to 

the presidency in a stunning victory last spring, now faces an excruciating 

geopolitical balancing act.

Representatives of the home countries of the plane maker, the airline and 

the victims ordinarily participate in crash investigations. But in this case, the 
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airplane was manufactured by the U.S., which has been involved in a violent 

dispute with Iran in recent weeks. And Ukraine, already tugged in opposing 

directions by Russia and the West can ill afford to ruffle more feathers in the 

U.S., Kiev’s most powerful backer.

A team of 45 Ukrainian investigators landed in Tehran   morning. Mr. Zelenskiy 

said he planned to talk to his Iranian counterpart, President Hassan Rouhani, 

later in the day. The Ukrainian President urged Canada — which lost 63 of its 

citizens in the crash — to participate in the investigation as well.

The fate of the flight data recorders was unclear. Iranian news media quoted 

an Iranian aviation official   as saying that, contrary to usual practice, the 

black boxes would not be sent to Boeing.

Iran quickly pointed to possible technical causes for the crash of the plane, 

Ukraine International Airlines Flight 752.

But the circumstances of the disaster raised suspicions that the airliner may 

have been attacked, perhaps because it was mistaken for an American 

warplane; the crash occurred just hours after Iran launched a barrage of 

ballistic missiles at U.S. targets in Iraq, with Tehran presumably bracing for 

possible U.S. retaliation.

Senate opens Trump’s impeachment trial
The charges against U.S. President Donald Trump, who was impeached on 

December 18th by the House of Representatives on charges of abuse of 

power and obstruction of Congress, were read out   on the U.S. Senate floor 

as the historic impeachment trial of the U.S. President got underway.

“In his conduct of the office of President of the U.S., and in violation of 

his constitutional oath... Donald J. Trump has abused the powers of the 

presidency,” Representative Adam Schiff read out from the first article of 

impeachment.
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The events on Capitol Hill unfolded as the House released a second set of 

documents related to Lev Parnas, an indicted associate of the President’s 

personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani. The documents and interviews Mr. Parnas 

had this week with U.S. media outlets appear to further bolster the case 

against Mr. Trump — specifically that the President used his office to advance 

his own interests by trying to get the Ukrainian administration to publicly 

announce an investigation into his political rival, Democrat frontrunner for 

the White House and former Vice-President Joseph R Biden, and his son, 

Hunter.

Mr. Trump will now need to be found guilty of the impeachment charges by at 

least 67 of 100 Senators , or a two-thirds majority, to be removed from office. 

With 53 Republican Senators, this is an unlikely scenario.

Once the House managers — seven lawmakers named by House Speaker 

Nancy Pelosi to serve as prosecutors in the trial — and White House counsel 

have been heard by the Senate, it will likely vote on whether to invite new 

witnesses, Politico reported  .

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and House Democrats have 

been at loggerheads for weeks on the rules governing the Senate trial, 

specifically the possibility of new witnesses being called in to take stand and 

new documents being submitted as evidence. Mr. McConnell has said the 

trial will be conducted along the lines of the 1999 impeachment trial of Bill 

Clinton, where the trial proceeded without prior agreement on whether or not 

to bring in new witnesses.

Democrats would be keen to see the likes of former NSA John Bolton testify. 

Mr Bolton had used the phrase “drug deal” to describe a part of the alleged 

pressure campaign on Ukraine by Mr. Trump’s administration.

Next week crucial

Republicans, in turn, would want to question Hunter Biden on his dealings 
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with Burisma, a Ukrainian company, on whose Board the younger Biden had 

served.

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court John Roberts is expected to be the 

presiding officer of the trial. He will swear-in Senators, who will act as jurors 

in the President’s trial, arguments for which is likely to begin   after the Martin 

Luther King Jr. holiday.

The Senate is expected to summon the President — who will probably not 

appear in person but submit written responses, and will be represented by 

his legal team, a process that will likely play out next week.

‘Taliban proposes brief Afghanistan ceasefire’
The Taliban have offered a brief ceasefire to the U.S., two insurgent sources 

said, a move which could allow for the resumption of talks seeking a deal for 

Washington to withdraw troops from Afghanistan.

Washington has for weeks been calling on the militants to reduce violence, 

posing it as a condition for resuming formal negotiations on an agreement 

that would see U.S. troops begin to leave the country in return for security 

guarantees, after a near two-decade fight.

“It is an offer for a ceasefire either for seven or 10 days,” a senior Taliban 

official who requested anonymity told AFP, adding that the offer was made to 

U.S. negotiators in Doha. “It has been finalised and given to the Americans. 

It is going to pave the way for an agreement.”

A second insurgent source, based in Pakistan, confirmed that the offer had 

been handed to the U.S.

The Taliban have yet to release an official statement, and Washington has 

not said whether it has received any offer from the insurgents or what its 

response will be.

The Taliban and the U.S. had been negotiating the deal for a year, and were 
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on the brink of an announcement in September 2019 when President Donald 

Trump abruptly declared the process “dead”, citing Taliban violence.

Talks were later restarted between the two sides in December in Qatar, but 

were paused again following an attack near the Bagram military base in 

Afghanistan, which is run by the U.S.

Two Americans were killed in a Taliban-claimed bomb blast targeting a U.S. 

forces vehicle in southern Kandahar.

‘Positive signal’

The insurgents’ offer, if accepted by the Americans, could see the negotiations 

begin again.

Graeme Smith, a senior consultant with International Crisis Group, called the 

reports of a temporary ceasefire a “positive signal”, saying a recent reduction 

of attacks in urban centres has added weight to the process.

“The Taliban have been sending an even bigger message with their actions 

in recent months. Two months have passed with no major Taliban attacks in 

any urban zone. That pause in attacks on cities is unprecedented over the 

last dozen years,” said Mr. Smith.

Crash was a bitter tragedy: Khamenei
Iran’s Supreme Leader said   that demonstrations at home over its accidental 

downing of a Ukrainian airliner were unrepresentative of the Iranian people and 

accused the country’s enemies of exploiting it for propaganda purposes.

Leading the main weekly Muslim prayers in Tehran for the first time since 

2012, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said the January 8 downing was a “bitter” 

tragedy but should not be allowed to overshadow the “sacrifice” of one of 

Iran’s most storied commanders, assassinated in a U.S. drone strike in 

Baghdad.

‘Enemies were happy’
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His sermon came after a traumatic month for Iran in which the country 

had appeared on the brink of war with the United States before mistakenly 

shooting down the Ukrainian jet with the loss of all 176 people on board. “The 

plane crash was a bitter accident, it burned through our heart,” Ayatollah 

Khamenei said in an address punctuated by cries of “Death to America” 

from the congregation. “But some tried to... portray it in a way to forget 

the great martyrdom and sacrifice” of Major General QasemSoleimani, the 

assassinated head of the foreign operations arm of Iran’s elite Revolutionary 

Guards. Khamenei said Iran’s enemies had seized on the plane tragedy in a 

bid to undermine the Islamic republic.

“Our enemies were as happy about the plane crash as we were sad... happy 

that they found something to question the Guards, the armed forces, the 

system,” he said. The air disaster triggered scattered protests in Tehran 

and other cities, but they appeared smaller than a nationwide wave of 

demonstrations prompted by a fuel price hike in November. At least 300 

people died in a crackdown by security forces after those demonstrations, 

according to Amnesty International.

 , anti-riot police staged a massive deployment in Tehran, an AFP correspondent 

said. Ayatollah Khamenei said the protesters were unrepresentative of the 

Iranian people as a whole, who had turned out in their hundreds of thousands 

for Soleimani’s funeral. Praising the slain general, Ayatollah Khamenei said 

his actions beyond Iran’s borders were in the service of the “security” of the 

nation.

11 U.S. soldiers injured

Meanwhile, U.S. Central Command said   that at least 11 American troops 

were injured in an Iranian attack on an Iraqi base where American soldiers 

were deployed, although the US military had previously maintained there 

were no casualties.

At the time of the attack, most of the 1,500 U.S. soldiers at the base had 
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been tucked away in bunkers, after advance warning from superiors.

The strike caused significant material damage but no casualties, according 

to previous reports from the U.S. military.

China’s birth rate hits lowest level since 1949
China’s birth rate dropped last year to its lowest level since the Communist 

country was founded in 1949, adding to concerns that an aging society and 

shrinking workforce will pile pressure on a slowing economy.

To avoid a demographic crisis, the government relaxed its one-child policy in 

2016 to allow people to have two children, but the change has not resulted 

in an increase in pregnancies. In 2019, the birth rate stood at 10.48 per 

1,000 people, down slightly from the year before, according to data from the 

National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) released  . The number of births has now 

fallen for three consecutive years, still, there were 14.65 million babies born 

in 2019.

He Yafu, an independent demographer based in southern Guangdong 

province, said the number of births was the lowest since 1961, the last year 

of a famine that left tens of millions dead. U.S.-based academic Yi Fuxian, 

senior scientist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, said that even though 

China has abolished its one-child policy, there has been a shift in the mindset 

of the population. He believes that China’s population is over-estimated, and 

according to his work, the real population “began to decline in 2018”.

Trump’s defence team terms impeachment charges ‘brazen’
President Donald Trump’s legal defence team strenuously denied   that he 

had committed impeachable acts, denouncing the charges against him as a 

“brazen and unlawful” attempt to cost him reelection as House Democrats laid 
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out in meticulous detail their case that he should be removed from office.

In the first legal filings for the Senate impeachment trial that opens in 

earnest Tuesday, the dueling arguments from the White House and the 

House impeachment managers previewed a politically charged fight over 

Mr. Trump’s fate, unfolding against the backdrop of the presidential election 

campaign.

In a 46-page trial memorandum and a 60-page statement of facts, House 

impeachment managers asserted that beginning in the spring, Mr. Trump 

undertook a corrupt campaign to enlist a foreign government to help him win 

the 2020 election. He did so, Democrats argued, by pressuring Ukraine to 

publicly announce investigations of his political rivals, withholding as leverage 

vital military aid and a White House meeting for the country’s President.

‘Concealed actions’

The President then sought to conceal those actions from Congress, they 

said, posing “a serious danger to our constitutional checks and balances” 

by ordering administration officials not to testify or turn over documents 

requested by a House impeachment inquiry.

In a six-page filing formally responding to the House impeachment charges 

submitted shortly after, Mr. Trump’s lawyers denounced the case as 

constitutionally and legally invalid, and driven by a desire to hurt Mr. Trump 

in the 2020 election.

“The articles of impeachment submitted by House Democrats are a dangerous 

attack on the right of the American people to freely choose their President,” 

they said in the response, which was Mr. Trump’s first legal submission in the 

impeachment proceeding, ahead of a fuller brief due.

“This is a brazen and unlawful attempt to overturn the results of the 2016 

election and interfere with the 2020 election, now just months away.”

‘Broke no laws’
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The President’s lawyers did not deny any of the core facts underlying the 

charges, conceding that he withheld $391 million in aid and a White House 

meeting from Ukraine and asked the country’s President to investigate former 

Vice-President Joe Biden and his son, Hunter Biden.

However, they said Mr. Trump broke no laws and was acting within his 

powers. They argued that he was not seeking political gain but working to 

root out corruption in Ukraine.NY Times.

U.S. President warns of trade war with EU nations
U.S. President Donald Trump relaunched a major trade offensive against 

Europe, threatening to hit the EU with damaging auto tariffs if Europeans 

failed to agree a long-delayed trade deal.

With observers warning that global harmony on trade was crucial to the 

health of the world economy, Mr. Trump warned Europe that the U.S. would 

protect its interests, on the second day of his stay at the Davos economic 

forum.

“The EU is tougher to deal with than anybody. They’ve taken advantage of 

our country for many years,” Mr. Trump said. “Ultimately, it will be very easy 

because if we can’t make a deal, we’ll have to put 25% tariffs on their cars,” 

he added.

Mr. Trump said that his attention would now to turn to Europe, after he sealed 

a trade truce with China after a bitter trade war that destabilised the world 

economy.

“... I wanted to wait till I finished China. I didn’t want to go with China and 

Europe at the same time.”

EU-U.S. trade ties deteriorated after Mr. Trump came to power three years 

ago, who imposed tariffs on steel and aluminium imports, notably from the 

EU, which responded by taxing iconic U.S. products. Both sides agreed to 
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pursue a trade deal in July 2017 as a tentative truce, but negotiations have 

stalled over farming.

Trump trial: GOP, Democrats fight over witness procedures
Day 1 of U.S. President Donald Trump’s impeachment trial at the Senate 

stretched across some thirteen acrimonious hours and extended into the early 

hours of Wednesday, as Democrats pushed for a change to GOP-proposed 

trial rules and Republicans mostly stood together to resist changes.

None of the 11 amendments proposed by Senate Minority Leader Chuck 

Schumer were approved by the Republican controlled Senate, although 

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell had to yield some ground on the 

timetable for opening arguments.

Mr. McConnell had initially allocated 24 hours over two days each for the 

prosecution and defence — a scheduling that would mean most Americans 

would miss parts of the broadcast which would extend well into the night.

But with the risk of defections from moderate Republicans and a combative 

Democratic side, Mr. McConnell made last minute modifications to his 

“organizing resolution”.

First, each of the two sides would have 24 hours over three (not two) days to 

present their opening arguments. Second, evidence from the House inquiry 

into the President would also no longer need to be voted on again before 

admitted in the Senate.

Last minute change

Republican Senator Susan Collins of Maine, considered a moderate 

Republican and facing re-election later this year, was reportedly one of the 

those who pushed for the last minute modification. Ms. Collins also voted with 

Democrats on one of the 11 resolutions (which failed, as four Republicans 

would need to vote with all 47 Democrats for a resolution to pass).
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Republicans did not move on the question of subpoenaing new witnesses and 

documents (Democrats had sought an early agreement on these), pushing 

that question down the road for after opening arguments.

Democrat requests for documents and witnesses, including Acting White 

House Chief of Staff and former National Security Adviser John Bolton did 

not go through.

Call for civility

As a long day was drawing to a close, Chief Justice John Roberts, who 

is the trial’s presiding officer, intervened minutes before 1 am to admonish 

both sides, suggesting that they had used “language not conducive to civil 

discourse.”

His intervention came after an acrimonious round of remarks from Jerrold 

Nadler, Chair of the House Judiciary Committee and one of the House 

Managers, and White House Counsel and Trump defence team attorney Pat 

Cipollone.

“I think it is appropriate at this point for me to admonish both the House 

Managers and the President’s counsel in equal terms to remember that they 

are addressing the world’s greatest deliberative body,” Justice Roberts said, 

recalling a case when objections were raised over the use of ‘pettifogging’ 

[worrying about minor details] in the 1905 Senate trial of a district judge.

“I don’t think we need to aspire to that higher standard but I do think those 

addressing the Senate should remember where they are,” he said.

Given Day 1 minimally altered Mr. McConnell’s intended trial timetable, it 

is possible the entire trial (and, as things stand, the likely acquittal) of Mr. 

Trump will be concluded before February 4 when he is scheduled to deliver 

the State of the Union address to a joint session of Congress.
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Lebanon’s PM says nation faces ‘catastrophe’
Lebanon faces a ‘catastrophe’, Prime Minister Hassan Diab said   after his 

newly unveiled Cabinet held its first meeting to tackle the twin challenges of 

a tenacious protest movement and a nosediving economy.

Hassan Diab, who replaced Saad Hariri as Prime Minister, vowed to meet the 

demands from the street but demonstrators were unconvinced and scuffled 

with police overnight.

The 61-year-old academic admitted that the situation he inherited was 

desperate. “Today we are in a financial, economic and social dead end,” 

he said in remarks read by a government official after the new Cabinet’s 

inaugural meeting in Beirut. “We are facing a catastrophe,” he said.

Western sanctions on the Iranian-backed organisation are stacking up and 

economists have argued the government might struggle to secure foreign 

aid.

Iranian FM: Tehran still willing to negotiate with US
Iran is not ruling out negotiations with the United States even after an 

American drone strike that killed a top Iranian general, the country’s foreign 

minister said in an interview released Saturday.

Mohammed JavadZarif told Germany’s Der Spiegel magazine that he would 

“never rule out the possibility that people will change their approach and 

recognize the realities,” in an interview conducted Friday in Tehran.

There has been growing tension between Washington and Tehran since in 

2018, when President Donald Trump pulled the United States out of the 

nuclear deal with Iran. The US has since reimposed tough sanctions that 

have crippled Iran’s economy. But Zarif suggested Iran was still willing to 

talk, though reiterated his country’s previous demand that first the U.S. would 

have to lift sanctions.
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“For us, it doesn’t matter who is sitting in the White House, what matters is how 

they behave,” he said, according to Der Spiegel. “The Trump administration 

can correct its past, lift the sanctions and come back to the negotiating table. 

We’re still at the negotiating table. They’re the ones who left.”

In Washington, Trump rejected Zarif’s remarks in a tweet. “Iranian Foreign 

Minister says Iran wants to negotiate with The United States, but wants 

sanctions removed,” he tweeted, then added, “No Thanks!”

Meanwhile, Ali AsgharZarean, an aide to Iran’s nuclear chief, said Iran’s 

enriched uranium stockpile has exceeded 1,200 kilograms (2,646 pounds), 

which is far beyond the 2015 nuclear deal between Tehran and world powers 

allowed. “Iran is increasing its stockpile of the enriched uranium with full 

speed,” he said. The claim has not been verified by the U.N.’s nuclear 

watchdog.

Following the US drone strike on Jan. 3 that killed Revolutionary Guard 

Gen. QassemSoleimani, Iran announced it would no longer abide by any 

of the deal’s limitations to its enrichment activities. It then retaliated Jan. 8, 

launching ballistic missiles at two bases in Iraq housing American troops, 

causing injuries but no fatalities among soldiers there.

In November, the International Atomic Energy Agency said Iran’s stockpile of 

low-enriched uranium had grown to 372.3 kilograms (821 pounds) as of Nov. 

3. The nuclear deal limited the stockpile to 202.8 kilograms (447 pounds).

Iran has routinely vowed to begin enriching its stockpile of uranium to higher 

levels closer to weapons grade if world powers fail to negotiate new terms 

for the nuclear accord following the U.S. decision to withdraw from the 

agreement and restore crippling sanctions. European countries opposed the 

U.S. withdrawal and have repeatedly urged Iran to abide by the deal.

Under the agreement, Iran agreed to limit its enrichment of uranium under 

the watch of U.N. inspectors in exchange for the lifting of sanctions.

Trump has maintained that the 2015 nuclear deal needs to be renegotiated 
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because it didn’t address Iran’s ballistic missile program or its involvement in 

regional conflicts. The other signatories to the nuclear deal Germany, France, 

Britain, China and Russia _ have been struggling to keep it alive.

Zarif did suggest Iran was also still prepared for conflict with the U.S., though 

was not specific. “The U.S. has inflicted great harm on the Iranian people,” 

he said. “The day will come when they will have to compensate for that. We 

have a lot of patience.”

‘Brazil vital ally in economic growth’
India signed its first Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) since 2015 with Brazil, 

with Prime Minister Narendra Modi saying the two nations are adding new 

areas in bilateral cooperation. The Modi government had then scrapped all 

existing treaties with 83 countries and brought in a new “model BIT”.

Addressing the media after talks with visiting Brazilian President JairBolsonaro, 

Mr. Modi termed Brazil as a valuable partner in India’s economic transformation 

and “for needs in the food and energy sector”.

He also said the two countries are focussing on new ways to promote defence-

industrial co-operation and looking for a broader partnership in security. In 

this regard, he said, Brazil will have a large delegation at the Defexpo in 

Lucknow scheduled for next month. The social security agreement between 

the two countries, first signed in March 2017, allows investment in each 

other’s pension funds and is meant to encourage investment.

Stating that the visit of President Bolsonaro will open new opportunities for 

bilateral cooperation, External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said, “It also 

symbolises the global rebalancing under way”.

Under the Action Plan to deepen their strategic partnership, existing 

mechanisms, as well as goals, have been grouped in six major thematic 

areas. The India-Brazil Joint Commission for political, economic, scientific, 
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technological and cultural cooperation will be the main forum for monitoring 

the implementation of the Action Plan and will convene every two years, the 

Action Plan states.

U.S. President set to unveil Israeli-Palestinian ‘peace plan’

President Donald Trump dives into Israel’s tense election   by hosting both 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and rival Benny Gantz ahead of unveiling 

a “peace plan” already rejected by the Palestinians.

The President, overshadowed by his impeachment trial in the Senate and 

a difficult reelection campaign, has a packed schedule both Monday and 

Tuesday taking him deep into Israel’s turbulent politics.

Israel goes to the polls in a little over a month, with Mr. Netanyahu’s right-wing 

Likud and Mr. Gantz’s centrist Blue and White party running neck-and-neck.

 , Mr. Trump greets both men separately for Oval Office talks. Then,  , he 

again hosts Mr. Netanyahu for what is expected to be the official rolling out of 

the White House’s long-awaited Israeli-Palestinian peace plan.

A peace plan favoring the Israeli side in the conflict — as critics say the text 

will show — would demonstrate yet again that Mr. Netanyahu enjoys Mr. 

Trump’s near-unquestioning support.

Mr. Trump has repeatedly cast himself as the most “pro-Israeli” U.S. President 

in history.

EU motion calls CAA ‘discriminatory’
Five groups at the European Parliament tabled a joint motion resolution   that 

“condemned” India’s decision to adopt the Citizenship (Amendment) Act 

(CAA).

In a boost for the government’s efforts to counter the resolution, one group 

of the European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR) with 66 members, that 

had earlier been a part of the resolution, decided to drop out.
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The other five groups, representing a total of 560 of the 751 MEPs in the 

Parliament, have agreed to the joint motion, although it is unclear how many 

will finally vote for the resolution.

The final draft, that will be discussed and voted on, retains the strong 

language condemning the police action on protesters as a “brutal crackdown” 

particularly on university campuses, and severely criticises the detentions, 

alleged torture and the Internet shutdown undertaken in Uttar Pradesh and 

other States.

Concern over NRC

The resolution also expresses concerns about the National Register of 

Citizens (NRC), and calls on India to adhere to UN Human Rights Council 

procedures.

While the EU Parliament has little power to enforce its resolutions, the strong 

wording of the document could hamper the atmosphere for talks with India.

Over the past few days the government had intensified efforts to reach out to 

Members of the European Parliament (MEPs), with diplomats led by India’s 

Ambassador in Brussels GaitriIssar Kumar meeting with the six various 

groups behind the resolutions criticising India, as well as individual MEPs 

who might oppose them.

According to government sources, the spotlight was also on the MEPs who 

were part of the 23-member tour to India, who had been hosted by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and other senior officials in Delhi, and conducted by 

the Indian Army during their stay in Srinagar.

Of the 23 members, atleast eight belonged to groups that originally tabled 

a resolution on India, including five from the European Conservatives and 

Reformists (ECR), two from the European People’s Party or Christian 

Democrats (EPP), and one from the Renew Group. The majority of the 

delegation belonged to the far-right Identity and Democracy group (I&D), 

which did not proposed any resolution on India. The outreach appeared to 
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be successful in bringing atleast one of the groups, the ECR to India’s side 

of the debate. Vice-Chair of the ECR group, Hermann Tertsch, who spoke to 

The Hindu earlier in the day said that his group was “uncomfortable” with the 

harsh language the other groups were attempting to add.

Indian-origin MEP from the Renew group Dinesh Dhamija too said the draft 

was “very broad based and ill-informed” and had not been cleared by all the 

members of each grouping tabling a resolution. Mr. Dhamija, is one of 108 

members in the Renew group at the European parliament, and told The Hindu 

he disagreed with the resolution put forth. Mr. Dhamija said that he worried 

most that the resolutions were timed to “derail” India-EU relations ahead of 

the EU-India summit scheduled for March 13th, and External Affairs Minister 

S. Jaishankar’s visit in February. However he denied government claims that 

Pakistan and Left-wing parties were behind the decision to bring a discussion 

on India’s citizenship act to the house.

Officials also tried to convince MEPs to hold the discussions  , but not to hold 

the vote that is scheduled for Thursday, as had been done with the previous 

EU Parliament motion on Jammu and Kashmir in September 2019.

Trump trial: support increasing within GOP for new 
witnesses
As reports of U.S. President Donald Trump having told his former National 

Security Adviser John Bolton to hold assistance to Ukraine pending politically-

charged investigations spread, pressure from within the GOP to call new 

witnesses intensified, with some GOP Senators publicly expressing their 

interest in hearing from Mr. Bolton and other new witnesses.

Mr. Trump’s defence team, however, side-stepped the Bolton issue as they 

defended their client in the Senate  .

In a book manuscript, some details of which were reported by The New York 
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Times  , Mr. Bolton had said that Mr. Trump asked him to continue freezing 

$391 in military aid to Ukraine pending Ukraine announcing investigations 

that were politically advantageous to Mr. Trump.

Mr. Trump was impeached by the House of Representatives in December on 

charges of abuse of power and obstruction of Congress.

“I think it’s increasingly likely that other Republicans will join those of us 

who think we should hear from John Bolton,” GOP Senator from Utah Mitt 

Romney told reporters  .

During lunch, GOP Senators had discussed at greater length the need to call 

Mr. Bolton and other witnesses, as per some media outlets.

Submit fresh report on compliance of plastic rules by Amazon, 
Flipkart: NGT to CPCB
The National Green Tribunal asked the Central Pollution Control Board 

(CPCB)   to submit a fresh report on Amazon and Flipkart’s compliance to the 

plastic management rules, a day after the CPCB said the companies need to 

collect the waste generated in packaging their products.

U.S. House warns China not to meddle in Dalai Lama 
succession
The U.S. House of Representatives   voted to authorise sanctions against 

Chinese officials who interfere in the process of determining the Dalai Lama’s 

successor, raising pressure as the Tibetan spiritual leader approaches 85.

Under the legislation, Washington would freeze any U.S. assets and ban travel 

to the United States of Chinese officials found to be involved in “identifying or 

installing” a government-approved Dalai Lama.

A total of 392 lawmakers voted for the Bill with 22, all of them Republicans 
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plus one conservative independent, opposed.

The Act still needs approval from the Senate, where Republican Marco Rubio 

has promised to lead efforts, before heading to President Donald Trump for 

his signature.

The law would also prohibit China from opening any further consulates in the 

U.S. until Washington can open a mission in Lhasa, the Himalayan territory’s 

tightly restricted capital.

Speaker Nancy Pelosi, a longtime advocate for Tibet, said that the Bill aims 

to encourage Beijing to resume dialogue with envoys of the Dalai Lama that 

broke off a decade ago.

Beijing slammed the U.S.   over the Bill, saying it “grossly interferes in China’s 

internal affairs”.

The Foreign Ministry urged the U.S. to “do more to benefit mutual trust and 

cooperation between China and the U.S. rather than the contrary”.

Will Trump’s peace plan help resolve Israel-Palestine crisis?
The West Asia peace plan unveiled by U.S. President Donald Trump   seeks 

to give the Israelis what they have long wanted — an expansive state with 

Jerusalem as its “undivided capital” and tight security control over a future 

Palestinian state. With his plan, Mr. Trump is actually pushing to revive the 

stalled two-state talks between the Israelis and the Palestinians, but on his 

own terms.

What’s the plan?

The Trump plan seeks to address most of the contentious issues in the 

conflict such as the border of Israel, status of Palestinian refugees, Jewish 

settlements on the West Bank, Israel’s security concerns and the status of 

the city of Jerusalem. However, the solutions Mr. Trump has proposed to 
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almost all of these issues favour the Israeli positions. For example, Israel 

would be allowed to annex the Jewish settlements on the West Bank as well 

as the Jordan Valley. The Palestinian refugees, who were forced out from 

their homes during the 1948 Arab-Israeli war that followed the declaration 

of the state of Israel in the historic Palestine, would not be allowed to return. 

They could move to the future Palestinian state, be integrated into the host 

countries or settled in other regional countries.

Jerusalem, perhaps the most contentious issue, would be “the undivided 

capital” of Israel, with Palestine gaining its capital in the east of the city. In 

return, Israel would freeze further settlement activities on the West Bank for 

four years — the time for negotiations. During this period, the Palestinian 

Authority should dismiss its current complaints at the International Criminal 

Court against Israel and refrain itself from taking further actions. It should 

also crack down on “terrorist” groups such as Hamas and the Islamic Jihad. 

Mr. Trump has also proposed $50 billion in investment over 10 years should 

Palestine accept the proposals.

In the final settlement, Palestine would get control over more land than what 

it currently controls. The plan also proposes to enlarge Gaza and connect the 

strip with the West Bank through a tunnel. The Arab towns in the southeast 

of Israel, which are close to Gaza, could become part of a future Palestinian 

state.

Will it work?

The Palestine position is that an independent, sovereign Palestinian state 

should be formed based on the 1967 border (meaning the whole of the West 

Bank and the Gaza Strip) with East Jerusalem as its capital (including the Old 

City that houses Haram esh-Sharif, also known as Temple Mount, a holy site 

for both Muslims and Jews). Issues like the right of return of the Palestinian 

refugees are to be settled in final negotiations. But Mr. Trump has effectively 
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rejected the Palestinian claims and asked them to make more compromises. 

He seeks to give Jerusalem and about 30% of the West Bank to the Israelis 

and has denied the right of return of the Palestinian refugees — all for 

truncated sovereignty for the Palestinians in a state that would practically be 

surrounded by Israel. And for this, the Palestinians should take action against 

militant groups, stop supporting Palestinian families of those jailed or killed 

by Israel and refrain itself from questioning the occupation in international 

fora.

The Fatah party of President Mahmoud Abbas runs the Palestinian Authority 

on the West Bank, while Hamas is running Gaza. While there’s a bitter feud 

between these two, both sides, as well as the Islamic Jihad, have come together 

in rejecting the Trump plan. It would be difficult for any Palestinian leader to 

sell Mr. Trump’s proposals to a people who are living under occupation for 

decades. The Palestinians say the Trump administration, which recognised 

the disputed Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and supported the settlements on 

the West Bank, cannot be an impartial mediator for peace. The Trump plan 

seems to be underscoring this argument.
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Indian community shares grief of Iranians
Members of the Indian community based in Iran will attend the funeral 

procession of Major General QassemSoleimani that will be held in Tehran  , 

representatives of the community said.

“We are also sharing the grief of the Iranian people as they are in mourning 

following the murder of General Soleimani. The Iranians consider him a real 

hero and therefore, there will be a very large crowd at his funeral in Tehran 

tomorrow,” said Dr. N. A. Soufi, an Indian commentator based in Tehran.

Mr. Soufi reflected the sentiment of the Iranians in emphasising that there 

is a strong possibility of Iran deciding the course of action after the funeral 

of the General who led the clandestine Quds Force — a special wing of the 

IRGC — that has been instrumental in defeating the IS in Iraq and Syria.

“He was hugely popular in Iran and there were often discussions that he 

could one day become a leading political figure,” said an Indian businessman 

on condition of anonymity.

China’s PLA begins major military drill in Tibet

The Chinese army has begun major military exercises in the high-altitude 

Tibet bordering India, deploying latest weapons, including the Type 15 light 

battle tank and the new 155-MM vehicle-mounted howitzer, a media report 

said.

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Tibet Military Command started its New 

Year exercises in which it has deployed helicopters, armoured vehicles, 

heavy artillery and anti-aircraft missiles across the region from Lhasa, capital 

of Tibet, to the border defence front lines with elevations of more than 4,000 

m, state-run Global Times reported.

India-China Line of Actual Control (LAC) covered 3,488 km, including 

the border along Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim. China claims Arunachal 

Pradesh as part of South Tibet.
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Both the tank and howitzer, which were revealed to the public on October 1 

last year, are specifically designed with advantages for plateau regions and 

can play important roles in safeguarding border areas, the report said. Their 

deployment in the Tibet Military Command will enhance PLA’s capability in 

the plateau regions, it quoted an expert as saying.

Both were equipped with powerful engines, enabling them to manoeuvre 

efficiently in Tibet’s terrains.

India amends rules for U.S. airlines
In an effort to resolve a persistent concern of the U.S., India will make 

exceptions for American airlines on its ground handling regulations that 

prohibit international carriers from operations beyond the check-in area.

However, these airlines will have to allow a security audit by Indian 

agencies, and ensure that Indian employees are tasked with sensitive 

operations. U.S. airlines will have access control to the aircraft, can screen 

unaccompanied baggage, conduct secondary check of passengers and 

have security control of cargo.

Until now, foreign carriers had to enter into an agreement with an Indian 

airline for performing these activities. The Union Cabinet in its meeting on 

December 24, 2019, gave an in-principle approval for allowing international 

airlines from three countries — U.S., Canada and Australia — to carry out 

their own ground handling.

At closed-door UNSC meet, members found no credibility 
to allegations on J&K: India
A day after China raised the issue of Jammu and Kashmir at a closed-door 

meeting of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), India Thursday 
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said the outcome of the consultations was “on expected lines” as none of the 

allegations made were found to be credible. This was the third time China, 

Pakistan’s ‘all-weather ally’, had raised the issue at the UNSC since the 

abrogation of J&K on August 5.

“We are happy that neither the alarming scenario painted by the representatives 

of Pakistan nor any of the baseless allegations made repeatedly by various 

representatives of Pakistan in UN fora were found to be credible,” India’s 

Ambassador and Permanent Representative to UN, Syed Akbaruddin, said.

Akbaruddin said members of the UNSC had agreed it was a bilateral issue 

between India and Pakistan. “We are glad that it was pointed out by many 

friends that bilateral mechanisms are available to raise and address issues 

that Pakistan may have in its ties with India,” he said.

“Pakistan’s practice of using false pretenses to distract from addressing the 

malaise that afflicts it has run its course today. We hope that going forward, 

Pakistan pays heed to the clear signals sent out today and focusses on the 

hard task it has to ensure normal relations with India,” Akbaruddin added.

Following the meeting, Chinese Ambassador to the UN told reporters, “We 

had a meeting on J&K. The Prime Minister of Pakistan wrote letters to the 

UNSC, asking it to pay attention to the current situation in J&K. The issue 

of India and Pakistan has always been on the agenda of the UNSC, and 

today we have also seen some tensions, so the UNSC heard at a briefing the 

situation on the ground.”

France, US block China move on J&K at UNSC
For the third time since August, Beijing raised the issue of Jammu and 

Kashmir at a closed-door meeting of the United Nations Security Council late 

Wednesday night. Vietnam, which is the UNSC President for the month of 

January, allowed the issue to be brought up by China.
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However, members of the UNSC, including France and the US, blocked the 

attempt by China for a discussion on the Kashmir issue. Sources said the 

plan was to tell Beijing that this is not the appropriate forum.

“Today @UN …our flag is flying high. Those that launched a “False Flag” 

effort got a stinging response from our many friends…,” tweeted Syed 

Akbaruddin, India’s Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the UN, 

late Wednesday night.

The closed-door meeting of the UNSC was called to discuss issues related 

to Mali, an African country, and China made a request to discuss the Kashmir 

issue under the agenda of “Any Other Business Points”.

Since Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi is in New York, 

he was likely to push for Pakistan’s case with the UNSC member-states. At 

the time of going to press, details of the meeting were awaited. The move by 

China is third such attempt since August when the special status granted to 

Jammu and Kashmir under Article 370 of the Constitution was revoked by the 

government, and the state was bifurcated into two union territories.

Diplomatic sources said that France has noted the request of a UNSC member 

to raise the Kashmir issue once again in the powerful body and it is going to 

oppose it like it did on a previous occasion. French sources said that the 

Kashmir issue must be settled bilaterally (between India and Pakistan). The 

sources said this has been stated on several occasions, and it will continued 

to be reiterated to partners in the UN Security Council.

This is the third time, China, Pakistan’s ‘all-weather ally’, has demanded 

discussion on the Kashmir issue. In August, China had raised it in an informal 

and closed-door consultations, but the meeting did not lead to any outcomes. 

In December again, France, US, UK and Russia — the remaining P-5 

members — had foiled an attempt by China to discuss Kashmir at a meeting 

of the UNSC. Beijing withdrew its request.

In August, China had objected to the formation of Ladakh as Union Territory, 
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saying it undermined its territorial sovereignty. It also expressed “serious 

concern” about the current situation in the region. Delhi had responded 

to Beijing. MEA spokesperson had said, “India does not comment on the 

internal affairs of other countries and similarly expects other countries to do 

likewise.”

US-led Indo-Pacific bloc divisive: Russia minister
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov   strongly criticised the US-led Indo-

Pacific initiative, calling it a “divisive approach” to disrupt existing regional 

structures and contain China’s influence in the region.

“Why call it Indo-Pacific? The answer is to contain China. Indian friends 

are smart enough to understand the trap. We should not be divisive,” 

Lavrov said at the ongoing Raisina Dialogue. “We have to be careful 

with the terminology, which looks benign but might be something else.” 

The Russian minister also slammed the US for what he called disregarding 

international rules and norms while selectively talking about rules-based 

global order for its self-interests.

Referring to the US-backed Indo-Pacific strategy, Lavrov called it an attempt 

to “reconfigure the existing structures”, and to move away from the ASEAN-

centric consensus for the region.

“It is an attempt to seek forms of interactions to something which would be 

divisive,” he said in the presence of External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar 

and foreign ministers and diplomats from around 40 countries.

“A new concept was created, called Indo-Pacific strategy, initiated firstly by 

the US, Australia, Japan…When we asked the initiators about the difference 

between Indo-Pacific strategies and ASEAN-Pacific regional cooperation, 

they said Indo-Pacific is more open, more democratic,” Lavrov said. “If you 

look at it closely, it is not at all the case.”
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Later, in a meeting, Lavrov conveyed to Prime Minister Narendra Modi that 

President Vladimir Putin is looking forward to Modi’s visit to Russia in May 

2020 to participate in the 75th anniversary celebration of the Victory Day, 

which marks the defeat of Nazi Germany in 1945, and in July 2020 for the 

BRICS and SCO summits.

Modi welcomed multiple occasions this year to meet Putin, and said he also 

looks forward to hosting the Russian President in India for the annual bilateral 

summit later this year.

The Prime Minister noted that several important decisions and outcomes 

were reached between the two countries in 2019. He suggested that the year 

2020, which is also the 20th anniversary year of the establishment of strategic 

partnership between India and the Russian Federation, should be the “year of 

implementation of those decisions”.

“The PM referred to the wide-ranging conversation he had with President 

Putin over telephone on 13 January 2020, and noted the progress in the 

Special and Privileged Strategic Partnership between the two countries in the 

previous year,” the MEA said in a statement.

‘2020 will be an important year for Indo-U.S. relations’
As U.S. officials finalise venues and dates of President Donald Trump’s likely 

visit, an official said the focus of the Indo-U.S. engagements this year would 

be to implement decisions taken during the 2+2 meeting between Defence 

and Foreign Ministers in December 2019 and on trade.

“This is going to be an important year for India-U.S. relations. Especially in 

the first half of the year, we expect to put into practice many of the decisions 

taken during the 2+2 talks,” a senior Trump administration official told The 

Hindu, while briefing journalists in Delhi. The official would not, however, 

confirm the dates of the visit, which has not been formally announced.
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The Hindu had reported earlier this week that officials are discussing a 

possible visit next month, around February 24, and the American security 

and administration officials are undertaking a series of reconnaissance visits 

over the next week

One of the major objectives of the 2+2 talks between Secretary of State 

Michael R. Pompeo, Secretary of Defense Mark T. Esper with Minister of 

External Affairs S. Jaishankar and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh was 

furthering cooperation on a “free and open Indo-Pacific”, said the official.

BDN ‘rating mechanism’

During the talks in Washington, both countries had agreed to “promote 

practical cooperation in infrastructure development, counter-terrorism, cyber 

security and regional connectivity.” To that end, the U.S. has launched a 

“Blue Dot Network” (BDN), which has already taken Japan and Australia on 

board to encourage private investment in infrastructure projects. The network 

is “ratings mechanism” that would grade infrastructure projects in the Indo-

Pacific region on different parameters to ensure transparency and is planned 

as direct counter to China’s Belt and Road Initiative. However, unlike the 

BRI, the BDN would not offer public funds or loans for the project.

The official said he hoped India, which has refused to join China’s BRI, would 

join the U.S.-led BDN. “India has as much a role as it wants on the Blue Dot 

Network (BDN). It is as open as a Michelin standard for restaurants. We are 

hoping to build support for this initiative to grade infrastructure projects on 

debt, environmental standards, labour standards, etc. These would apply to 

projects in any citizen-centric country, where citizens would like to evaluate 

these projects,” the official said.

India-Pak. trade freeze hits thousands: report
At least 9,354 families, roughly 50,000 people, in Punjab and nearly 900 
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families in Kashmir have been directly affected by the shutdown of trade 

between India and Pakistan across the Wagah-Attari border and the Line of 

Control (LoC) Salamabad-Chakhan da Bagh routes in 2019, says a report.

The cancellation of MFN (most favoured nation) status to Pakistan and the 

trade routes’ closure following the February 14 last Pulwama terror attack, 

as well as Pakistan’s counter-measures, including an airspace ban and 

suspension of trade relations, have resulted in losses in billions of dollars and 

hundreds of job days.

All these have brought thousands “down to their knees”, according to 

testimonials from the affected groups comprising traders, custom house 

agents, truck drivers and helpers, those working at tyre and mechanic stores, 

local dhabas and motels.

“Better to have killed us in one go than to have finished off our livelihood. After 

the MFN decision was taken, there were homes where the stove couldn’t be 

lit for four days,” said 72-year-old Kulwinder Singh Sandhu, Attari Truckers 

Union chief. He was in tears during the launch on January 16 of the report 

called “Unilateral decisions, bilateral losses” as he recounted the impact of 

the events of 2019 on families engaged in the business near the Wagah-

Attari border.

Tough message for Pak.

Officials said the decisions on trade were meant to be a tough message for 

Pakistan and would affect Pakistan’s economy even more than India’s.

Former Ambassador to the United States Arun Kumar Singh said, “Even 

though ties have been much worse in the past like after the Parliament attack, 

trade had never been touched.”

Mr. Singh, who had handled the Pakistan desk at the External Affairs Ministry, 

said: “These unprecedented measures against Pakistan were taken by the 

government to show its frustration over Pakistan’s continued support to 

terrorism.”
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According to the report, authored by researchers at the Bureau of Research 

on Industry and Economic Fundamentals (BRIEF), the measures that led 

to a 200% duty increase on imports from Pakistan at Punjab saw even 

the relatively meagre bilateral trade of $2.56 billion in 2018-19 dropping to 

$547.22 million (April-August 2019) and imports dropping from about $500 

million to just $11.45 million. Exports to Pakistan “mainly” go through the sea 

route (about 80%), while imports, including rock salt, dry dates, cement and 

gypsum, come largely through the land route in Punjab.

As a result, members of the Attari Truckers Union, who had invested an 

estimated Rs. 350 crore ($49 million) in the business, have lost all hope of 

recovering their losses.

Similarly, the closure of LoC trading points in Jammu and Kashmir has put 

small trade, handicrafts sellers, truckers, labourers, and hotel owners near the 

LoC in Baramulla and Poonch out of business, said trader Mohammad Iqbal 

Lone. The losses do not account for the much larger impact of restrictions 

on trade and tourism imposed after the August 5 decision on Article 370, 

which the Kashmir Chamber of Commerce and Industry had estimated at 

approximately Rs 10,000 crore ($1.4 billion) by October 2019.

“We have all just come to zero,” Mr. Lone told the audience of academics, 

economists, journalists, former diplomats and officials at the launch in Delhi 

of the report, authored by AfaqHussain and Nikita Singla.

Cross-LoC trade before the suspension order in April 2019 was about $95 

million for the year.

Suspension order

In the suspension order, the Union Home Ministry said trade would be 

resumed after “putting into place a stricter regulatory regime” in order to block 

misuse of the route for “weapons, narcotics and currency,” but nine months 

later, there are no signs of resumption of LoC trade.
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“When you put names and faces to these numbers, the picture is clearer,” 

said Pradeep Sehgal, a trader from Amritsar, who has been engaged in 

India-Pakistan trade for decades. “Think of the porter who has had to take his 

children out of school or the weighbridge worker whose wedding was called 

off because he lost his job, and you will realise the real cost,” he added.

Traders from Amritsar said another decision taken by the Centre last year 

which had affected local traders, was the move to cancel oil imports from Iran 

due to U.S. sanctions. According to them, Iran had cut its reciprocal imports 

of Basmati rice, which has led to a 30% drop in its prices. This had added 

to the other losses over trade with Pakistan, said Punjab Rice Millers and 

Exporters Association director Ashok Sethi.

The traders and truckers said they hoped the governments at the Centre 

and in Punjab and Jammu Kashmir would consider compensating them for 

the losses and finding alternative trading markets internally so that those 

affected were not put out of business permanently. “Trade can be switched 

off with one stroke of a pen, but it cannot be switched on again easily if the 

government wants to in the future as trust takes time,” said Mr. Sehgal.

Iran says it may pull out of NPT
Iran said   it will consider withdrawing from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) if a dispute over its atomic programme goes 

before the UN Security Council.

Britain, France and Germany launched a process last week charging Iran 

with failing to observe the terms of the 2015 nuclear deal, a move that could 

eventually see the Security Council reimpose international sanctions on the 

country.

Iran has accused the three EU member states of inaction over sanctions the 

U.S. reimposed on it after unilaterally withdrawing from the landmark accord 
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in 2018.

The European move “has no legal basis” and if they take further measures, 

“Iran’s withdrawal from the NPT will be considered,” Foreign Minister 

Mohammad JavadZarif was quoted as saying by the Iranian parliament’s 

website.

The landmark 2015 deal reached with Britain, China, France, Germany, 

Russia and the U.S. gave Iran relief from sanctions in return for curbs on its 

nuclear programme. Since the U.S. pullout, Iran has progressively rolled back 

its commitments to the accord — the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 

— in retaliation. It has hit out at the three European nations for failing to live 

up to their promises to ease the impact of U.S. sanctions.

Govt. told to reply to plea against NIA Act
The Supreme Court   asked the government to respond to a petition challenging 

the National Investigation Agency (Amendment) Act of 2019, saying the law 

concentrated police powers in one centralised agency, which would act on 

the “whims and fancies” of the Central government.

A Bench led by Justice Rohinton F. Nariman issued the notice to the 

government on the writ petition filed by Umar M., secretary of the Solidarity 

Youth Movement based at Kozhikode.

The petition, represented by advocates Jaimon Andrews and Naresh Kumar, 

said the phraseology of the Amendment Act was suspect. In one of its 

Sections, the Amendment Act brought within its ambit acts committed “against 

the interest of India’ without clearly explaining what these actions would be.

“So, can it be that sloganeering against a Central law would be ‘against the 

interest of India’ under the Act” Mr. Andrews asked.

“Legislations aimed at countering terrorism, often employ specific phrases 

such as ‘national security’, ‘national integrity’, ‘sovereignty’, so as erase any 
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scope for arbitrary exercise of powers by the enforcement agencies. In the 

instant case, no attempt has been made to provide for a structured definition 

of the term, in the absence of which, the same would be open to enlarged 

interpretation, thus arbitrary and violative of the fundamental right guaranteed 

under Article 14 of the Constitution,” the petition contended.

Additional offences

The Amendment Act, it said, had introduced additional offences such as 

human trafficking, which were at odds with the NIA’s fundamental objective 

to counter terrorism.

With this Act, the NIA could encroach into the jurisdiction of the States’ police 

forces to investigate crimes within their jurisdiction, the plea said.

India, Brazil to sign Strategic Action Plan
India and Brazil will upgrade their strategic partnership with an “action 

plan” and sign a Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) when Brazilian President 

JairBolsonaro visits as the chief guest of the Republic Day celebrations from 

January 24 to 27.

According to officials involved in the planning of the visit, the two countries 

hope to take their partnership to “the next level” and build on the relationship 

between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Bolsonaro, who met 

twice in 2019.

“Our bilateral relations are based on a common global vision, shared 

democratic values, and a commitment to foster economic growth of both 

countries. Bilateral relations were elevated to a Strategic Partnership in 2006, 

heralding a new phase in India-Brazil relations,” said an External Affairs 

Ministry statement announcing Mr. Bolsonaro’s visit.

First BIT since 2015

According to the officials, the Strategic Partnership action plan will serve as 
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an “umbrella agreement”, for plans between the two countries to increase 

defence cooperation, technology sharing and a logistics agreement.

The bilateral investment treaty (BIT) will be one of the first that the Modi 

government will sign since 2015, when it decided to scrap all existing treaties 

with 83 countries, and brought in a new “Model BIT”. Brazil and India will also 

exchange a Social Security Agreement (SSA), first signed in March 2017, to 

allow investments in each other’s pension funds, to help business processes 

and encourage the flow of investment. In 2018, Indian investments in Brazil 

were around $6 billion and Brazilian investments in India are estimated at 

$1 billion, the Ministry said, adding that bilateral trade stands at about $8 

billion.

Of particular interest will be any discussion held on climate change 

cooperation between the leaders, given Mr. Modi’s stated commitment on 

combating global warming, and the Brazilian President’s stand rejecting 

scientific studies on climate change. Last year, Mr. Bolsonaro decided not to 

host the COP-25 UN climate talks.

While Mr. Bolsonaro is known internationally for other controversial “far-right” 

beliefs on gender and orientation, and rights for indigenous tribes, he could 

face protests in India over Brazil’s complaint at the World Trade Organisation 

against New Delhi’s subsidies to sugar cane farmers. Brazil, the largest 

producer and exporter of sugar, says Indian subsidies are inconsistent with 

trade rules.

Trump calls climate activists ‘prophets of doom’ at Davos
U.S. President Donald Trump took aim   at the “perennial prophets of doom” 

on the environment, telling the annual Davos forum that warnings of climate 

crisis were “foolish”.

In a keynote speech to the 50th World Economic Forum in the Swiss ski 
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resort, Mr. Trump touted fossil fuels, deregulation and a booming U.S. 

economy — a message in stark contrast to the dire warnings delivered by 

teenage campaigner Greta Thunberg and others.

“We must reject the perennial prophets of doom and their predictions of 

the apocalypse,” Mr. Trump said hours after Ms. Thunberg told the World 

Economic Forum that governments had done “basically nothing” to reverse 

climate change.

With Ms. Thunberg in the audience, Mr. Trump branded those warning of 

out-of-control global warming and other environmental disasters “the heirs 

of yesterday’s foolish fortune tellers”.

Mr. Trump ticked off what he said were previous predictions that had been 

proved wrong, ranging from over-population in the 1960s to “an end of oil” 

in the 1990s.

“We will never let radical socialists destroy our economy,” said Mr. Trump, 

apparently referring to his Democratic party opponents ahead of the 

presidential election in November.

Mr. Trump took the stage in Davos just after the Swiss President delivered 

a speech appealing for the world to care for the planet. But the U.S. leader 

heralded the U.S. as “number one producer of oil and natural gas”.

‘Buy oil, gas from us’

He rattled off numbers indicating what he said were huge savings for 

American consumers and invited Europe to buy more U.S. energy products. 

The expansion of oil, gas and coal production has “been so successful that 

the U.S. no longer needs to import energy from hostile nations”, he said.

Mr. Trump said the U.S. was joining a new international initiative called the 

“one trillion trees” project and he said he wanted to conserve “the majesty of 

God’s creation and the natural beauty of our world.”
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Russian-made missiles brought down jet: Iran
Iran acknowledged   that its armed forces fired two Russian anti-aircraft 

missiles at a Ukrainian jetliner that crashed after taking off from Tehran’s 

main airport earlier this month, killing all 176 people on board.

The new preliminary report by Iran’s Civil Aviation Organization, however, 

stopped short of blaming the TOR-M1 for the crash of the Boeing 737-800, 

flown by Ukraine International Airways.

For days after the January 8 shootdown, Iran denied that it fired missiles 

at the plane, initially blaming a technical malfunction and engine fire for the 

crash.

The report identified the missiles fired at the aircraft as coming from the 

TOR-M1. In 2017, Iran received the delivery of 29 TOR-M1 units from Russia 

under a $700 million contract.

Ami Bera slams Trump’s India policy
As election season gets under way in the U.S., Democratic Congressman 

Ami Bera called the Trump policy towards developments in India such as 

Kashmir and the “citizenship test” an “abdication of American leadership”. 

He made the remarks during a call with reporters as part of outreach to the 

Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) community for former Vice-President 

Joe Biden’s 2020 campaign for the presidency.

As the new head of the important U.S. House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on 

Asia, the Pacific and Nonproliferation, Mr. Bera’s comments have significance 

for U.S.–India relations. The Subcommittee, under its former chairman Brad 

Sherman, held a hearing on Kashmir following Parliament’s abrogation of 

Article 370 last year.

“The Trump administration has been wholly silent on some of what’s happened 

in Kashmir as well as some of what’s happening with the citizenship test. Under 
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a normal administration, America would be using its influence and dialogue 

in opening those channels of communication,” Mr. Bera said, reiterating that 

India’s strength is its secular democracy.

“I would argue that India should not lose that secular democracy because 

that is what separates it from other states and other countries. You don’t hear 

Donald Trump out there talking about it or even Secretary Pompeo. I think 

it’s not up to us to tell other countries what to do but with strong allies, we 

certainly can have those conversations and that dialogue,” he said.

The Congressman also confirmed that he had conveyed his concerns — 

particularly on Kashmir being opened up to the press and diplomats — to the 

Indian government privately, in addition to using public channels.

He also said that there was bipartisan support in the U.S. Congress for a 

strong U.S.- India relationship. “Vice-President Biden, President Obama talked 

about... the U.S.- India relationship potentially being the defining relationship 

in the 21st Century.”
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One-fifth of country’s forests prone to fires: study
About 21.40% of forest cover in India is prone to fires, with forests in the north-

eastern region and central India being the most vulnerable, the 2019 report by 

the Forest Survey of India (FSI) has said.

The finding has emerged from a study carried out by the FSI along forest fire 

points identified across the country from 2004 to 2017.

The forest fire points (FFP) identified during the 13 years add up to 2,77,758. 

They were analysed using a moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer 

(MODIS) by overlaying the points coverage over the grid coverage of 5 km x 

5 km.

The analysis showed that extremely fire prone areas account for 3.89% of 

total forest cover, very highly fire prone areas account for 6.01% and highly 

fire prone areas for 11.50%. Together, the three categories come to 21.40 % 

of forest cover.

The total number of alerts issued for each state based on MODIS data from 

November 2018 to June 2019 were 29,547 and interestingly, Mizoram, a small 

State, recorded the highest number of fire alerts (2,795). The seven States 

of the north-eastern region accounted for 10,210 fire alerts, which make up 

about one-third of alerts in the country.

Lalit Kumar Sharma, a scientist with the Zoological Survey of India, said that 

one of the major reasons for forest fires in the north-east is slash-and-burn 

cultivation, commonly called jhoom or jhum cultivation. “My experience is that 

most forest fires in Mizoram are because of jhum cultivation. The fires happen 

between the months of January and March. The north-east has tropical 

evergreen forests and, unlike the dry deciduous forests of central India, these 

are not likely to catch fire easily,” Mr. Sharma said.

Green cover

While the overall green cover has increased in the country, the forest cover in 

the north-east — particularly in Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland 
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— has decreased. On being asked if there was a link between forest cover 

reduction and fires, Mr. Sharma said the fires could be one of the causes.

Central Indian States also recorded a high number of forest fire alerts, with 

Madhya Pradesh accounting for 2,723 alerts; Maharashtra 2,516; Odisha 

2,213 and Chhattisgarh 1,008 alerts between November 2018 to June 

2019.

According to Mr. Sharma, the reasons for fires here are manmade, particularly 

in cases where people visit forests and leave burning bidis, cigarette stubs or 

other inflammable materials.

In cases of natural reasons, the scientist pointed to thunderstorms as the 

most likely cause.

Scientists have found three new super-puffs with the density 
of cotton candy
Scientists at the University of Colorado Boulder have published a new research 

paper, which confirms the existence of three new planets in a class called, 

‘super-puffs’. All of the planets have a very low mass to volume ratio. Which 

means they have extremely low density and act as celestial equivalents of 

cotton candy.

All of the three planets were spotted by NASA’s Kepler space telescope, 

orbiting Kepler 51, which is a young solar-type star. All of these planets are 

heavier than Earth, however, have a much larger radius, due to which their 

density is extremely low.

The discovery will soon be published in The Astronomical Journal, with the 

title “The Featureless Transmission Spectra of Two Super-Puff Planets”. 

Scientists have named these three new super-puff planets as Kepler-51b, 

Kepler-51c and Kepler-51d.

In the research paper, it is mentioned that all of these super-puffs have a 
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density lower than 0.1 grams per cubic centimetre. Due to which these are the 

lowest-density planets to date according to the NASA Exoplanet Archive.

It is being said that these planets are mostly composed of hydrogen and 

helium covered by a thick haze of methane. Kepler-51b and Kepler 51d are 

exhaling gas at a rapid pace releasing billions of tons of gasses into space 

every second. Due to which they will shrink over time and might eventually 

lose their puffiness.

The Kepler 51 star system is about 2,400 lightyears away from Earth.

Gaganyaan, Chandrayaan-3 in mission mode, says ISRO
Four pilots from the Indian Air Force (IAF) will leave for Russia this month to 

receive training as astronauts of Gaganyaan, the first Indian crewed flight to 

space.

They were shortlisted after a series of fitness and endurance tests, ISRO 

Chairman K. Sivan announced at a press meet.

The initial tests were conducted in the IAF’s Institute of Aerospace Medicine, 

Bengaluru, and Russia. The four will leave in the third week of January to 

be trained at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Centre in Moscow, as per an 

agreement signed between the space agencies of the two countries last 

year.

Set for 2022

Gaganyaan, announced by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi in August 

2018, is the Rs. 10,000-crore Indian human space flight scheduled for 2022. 

It is designed to have 3-7 crew members spend 3-7 days in space in a 400-

km orbit.

Dr. Sivan said Gaganyaan activities were on track. However it was not known 

yet how many astronauts would finally travel to space.

The first of the two pre-Gaganyaan flights with a humanoid will be launched 
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this year-end along with some of the six shortlisted micro-gravity experiments, 

Dr. Sivan said.

ISRO has also quietly begun work on another soft landing mission to the 

moon with most of the same features of Chandrayaan-2 and almost on the 

back of the failure of the latter’s lander on the lunar surface on September 

7.

The launch of the nearly Rs. 600-crore Chandrayaan-3 is targeted for the 

end of this year or early 2021.

It will be almost a repetition of the July 2019 Chandrayaan-2 mission in the 

configuration of spacecraft, the landing spot on the moon and the experiments 

to be conducted on the lunar surface, Dr. Sivan said.

The third mission, he said, was ISRO’s bid to realise for itself the difficult 

technology of soft-landing on another planetary body. The agency is 

undertaking it as the landing module of the second mission crashed barely 

five minutes before it was to have landed on the lunar surface.

The lander and rover are estimated to cost Rs. 250 crore and will go to the 

moon on a propulsion model. The GSLV Mark III vehicle costs around Rs. 

350 crore.

The Tamil Nadu government has started acquiring 2,300 acres of land in 

Thoothukudi district for ISRO’s second launch port. Currently satellites are 

launched from the Sriharikota launch centre in Andhra Pradesh.

Dr. Sivan said Thoothukudi offers a locational advantage to launch towards 

India’s South.

When ready, the new port will handle mainly the small satellite launch vehicle 

(SSLV) that is under development. SSLVs are meant to put a payload of up 

to 500 kg in space.

He said work on Chandrayaan-3 is going on smoothly and it may need 14-16 

months to get ready.
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While he did not name the mission director or say if the same team was 

retained, he said, “We have identified the project director, Dr. P.Veeramuthuvel, 

[of the U.R. Rao Satellite Centre] who was also the associate project director 

of Chandrayaan-2.”

In the second mission that cost nearly Rs. 1,000 crore, an orbiter carried the 

lander and the rover to a lunar orbit. The orbiter continues to work well around 

the moon.

Another lunar mission is being discussed with Japanese space agency JAXA 

(Japan Aeronautics Exploration Agency) but its elements have not been 

finalised, he said.

Although scores of landers sent by Russia, the U.S. and the Chinese have 

explored the moon’s surface, so far, no other agency has landed in the 

southern hemisphere. ISRO hopes to be still the first to do so.

Google’s AI system could improve breast cancer detection, 
finds study
Artificial intelligence can help doctors do a better job of finding breast cancer on 

mammograms, researchers from Google and medical centers in the United 

States and Britain are reporting in the journal Nature.

The new system for reading mammograms, which are X-rays of the breast, 

is still being studied and is not yet available for widespread use. It is just one 

of Google’s ventures into medicine. Computers can be trained to recognise 

patterns and interpret images, and the company has already created 

algorithms to help detect lung cancers on CT scans, diagnose eye disease in 

people with diabetes and find cancer on microscope slides. 

A yellow box indicates where an AI system found cancer hiding inside 

breast tissue. Six previous radiologists failed to find the cancer in routine 
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mammograms. (Image via NorthWestern University)

Written by Denise Grady

Artificial intelligence can help doctors do a better job of finding breast cancer on 

mammograms, researchers from Google and medical centers in the United 

States and Britain are reporting in the journal Nature.

The new system for reading mammograms, which are X-rays of the breast, 

is still being studied and is not yet available for widespread use. It is just one 

of Google’s ventures into medicine. Computers can be trained to recognise 

patterns and interpret images, and the company has already created 

algorithms to help detect lung cancers on CT scans, diagnose eye disease 

in people with diabetes and find cancer on microscope slides.

“This paper will help move things along quite a bit,” said Dr Constance 

Lehman, director of breast imaging at the Massachusetts General Hospital 

in Boston, who was not involved in the study. “There are challenges to their 

methods. But having Google at this level is a very good thing.”

Tested on images where the diagnosis was already known, the new system 

performed better than radiologists. On scans from the United States, the 

system produced a 9.4 per cent reduction in false negatives, in which a 

mammogram is mistakenly read as normal and a cancer is missed. It also 

provided a lowering of 5.7 per cent in false positives, where the scan is 
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incorrectly judged abnormal but there is no cancer.

On mammograms performed in Britain, the system also beat the radiologists, 

reducing false negatives by 2.7 per cent and false positives by 1.2 per cent.

Google paid for the study, and worked with researchers from Northwestern 

University in Chicago and two British medical centers, Cancer Research 

Imperial Centre and Royal Surrey County Hospital.

Last year, 268,600 new cases of invasive breast cancer and 41,760 deaths 

were expected among women in the United States, according to the American 

Cancer Society. Globally, there are about 2 million new cases a year, and 

more than half a million deaths.

About 33 million screening mammograms are performed each year in the 

United States. The test misses about 20 per cent of breast cancers, according 

to the American Cancer Society, and false positives are common, resulting in 

women being called back for more tests, sometimes even biopsies.

Doctors have long wanted to make mammography more accurate. “There 

are many radiologists who are reading mammograms who make mistakes, 

some well outside the acceptable margins of normal human error,” Lehman 

said.

To apply artificial intelligence to the task, the authors of the Nature report 

used mammograms from about 76,000 women in Britain and 15,000 in the 

United States, whose diagnoses were already known, to train computers to 

recognise cancer.

Then, they tested the computers on images from about 25,000 other women 

in Britain, and 3,000 in the United States, and compared the system’s 

performance with that of the radiologists who had originally read the X-rays. 

The mammograms had been taken in the past, so the women’s outcomes 

were known, and the researchers could tell whether the initial diagnoses 

were correct.

“We took mammograms that already happened, showed them to radiologists 
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and asked, ‘Cancer or no?’ and then showed them to AI, and asked, ‘Cancer, 

or no?’” said Dr Mozziyar Etemadi, an author of the study from Northwestern 

University.

This was the test that found AI more accurate than the radiologists. Unlike 

humans, computers do not get tired, bored or distracted toward the end of a 

long day of reading mammograms, Etemadi said.

In another test, the researchers pitted AI against six radiologists in the United 

States, presenting 500 mammograms to be interpreted. Overall, AI again 

outperformed the humans. But in some instances, AI missed a cancer that all 

six radiologists found — and vice versa.

“There’s no denying that in some cases our AI tool totally gets it wrong and 

they totally get it right,” Etemadi said. “Purely from that perspective it opens 

up an entirely new area of inquiry and study. Why is it that they missed it? 

Why is it that we missed it?”

Lehman, who is also developing AI for mammograms, said the Nature report 

was strong, but she had some concerns about the methods, noting that the 

patients studied might not be a true reflection of the general population.

A higher proportion had cancer, and the racial makeup was not specified. 

She also said that “reader” analyses involving a small number of radiologists 

— this study used six — were not always reliable.

The next step in the research is to have radiologists try using the tool as part 

of their routine practice in reading mammograms. New techniques that pass 

their initial tests with flying colors do not always perform as well out in the 

real world.

“We have to see what happens when radiologists have it, see if they do 

better,” Etemadi said. Lehman said: “We have to be very careful. We want to 

make sure this is helping patients.”

She said an earlier technology, computer-aided detection, or CAD, provided 

a cautionary tale. Approved in 1998 by the Food and Drug Administration to 
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help radiologists read mammograms, it came into widespread use. Some 

hospital administrators pressured radiologists to use it whether they liked 

it or not because patients could be charged extra for it, increasing profits, 

Lehman said. Later, several studies, including one that Lehman was part of, 

found that CAD did not improve the doctors’ accuracy, and even made them 

worse.

“We can learn from the mistakes with CAD and do it better,” Lehman said, 

adding that AI has become far more powerful, and keeps improving as more 

data is fed in. “Using computers to enhance human performance is long 

overdue.”

She and Etemadi said that a potentially good use of AI would be to sort 

mammograms and flag those most in need of the radiologist’s attention. The 

system may also be able to identify those that are clearly negative, so they 

could be read quickly and patients could promptly be given a clean bill of 

health.

Although developers of AI often say it is intended to help radiologists, not 

replace them, Lehman predicted that eventually, computers alone will read 

at least some mammograms, without help from humans.

“We’re onto something,” she said. “These systems are picking up things a 

human might not see, and we’re right at the beginning of it.”

India records less than 100 tiger deaths for the first time in 
three years
For the first time in the past three years, the number of tiger deaths in a year 

in the country has been less than 100. According to data from the Ministry of 

Forest Environment and Climate Change (MoEFCC), there were 84 cases 

of tiger deaths in the country and 11 cases of seizures (in which a tiger is 

presumed dead on the basis of body parts seized by authorities). Both put 
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together, the number of tiger deaths is in 2019 is 95.

In 2018, the number of tiger deaths recorded was 100 (93 mortalities and 

seven seizures). The number of deaths in 2017 was 115 (98 mortalities and 

17 seizures), and in 2016 it was 122 (101 mortalities and 21 seizures).

Growing numbers

Speaking to The Hindu , Anup Nayak, Member Secretary of the National 

Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA), said that these figures should be seen 

in the context that tiger numbers in the country were growing.

The last tiger census report, released in July 2019, had placed the number 

of tigers in India at 2,967, up by a third when compared with the numbers 

reported in 2014.

“This is encouraging to us. The reduced numbers of tiger mortalities are 

because of surveillance, good management of Tiger Reserves and a lot of 

awareness and education programmes on tiger conservation,” Mr. Nayak 

said, adding that using technology to maintain surveillance on tigers has also 

come as an added advantage.

The data on tiger mortality also confirms 22 cases of poaching in the country 

and one case of tiger poisoning in 2019. An analysis shows that 16 out of 22 

poaching incidents have been reported outside Tiger Reserves.

Madhya Pradesh, which has the highest number of tigers in the country (526, 

as per the last census), has recorded the most number of cases (31) of 

tiger deaths. This was followed by Maharashtra, which reported 18 deaths. 

Karnataka, another State with high tiger population, recorded 12 deaths, and 

Uttarakhand recorded ten deaths. Tamil Nadu recorded seven cases of tiger 

deaths.

Deaths were also recorded from non-tiger bearing States like Gujarat, where 

a tiger had strayed into the State and died.

Mr. Nayak said that with the increase in tiger numbers, more areas in the 

country need to be declared Tiger Reserves. “We have 50 Tiger Reserves 
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with an area of about 73,000 sq. km. With tigers coming out of Reserves and 

covering long distances, we need more Tiger Reserves,” he said.

India to launch GSAT-30 communication satellite on January 
17
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is ready to launch its 

GSAT-30, a heavy communication satellite on January 17. The launch will 

take place at the Kourou space centre in French Guiana. GSAT-30 will lunch 

on board an Ariane-5 rocket, which belongs to the European Space Agency 

(Arianespace).

To recall, Arianespace launched ISRO’s GSAT-31 on February 6 last year. 

GSAT-31 has a 1-2K bus structure to provide communication services from a 

geostationary orbit in Ku-band for 15 years.

GSAT-30 is ISRO’s first satellite to launch in 2020. It will augment the capacity 

to provide communication links to state-run and private service providers.

ISRO currently has plans to launch 25 satellites including the Aditya-L1 

satellite, which will be inserted in a halo orbit around the Lagrangian point 

(L1), about 1.5 million km from the earth. The Aditya-L1 satellite will study the 

solar corona, which has more than a million degree Kelvin temperature. It will 

also study the Chromosphere and particle flux emanating from the sun.

Other launches of the year include SSLV (Small Satellite Launch Vehicle), 

which will place smaller satellites in the earth’s lower orbit, GSLV, GSAT-20 

satellite, NavIC, Indian Data Relay Satellite System and Xposat.

To recall, last year ISRO launched six launch vehicles and seven satellite 

missions. It also celebrated the 50th launch of the Polar Satellite Launch 

Vehicle (PSLV).
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This is how Elon Musk’s SpaceX will send astronauts to 
space
SpaceX CEO Elon Musk in a tweet has shared a video simulation of how 

the company’s own Crew Dragon mission to the International Space Station 

(ISS) would look like. In the video, we can see a flight crew boarding the 

Crew Dragon, countdown, take off and separation from the Falcon 9 rocket. 

It also shows the capsule docking at the ISS and then detaching and making 

a return to Earth.

According to an Engadget report, NASA is hoping that the Crew Dragon 

capsule should be ready for its first crewed “Demo-2” test flight to the ISS in 

the first quarter of 2020.

To recall, SpaceX back in November completed a series of static fire engine 

tests of Crew Dragon, demonstrating an in-flight launch escape.

However, back in April, while running a similar set of engine tests an anomaly 

occurred due to which there was an explosion, which caused the loss of the 

vehicle, but no one was injured during the tests. Later, it was revealed that 

the explosion happened due to a slug of liquid propellant in the high-flow 

helium pressurisation system, which caused a titanium ignition event.

SpaceX has now redesigned components of the system, which eliminate the 

possibility of slugs entering the high-flow pressurisation system.

And to test if the modifications and the redesign were successful, the company 

conducted a successful uncrewed test flight of Crew Dragon. The test flight 

was successful as Crew Dragon was successfully able to fly to ISS, dock and 

return back to Earth.

Team of Indian astronomers discovers gigantic hydrogen ring 
around a galaxy far far away
A team of astronomers from the TIFR-National Centre for Radio Astrophysics 
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(NCRA) has discovered a rare ring of hydrogen gas surrounding a lenticular 

galaxy, that is located about 260 million light-years away from Earth. 

Interestingly, radio emissions from AGC 203001 galaxy originate from a time 

when dinosaurs thrived on Earth and were observed in December 2017, thanks 

to the advanced telescopes now available for sky-gazing. This discovery 

made use of the Pune-based Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) and 

Canada-France-Hawaii-Telescope (CHFT) in Mauna Kea, Hawaiian Islands.

Astronomers highlight that the detection of such a galaxy with a hydrogen ring 

is rare, more so because there were no stars within it. Generally, condensed 

hydrogen gas acts as a primary source for star formation in any galaxy. “The 

optical image of the galaxy AGC 203001 showed no signs of any stars, which 

is astounding. One of the reasons could be that hydrogen gas is very low in 

density and its vast expanse could make it unconducive for star formation,” 

said Yogesh Wadadekar, senior scientist and co-author of the research 

published   in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.

The newly-discovered ring is only the second of its kind ever detected and 

has a diameter of about four times that of the Milky Way. Besides stumbling 

upon such a galaxy with gaseous hydrogen mass settled outside the disc, 

lead author of the study, Omkar Bait, added that the size of AGC 203001 was 

as big as the Milky Way.

“The gaseous matter of this galaxy is less than one-100th in mass than 

what is present within our Milky Way. Whereas, the gas found within 

the ring is only one-fifth times the total mass found inside the Milky 

Way,” said Bait, who will soon submit this discovery as his doctoral work. 

Scientists still do not know the reasons for this star-less and off-center 

hydrogen ring around a galaxy.

“Scientifically, a collision between two galaxies leads to such an off-center 

ring with stars in it. But this was not found in our discovery,” explained 

Bait, adding, “We now plan to carry out surveys and study radio emissions 
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of nine similar galaxies that have been shortlisted with similar criteria.” 

If more such off-center rings are traced, scientists feel that the overall process 

of the formation of such rings will be better interpreted. “The objective remains 

to understand the origin of the gas and improve the overall understanding of 

star formation,” said Wadadekar.

While the Indian team set out to exploit the high sensitivity and high-resolution 

offered by GMRT, they later collaborated with Pierre-Alain Duc, University of 

Strasbourg and Jean-Charles Cuillandre of PSL University in France to obtain 

the CFHT optical image. This study also includes Sushma Kurapati, another 

Ph.D. student in NCRA-TIFR, who played a role in the radio observations, 

along with Peter Kamphuis, Ruhr University, Germany and Sudhanshu 

Barway from Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bengaluru.

Contrasting water-wetting behaviour used for anti-
counterfeiting measure
Researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Guwahati have 

developed a new approach to anti-counterfeiting measures. They have 

developed a smart interface embedded with two different water wettabilities 

— extremely water repelling (superhydrophobic) and extremely water loving 

(superhydrophilic) — which can hide information or make it visible under 

certain definite conditions. Adding a layer of complexity, the researchers used 

a molecular printer to imprint a pattern of micron size (500 x 500 microns) that 

will become visible only when dipped in water or when moist air is blown.

The team led by Uttam Manna from the Department of Chemistry and Centre for 

Nanotechnology at IIT Guwahati first dip-coated a glass surface for 10 minutes 

in a mixture of two chemicals and air-dried it to make it hydrophobic.

Reactive coating

The coating is not only hydrophobic but is also reactive. Taking advantage 
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of the reactive surface of the coating, the researchers used a chemical 

(glucamine) to write letters on the coated surface. The glucamine-treated 

region becomes selectively and extremely water-loving (superhydrophilic) 

and hence becomes visible to the naked eyes when dipped in water or when 

moist air is blown.

Since the rest of the hydrophobic region of the coated surface is still chemically 

reactive, they modified it using another chemical (octadecylamine) to make 

the surface chemically inert. “At the same time, the octadecylamine makes 

the surface extremely water-repelling (superhydrophobic). So we introduced 

two extremely different water wetting behaviours to the surface to make only 

the pattern visible when immersed in water while the rest of the surface 

remains opaque as it is highly water-repelling,” Prof. Manna says.

The printed letters or pattern become visible when dipped in water or when 

most air is blown. It once again becomes invisible when the pattern becomes 

dry. The transient and reversible identification of the hidden information was 

tested 100 times by exposing the pattern to mouth mist. The pattern becomes 

visible in 99% humid air.

“The pattern which is highly water-loving allows water to get in thus allowing 

light to pass through without much scattering. This makes the pattern visible 

when it is wet,” explains Supriya Das from IIT Guwahati and first author of a 

paper published in the journal ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces. “The rest 

of the region is highly water-repelling so there is trapped air that scatters light 

and hence remains opaque.”

“We initially tested the concept using a glass surface and then tested it using 

a filter paper. Since it is surface-independent, we can achieve similar results 

even when plastic, cloth or any other materials are used,” he says.

Using micropatterns

Initially, the researchers use a pen containing glucamine chemical to write 

letters on the coated surface. To make the invisible text more complex and 
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restrict it to a small region the IIT team turned to Dr. Michael Hirtz and his 

team at the Institute of Nanotechnology & Karlsruhe Nano Micro Facility at the 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Karlsruhe, Germany. Dr. Hirtz produced 

micropatterns using a molecular printer.

The team found the patterned coating to be physically durable even when 

exposed to a very high (100 degree C) and very low temperature (10 degree 

C). Using an adhesive tape the researchers tested the durability when 

exposed to wear and tear. Though the top portion of the pattern was abraded 

during the peeling of the adhesive tape, the pattern continued to exhibit the 

same properties and became visible when exposed to water.

WHO prequalifies Serum’s low-cost pneumococcal vaccine
Pneumococcal vaccine developed by the Pune-based Serum Institute of 

India has been pre-qualified by the World Health Organisation (WHO) in the 

third week of December 2019. The prequalification of the vaccine by WHO 

was based on the results of a phase-3 trial (the final phase of human clinical 

trial) carried out in 2,250 children in Gambia, a small West African country.

According to a November 2019 UNICEF report, pneumonia caused 1,27,000 

deaths in India in 2018, the second highest number of child mortality under 

the age of five in the world. In India, pneumonia and diarrhoea cause the 

most deaths in children under five years.

The pneumococcal vaccine PNEUMOSIL is a conjugate vaccine to help 

produce stronger immune response to a weak antigen. Serum Institute had 

optimised an efficient conjugate vaccine manufacturing processes for its 

meningitis A vaccine (MenAfriVac), which was used for manufacturing the 

pneumococcal vaccine. This helped the company reduce the manufacturing 

cost of pneumococcal vaccine.

Low cost vaccine
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“We intent making the vaccine available to low- and middle-income countries 

for about $2 per dose, while countries pay nearly $3 when the vaccine is 

co-funded by Gavi,” says Dr. Rajeev Dhere, Executive Director of Serum 

Institute. “This will make the vaccine 30% cheaper than the Gavi price and 

dramatically lower for countries that do not get the vaccines through Gavi.”

The company already has a licence to manufacture and export the vaccine. 

The company has just completed the phase-3 trial in India and will soon 

be submitting the data to the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) for 

licensing.

In 2017, pneumococcal conjugate vaccine was included in the under India’s 

Universal Immunisation Programme (UIP). It has been introduced in a phased 

manner starting with Himachal Pradesh, parts of Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, 

Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. A vaccine manufactured by a multinational 

company is being used for immunisation.

The efficacy of the Serum vaccine wastested againstan already approved 

pneumococcal vaccine (Synflorix). In the Gambia trial, three doses of the 

vaccine were given to 2,250 infants at 6, 10, and 14 weeks and a booster 

dose was given to 675 infants at nine months age. “The efficacy of our 

vaccine was comparable with the existing approved vaccine tested during 

the trial,” says Dr. Dhere. “It was based on the clinical trial data that the WHO 

prequalified the vaccine.”

Offers wider protection

There are about 90 serotypes of pneumonia-causing bacteria 

(Streptococcuspneumoniae). The disease serotypes vary from one region 

to another. The 10 serotypes that are widely prevalent and responsible for 

causing pneumonia in Latin America, Africa and Asia, including India have 

been chosen for Serum’s pneumococcal vaccine so that the vaccine confers 

greater protection.

Compared with existing 10-valent vaccine, Serum’s vaccine contains two 
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serotypes that are present in 13-valent pneumococcal vaccine. “The two 

serotypes present in the 13-valent vaccine have been included in our 10-

valent vaccine to offer wider coverage of serotypes seen in Africa and Asia,” 

says Dr. Dhere. This makes Serum’s pneumococcal vaccine better than the 

currently available 10-valent vaccine.

Clinical trials

Phase-1 and phase-2 trials were earlier carried out in India. A phase-3 trial on 

600 infants carried out in different places in India has just been completed. 

The trial tested the efficacy of the vaccine when given at 6, 10, and 14 weeks 

without a booster dose. “Since the phase-3 trial data from Gambia were 

already available before the trial could begin in India, the DCGI permitted the 

trial to be carried out on fewer children and without the booster dose,” says 

Dr. Dhere. The trial was carried in collaboration with PATH with funding from 

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Currently, Serum is conducting another trial in Gambia and India where the 

vaccine is given at 6 and 10 weeks and a booster dose at nine months of 

age. Using the two primary dose and a booster dose will help reduce the 

cost of immunisation. The two primary and booster dose schedule provides 

almost the same immune response as the three primary and a booster dose 

schedule.

“The three primary doses coincide with the pentavalent immunisation 

schedule, while the booster dose at nine months coincides with the first dose 

of measles vaccine,” says Dr. Dhere.

Global warming will lead to river ice cover decline: Study
The annual river ice cover will decline by about six days for every one degree 

Celsius increase in global temperatures, posing economic and environmental 

consequences, according to a study published in the journal Nature. This is 
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the first study to look at the future of river ice on a global scale.

Indian scientist’s work on nano material paves way for clean 
energy vehicle
Building an ultimate clean energy vehicle – one that combines atmospheric 

carbon dioxide with sunlight and water to produce fuel while leaving no harmful 

emissions – is a challenge that has boggled the minds of scientists for long.

The work of an Indian scientist based in Australia on nano materials and his 

discovery of carbon nitrides with unique properties – has now seemingly laid 

the ground for finding a solution for the world’s twin problems of pollution and 

fossil fuel depletion.

The research work of Professor Ajayan Vinu, global innovation chair and 

director at the University of Newcastle, on nano materials has led to the 

development of technologies for conversion of carbon dioxide into fuel using 

sunlight and water and clean tech like sodium ion batteries to power electric 

vehicles.

Impressed by the research work of the Indian origin nano materials scientist, 

the Indian defence ministry has now awarded a $ 2 million research project 

to Professor Vinu to develop carbon nitride nano materials for a clean energy 

system requirement in the defence sector.

It is probably the first time that an Indian defence research requirement has 

been awarded to an Indian researcher based outside India, the 43-year-

old Ajayan Vinu said Sunday on the sidelines of the 107th Indian Science 

Congress, where he was one of the key speakers.

“It is a $ 2 million project with Indian defence authorities. It is on the selective 

capture of carbon dioxide with nano porous carbon based systems. They 

have seen our work on the carbon capture and they have grown interested in 

it. They were using some kind of material that was not that effective and they 
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wanted to replace their existing adsorbent material in all their devices with 

our unique material. This is the first time that an Indian defence project has 

been given to an Indian researcher based abroad,” Professor Vinu said.

The carbon nitride nano materials discovered since 2005 by Ajayan Vinu – 

who is also associated with IIT Bombay, the Institute of Chemical Technology 

Mumbai and IISc Bangalore – has resulted in the production of sodium 

ion batteries for vehicles at his lab at the University of Newcastle and the 

prospect of development of an ‘ultimate clean energy vehicle’ a reality in the 

next three to four years, the professor said.

A senior defence research official from India is scheduled to visit the lab soon 

to look at technologies like the sodium ion batteries for possible adoption in 

India, he said.

“The materials that I have discovered – the carbon nitrides like C3N5, C3N6, 

C3N7 – has seen researchers from the top institutions jumping into the 

field since these materials have unique semi conducting characteristics,” 

Professor Vinu said.

The ‘highly ordered carbon nitrides’ discovered in his research is the only 

nano material that can be applied to all systems in a clean energy vehicle, 

he said.

“This is the only material that can be applied to all systems. That is why this 

system is unique. Carbon nitride can be used as a metal free photo catalyst 

for water splitting, metal free system for carbon capture and conversion, 

electrode material for supercapacitors and battery, as an electrode catalyst 

for fuel cells, electrode for solar cell. A single material that can be applied for 

all these purposes in a device,” Professor Vinu said.

The target for a vehicle that can harness atmospheric carbon dioxide with 

sunlight and water to produce hydrogen fuel was set for 2024-25 in 2019, 

he said.

“We have developed technologies for each unit already. Now we are in the 
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process of integrating them together. This is the future,” he said.

The carbon nitrides work by Professor Vinu is considered central “to delivering 

significant advances in a wide range of industries from electric vehicles to 

renewable power”.

One of the spin offs of the discovery of carbon nitrides by the scientist – 

who is considered among the top 15 nano material scientists in the world in 

terms of citations – has been the development of sodium ion batteries which 

are being considered as a viable replacement for lithium ion batteries which 

power most electric vehicles at present.

“The sodium ion batteries that we have developed with these technologies 

provide the highest capacity in the world at present. These sodium ion 

batteries have been developed using the mesoporous carbonated materials 

(carbon nitrides). In our lab in Australia we can test 250 batteries at a time 

-from the material to the fabrication of the battery,” he said.

The materials needed for creating the cabon nitride nanomaterials for clean 

energy systems are low cost, can be prepared in large quantities and can be 

synthesized using chemical or molecular precursors, the scientist said.

“By 2025 as much as 30 percent of electric vehicles in the world will be using 

lithium ion batteries but there is not enough lithium to sustain the demand. 

Vinu has developed sodium ion batteries which holds promise,” said the pro 

chancellor of the SRM University Prof D Narayana Rao who chaired a session 

at the science congress featuring Ajayan Vinu.

One of the future targets for research work for Prof Vinu is reduction of 

atmospheric carbon dioxide to methanol using the materials he has discovered. 

“Our planet has never experienced high concentration of CO2 levels like it is 

experiencing now. Oceans may uptake 70 to 80 percent in the future but the 

remainder will remain in the atmosphere,” he said.
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SpaceX’s next-gen Starship spacecraft will take off in 2-3 
months: Elon Musk
SpaceX’s newly redesigned prototype of its next-generation Starship 

spacecraft could take off the ground just two or three months from now on, 

the company founder and CEO Elon Musk tweeted. The construction of the 

new test vehicle, known as SN1, is underway at SpaceX’s site near the South 

Texas village of Boca Chica and Musk has been sharing the videos and photos 

from the site on social media.

Last year in September, Musk unveiled a prototype design of the Starship 

spacecraft that would take people or cargo to the Moon, Mars, or other 

destinations around Earth. However, SpaceX initiated the redesign after the 

first full-size Starship prototype, called Mk1, blew its top during a pressurisation 

test in November 2019.

Musk shared a video of SpaceX team working on the Starship tank dome along 

with some pictures on December 28, 2019, calling it “the most difficult part” 

of the vehicle’s primary structure. Responding to a user who asked about the 

first test flight date of Starship, Musk said, “We’re now building flight design 

of Starship SN1, but each SN will have at least minor improvements, at least 

through SN20 or so of Starship V1.0.”

Earlier, SpaceX had been building Starship prototype at its facilities in Boca 

Chica and Cape Canaveral, Florida, but that plan has been shelved for now. 

Musk informed that the Boca Chica will not focus on Starship whereas the 

Cape Canaveral facility will work on Falcon and Dragon launch vehicles. 

“We’re focusing on Boca right now for Starship, & Cape is focused on Falcon/

Dragon,” he wrote.

The overall Starship architecture consists of a 50 meters tall Starship spacecraft 

and a giant rocket known as Super Heavy. As per information provided by 

SpaceX, both of these vehicles will be fully and rapidly reusable, potentially 

slashing the cost of spaceflight enough to make Mars colonization and other 
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exploration feats economically feasible.

Potentially hazardous asteroid to pass by Earth this week, 
should you worry?
NASA’s asteroid tracker has confirmed that an asteroid dubbed as “potentially 

hazardous” will come incredibly close to Earth next week. The asteroid, 

estimated to be around the size of Moscow’s Ostankino Tower, will swing by 

Earth at a distance of 0.03 astronomical units, January 10, 2020.

NASA labels the near-Earth objects as potentially hazardous which are 

within a range of 0.05 astronomical units of Earth and measure more than 

140 metres in size. One astronomical unit is the average distance between 

the Sun and the Earth, which is around 93 million miles or 149.6 million km.

As per NASA’s asteroid tracker, the asteroid ‘2019 UO’ measures between 

250 metres to 550 metres, and will pass the Earth at a speed of 9.4 km per 

second, making it a possible threat to Earth.

NASA’s Planetary Defence Coordination page explains that small asteroids a 

few meters in size are detected passing between Earth and Moon several times 

a month. Small fragments of asteroids and comets hit Earth’s atmosphere 

and explode virtually every day, causing the bright meteor events. Sometimes 

these objects leave remnants on the ground as meteorites.

The space agency tracks such near-Earth objects not because they are an 

imminent threat but to ensure that they do not become threats in the future. 

Asteroids and comets rarely strike Earth but the gravitational effects of other 

bodies in the solar system could route them to an Earth-bound trajectory.

Thankfully, NASA does not expect Asteroid 2019 OU to come close enough 

next Friday to strike the Earth, at least on its current flyby. As already 

mentioned, the asteroid will come as close as 0.03 astronomical units. NASA 

expects that the asteroid 2019 OU will visit Earth again on November 18, 
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2032.

Lunar Eclipse 2020: Check date, timing of first lunar eclipse 
of 2020 coming up this week
Lunar Eclipse January 2020 Date, Time in India: India just witnessed the last 

solar eclipse of 2019 on December 26 but another celestial event is around 

the corner already. The first lunar eclipse of the year 2020 will fall on January 

10, and it will be visible from India as well. According to NASA’s lunar eclipse 

chart, the event, also known as the “Wolf Moon Eclipse”, will be visible for 

around four hours. Here is everything you need to know about the first lunar 

eclipse of 2020.

Lunar eclipse 2020: Is this a total lunar eclipse?

This is a penumbral lunar eclipse, and no the Moon does not turn totally dark 

or go red in such eclipses. In total, four such penumbral lunar eclipses are 

expected to take place in 2020 with the first one on January 10, 2020.

In simple terms, a lunar eclipse takes place on a full moon when the Earth’s 

satellite passes through the planet’s shadow. In a total lunar eclipse, the 

entire Moon is located in the Earth’s umbra or dark shadow, and this, in turn, 

makes the Moon appears red in colour.  Nor is this a partial eclipse, where a 

small part of the Moon is inside the Earth’s umbra.

In a penumbral eclipse, the Moon is in the penumbra (outer shadow, the grey 

zone) of Earth, which only casts a small shadow on the edges of the satellite. 

The Moon does not cross into the umbra, which is the darkest part of Earth’s 

shadow.

It looks like 2020 will have four penumbral eclipses. There is no total or partial 

lunar eclipse this year, according to NASA’s data. In 2019, there was a total 

lunar eclipse and a partial lunar eclipse.

Lunar eclipse 2020: Timings, visibility in India 
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The lunar eclipse is visible in India and rest of Asia, along with Europe and 

parts of Africa as well. The eclipse will also be visible in Australia. According 

to timeanddate.com, the eclipse will start at 10.30 pm, with the maximum 

eclipse at around 00.40 am and it will end around 2.40 am in the morning on 

January 11.  A lunar eclipse poses no harm to the eyes and can be viewed 

without any special equipment.

Indian scientist’s work on nano material paves way for clean 
energy vehicle
Building an ultimate clean energy vehicle – one that combines atmospheric 

carbon dioxide with sunlight and water to produce fuel while leaving no 

harmful emissions – is a challenge that has boggled the minds of scientists 

for long.

The work of an Indian scientist based in Australia on nano materials and his 

discovery of carbon nitrides with unique properties – has now seemingly laid 

the ground for finding a solution for the world’s twin problems of pollution and 

fossil fuel depletion.

The research work of Professor Ajayan Vinu, global innovation chair and 

director at the University of Newcastle, on nano materials has led to the 

development of technologies for conversion of carbon dioxide into fuel using 

sunlight and water and clean tech like sodium ion batteries to power electric 

vehicles.

Impressed by the research work of the Indian origin nano materials scientist, 

the Indian defence ministry has now awarded a $ 2 million research project 

to Professor Vinu to develop carbon nitride nano materials for a clean energy 

system requirement in the defence sector.

It is probably the first time that an Indian defence research requirement has 

been awarded to an Indian researcher based outside India, the 43-year-
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old Ajayan Vinu said Sunday on the sidelines of the 107th Indian Science 

Congress, where he was one of the key speakers.

“It is a $ 2 million project with Indian defence authorities. It is on the selective 

capture of carbon dioxide with nano porous carbon based systems. They 

have seen our work on the carbon capture and they have grown interested in 

it. They were using some kind of material that was not that effective and they 

wanted to replace their existing adsorbent material in all their devices with 

our unique material. This is the first time that an Indian defence project has 

been given to an Indian researcher based abroad,” Professor Vinu said.

The carbon nitride nano materials discovered since 2005 by Ajayan Vinu – 

who is also associated with IIT Bombay, the Institute of Chemical Technology 

Mumbai and IISc Bangalore – has resulted in the production of sodium ion 

batteries for vehicles at his lab at the University of Newcastle and the prospect 

of development of an ‘ultimate clean energy vehicle’ a reality in the next three 

to four years, the professor said.

A senior defence research official from India is scheduled to visit the lab soon 

to look at technologies like the sodium ion batteries for possible adoption in 

India, he said.

“The materials that I have discovered – the carbon nitrides like C3N5, C3N6, 

C3N7 – has seen researchers from the top institutions jumping into the 

field since these materials have unique semi conducting characteristics,” 

Professor Vinu said.

The ‘highly ordered carbon nitrides’ discovered in his research is the only 

nano material that can be applied to all systems in a clean energy vehicle, 

he said.

“This is the only material that can be applied to all systems. That is why this 

system is unique. Carbon nitride can be used as a metal free photo catalyst 

for water splitting, metal free system for carbon capture and conversion, 

electrode material for supercapacitors and battery, as an electrode catalyst 
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for fuel cells, electrode for solar cell. A single material that can be applied for 

all these purposes in a device,” Professor Vinu said.

The target for a vehicle that can harness atmospheric carbon dioxide with 

sunlight and water to produce hydrogen fuel was set for 2024-25 in 2019, he 

said.

“We have developed technologies for each unit already. Now we are in the 

process of integrating them together. This is the future,” he said.

The carbon nitrides work by Professor Vinu is considered central “to delivering 

significant advances in a wide range of industries from electric vehicles to 

renewable power”.

One of the spin offs of the discovery of carbon nitrides by the scientist – 

who is considered among the top 15 nano material scientists in the world in 

terms of citations – has been the development of sodium ion batteries which 

are being considered as a viable replacement for lithium ion batteries which 

power most electric vehicles at present.

“The sodium ion batteries that we have developed with these technologies 

provide the highest capacity in the world at present. These sodium ion 

batteries have been developed using the mesoporous carbonated materials 

(carbon nitrides). In our lab in Australia we can test 250 batteries at a time 

-from the material to the fabrication of the battery,” he said.

The materials needed for creating the cabon nitride nanomaterials for clean 

energy systems are low cost, can be prepared in large quantities and can be 

synthesized using chemical or molecular precursors, the scientist said.

“By 2025 as much as 30 percent of electric vehicles in the world will be using 

lithium ion batteries but there is not enough lithium to sustain the demand. 

Vinu has developed sodium ion batteries which holds promise,” said the pro 

chancellor of the SRM University Prof D Narayana Rao who chaired a session 

at the science congress featuring Ajayan Vinu.

One of the future targets for research work for Prof Vinu is reduction of 
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atmospheric carbon dioxide to methanol using the materials he has discovered. 

“Our planet has never experienced high concentration of CO2 levels like it is 

experiencing now. Oceans may uptake 70 to 80 percent in the future but the 

remainder will remain in the atmosphere,” he said.

Chandrayaan-2: Vikram lander spun out of control midway to 
landing site, ISRO could only watch
The Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander ended up spinning over 410 degrees, 

deviating from a calibrated spin of 55 degrees, and making a hard landing 

on the moon, according to ISRO scientists. The anomaly, which occurred 

during the second of four phases of the landing process, was reflected in the 

computer systems in the mission control room, but ISRO scientists could not 

intervene to correct it as the lander was on autonomous mode, using data 

already fed into its system before the start of the powered descent.

The Indian Space Research Organisation’s maiden attempt at a soft landing 

on the moon failed on September 7, 2019, as it lost contact with the lander 

during its controlled descent.

With the communication system on the failed lander supplying data on its 

performance right up to 400 metres before crashing on the surface of the 

moon, ISRO is now confident that the errors that occurred will be corrected 

during Chandrayaan-3, which has been cleared for launch in 14-16 months.

“There is a lot of data that we have been able to get from the analysis of 

the hard-landing of the Vikram lander, since data is available right upto 400 

metres before the landing. This data is valuable for ensuring the success of 

the next mission,’’ said a senior ISRO scientist.

On January 1, in his first official statement on what caused the hard landing, 

ISRO Chairman K Sivan said it was the result of a less than optimal reduction 

in velocity of the lander during a second “camera coasting phase’’ for the soft 
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landing.

“What really happened in Chandrayaan-2 was that in the powered descent 

phase which contained four phases. Everything went alright in the first rough 

braking phase, which is the major phase. In the second phase, which was 

the ‘camera coasting phase’, the velocity was not reduced to the amount it 

was supposed to be reduced, and so velocity was more than required,’’ Sivan 

said.

“The next ‘fine braking phase’ was not able to handle the large velocity… the 

velocity was beyond the designed limit of the navigation guidance and control 

system; it could not take care of the system and it finally ended up in a hard 

landing,’’ said Sivan.

The Vikram lander was equipped with five thrusters to regulate its landing 

process. Earlier, Minister of State in the Prime Minister’s Office Jitendra 

Singh had said, in a reply to a question in Lok Sabha, that a malfunction in 

the second phase of the landing had caused the hard landing.

“The first phase of descent was performed nominally from an altitude of 30 

km to 7.4 km above the moon surface. The velocity was reduced from 1683 

m/s to 146 m/s. During the second phase of descent, the reduction in velocity 

was more than the designed value. Due to this deviation, the initial conditions 

at the start of the fine braking phase were beyond the designed parameters. 

As a result, Vikram hard-landed within 500 m of the designated landing site,’’ 

he had said.

In September 2019, ISRO had said the lander “followed the planned descent 

trajectory from its orbit of 35 km to just below 2 km above the surface. All the 

systems and sensors of the lander functioned excellently until this point and 

proved many new technologies such as variable thrust propulsion technology 

used in the lander.’’

The frozen screens at the Chandrayaan mission control had, on September 

7, 2019, shown that communication was lost when the lander was barely 335 
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metres from the surface of the moon, moving with a vertical velocity of 59 

metres/sec or 212 km/hr and a horizontal velocity of 48.1 m/sec or 173 km/hr, 

around 1.09 km from the designated landing spot.

As per the original plan, the Vikram lander should have lost most of its velocity 

when it was 400 metres away from the moon’s surface, and should have been 

hovering over the intended landing site, but the data frozen at the mission 

control indicates it was still moving at speed despite crossing the threshold 

for a soft vertical descent at a “walking pace’’.

The 15-minute process of reducing the velocity of the Vikram lander from 

1680 m/sec (about 6000 km/hr) to 0 m/sec to enable a soft landing was into 

its 12th minute when the screens at the mission control froze, with messages 

on the giant screens indicating loss of communication with the lander.

ISRO has now begun working on Chandrayaan-3, with the errors that 

occurred in the Chandrayaan-2 landing process identified and ready to be 

corrected. “The data we have got from Chandrayaan-2 mission, including the 

failed landing, is invaluable. Nobody will provide this kind of data for a space 

mission. It has been a great learning experience,’’ an ISRO scientist said.

“The activity on Chandrayaan-3 is going on very smoothly. The configuration of 

Chandrayaan-3 will be almost similar to Chandrayaan-2. The only difference 

is that in Chandrayaan-2, we had orbiter, lander and rover configuration. In 

Chandrayaan-3, the orbiter that is already functional from the Chandrayaan-

2 project will be used. Chandrayaan-3 will have a lander and rover with a 

propulsion module. We have initiated this project,’’ Sivan said last week.

The cost of Chandrayaan-2 was Rs 978 crore (Rs 603 crore for the 

spacecraft, Rs 375 crore for the GSLV Mk III rocket launcher) while the cost 

of Chandrayaan-3 mission is estimated at Rs 250 crore.
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SpaceX launches third batch of 60 Starlink mini satellites
SpaceX has launched its third batch of mini-satellites into orbit, consisting of 

60 mini-satellites. The satellite cluster was launched on-board the Falcon 9 

rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida. This is a part of its plan to build a giant 

constellation of thousands of satellites that form a global broadband Internet 

system.

The cluster separated from Falcon 9 above the ocean between Australia and 

Antarctica an hour after its launch. This brings the total number of satellites 

that are a part of SpaceX’s Starlink network to just under 180.

The company has a final aim of putting a total of 42,000 satellites in the sky 

to complete its Starlink network, this would make the skies more crowded 

and has raised concerns among astronomers. Astronomers state that this will 

threaten our view of the cosmos. They say that the proliferation of the bright 

metallic satellites will seriously degrade the night view. However, SpaceX has 

said that it is taking steps to reduce the satellites’ reflectivity. It is also testing 

an experimental darkening treatment on one of the satellites.

As of now, there are around 2,100 active satellites, which orbit Earth according 

to the Satellite Industry Association.

Musk has stated, that with his Starlink network wants to control three to five 

per cent of the global Internet market, which is currently valued at $30 billion 

per year. SpaceX in a statement said that its satellite constellation will be 

operational for Canada and the northern US by next year.

As of now, SpaceX has received US authorisation to launch 12,000 satellites 

in several different orbits. It has also applied to launch 30,000 more.

One more thing people are sceptical about having so many satellites is that 

this will result in expensive collisions between satellites, which will create 

thousands of pieces of new space junk.

To this SpaceX has responded saying that the Starlink satellites deploy at 

an altitude of 290 kilometres and then engage their ion thrusters to reach an 
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orbit of 550 kilometres. When then life-time is almost up, they will use their 

propulsion systems to de-orbit over the course of a few months and if they fail 

they will burn up naturally in the atmosphere in under five years.

Active volcanoes on Venus? Fresh lava on the planet confirms 
this
New research suggests that the Earth’s sister planet Venus has active 

volcanoes. The study published in Science Advances shows that lava flows 

on Venus may be only a few years old, suggesting that Venus could be 

volcanically active today, making it the only planet in our solar system, other 

than Earth, with recent eruptions.

In the 1990s, data from the Magellan spacecraft revealed that Venus is a 

world of volcanoes and extensive lava flows but we did not know whether this 

volcanic activity was ancient or recent. The new research led by Universities 

Space Research Association (USRA) has used data from the European 

Space Agency’s (ESA’s) Venus Express orbiter to confirm that the lava flows 

are recent and Venus could have currently active volcanoes.

“If Venus is indeed active today, it would make a great place to visit to better 

understand the interiors of planets,” Dr Justin Filiberto, the study’s lead author 

and a USRA staff scientist at the Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI) said in a 

statement.

“For example, we could study how planets cool and why the Earth and Venus 

have active volcanism, but Mars does not. Future missions should be able to 

see these flows and changes in the surface and provide concrete evidence 

of its activity,” he added.

The Visible Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS) on the Venus 

Express orbiter has measured the amount of infrared light emitted from part 

of Venus’ surface during its nighttime, shedding new light on volcanism on 
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the planet. This allowed scientists to differentiate the fresh lava flows on the 

surface of Venus from the older ones.

Earlier, the ages of lava eruptions and volcanoes on Venus could not be 

identified because the alteration rate of fresh lava was not well constrained.

Filiberto and his team recreated the hot caustic atmosphere of Venus in the 

laboratory to investigate how the observed Venusian minerals would react 

and change over time. Their experiment showed that an abundant mineral 

in basalt — olivine — reacts rapidly with the atmosphere and within weeks 

becomes coated with the iron oxide minerals– magnetite and hematite.

The USRA team also found that the observations of this change in mineralogy 

by Venus Express would only take a few years to occur. Thus, the new results 

suggest that these lava flows on Venus are very young, which in turn would 

imply that Venus does indeed have active volcanoes.

Australia braces for more danger as deadly wildfires keep 
burning
Authorities issued new fire bans, warnings and evacuation notices in parts of 

Australia, as deadly wildfires continued to burn in the country hit by its hottest 

and driest year on record.

Twenty-six people have died, thousands are homeless and academics 

believe over 1 billion animals have been killed or injured in the monster fires 

that have scorched more than 10.3 million hectares (25.5 million acres) of 

land – an area the size of South Korea.

Many towns were without power and telecommunications and some were 

running low on drinking water supplies. Smoke has blanketed major cities 

including Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra, and drifted across the Pacific 

affecting cities in South America.

Firefighters have been making the most of a few days of cooler temperatures 
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to prepare for the return of heat and wind later this week, which is expected 

to fan existing blazes and spark new ones.

Australia’s weather agency said   it saw no sign of cooler weather or significant 

rainfall in the next few months, adding that 2019 was the country’s hottest and 

driest on record. A warning for residents of Victoria state’s northeastern region 

to leave after fires escalated overnight was downgraded to “wait and watch” 

as authorities monitored conditions. A town on Kangaroo Island, which was 

ravaged by the fires, was being evacuated over fears bushfires still burning 

there may escalate.

The majority of the fires that have destroyed most of Australia’s east coast 

occurred in New South Wales, where 1,870 homes have been destroyed so 

far, authorities said.

New South Wales   announced new funds of A$1 billion ($686.50 million) to 

rebuild infrastructure and communities in the state affected by the bushfire.

“We don’t want simply to rebuild the communities, we want them to thrive. 

And this $1 billion investment will do just that,” New South Wales Premier 

Gladys Berejiklian told reporters in a briefing.

Australia’s bushfire season started earlier than normal following a three-year 

drought that has left much of the country’s bush land vulnerable to fires.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison   urged foreign tourists not to be deterred by 

deadly wildfires, fearing holiday-makers staying away could hurt the economy, 

as some normally crowded resorts have already turned into ghost towns.

The following are some highlights of what is happening in the bushfire crisis: 

* Moody’s Analytics said the cost of the fires could easily surpass that of the 

deadly 2009 Black Saturday fires that destroyed 450,000 hectares of land, 

which cost an estimated A$4.4 billion. * Prime Minister Morrison has pledged 

A$2 billion ($1.37 billion) to a newly created National Bushfire Recovery 

Agency. * Ecologists at the University of Sydney   doubled their estimate of the 

number of animals killed or injured in the fires to 1 billion. * Emergency services 
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have dismissed claims the fires are caused by environmentalists stopping 

controlled burn-offs. * The fires have already emitted 400 megatonnes of 

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and produced harmful pollutants, the 

EU’s Copernicus monitoring programme said. * Smoke has drifted across 

the Pacific, affected cities in South America, and may have reached the 

Antarctic, the U.N. World Meteorological Organization said.

Magnitude 4.5 earthquake hits near Iran nuclear power plant
An earthquake measuring 4.7 on the Richter scale struck two towns in 

southern Iran near the Bushehr nuclear power plant but didn’t cause any 

casualties, the state-run Islamic Republic News Agency reported.

Rescue teams were present on the site, the head of the provincial emergency 

department, Jahangir Dehqani, told IRNA. Iran’s first nuclear plant, which 

was built by Russia, can survive an earthquake of a magnitude of up to 9 

on the Richter scale, according to a report by the Center for Energy and 

Security Studies in Moscow.

The latest quake comes exactly a fortnight after a magnitude 5.1 earthquake 

hit the same area, without causing any casualties or major damage.

The Bushehr plant, which produces 1,000 megawatts of power, was 

completed by Russia after years of delay and officially handed over in 

September 2013.

Food in space: From ISRO’s Gaganyaan mission to NASA, 
what astronauts eat
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) announced its plan to send 

astronauts to space by December 2021, under its ‘Gaganyaan’ mission. The 

Indian astronauts are expected to spend at least seven days into space, but 

what will they eat? Apparently they will not miss Indian food as a menu of 
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about 30 dishes, including idli sambar, upma, veg rolls, egg rolls, moong dal 

halwa and vegetable pulav, as per the news agency ANI.

The Defence Food Research Laboratory, a Mysuru-based lab under the 

Defence Research and Development Organisation, has prepared the 

packaged food items for the Gaganyaan mission. As per the news agency, 

astronauts will also be provided with food heaters.

As per the report, the Defence Food Research Laboratory has also prepared 

special containers to drink liquids like water and juices in space where there 

is no gravity. The astronauts will also be provided with cutlery and waste 

disposal pack on their mission.

“Apart from the food, we are also tasked with providing food-warmer 

technology, stainless steel cutlery and a waste disposal pack,” Defence Food 

Research Laboratory director Anil Semwal told Times of India.

Eating food in space

During NASA’s first human spaceflight program Mercury, astronauts find 

eating in space fairly easy but the menu was limited. It consisted of bite-sized 

cubes, freeze-dried powders, and thick liquids stuffed in aluminium tubes. The 

food was unappetizing, freeze-dried foods were hard to rehydrate and crumbs 

had to be prevented from fouling instruments. However, the food started to 

improve on the following missions starting from the Gemini missions.

According to NASA, the Bite-sized cubes were coated with gelatin to 

reduce crumbling, and the freeze-dried foods were encased in a special 

plastic container to make reconstituting easier. With improved packaging 

came improved food quality and menus. Gemini astronauts had such food 

choices as shrimp cocktail, chicken and vegetables, butterscotch pudding, 

and apple sauce, and were able to select meal combinations themselves.

Food for NASA astronauts, Russian cosmonauts

Currently, NASA astronauts, as well as the Russian cosmonauts, have real 

food that is dehydrated and packed in specially designed plastic bags for 
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weightless conditions. The astronauts or cosmonauts just need to add hot 

or cold water and give it a good shake to prepare it– more or less instant 

cup noodles. Astronauts eat three meals a day– breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

Nutritionists ensure the food astronauts eat provides them with a balanced 

supply of vitamins and minerals whereas the calorie requirements differ for 

each person.

“An astronaut can choose from many types of foods such as fruits, nuts, 

peanut butter, chicken, beef, seafood, candy, brownies, etc. Available drinks 

include coffee, tea, orange juice, fruit punches and lemonade,” NASA said.

For the NASA astronauts, the standard Shuttle menu repeats after seven days. 

It supplies each crew member with three balanced meals, plus snacks. Each 

astronaut’s food is stored aboard the Shuttle and is identified by a coloured 

dot affixed to each package.

The food items of NASA astronauts include dehydrated beverages, fresh foods 

with a two-day shelf life, irradiated meat, items with intermediate moisture that 

won’t go bad as quickly as fresh foods, items like nuts or cookies, rehydratable 

food that can be reconstituted with water, and thermostabilized items that can 

be prepared with heat to kill off possible spoiling agents.

How NASA prepares the space food

The astronaut food is evaluated around eight to nine months prior to flight. 

The astronauts are given the opportunity to sample a variety of foods and 

beverages available for flight. A pack of information is given to each astronaut 

to use in planning their personal preference menus, which includes a standard 

menu, training menu, past flight menus the astronaut has chosen, and the 

baseline shuttle food and beverage list.

AS per information provided by NASA, the food is selected approximately 

five months before flight and analyzed for nutritional content by the Shuttle 

Dietitian. Recommendations are made to correct any nutrient deficiencies 

based on the Recommended Dietary Allowances, after which the menus are 
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finalized and provided to the Flight Equipment Processing Contractor (FEPC) 

in Houston three months before launch. The FEPC processes, packages, 

and stows the food in the Shuttle lockers before being transferred to KSC.

Apart from the selected menu, a supplementary food supply that provides 

approximately 2100 Kilocalories per person for two extra days is stowed 

aboard the Shuttle for each flight.

India’s manned space mission: Gaganyaan

India plans to send three people to space as part of Mission Gaganyaan, 

which is scheduled to take off before 2022. Last week, ISRO chief K Sivan 

said that four astronauts have been identified for training that will begin in the 

third week of January in Russia.

ISRO’s manned space mission is significant because, at the moment, only 

three countries — Russia, US, and China — have launched a manned space 

flight. If India manages to achieve this feat, it will the country the fourth nation 

to have accomplished a manned space flight.

The project was first announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his 

2018 Independence Day speech. The spacecraft is likely to consist of an 

Orbital Module which will have a service and a crew module. The mission is 

estimated to cost around Rs 10,000 crore.

Oceans play role in Australian bushfires, say experts
Australia’s dry and hot weather, coupled with ocean heat waves, could last 

for months. Meteorologists’ forecasts don’t bode well for battling bushfires 

across Australia.

Raging bushfires in Australia, so extreme that ash, smoke and carbon 

monoxide from the burning have reached distant New Zealand, could rage 

for months, climate experts in both countries are warning.

Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) in its latest forecast said “large 
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parts” of the continent run a “high likelihood” of enduring days and nights that 

are warmer than average, with “below-average” rainfall, well into 2020.

Downwind, across the Tasman Sea, New Zealand’s National Institute of Water 

and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) said the westerly Southern Ocean jet wind 

stream — between Antarctica and Australia — has changed “dramatically,” 

with resultant “calmer, drier conditions.”

Warmer than usual

In a climate statement earlier this year, BoM said it had recorded average 

surface water temperatures for January across the Tasman Sea “as a whole” 

that were 1.66 degrees Celsius (2.98 degrees Fahrenheit) higher than 

usual.

Last week, a Pacific Ocean surface “heat blob” located between New Zealand 

and South America and mapped by University of Maine climatologists in the 

United States, was described by NIWA as a huge anomaly with regard to sea 

temperature.

“It’s still there at the moment, and remains the biggest sea temperature 

anomaly out there,” said Nava Fedaeff from NIWA. Fedaeff said, however, 

that its position meant it would have no influence on weather patterns in New 

Zealand.

Delay in monsoons

In a 2019/2020 outlook for the southern hemisphere’s summer, published in 

late November, the BoM’s head of long-range forecasts, Andrew Watkins, 

said the “key culprit” behind the hot, dry weather was a slower than usual 

weakening of the “Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD).”

The IOD, an oscillation in sea surface temperature differences between the 

Indian Ocean’s western and eastern waters, had seen “cooler than average 

water pooling off Indonesia,” delaying rain-bearing summer monsoon weather, 

known in northern Australia as the “wet.”

The impact, said the BoM in a December 19 special report, was “notably 
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low humidity, which enhances potential evaporation and increases the fire 

danger.”

Stratospheric winds over the Southern Ocean had shifted in October and 

November 2019, “increasing spring temperatures and decreasing rainfall” 

over Australia’s eastern states of New South Wales and Queensland, said 

BoM.

Smoke coming down

New Zealand’s NIWA said it had detected higher carbon monoxide at more 

than 150 parts per billion near ground level in plumes of bushfire smoke 

blown across the 2,250-kilometer-wide (1,400-mile-wide) Tasman Sea. The 

normal level is around 60 parts per billion.

“In the past, such Australian fire plumes were only detected several kilometers 

up in the atmosphere; that air never reached down so low,” said Dan Smale, 

a head atmospheric technician.

NIWA Principle Scientist Craig Stevens said ocean warming — at a rate 

of 0.1° C to 0.3° C per decade — was “undoubtedly damaging marine 

ecosystems.”

Increasing marine heat waves were an indication, said NIWA that the earth’s 

climate system is starting to change, despite absorption so far of some 90% 

of excess heat from global warming.

“Species that normally live in tropical waters are extending their ranges and 

displacing other species,” said Stevens.

Mobile marine life can escape the warmer temperatures, but sedentary 

maritime plants and animals will be the hardest hit, he said.

Strong winds merge two enormous fires in Australia
Strong winds in Australia merged two enormous fires into a mega blaze 

spanning an area four times the size of Greater London, while tens of 
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thousands rallied to again demand action on climate change.

“The conditions are difficult today,” said Shane Fitzsimmons, rural fire service 

commissioner for New South Wales State.

“It’s the hot, dry winds that will prove once again to be the real challenge.”

Temperatures soared above 40 degrees Celsius in parts of New South Wales 

and neighbouring Victoria, where attention was focused on the two fires that 

linked to form yet another monster blaze of more than 6,00,000 hectares.

In Sydney and Melbourne, thousands of people again took to the streets   

to demand Australia’s conservative government do more to tackle global 

warming and reduce coal exports.

‘Survival of modern societies can’t be at the cost of natural 
environment’
“Maradu fiasco is a reminder that the survival of modern societies cannot 

ignore the natural environment. It is also a reminder that citizens cannot 

remain oblivious to the law,” says noted earth scientist Kusala Rajendran, 

Professor at the Centre for Earth Sciences, Indian Institute of Science, 

Bengaluru. Excerpts from an e-mail interview.

On the demolition of the apartment buildings at Maradu

The image of my village near Vaikom, fringed by backwaters, sprawling 

paddy fields, coconut plantations, and wetlands is a nostalgic memory. Rains 

those days were pretty regular, and they changed the looks of the village, 

but it rarely washed away homes. The landscapes have changed, perhaps 

with accelerated pace in recent years. Today, the monsoon is also about 

floods in the lowlands and landslides in the highlands. Climate change adds 

unpredictable dimensions to the problem. At the centre of it all is human 

society. The rise and fall of the luxurious flats at Maradu symbolise a lot 

about the changing aspirations of people and the consequences.
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On blatant violation of norms

As the thundering blasting echoes in the area, the neighbours remain 

worried, sleepless, and pondering. How did this flat come up here in the 

first place? Why were the rules flouted while giving permission? And, why 

did people buy the flats, knowing about the violations? From my interactions 

with friends and relatives living around Kochi, I gather that many who bought 

the flats were aware of the violations but presumed that ultimately it would 

be overlooked and pardoned. The perception that ‘rules are for fools’ must 

have prevailed; the fact that many such violations have passed the scrutiny, 

ratifying that belief.

Demolition and its impact

The next issue is about how do we deal with demolition? Demolition of huge 

structures is not commonly discussed in India, but it seems to be a challenging 

issue widely discussed by the civil engineering community. Implosion, often 

used for demolition of large structures in urban areas, is considered more 

efficient. It is about using explosives to knock out a building’s primary vertical 

supports, and the building collapses onto itself from the inside out. The 

whole process is executed in stages after surveying the area and analysis 

of the blueprint of the structure in question. It also follows plans for disposal 

of debris, safety measures etc. Then there is the ‘green approach’, which 

removes the materials and segregates them for reuse or recycling. Among 

several other factors, the demolition experts also consider how to dispose of 

the debris. In view of future requirements, it is prudent to develop expertise 

in ‘demolition engineering’ with minimal impact to the environment.

Lessons to be learnt from Maradu

The ghosts of Maradu are here to stay. For lawmakers, builders and buyers 

alike, it is important to be aware of the consequences of violations. Next 

time a waterfront or hill slope is encroached upon, hopefully the echoes 
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from Maradu will resound. Regardless of what techniques are used and how 

efficient the demolition process is going to emerge, there are some important 

lessons from the Maradu experience. Firstly, it is a reminder that survival of 

modern societies cannot ignore the natural environment. It is also a reminder 

that citizens cannot remain oblivious to the law.

New facility to tackle cybercrimes
Union Home Minister Amit Shah inaugurated the Indian Cyber Crime 

Coordination Centre (I4C)  .

The I4C is a seven-pronged system, which includes a cybercrime reporting 

portal, analysis of threats, capacity building, research and innovation, 

creating an ecosystem for cybercrime management and a joint cybercrime 

investigation platform for law enforcement agencies. The project was 

approved in October 2018 at an estimated cost of Rs. 415.86 crore, the 

Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) said in a statement.

Special focus

On August 30, the MHA had unveiled its National Cyber Crime Reporting 

Portal. Mr. Shah said in a tweet that “citizens can report any kind of cyber-

crime irrespective of the place where it has occurred” through the website.

The portal enables filing of all cybercrimes with specific focus on crimes 

against women, children, particularly child pornography, child sex abuse 

material, online content pertaining to rapes/gang rapes.

So far, more than 700 police districts and more than 3,900 police stations 

have been connected with this portal, the MHA said.
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Lunar Eclipse: India witnesses 2020’s first celestial 
spectacle
Lunar Eclipse (Chandra Grahan) 2020 India Timings: January 10, was the 

first lunar eclipse of 2020. The lunar eclipse or Chandra Grahan lasted for 

about four hours and five minutes and was visible from India as well alongside 

few other countries. It should be noted that this is a penumbral lunar eclipse 

and not total.

In India, the penumbral lunar eclipse began at 10:37 pm on January 10, 

2020, while it continued till 2:42 am on January 11.

Apart from India, it could also be seen from Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa, 

Pacific, Atlantic, Indian Ocean, Arctic region, North America and the eastern 

part of South America. Those interested in watching the celestial event 

should note that the lunar eclipse can be seen with naked eyes as no special 

equipment is needed. For those unaware, a lunar eclipse happens when the 

Sun, the Earth, and the Moon are aligned in a line and the Earth is between 

the Sun and the Moon blocking the sunlight from reaching the Moon.

Lunar Eclipse 2020 began at 10:37 pm on January 10 and ended at 2:42 

am on January 11, 2020.

03:08 (IST)11 JAN 2020

Lunar eclipses of 2020

This year, there will be six eclipses in all, out of which four are going to be 

lunar eclipses while two will be solar eclipses. The next lunar eclipse will 

occur in June, the third in July and the fourth in November.

01:29 (IST)11 JAN 2020

Lunar eclipse as seen from Spain

Below is a picture of the lunar eclipse in southern Spain. 
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The Penumbral lunar eclipse in Ronda, near Malaga, southern Spain. 

(Reuters)

00:13 (IST)11 JAN 2020

Watch visuals of the lunar eclipse

Below are some pictures of the lunar eclipse.

The full moon is seen rising behind a tree during the penumbral lunar eclipse 

in Ronda, near Malaga, southern Spain. (Reuters)
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The wolf moon rises above rises above Men with Hill RAF station near 

Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England. Astronomy enthusiasts are in for a 

treat   evening as the first full moon of 2020, also known as the “wolf moon”, 

coincides with a lunar eclipse. (AP)

The lunar eclipse as seen from England. (Reuters)

00:08 (IST)11 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse can be seen from the naked eyes

The lunar eclipse can be seen from the naked eyes from all parts of India, 

only if clouds remain clear.

23:27 (IST)10 JAN 2020
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Places where lunar eclipse can be seen

The first penumbral lunar eclipse of 2020 began at 10:37 pm IST today and 

will be visible in several places including Asia, Africa, Australia, areas of North 

America, Europe, South America, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian Ocean and Arctic.

22:36 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse 2020: How long will the eclipse last?

The Lunar Eclipse or Chandra Grahan will last for about 4 hours and 5 

minutes. The penumbral lunar eclipse today (January 10) will begin at 10:37 

pm. And will continue until 2:42 am on January 11. The maximum eclipse will 

happen at 12:40 am on January 11

22:15 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse 2020: Apart from India, where all will it be visible from?

Apart from India the January 10 lunar eclipse will be visible from Europe, 

Asia, Australia, Africa, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian Ocean and Arctic region. Much 

of North America and the eastern part of South America will also be able to 

see the celestial event.

22:08 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse 2020: Lunar Eclipse to begin in a few minutes

The first Lunar Eclipse of 2020 will be visible from across India starting at 

10:37 pm tonight.

21:19 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Types of lunar eclipse

There are three types of lunar eclipses: Total lunar eclipse, Partial lunar 

eclipse and Penumbral lunar eclipse.

Total lunar eclipse happens when the Earth comes between the Sun and the 

Moon, “completely” covering the Moon with its shadow. This happens when 

the three celestial bodies are aligned to make a line. The Moon can also turn 

red during a total lunar eclipse, earning it the nickname of Blood Moon.

Partial lunar eclipse takes place when the Earth comes between the Sun 
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and the Moon, but covers only a part of Moon, leaving the other part visible. 

This happens when the three bodies are not precisely aligned.

Penumbral lunar eclipse happens when the Earth comes between the Sun 

and the Moon, and the outer part of the planet casts a faint shadow on 

the Moon. This happens when the three bodies are imperfectly aligned and 

usually this eclipse is mistaken as a full moon.

20:50 (IST)10 JAN 2020

For how much time will the Lunar Eclipse be visible in India for?

Tonight’s Lunar Eclipse will begin at 10:37 pm IST and will be visible in 

India for 4 hours and 5 minutes, ending at 2:42 am IST on January 11. The 

maximum eclipse will take place at 12:42 am on January 11.

20:15 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar eclipses of 2020

There will be a total of six eclipses during 2020, out of which four are going to 

lunar eclipses and two will be solar eclipses. Tonight will be the first celestial 

event of 2020, with the next lunar eclipse occurring in June. The third lunar 

eclipse will fall in July and November will see the fourth and final lunar eclipse 

of the year 2020.

All the lunar eclipses of this year are going to be the penumbral lunar eclipses 

just like the first one. The second lunar eclipse will fall between June 5 and 

June 6, 2020. The third lunar eclipse is forecasted to fall between July 4 and 

July 5 whereas the fourth and final lunar eclipse of 2020 will fall between 

November 29 and November 30.

19:11 (IST)10 JAN 2020

How does a Lunar Eclipse happen?

A Lunar Eclipse is a celestial phenomenon which takes place when the Sun, 

the Earth and the Moon are aligned perfectly in a line and the Earth is between 

the Sun and the Moon blocking the sunlight from reaching the Moon.

Today’s Lunar Eclipse will be a “penumbral eclipse” where the Moon moves 
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through the faint, outer part of Earth’s shadow. A penumbral lunar eclipse 

happens when the three bodies are imperfectly aligned and usually this 

eclipse is mistaken as a full moon.

18:53 (IST)10 JAN 2020

What is a Lunar Eclipse?

Here’s a video, which explains what a lunar eclipse is, in detail.

18:30 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Where all will the Lunar Eclipse be visible from?

The Lunar Eclipse will visible from India as well as from Europe, Asia, 

Australia, Africa, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian Ocean, and Arctic region. Much of 

North America and the eastern part of South America. No special eyewear is 

required to watch the celestial phenomenon.

16:50 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Other Lunar eclipse of 2020

Today is the first Lunar eclipse of the year 2020. This year, we will see 

a total of six eclipses including Lunar and Solar. Out of these six eclipses, 

four will be lunar eclipses while the remain two will be solar eclipses. Today, 

on January 10 2020, is the first Lunar Eclipse of the year. The next one will 

take place between June 5 and June 6, followed by third one between July 

5 - July 6 and fourth one between November 30 - November 31.

15:45 (IST)10 JAN 2020

January 10, 2020 Lunar Eclipse will be a penumbral eclipse

The lunar eclipse of January 10, 2020 will be a penumbral eclipse where the 

Moon moves through the faint, outer part of Earth’s shadow. A penumbral 

lunar eclipse happens when the three bodies are imperfectly aligned and 

usually this eclipse is mistaken as a full moon.

15:15 (IST)10 JAN 2020

How to watch January 10, 2020 Lunar Eclipse live online?
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To watch January 10, 2020, Lunar Eclipse or Chandra Grahan live online 

you can head to the YouTube channel named CosmoSapiens. It will live 

stream the Eclipse starting at 10:37 pm IST. The maximum eclipse will occur 

at 12:40 am IST on January 11. The celestial event will end at 2:42 am on 

January 11.

People interested in watching the event in person will also be able to view 

it by their naked eyes from all parts of India, considering if the skies remain 

clear.

14:32 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse January 10, 2020: Where to watch live stream of the 

celestial event

The Lunar Eclipse can either be watched with bare eyes or online. For 

people who want to watch Chandra Grahan directly can go outside home at 

10:37om tonight. It should be noted that the maximum eclipse will happen at 

12:40am on January 11. So it’s a good to step out around that time to watch 

the celestial event. To watch the live stream of the Lunar Eclipse you can go 

to CosmoSapiens YouTube channel. The complete event will be streamed 

live on the channel. The celestial event will end at 2:42am on January 11, 

2020.

13:53 (IST)10 JAN 2020

Lunar Eclipse 2020: Where will it be visible from India, timings?

The Lunar Eclipse on January 10 2020 will be visible from all parts of India. 

It will begin at 10:37 pm on January 10 in India and last for a total of four 

hours and five minutes.  The event will end at 2:42 am on January 11. The 

maximum eclipse will occur at 12:42 am on January 11.

Apart from India the January 10 lunar eclipse was visible from Europe, Asia, 

Australia, Africa, Pacific, Atlantic, Indian Ocean and Arctic region.
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New method better estimates melting of debris-covered 
Himalayan glaciers
A study of the Satopanth glacier in order to model the melting of debris-covered 

glaciers has been carried out by a group of Indian researchers. Their new 

method gives a better estimate of the glacier’s melting than existing ones. 

Studying debris-laden Himalayan glaciers is important from the point of view 

of how climate change affects them. About 20% of Himalayan glaciers are 

debris-laden, and their dynamics are very different from the ones without 

debris cover. The study was published in Journal of Glaciology.

Effect of debris

In glaciers without a debris cover, the rate of melting increases as the 

elevation decreases. However, in glaciers covered with debris, the thick 

cover partially insulates the glacier from the warm exterior and thereby 

slows down the melting. The thickness of the debris cover, by and large, 

increases as the glacier flows down. This works against the general trend 

that the lower the elevation, the higher the rate of melting. Matters are further 

complicated because the thickness of the debris cover is not uniform but 

fluctuates randomly.

This line of research was initiated by H.C. Nainwal of the Geology Department, 

Hemwati Nandan Bahuguna Garhwal University, in 2004. Initially it constituted 

studies of paleoglaciation and monitoring the fronts of Satopanth and 

Bhagirath Kharak glaciers. “Full scale glaciological observations began in 

2013,” says R Shankar of The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Chennai, 

and an author of the paper.

Prof. Shankar and Argha Banerjee, now with IISER Pune, are interested 

in developing a model to describe the dynamics of debris-laden glaciers 

like the Satopanth. The collaboration happened almost by chance: “I was 

planning a motorcycling trip in Garhwal, including a visit to Gangotri in 2007. 
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I came across a paper by [Harish Chandra] Nainwal in Current Science on the 

geomorphology of Gangotri valley and took a copy along to see what it was 

like on the field,” says Prof. Shankar. This brought them, and Dr Banerjee, 

together to discuss Satopanth. Along the way, they realised that it was an 

important problem to model the dynamics of debris-covered glaciers.

Studying Satopanth

Satopanth glacier is located in Garhwal in Central Himalaya, in Uttarakhand. 

It is the origin of the river Alaknanda, one of the two main tributaries of the 

Ganga. The other tributary is Bhagirathi, which originates from the Gangotri 

glacier. These two rivers join at Devprayag, around 70 km upstream of 

Rishikesh. Downstream of Devprayag, the river is called Ganga.

To study the melting, the team planted nearly 60 bamboo stakes in the 

Satopanth glacier, most of which were placed in ten transverse lines below 

4,600 metres elevation. The initial depth of the bamboo stakes was noted 

down, and periodic measurements were made over the course of three years 

to assess how much ice had melted. Nearly 1,000 measurements were made, 

mainly by Sunil Singh Shah, the first author of the paper.

Better estimate

They computed the sub-debris melting of the glacier by interpolating 

the collected data as a function of thickness of the debris and averaging 

over debris thickness distribution over different parts of the glacier. This is 

to be contrasted with the conventional method where the collected data 

is interpolated as a function of elevation. The new method introduced by 

the group worked better at estimating the dynamics of the glacier than the 

conventional method.

They also repeated the estimation after leaving out several of the data points 

and restricting the data to about 25 stakes. They could still get better results 

than the conventional method. “This established a clear advantage of the 

new method. The estimates were seen to be more robust when a reduction 
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in the number of stakes was applied,” says Prof. Shankar. Using a more 

detailed measurement of the debris thickness variation would make the 

estimate more accurate, the authors write in the paper.

Species-rich forests offer stable carbon capture
Spending over six months conducting surveys inside Anamalai Tiger Reserve 

and using satellite data from multiple locations in the Western Ghats, an 

international team of researchers has shown that carbon storage was highest 

in species-rich evergreen forest. The paper published in Environmental 

Research Letters adds that the rate of carbon capture was more stable 

across years in forests than in plantations, and carbon capture by forests 

was more resilient to drought.

Varied terrain

The study was done in natural evergreen and deciduous forests, and in 

teak and eucalyptus plantations. The studied eucalyptus plantations had 

comparatively lower carbon storage, while teak plantations stored nearly as 

much carbon as deciduous forests.

The team identified the trees, measured their girth and height in 250 square 

plots inside the Anamalai Tiger Reserve, and used the measurements to 

estimate carbon storage in different forests and plantation types. They then 

used satellite data from Parambikulam Tiger Reserve, Rajiv Gandhi Tiger 

Reserve, Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary and Bhadra Tiger Reserve, along with 

Anamalai to assess the rate of carbon capture and how they varied across 

years (2000-2018). All the study areas used to be exploited for timber and 

for raising plantations of commercially important trees in the past, but are 

now strictly protected as wildlife reserves. Annual rainfall and stressors like 

drought were all taken into consideration for the study.

The results showed that the species-rich evergreen forests stored carbon 
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at approximately 300 tons per hectare. The storage in teak and eucalyptus 

plantations was 43% and 55% less, respectively. The researchers also found 

that the rates of carbon capture remained nearly the same year after year in 

natural forests compared with plantations.

“This study can help transform reforestation policies. Currently, according to 

government data, over half of compensatory afforestation plantations use 

five species or less, which is way lower than in natural forests and totally 

inadequate. We know that this is not good for biodiversity, and now this study 

has shown that it is not great for the stability of carbon capture too,” explains 

one of the authors, T.R. Shankar Raman from the Nature Conservation 

Foundation in Mysuru.

He adds that we also need to think about where the afforestation measures 

are being carried out. Grasslands help in carbon capture themselves and 

planting trees there can cause more harm than good.

Long-term effects

The first author of the paper Dr. Anand Osuri says: “Our findings suggest 

that protecting and regenerating natural forests comprising a diverse mix of 

native tree species is more reliable in the long term than raising monoculture 

or species-poor plantations as a strategy for mitigating climate change.” He 

was a postdoctoral scientist at Columbia University during the study and is 

presently a scientist with Nature Conservation Foundation.

Ruth DeFries, one of the authors from Columbia University, US adds: “Species-

rich forests are beneficial for biodiversity as they also provide habitat to many 

other components — insects, birds, etc. Previous studies have shown that 

species-rich forests are also resistant to diseases.”

Keeping the Australian fires in mind, when asked if species-rich forests have 

better resistance to fire, she said that different trees have varying degrees 

of fire resistance depending on the thickness of the bark. Also, the ability 

to regenerate the seeds differ across species and so a multi-species forest 
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would likely show greater resilience in case of a fire.

IIT-M designs room temperature sodium sulphur battery
While conventional sodium sulphur batteries require very high temperature 

(300 degree C) for operation, researchers at the Indian Institute of technology 

(IIT) Madras have designed a new sodium sulphur battery that can be 

operated at room temperature. By operating the battery at room temperature, 

the team was able to achieve higher charge storage capacity (technically 

called the specific capacity) and nearly zero self-discharge when the battery 

is not being used.

Storage and retention

While high temperature sodium sulphur batteries have charge storage 

capacity of about 558 mAh per gram, the battery designed by the IIT Madras 

team was able to achieve as much as 1,034 mAh per gram at a current 

density of 50 mA per gram.

The battery also showed 83% retention of capacity even at the end of 500 

cycles of charging and discharging. To assess the capacity retention, the 

researchers used higher current density of 500 mA per gram. “The charge 

storage capacity was 650 mAh per gram to start with and after 100 cycles it 

reduced to 570 mAh per gram, at the end of 500 cycles, the charge storage 

capacity was 499 mAh per gram,” says Ajay Piriya from IIT Madras and first 

author of a paper published in the journal Advanced Materials Interfaces.

The first step that the team led by Ramaprabhu Sundara from the Department 

of Physics at IIT Madras took to operate the battery at room temperature was 

by changing the electrolyte used.

Novel electrolyte

Conventionally, sodium sulphur batteries use a solid electrolyte (sodium beta 

alumina), which by default reduces the diffusion of sodium ions from the 
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anode to the cathode at room temperature. It is to increase the diffusion of 

sodium ions that the temperature is raised to about 300 degree C.

So in place of a solid electrolyte the researchers used a glass fibre separator 

soaked in ether-based electrolyte that allows the battery to be operated at 

room temperature.

“Changing the electrolyte alone is not sufficient to improve battery performance 

as there are other problems with sodium sulphur batteries,” says Prof. Sundara. 

Sodium is supposed to react with sulphur and produce stable sodium sulphide 

through intermediate steps. Each of the intermediate step produces different 

sodium polysuphides. “The intermediate sodium polysuphides are unstable 

and get dissolved into the electrolyte. The dissolved polysuphides cause twin 

problems that reduce the capacity and durability of the battery,” he explains.

The first problem is that with increasing amount of polysuphides getting 

dissolved into the electrolyte, there is a net loss in the cathode sulphur. In 

addition, the dissolved polysuphides move towards the anode and form a 

coating over it. This reduces the performance of the battery.

Shielding layer

To address the twin problem, the team added a shielding layer very close 

to the cathode. The shielding layer is made of white graphite mixed in a 

polymer matrix.

“The polymer allows the sodium ions to pass through while the white graphite 

added to the polymer matrix prevents the migration of polysuphides to the 

anode,” says Kamaraj Muthusamy from the Department of Metallurgical 

and Materials Engineering at IIT Madras and a co-author of the paper. The 

boron and nitrogen present in the layered structure of the white graphite act 

as binding sites for the polysuphides. The polysuphides that are chemically 

bound by the polymer composite react with sodium and produce sodium 

sulphide.

“Nearly all of the sulphur gets converted into sodium suphide when we used 
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the shielding layer between the cathode and the separator,” Ms. Piriya says. 

“Since the migration of the polysuphides to the sodium anode is prevented by 

the shielding layer, self-discharge of the battery is significantly reduced.”

The battery was tested for self-discharge by measuring the open circuit 

potential of a fully charged battery for 16 continuous days. They found the 

potential remaining constant at 2.35 volt when the shielding layer was used; 

the voltage dropped without the shielding layer.

While conductive carbons are added to the sulphur to make it electrically 

conductive in conventional sulphur batteries, the researchers used partially 

exfoliated multiwalled carbon nanotubes.

India should lead in the fight against multidrug-resistant 
pathogens
A recent headline in The New York Times (December 28) was titled: 

“Lifelines at risk as bankruptcies stall antibiotics – a health crisis looms: 

scant profits in fighting drug-resistant bugs sours investors.” This refers to 

the growing menace of disease-causing germs such as bacteria and fungi, 

for example, pseudomonas, E.coli, klebsiella, salmonella and TB, which no 

longer respond to the conventionally used antibiotic drugs. These emerging 

Multi-Drug- Resistant ( MDR) germs sicken almost 3 million people across 

the world every year, and the UNO states that if we do not find drugs to fight 

and kill these MDR-germs quickly enough, the global death toll could soar to 

10 million people by 2050.

How did these MDR-bugs come about? Since penicillin and similar antibiotics 

(erythromycin, floxins) were introduced about 60-70 years ago, we have been 

using them with success, because each such conventional drug effectively 

kills millions of germs. Yet a tiny population of them had survived, thanks to 

some escape routes such as slight change in their genes, leading to pathways 
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that stop the drug from entering their cells or pathways that pump out the 

entered drug molecules. Such escapees started growing and multiplying into 

millions over months and years, and became resistant to all the common 

antibiotics- these are the MDR-germs.

What is needed in this scenario is for scientists and drug firms to do basic, 

fundamental research into the biology of MDR germs and develop effective 

drugs to fight and win over them. This often takes a decade or more to bring out 

the product and make them available in the market. Indeed, it was precisely 

such an R&D effort that has brought about the discovery and marketing 

of many drugs against chronic diseases such as diabetes, arthritis, blood 

disorders and cancer. And the amount of investment for R &D in each one of 

them has been billions of dollars, and the company expects to gain billions 

of dollars each year. It is here that the problem lies in the case of investing in 

drugs against MDR bugs. As Andrew Jacob points out in the above article, 

major drug firms have shied away from work on MDR-germs, since unlike 

chronic diseases which are prescribed for long terms (months and years), 

antibiotic drugs are prescribed for days and at best for weeks, and so no long 

term profit is made!

Public spirited players

To do research and development and come out with drugs against MDR-

germs, too, is no different, and this also requires long-term effort and involves 

billions of dollars input. And it is here that some private firms have pitched 

in. Happily enough, they have been getting R&D funds as grants from 

private foundations and governmental sources. The article describes how 

the biotech company Achaogen succeeded in obtaining a billion-dollar grant 

from the US government’s Biomedical Advanced Research and Development 

Authority (BARDA), spent 15 years of research and development work and 

came out with the drug called Zemdri, effective against hard-to-treat urinary 

tract infections. Zemdri was approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
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(FDA) and the WHO. Sadly, Achaogen could not make any sustained profit, 

the investors were unhappy and the firm went bankrupt. Similarly, the firm 

called Tetraphase, which obtained a major grant from a nonprofit group and 

produced the drug Xerava, which is effective against some MDR-bugs, had 

to cut down its staff and its plans to conduct further R & D efforts since its 

stock price was plummeting. And so was a third firm, Melinta Therapeutics, 

which has successfully produced Baxdela, an FDA-approved drug for drug-

resistant pneumonia.

It is of interest to note that the firm Achaogen was bought over by CIPLA-USA, 

which is the US arm of the Indian public-spirited drug company CIPLA. This 

involved buying all the equipment and the rights to acquire the technology 

and to make and sell the drug Zemdri across the world.

CIPLA’s move in this area holds out an example for other Indians and firms 

to enter the field. They may likewise interact with other such firms in the US, 

acquiring them, or as partners or owners (even set up labs in India), gain the 

hard-earned technology of making drugs active against MRD-germs, and 

make these available for use by the needy not only in India but across the 

world. Note that a recent paper on the mortality burden of MDR-pathogens 

in India (S. Gandra et al., Clinical Infectious Diseases 2019; 69(4):563-70) 

which studied 10 hospitals across the country for MDR pathogens and the 

patient mortality outcomes shows that 13% is the overall rate of death. If this 

be for hospital-based deaths, we can imagine the millions affected and dying 

across the towns and villages of India. And surely such a situation would be 

true in parts of Africa, Southeast Asia and other low-income, high-population 

countries. R&D efforts by Indian scientists will thus be of public health and 

economic value.

Fortunately, Indian government and its funding agencies are keen in offering 

grants in this Focal Theme area to researchers in government-operated 

R&D institutions and universities, as well as to private non-governmental 
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research institutions, and drug companies. Private non-profit foundations in 

India should also open up their purses (not just the Wellcome Trust of the UK 

or the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation of the US).

Many of us in our own country do not realise that India has become the major 

vaccine provider for children across the world. Just a handful of vaccine-

makers across India now provide about 35% of childhood vaccines globally, 

through their R&D efforts. There is thus no reason why India cannot be a 

major player in offering good health to the 7 billion people across the world 

through our efforts in the area of fighting infection by traditional, MDR-type 

and other emerging disease-causing germs.

Kaziranga has one of the highest number of wetland birds
Kaziranga recorded 96 species of wetland birds — one of the highest for 

wildlife reserves in India, according to the second wetland bird count 

conducted on January 9-10.

The survey registered a total of 19,225 birds belonging to 96 species under 

80 families. The first waterfowl census in 2018 had yielded 10,412 birds 

covering 80 species, belonging to 21 families.

“With 6,181 individuals, the bar-headed goose led the species count, followed 

by the common teal at 1,557 and northern pintail at 1,359. All three belong to 

the family anatidae ,” said an official.

The other species with sizeable numbers include gadwall, common coot, 

lesser whistling duck, Indian spot-billed duck, little cormorant, ferruginous 

duck, tufted duck, Eurasian wigeon, Asian openbill, northern lapwing, ruddy 

shelduck and spot-billed pelican.

Mr. Gogoi said the survey covered four ranges of the park — Agoratoli, 

Bagori, Kohora and Burapahar.

More than half the birds (9,924) and 85 of the 96 species were recorded in 
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Agoratoli Range. This was because Sohola, the largest of Kaziranga’s 92 

perennial wetlands, is in this range.

The first wetland bird survey in Kaziranga, a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

since 1985, was conducted in 2018. Rabindra Sarma, the park’s research 

officer said avian surveys could have been done in the 115-year-old Kaziranga 

earlier, but no records were maintained.

“Data on avian wealth is important because the wetlands nourish Kaziranga’s 

ecosystem. Increase or decrease in the number of birds is indicative of the 

park’s health,” he said.

Dwarf galaxies could hold the answers to the evolution of 
black holes
At the heart of galaxies, exist a place where gravity is so strong that even 

light cannot escape. These are called black holes and scientists have to yet 

to find out how these bodies were formed in the first place. However, with 

the discovery of 13 massive black holes in dwarf galaxies relatively nearby 

to Earth, astronomers have new clues to solve the mystery around the black 

holes.

The black holes were discovered using the Very Large Array (VLA) — a set 

of 28 radio telescopes each 25 meters across — to create high-resolution 

images of a selection of small galaxies. Scientists can observe these black 

holes to learn about how they grow over time.

“We hope that studying them and their galaxies will give us insights into 

how similar black holes in the early universe formed and then grew, through 

galactic mergers over billions of years, producing the supermassive black 

holes we see in larger galaxies today, with masses of many millions or billions 

of times that of the sun,” Amy Reines of Montana State University, one of the 

researchers, said in a statement.
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The black holes and their respective dwarf galaxies, which are tiny compared 

to the Milky Way, are less than a billion light-years away from Earth. Since 

the size of a black hole is related to the size of the galaxy, these tiny galaxies 

have tiny black holes to match.

Scientists are expecting the black holes in these 13 dwarf galaxies to be 

around 400,000 times the mass of our sun. However, researchers found that 

most of these black holes are not located at the centre of the galaxy, which 

is contrary to how black holes exist in larger galaxies.

“The new VLA observations revealed that 13 of these galaxies have strong 

evidence for a massive black hole that is actively consuming surrounding 

material,” Reines said. “We were very surprised to find that, in roughly half of 

those 13 galaxies, the black hole is not at the centre of the galaxy, unlike the 

case in larger galaxies.”

This has opened more doors for scientists to explore how black holes and 

galaxies evolve together over time.

“This work has taught us that we must broaden our searches for massive 

black holes in dwarf galaxies beyond their centers to get a more complete 

understanding of the population and learn what mechanisms helped form the 

first massive black holes in the early universe,” Reines said.

NCCS studies decode 2 key brain receptors
TWO NEW research studies, published in the journal Nature Structural 

& Molecular Biology, by the scientists of National Centre for Cell Science 

(NCCS) could lead to a unique insight into the mechanism behind a wide 

range of nervous system disorders and diseases.

Researchers led by Dr Janesh Kumar have captured the first three-dimensional 

views of the GluD1-subtype glutamate receptor, which plays a crucial role in 

motor coordination and motor learning, high-frequency hearing and are also 
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key to many other brain functions.

They are also linked to social and cognitive deficits and to neuronal disorders 

such as schizophrenia and cocaine addiction.

The study creates a robust platform for understanding the functions of 

these receptors and developing therapeutics to treat neurological disorders 

associated with GluD1 dysfunction.

The findings show an unprecedented domain organisation of GluD1 receptors 

distinct from that observed in other members of the glutamate receptor family, 

stated an official statement from NCCS. It highlights the fact that glutamate 

receptor ion channels are not built in the same manner and provides insights 

into molecular underpinnings of receptor functions.

Another study provides insights into the various movements underlying 

functions of GluK3 receptor, an important brain receptor that helps nerve 

cells communicate with each other. Typical functions of the brain depend on 

the ability of nerve cells to transmit electrical signals.

GluK3 receptor belongs to the family of glutamate receptor ion channels that 

are fundamentally involved in this electrical transmission in the brain. These 

receptors underlie a multitude of high cognitive functions, including learning 

and memory, and their malfunction is implicated in a remarkable range of 

diseases of the nervous system such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, epilepsy, 

schizophrenia, and others, researchers said, adding that it was critical to 

understand how they operated and how their functions were regulated.

NASA adds 11 new astronauts for future Artemis missions to 
Moon, Mars
NASA has added 11 new astronauts to its ranks as it gets ready for future 

Artemis missions to the Moon and to Mars. These new astronauts had to 

undergo more than two years of required basic training; these are the first to 
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graduate since the US space agency announced its Artemis program. With 

the latest graduates NASA now has 48 active astronauts in its corps.

With Artemis program, NASA plans to send the first woman and the next 

man to the Moon’s surface by 2024. NASA’s ultimate aim with Artemis is to 

send humans to Mars and this is likely to take place in mid-2030s. The list of 

NASA’s graduating astronauts includes five women as well.

“2020 will mark the return of launching American astronauts on American 

rockets from American soil, and will be an important year of progress for our 

Artemis program and missions to the Moon and beyond These individuals 

represent the best of America, and what an incredible time for them to join 

our astronaut corps,” NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine said in a press 

statement.

The graduating astronauts each received silver pin as part of a tradition dating 

back to the Mercury 7 astronauts, who were selected in 1959. The astronauts 

get a gold pin once they complete their first spaceflights. This was also the 

first public graduation ceremony for astronauts ever hosted by NASA.

The new NASA astronauts are: Kayla Barron, Zena Cardman, Raja Chari, 

Matthew Dominick, Bob Hines, Warren Hoburg, Dr Jonny Kim, Jasmin 

Moghbeli, Dr Francisco Rubio, Loral O’Hara and Jessica Watkins. The 

qualifying astronauts come from varied backgrounds, having previously been 

in the US Navy, US Air Force.

Milky Way’s imminent collision with neighbouring galaxy is 
creating new stars
A research conducted by astrophysicists at Durham University in the UK had 

suggested that the Milky Way galaxy will dramatically collide with a nearby 

satellite galaxy– the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), which is around 163,000 

light-years from us. Even though the collision of the two galaxies is supposed 
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to result in the awakening of a black hole, currently, the interaction between 

the two is not proving to be destructive at all.

It is believed that the LMC is rich in dark matter, which makes its mass 

considerably larger. It was predicted that the collision of the two will be 

catastrophic and end up in a black hole at the heart of Milky Way. However, 

for now, the interaction of LMC with Milky Way is creating new stars.

Researchers looked for rare blue stars and the clusters of stars that move 

along with them in our galaxy using data from the Gaia spacecraft. Once they 

identified and removed known star clusters, they found one remaining cluster 

on the far edges of the Milky Way, which has not been spotted before.

“It’s really, really far away,” a research fellow at the Flatiron Institute’s Center 

for Computational Astrophysics in New York City and the primary discoverer, 

Adrian Price-Whelan, said in a statement. “It’s further than any known young 

stars in the Milky Way, which are typically in the disk. So right away, I was 

like, ‘Holy smokes, what is this?’”

Researchers analysed the elements found in the stars in the cluster to 

realize that the cluster was likely formed from particles found outside of our 

galaxy. Since the mystery cluster is located near to a river of gas called the 

Magellanic Stream that flows from the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds 

and reaches toward the Milky Way, they believe these other galaxies are the 

source of the materials which formed the stars.

“This is a puny cluster of stars — less than a few thousand in total — but it 

has big implications beyond its local area of the Milky Way,” Price-Whelan 

said. One implication is that the LMC might be closer to the Milky Way than 

previously believed.

“If the Magellanic Stream is closer, especially the leading arm closest to our 

galaxy, then it’s likely to be incorporated into the Milky Way sooner than 

the current model predicts,” David Nidever, assistant professor of physics 

at Montana State University in Bozeman, said in the statement. “Eventually, 
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that gas will turn into new stars in the Milky Way’s disk. Right now, our galaxy 

is using up gas faster than its being replenished. This extra gas coming in will 

help us replenish that reservoir and make sure that our galaxy continues to 

thrive and form new stars.”

Centre to Haryana government: Send detailed proposal about 
ESZ
THE MINISTRY of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFC) has 

instructed the Haryana Forest and Wildlife Department to send a detailed 

proposal about declaring 0 metre to 1,500 metre area starting from Sukhna 

Wildlife Sanctuary in Chandigarh to within Panchkula district as eco-sensitive 

zone (ESZ).

The area comprising 1,500 metres starting from the edge of Sukhna Wildlife 

Sanctuary in Chandigarh covers at least five villages of Panchkula. The five 

villages are Saketri, Rampur, Razipura Jajjra, Prem Pura and Majri Jattana.

The matter related to ESZ area in Punjab and Haryana around Sukhna Wildlife 

Sanctuary is already pending in the Punjab and Haryana High Court. January 

15 is the next date of hearing and the Haryana government is expected to file 

its reply in this connection.

Sources said the proposal about ESZ within Panchkula was sent to the 

Central government in 2019. Recently, MoEFC marked some queries on 

the proposal. The department had sent the theoretical proposal merely 

mentioning the names of five villages. “Now we have been asked to send 

proper drawings and details like distance of these villages exactly from the 

edge of Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary,” a source said.

The queries to the Haryana Wildlife and Forest Department were sent after 

it had demanded that the Punjab and Haryana should also declare 2 km to 

2.75 km from the sanctuary boundary as ECZ. Punjab has stuck to its earlier 
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stand of declaring merely 100 metres area from the boundary of Sukhna 

Wildlife Sanctuary as ECZ. The 100-metre area covers a little portion of 

Kansal village in Mohali district.

The Principal Chief Conservator of Forest (PCCF), Wildlife, V S Tanwar, said, 

“We have been asked to make clear our proposal to declare 1,500 metre 

area starting from boundary of Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary as ECZ from the 

Centre. We will send a reply to ministry shortly.”

In September 2015, the Central government had issued a draft notification 

only for the sanctuary area falling under Chandigarh, ignoring Punjab and 

Haryana.

Although UT had declared its ESZ in 2017, it had urged the Central government 

to compel Punjab and Haryana also to declare their ESZ around Sukhna 

Wildlife Sanctuary.

Thunderstorms sweep across Australia’s bushfire-ravaged 
east coast
Thunderstorms and heavy rain swept across parts of Australia’s east coast, 

bringing hope that some of the fierce bushfires razing the country will be 

extinguished – or at least slowed.

Officials warned, however, that short, intense thunderstorms could lead to 

flash flooding, while lightning brought the risk of new fires being ignited.

“We’re expecting unsettled weather for the next four or five days or so at 

least,” Jake Phillips, a senior meteorologist at the Bureau of Meteorology 

told Australian Broadcasting Corp radio. “The rainfall in some areas might be 

useful and in other spots it might only be a millimetre or two.”

“There are risks associated with it, so it’s not always necessarily a great 

thing, particularly if we get the rainfall really quickly. What we really need is 

soaking, steady rain.”
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Australia has been battling its worst bushfire season on record since 

September, with fires killing 29 people and millions of animals, and destroying 

more than 2,500 homes while razing bushland across an area the size of 

Bulgaria.

There were still 85 fires burning across the state of New South Wales, with 30 

of them yet to be contained, while 19 fires were alight in Victoria, according 

to fire authorities.

The wet weather brought some respite from the smoke haze that has 

plagued Australia’s major cities for weeks and has been tracked by NASA 

circumnavigating the globe. Still, Canberra and Melbourne ranked among the 

top 30 most polluted major cities worldwide.

Fire and weather officials have also warned the current cool and wet weather 

change will only be a temporary relief, with the hot weather forecast to return 

in coming weeks.

A quick look at what is happening in the bushfire crisis:

• Tourism Minister Simon Birmingham was scheduled to meet with 

industry leaders   to discuss a response to the crisis.

• Emergency responders in Victoria have dealt with nearly 600 cases of 

falling trees, flash flooding and other damage in the past 24 hours.

• Queensland officials issued a warning   about dust haze in the south 

of the state.

• Australia’s Wollemi Pines, giant prehistoric trees that were thought to 

be extinct until 1994, were specially protected by firefighters as blazes 

swept through their secret location in a NSW national park.

• Australia’s conservative government has softened its rhetoric on climate 

change amid the crisis, acknowledging this week that changes are real 

and the country needs a strategy of “adaptation” and “resilience”.

• Tempers flared at the Australian Open qualifying matches   as players 

battled through another day of smoky air at the first tennis Grand Slam 
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of the year.

NASA gets closer to naming Mars 2020 rover, 155 students 
in semis
NASA’s Mars 2020 rover is still awaiting to gets it very own name but looks 

like the wait is about to get over. The space agency had organised a “Name 

the Rover” essay contest in the US which has already entered the semi-

final stage. The winner gets the honour of naming the rover as well as an 

invitation to see the spacecraft launch in July 2020 from Cape Canaveral Air 

Force Station in Florida.

The essay writing competition from NASA saw participation from over 28,000 

students across the US and the space agency has now narrowed it down to 

155 students for the semifinals. NASA had recruited around 4,700 volunteer 

judges from all over the country from a poll of educators, professional, and 

space enthusiasts to judge the contest.

NASA says that the next phases of judging will reduce the competition 

to nine finalists, after which the public will have an opportunity to vote for 

their favourite name online later this month. The results of the poll will be a 

consideration in the final naming selection.

“The nine finalists will talk with a panel of experts, including Glaze, NASA 

astronaut Jessica Watkins, NASA JPL rover driver Nick Wiltsie and Clara Ma, 

who proposed the name for the Mars Science Laboratory rover, Curiosity, as 

a sixth-grade student in 2009,” NASA said in a statement.

The final name for the rover and the winner for the competition will be 

announced in early March 2020.

Currently, the unnamed rover weighs more than 1,000 kilograms and 

NASA calls it a robotic scientist. It will search for signs of past microbial life, 

characterize the planet’s climate and geology, collect samples for a future 
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return to Earth and pave the way for human exploration of the Red Planet.

“This rover is the first leg of a round-trip mission to Mars that will advance 

understanding in key science fields like astrobiology,” said Lori Glaze, 

director of NASA’s Planetary Science Division. “This contest is a cool way to 

engage the next generation and encourage careers in all STEM fields. The 

chosen name will help define this rover’s unique personality among our fleet 

of Martian spacecraft.”

NASA’s Mars 2020 rover is part of a larger program that includes missions 

to the Moon as a way to prepare for human exploration of the Red Planet. 

NASA aims to send astronauts to the Moon by 2024 and establish a sustained 

human presence on and around the Moon by 2028 through its Artemis lunar 

exploration plans.

The Black hole at centre of Milky Way is forging new star-gas 
hybrid objects
We know that our Milky Way galaxy is glued together by a supermassive black 

hole Sagittarius A* at its centre, buried deep in the constellation Sagittarius 

constantly pulling stars, dust, and other matters inward. However, a new 

study suggests that the Sagittarius A* might not be only devouring things 

but actually responsible for the creation of new kind of stars that are quite 

different from the stars we know.

Astronomers from UCLA’s (University of California — Los Angeles) Galactic 

Center Orbits discovered the new class of objects at the centre of our galaxy 

not far from Sagittarius A*. The study published in the journal Nature mentions 

that these anomalous objects look like oblong blobs of gas several times 

more massive than Earth but behave like small stars capable of passing 

perilously close to the black hole’s edge without being ripped to shreds.

“Black holes may be driving binary stars to merge,” study co-author and a 
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professor of astrophysics at the UCLA Andrea Ghez said in a statement. “It is 

possible that many of the stars we’ve been watching and not understanding 

may be the end product of mergers.”

Given the shape, orbits, and interaction of these six objects (dubbed G1 to 

G6) with Sagittarius A*, researchers believe that each G object is a pair of 

binary stars (two stars that revolve around each other) that got smashed 

together by the black hole’s gravity millions of years ago and still spilling out 

clouds of gas and dust in the messy aftermath of the collision.

“The new objects look compact most of the time and stretch out when their 

orbits bring them closest to the black hole. Their orbits range from about 

100 to 1,000 years,” said lead author Anna Ciurlo, a UCLA postdoctoral 

researcher.

The first G-objects (G1) was discovered in 2005 by Ghez’s research group 

at the centre of our galaxy and in 2012 astronomers in Germany made a 

puzzling discovery of a bizarre object named G2 that made a close approach 

to the Sagittarius A* in 2014. At the time, Ghez and her research team believe 

that G2 is most likely two stars that had been orbiting the black hole in tandem 

and merged into an extremely large star, cloaked in unusually thick gas and 

dust.

“At the time of closest approach, G2 had a really strange signature,” Ghez 

said. “We had seen it before, but it didn’t look too peculiar until it got close to 

the black hole and became elongated, and much of its gas was torn apart. It 

went from being a pretty innocuous object when it was far from the black hole 

to one that was really stretched out and distorted at its closest approach and 

lost its outer shell, and now it’s getting more compact again.”

Ghez’s research group later reported the existence of four more objects they 

called G3, G4, G5 and G6. The researchers found out that while G1 and G2 

have similar orbits, the other four have very different orbits.

“Mergers of stars may be happening in the universe more often than we 
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thought, and likely are quite common,” Ghez said. “Black holes may be 

driving binary stars to merge. It’s possible that many of the stars we’ve been 

watching and not understanding may be the end product of mergers that 

are calm now. We are learning how galaxies and black holes evolve. The 

way binary stars interact with each other and with the black hole is very 

different from how single stars interact with other single stars and with the 

black hole.”

Researchers noted that while the gas from G2’s outer shell got stretched 

dramatically, its dust inside the gas did not get stretched much. “Something 

must have kept it compact and enabled it to survive its encounter with the 

black hole,” Ciurlo said. “This is evidence for a stellar object inside G2.”

“The unique dataset that Professor Ghez’s group has gathered during more 

than 20 years is what allowed us to make this discovery,” Ciurlo said. “We 

now have a population of ‘G’ objects, so it is not a matter of explaining a 

‘one-time event’ like G2.”

Researchers have already identified a few other candidates that may be part 

of this new class of objects, and are continuing to analyze them. Ghez noted 

that the centre of the Milky Way galaxy is an extreme environment, unlike 

our less hectic corner of the universe. He believes that the research will help 

understand what is happening in the majority of galaxies.

“The Earth is in the suburbs compared to the centre of the galaxy, which is 

some 26,000 light-years away,” Ghez said. “The centre of our galaxy has 

a density of stars 1 billion times higher than our part of the galaxy. The 

gravitational pull is so much stronger. The magnetic fields are more extreme. 

The centre of the galaxy is where extreme astrophysics occurs — the X-

sports of astrophysics.”
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‘Science depends on being able to question authority’
Nobel Laureate Venkatraman ‘Venki’ Ramakrishnan, who switched academic 

tracks to take up biology after a doctorate in physics, emphasises the need 

for an inclusive atmosphere and questioning of authority if science is to thrive 

in the country, citing the setback to German science during the Nazi years. 

He spoke in Bengaluru, where he will deliver a lecture as part of the TNQ 

Distinguished Lectures in the Life Sciences.

Could an understanding of the structure of the ribosome help in discovering 

new therapies that target antibiotic-resistant organisms? And has research 

hit a roadblock in creating a new class of antibiotics against superbugs?

There are many ways of targeting bacteria. But nature’s selected the ribosome 

quite often, so in fact about half of the natural antibiotics target the ribosome 

or general translational machinery. And when the structures came out, it 

was thought that they would be very useful to study how natural antibiotics 

bound to the ribosome and inhibited them. But then, that would also allow 

you to design better antibiotics that might be more effective against resistant 

bacteria, and possibly have fewer side effects.

I think the problem is that antibiotics are not a huge profit-maker necessarily 

because it costs about a billion dollars to develop a new medicine. And the 

problem is a new antibiotic is only given to people to whom old or generic 

antibiotics don’t work. So, the patient pool is small, and also if it’s any good, 

the patient is cured. It’s not like a cholesterol or blood pressure drug that you 

have to keep taking the rest of your life.

The result is that for the last several decades, there has been no new class 

of antibiotics developed. So I question whether the business model is correct 

for developing new antibiotics. And, one has to remember that penicillin, 

the first of the big natural antibiotics, was actually developed by the British 

government in response to WW II with a massive effort at Oxford. There’s 
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no reason why governments and non-profit organisations should not invest 

heavily in antibiotic research, and I think they should do it before the problem 

becomes a huge crisis. We’re already seeing superbugs. I think we always 

have to stay one step ahead of the bacteria, which will evolve to become 

resistant.

You recently made a strong statement against the Citizenship (Amendment) 

Act. What made it important for you, as a scientist, an Indian-born scientist, 

to speak out?

I don’t normally like to make statements about Indian politics; I like to stick 

to science. My concern about the CAA is — you know, technically it is not 

targeted at Indian Muslims — but it does send a message that somehow 

one religion is excluded, while others are okay. And the rationale is that the 

countries that people are coming from are Muslim countries, so why should 

them being Muslim actually be an issue?

Well I think it could be an issue because they are looking at Muslims as a 

homogeneous group. And they are not a homogeneous group. And so I think, 

rather than spelling it out that way they could have decided everything on a 

case-by-case basis. And I also think India has a secular Constitution, and it’s 

not clear that having a religious criteria for a particular law is going to hold up 

in courts. Science and technology always flourish, I think, in an atmosphere 

that is inclusive and tolerant.

You have cautioned against the rise of pseudo-science in India. Do you see 

a rising correlation between a new culture of science, the polity and the shift 

to majoritarianism?

Whenever these people make some outlandish statement, tying some ancient 

scripture to some major scientific discovery, whether it’s nuclear weapons or 

stem cells, I don’t think scientists in India take them at all seriously. I don’t 

even know if the politicians who make these statements actually believe in 

it. But I think it’s just generally bad to have people in authority make these 
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pseudo-scientific statements because it brings India into ridicule. India then 

looks to be a sort of backward-looking, superstitious country, when, in fact, 

the majority of educated Indians and the majority of Indian scientists are very 

much like scientists anywhere else.

Could laws that exclude communities eventually undermine science?

History says that when you start becoming less open, and discriminatory, 

you end up hurting science; and the classic example, of course, is Nazi 

Germany, which effectively destroyed German science for probably two or 

three generations. It took about 50 years to recover. I think science flourishes 

best when people are free to talk, free to question ideas, free to question 

authority — because that is how progress is made.

Science really depends on being able to question authority. So, I think 

anything that excludes communities and creates an atmosphere of 

intolerance, is probably not a good thing for science. If you exclude a large 

fraction population you’re missing out on the talent in that population.

You are not a big fan of prizes because they apply a ‘sports metaphor’ to 

science; you have described the chronic hankering for a Nobel Prize, in your 

book, as ‘Nobelitis’...

In sports, you can have a very clear set of rules, and a clear set of measurement. 

So if you have a 100 metre race, there’s no question what the rules are, there’s 

no question who came first, second and third; you can measure it. In science, 

when there is a big discovery, it is not always clear who the big contributors 

were, because often different people make contributions in different ways. 

So it’s not always clear which was the important idea and it can be very 

subjective. For example, in the field of transcription, the Lasker Award went 

to one very good scientist, and the Nobel Prize went to a different, but also 

a very good, scientist. How could it be that distinguished expert juries picked 

totally different people in the same field? And so I think that’s in general not a 

great thing. The argument for it is that it brings attention to science. And also, 
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human beings like to have heroes and villains and so they like these sort of 

prizes — to them that tells a more human story.

You have written in your book Gene Machine that you were extremely 

fortunate that your wife Vera Rosenberry, the children’s book illustrator, could 

take on the responsibilities of childcare at home, allowing you to focus on 

academia. What can be done to help women scientists stay with research 

and get past the glass ceiling that often cuts short careers around the time of 

marriage and child birth?

Unfortunately, this is a problem everywhere, not just India. I think there are 

a number of things that have to be done. One is, people should be allowed 

career breaks. First of all, we call it ‘maternity leave’ but the more modern 

way is to think of it as ‘parental leave’. There’s no reason why the husband 

shouldn’t also be involved in childcare. And so the idea is to allow leave 

without penalty, so people can get back their job at the end of it. It is unfair to 

ask an individual employer necessarily to bear the costs of that. So it’s better 

a government reimburses people for being on leave.

Secondly, the question of childcare is very important. It’s very important to 

have good childcare facilities, close to work.

U.K. plans govt.-to-govt. framework for future defence deals 
with India
The U.K. government is working on a government-to-government framework 

for defence deals in future given India’s preference for such an arrangement, 

Brig. Gavin Thompson, U.K. Defence Adviser in India, said.

“We have worked very hard since April last year to get all departments in U.K. 

to get this mechanism. We are at a point where we can send this proposal to 

the Indian government,” Brig. Thompson said. The mechanism needs to be 

agreed to by both sides, he stated.
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However, unlike the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) route of the U.S. government, 

where the government levies a small service charge, Brig. Thompson said 

there are no overheads built into the contract. “It is a lighter model,” he stated, 

adding U.K. presently does not have such a mechanism.

In the last few years, India had concluded multi-billion dollar deals through 

the Inter-Governmental route for Rafale jets, S-400 air defence systems and 

stealth frigates among others.

During Aero India at Bengaluru last year, U.K. made a pitch to India for 

collaboration in the areas of aircraft carriers and development of 6th generation 

fighter aircraft technologies. In this regard, he said the Queen Elizabeth class 

aircraft carriers are 30% of the cost of the U.S. carriers, provide 60% of the 

sortie rate, and require only 25% of the manning compared to U.S. aircraft 

carriers.

There is also interest in the Indian Navy on the U.K.’s progress in integrated 

electric-propulsion and have exchanged subject matter experts.

ISRO’s GSAT-30 satellite successfully launched aboard 
Ariane rocket
India’s “high power” communication satellite GSAT-30, aimed at providing 

high-quality television, telecommunications and broadcasting services, was 

successfully launched onboard Ariane 5 rocket from French Guiana in the 

early hours of Friday, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) said 

here.

Blasting off from the Ariane Launch Complex in Kourou, a French territory 

located in northeastern coast of South America at 2:35 am IST, European 

space consortium Arianespace’s Ariane 5 vehicle injected GSAT-30 into the 

orbit in a flawless flight lasting about 38 minutes.

“#GSAT30 successfully separated from the upper stage of #Ariane5 #VA251” 
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ISRO said in a tweet.

Confirming the successful launch, Arianespace CEO Stéphane Israël tweeted, 

“A strong start to 2020 as #Ariane5 successfully deploys its two satellite 

passengers – EUTELSAT KONNECT and GSAT-30 – into geostationary 

transfer orbit! I appreciate the trust from the two customers on this mission: 

@Eutelsat_SA and @ISRO #VA251 #MissiontoSuccess.”

ISRO’s U R Rao Satellite Centre Director P Kunhikrishnan, who was present 

in Kourou, congratulated the ISRO community and Arianespace team on the 

successful launch.

Calling it an “excellent start” to 2020 for ISRO with the launch, he said, “The 

mission team at the master control facility have already acquired the satellite 

and they will immediately complete the post launch operations….”

The 3,357-kg satellite, which was deployed from the lower passenger 

position of Ariane-5 launch vehicle (VA 251) into to geostationary transfer 

orbit (GTO), is configured on ISRO’s enhanced I-3K Bus structure to provide 

communication services from Geostationary orbit in C and Ku bands.

The satellite derives its heritage from ISRO’s earlier INSAT/GSAT satellite 

series, and is equipped with 12 C and 12 Ku band transponders.

GSAT-30 is to serve as replacement to the “aging” INSAT-4A spacecraft 

services with enhanced coverage, ISRO has said, adding the satellite provides 

Indian mainland and islands coverage in Ku-band and extended coverage 

in C-band covering Gulf countries, a large number of Asian countries and 

Australia.

With a mission life of 15 years, GSAT-30 is an operational communication 

satellite for DTH, television uplink and VSAT services.

The Bengaluru-headquartered ISRO has said the communication payload of 

GSAT-30 is specifically designed and optimised to maximise the number of 

transponders on the spacecraft bus.

According to the space agency, the spacecraft would be extensively used for 
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supporting VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) network, television uplinking 

and teleport services, digital satellite news gathering (DSNG), DTH television 

services, cellular backhaul connectivity and many such applications.

One Ku-band beacon downlink signal is transmitted for ground-tracking 

purpose, it added.

For its initial flight of 2020, Arianespace on its website said, it would orbit 

EUTELSAT KONNECT, a telecommunication satellite for the operator 

Eutelsat, along with GSAT-30, using an Ariane 5 launch vehicle from the 

Guiana Space Centre.

EUTELSAT KONNECT – which was produced by Thales Alenia Space for 

Eutelsat – was riding in the upper position of Ariane 5’s payload arrangement, 

and was released first in the flight sequence at 27 minutes following liftoff. 

Since the launch of India’s APPLE experimental satellite on Ariane Flight L03 

in 1981, Arianespace has orbited 24 satellites, including GSAT-30, for the 

Indian space agency.

Proxima C: A new ‘super Earth’ discovered, but will it be viable 
for life?
A new ‘Super-Earth’ planet orbiting Proxima Centauri, which is the Sun’s 

nearest neighbouring star, has been discovered by scientists, who 

published the results in the journal Science Advances. The Proxima c is the 

second possibly habitable planet, though it is believed to be far beyond the 

snow line or the boundary where water exists only in frozen form. Back in 

2016, Proxima b was discovered by scientists, though that planet is much 

bigger, and closer to the Proxima Centauri star.

The new Proxima c planet is being seen as a prime candidate for a ‘super 

Earth’, though it is believed to be much smaller than Proxima b. The new 

planet takes 5.2 Earth years to complete one orbit around the Proxima 
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Centauri star and is further away from its sun, so it is likely frozen.

It has a minimum mass is half of that of Neptune, which still puts it in the 

‘super Earth’ category, though it is still among the low mass ones. However, 

the planet is believed to have a surface temperature of minus 234 degrees 

Celsius.

In the paper, the scientists have said that the discovery of Proxima c “is highly 

significant for planet formation models.” This is because the planet would 

have one of the longest periods for orbiting around the star, and a minimum 

mass in the super-Earth regime, which have been presently detected with 

using the existing radial velocity (RV) technique.

This RV technique is used by researchers to detect new planets around low-

mass or M-type stars. Because the M-type stars have a low mass, the new 

worlds are tracking by seeing how these stars ‘wobble’ in response to the 

gravitational pull from these planets, which are orbiting them. The Proxima 

Centauri is a small low-mass star, which is located nearly 4.2 light years 

away from Earth, and is believed to be the closest star to our Sun.

Super Earths are rocky planets that bigger than Earth, without a huge gas 

envelope surrounding them. According to NASA, these Super Earth’s are 

planets, which are 10 times more massive than Earth with a rocky surface. 

But scientists do not yet known for certainty is when the planets lose their 

rocky surface. Nor is it clear if these planets could support life in the future. An 

earlier NASA research said Proxima b is unlikely to host alien life, though it is 

believed to be in the habitable zone, where liquid water will stay in its stable 

form.

Promixa b is also orbiting the Proxima Centauri star. According to NASA, its 

mass is believed to be 1.27 Earths and it takes 11.2 days to complete one 

orbit of its star.
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IIT-M develops device to produce ‘clean’ hydrogen fuel from 
seawater
Researchers from the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras have 

developed a novel device that can be used to generate hydrogen fuel from 

seawater, an advance that may contribute to a cleaner energy future. Using 

the technology, described in the journal ACS Sustainable Chemistry & 

Engineering, hydrogen can be produced on demand at the point of use, and 

hence it need not to be stored.

This overcomes the storage-related challenges associated with hydrogen as 

its highly inflammable and may cause an explosion, the researchers said. 

Hydrogen can be a good source of energy for the future. Combustion of 

hydrogen does not produce carbon dioxide, unlike fossil fuels, making it a 

‘clean’ source of energy, they said.

Considering the increased levels of air pollution globally, the researchers are 

even targeting running cars and bikes by seawater using hydrogen power. “As 

the hydrogen can be produced at the point of use on-demand, safety issues 

associated with the storage and transportation of hydrogen is avoided,” said 

Abdul Malek from the Department of Chemistry at IIT Madras.

“The solid starting materials can be transported from one place to another 

place very conveniently. This bypasses the transportation bottleneck 

associated with hydrogen sector,” Malek told PTI.

The researchers noted that hydrogen is produced at a tunable rate without 

heat, electricity or sunlight. The starting materials are all eco-friendly. The 

process is amenable to all scales of production that is relevant for the 

hydrogen economy — hence sectors such as automotive, aviation etc. would 

benefit from this technology, they said.

“Hydrogen is the future. We want to make it ‘the present’. I am waiting for the 

day when our invention will fuel the Indian Space Research Organisation’s 
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(ISRO) rockets or Defence Research and Development Organisation’s 

(DRDO) missiles,” said Malek.

The researchers, including Tiju Thomas, Associate Professor at IIT Madras, 

said they are on the way to customise and design a proper hydrogen system 

for vehicles. “We are looking forward to delivering solutions for the global 

energy sector,” Malek said.

The technology is used to generate hydrogen from any source of water. 

However, as seawater covers two-thirds of the surface of the Earth, the 

researchers are keen on utilising it. The easy-to-use prototype device can 

produce hydrogen fuel with the push of a button, which adds water from one 

compartment to the other, the scientists said.

“We are working towards making it like a coffee machine so that any common 

man can press a switch and produce hydrogen when required,” Malek said.

The device contains two compartments stacked one above the other. Users 

can add seawater or tap water from the top compartment. In the bottom 

section, there are materials which can produce hydrogen by splitting water. 

As soon as water reaches the bottom compartment, hydrogen production 

occurs and can be collected via an outlet, the researchers said. The outlet 

tube can be connected to customised engines which run vehicles or produce 

electricity.

“The water addition rate can control the amount of hydrogen produced 

and flow depending on the requirement. The technical details are patent 

protected,” Malek said. “The process is scalable. The amount can be 

produced according to the need. Hence hydrogen for mobility such as for 

cars etc is eminently possible via due customisation,” he said.

The researchers noted that commercial method requires high temperature 

about 1,000 degrees Celsius, and nearly 25 bar pressure. However, the new 

process works at the room temperature, and atmospheric pressure which is 
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1 bar, they said.

“Our current estimates indicate that the cost is likely comparable to the available 

prices — things could change with scale. However, the key selling point is 

enhanced safety, and elimination of point-of-use environmental pollution,” 

added Malek.

TB diagnostic test developed in India has high accuracy, says 
WHO
In a Rapid Communication published on January 14, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) had mentioned that the India-made Truenat MTB, a 

molecular diagnostic test to diagnose pulmonary and extrapulmonary TB and 

rifampicin-resistant TB, has high diagnostic accuracy.

Truenat MTB has “high diagnostic accuracy as initial test to diagnose TB and 

to sequentially detect rifampicin resistance”, says the WHO Communication. 

Truenat MTB will be used as an initial test to diagnose TB thus replacing 

sputum smear microscopy.

Truenat is developed by the Goa-based Molbio Diagnostics. The company 

was provided with technical assistance and resources by the Foundation 

for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND) to help commercialise Truenat. 

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) had assessed and validated the 

diagnostic tool.

“Truenat will be cheaper per test than Xpert. The equipment and cartridges 

cost more in the case of Xpert,” says Balaram Bhargava, Director-General of 

ICMR. “Truenat is robust and most suited for Indian conditions.”

“With its better sensitivity, Truenat can be used as the initial tool for TB 

diagnosis,” says Prof. Bhargava.

Besides others, a multi-centric, prospective field evaluation study was carried 

out in four countries — India, Ethiopia, Peru, Papua-New Guinea — involving 
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744 participants, with final results on bacteriological culture.

Higher sensitivity

While sputum microscopy has only about 50% sensitivity, Truenat has been 

found to have higher sensitivity and specificity. According to WHO, the overall 

sensitivity of the Truenat MTB assay is 83% and specificity is 99%. In the 

case of Truenat MTBPlus, which uses two targets to diagnose TB bacteria, 

the sensitivity increases to 89% and the specificity is 98%.

In comparison, Xpert, which is also a molecular diagnostic test and has been 

widely used across the world, the sensitivity is 85% and specificity is 98%.

In cases where the sample is found to be positive for TB, tests can be done 

to know if the TB bacteria are already resistant to rifampicin, a drug used as 

part of first-line TB treatment. Truenat MTB-RIF test for knowing rifampicin 

resistance has 93% sensitivity and 95% specificity.

According to the WHO, the accuracy to diagnose TB using Truenat and Truenat 

MTB Plus is comparable with Xpert and Xpert Ultra. Likewise, the accuracy 

to detect rifampicin resistance using Truenat MTB-RIF is comparable with 

Xpert and Xpert Ultra.

Beats smear microscopy

Based on data available from around 230 TB diagnosing units located in 

primary health centres and community health centres in Andhra Pradesh, 

scientists at the Chennai-based National Institute of Epidemiology found 

Truenat had better ability to diagnose more TB positive cases. “Compared 

with smear microscopy, there was 30% more number of positive cases 

diagnosed after Truenat was implemented in the 230-odd units,” says Manoj 

V. Murhekar, Director of NIE.

Battery operated

“Instead of smear microscopy, Truenat can be used as an initial and point-of-

care tool for diagnosing TB,” says Dr. Murhekar. “Since not much expertise is 
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needed to carry out the test, it can be used in peripheral units such as public 

and community health centres.”

While Xpert needs reliable electricity supply and air-conditioning, Truenat is 

battery operated and portable and so can be used in remote places. Truenat 

takes about 25 minutes to extract the DNA and another 35 minutes for TB 

diagnosis. Testing for rifampicin resistance takes an hour and is done only 

if the sample tests positive for TB. In the case of Xpert, it takes two hours to 

complete the TB diagnosis and test for rifampicin resistance.

Compared with a one ml of sputum sample required in the case of Xpert, 

only 0.5 ml sputum sample is needed for Truenat. In the case of TB positive 

samples, the actual bacterial load in 1 ml of sputum sample is given, while 

Xpert provides only a qualitative result.

Low cost

The main cost advantage while using Truenat will be in the manner the 

tests are carried out. Only when samples test positive for TB will the test 

for rifampicin resistance be carried out in the case of Truenat. This is unlike 

Xpert where both TB diagnosis and rifampicin resistance test are done at 

one go. Hence the use of reagents may be reduced, and this will help make 

the testing cheaper when Truenat is used.

Also, a peripheral-level TB test using Truenat will reduce the delay in 

diagnosis and when combined with improved treatment initiation rates will 

fare better compared with district-level Xpert testing. After all, early diagnosis 

and treatment initiation will help reduce TB transmission and incidence.

IIT Bombay efficiently removes heavy metals from water
Simultaneously removing heavy metals such as arsenic, chromium, cadmium 

and mercury from waste water with very high efficiency now appears possible, 

thanks to the work of researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 
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Bombay. The carbon-based nanostructure that the team fabricated shows 

80-90% adsorption efficiency for all the four heavy metals studied.

No electricity is required for the nanostructure to remove heavy metals 

from water as it allows for gravity-driven purification of the water. The 

nanostructures can be recycled and reused multiple times. While there is an 

initial drop of about 8% after the first cycle, the efficiency remains constant 

at 75-85% in the subsequent cycles. The carbon nanostructure is able to 

adsorb the heavy metals in the wide range of pH conditions — pH 2 to 13. 

The results were published in the journal ACS Applied Nano Materials.

To fabricate the carbon-based nanostructure shaped like a marigold flower, 

the team led by Chandramouli Subramaniam from the Department of 

Chemistry at IIT Bombay used dendritic fibre nanosilica spheres as template. 

The nanostructure is obtained through a single-step process of chemical 

vapour deposition followed by removing the silica template.

Marigold-like structure

“What we get is a marigold-like nanostructure made of carbon that has high 

specific surface area, optimal porosity and pore volume. The nanostructure 

has 15-20% micropores (less than 2 nanometre) and 80-85% mesopores 

(2-50 nanometre),” says Prof. Subramaniam. “The reason it shows very high 

adsorption efficiency is its hydrophilic [water-loving nature] nature that allows 

for extensive and rapid interaction between the heavy metal-containing 

water and the carbon nanostructure.” Also, unlike activated carbon, the 

surface area of our nanostructure is easily accessible for heavy metals. So 

the adsorption is high.

When the water containing the heavy metals comes in contact with the 

nanostructure, majority of adsorption first takes place in the micropores. 

“It is energetically more favourable for the heavy metals to bind to the 

nanostructure in the micropores. Once the micropores get saturated then 
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the heavy metals are captured by the mesopores,” says Maku Moronshing 

from IIT Bombay and one of the first authors of the paper.

For the four heavy metals to get adsorbed on the nanostructure the water 

has to be in contact with the nanostructure for at least 32 seconds. The team 

used a 1 cm long column of the nanostructure to make sure that minimum 

contact time is maintained.

Recovering heavy metals

“Since the heavy metals chemically react and bind to the surface of the 

nanostructure, they do not leach back into the water. They can be recovered 

by treating the nanostructure with mild acid (hydrochloric acid and nitric acid),” 

says Ananya Sah from IIT Bombay and the other first author of the paper.

“The heavy metals have greater affinity for acid and so they leach out into 

the acid. This allows us to reuse the carbon nanostructure multiple times,” 

says Prof. Subramaniam. There is about 10% drop in efficiency after the first 

cycle as the metals trapped in the micropores do not get leached out when 

treated with acid. But there is complete recovery of metals trapped in the 

mesopores.

The team tested the ability of the structure to adsorb heavy metals in industrial 

effluent over a range of pH conditions (pH 2-13). The industrial effluent was 

simulated by mixing 100 ppm of each metal. “Adsorption was as effective 

as the test case for all the four heavy metals. At very acidic pH of 2, some 

metals did not get adsorbed. But between pH 5-10 the adsorption was very 

good for all the four metals,” he says.

Most of the adsorbents known are effective against either one or two heavy 

metal ions. Even the chemisorptive scavenging ones need to have longer 

treatment column as they need to be multifunctionalised adsorbents. Also, 

the inlet pressure has to be more. However, the carbon nanostructure was 

able to scavenge all four metals simultaneously without the need for these.
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Eastern Ghats: land use policies, climate change hit endemic 
plant habitats
The broken hill-ranges of the Eastern Ghats, spread across Odisha, 

Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, are home to unique 

ecosystems. Though it has over 450 endemic plant species, the region 

remains one of the most exploited and degraded ecosystems of India. With 

intensifying agricultural practices, urbanisation and pressures from mining 

and deforestation, the precious habitat of endemic and rare, endangered and 

threatened (RET) species could be reduced, even leading to species loss, 

notes a new study.

The study team looked at available plant species data and identified 22 

endemic species recorded from over 250 locations and 28 RET species 

recorded from nearly 800 locations in the Eastern Ghats. They then studied 

the soil, land use, anthropogenic activities and climate changes in these 

areas. They used simulations to predict how the area will change by 2050 

and 2070.

The results published in Environmental Monitoring and Assessment show that 

by 2050 the total human population in the Eastern Ghats region is expected to 

reach 2.6 million, raising pressure from anthropogenic activities. There will be 

a demand for land for food, road and other activities leading to encroachments 

and threat to the habitats of endemic and RET species. Parth Sarathi Roy from 

Centre for Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Hyderabad 

explains that unsupervised tourism also affects the distribution of these 

species. “Ecotourism with regulatory guidelines is a positive way to educate 

and promote conservation. The highly threatening human activities in the 

Eastern Ghats area are mining, urbanisation/settlements, dam construction, 

firewood collection and agricultural expansion,” he adds in an email to The 

Hindu. Prof. Roy is one of the lead authors of the paper.
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The endemic species were found to be distributed in the core areas of 

the forests - Kalahandi, Mahendragiri, Nallamalai-Seshachalam, Kolli and 

Kalrayan hill forests. On the other hand, the rare, endangered and threatened 

species were distributed not only in the core areas but also in the periphery of 

the forests, thus taking a greater hit from anthropogenic disturbances.

The mean temperature and rainfall were all crucial for the plant species and 

simulations showed that the temperature is likely to increase by 1.8 degree 

Celsius by 2050 to 1.98 degree Celsius by 2070. The rainfall is also projected 

to increase by 113 millimetre by 2050 and 160 millimetre by 2070.

Climate change effect

The team adds that the regional or local climate change (warming) has 

led to frequent prolonged non-rainy days, increased number of days with 

maximum and minimum temperatures resulting in loss of soil moisture and 

soil degradation. These factors have also contributed to the occurrence of 

frequent forest fires, eliminating regeneration of the less-frequent endemic 

species in the forest.

Studies from across the globe have shown that the tropics are losing 

more plant biodiversity than other regions, stressing the need for urgent 

conservation strategies. The team adds that more studies and setting up 

species inventories to identify and record species can help on conservation 

efforts.

“It is of utmost importance that biodiversity conservation initiatives of Ministry 

of Environment, Forest and Climate Change of Government of India and 

State forest departments focus on the Eastern Ghats to protect declining 

habitats of endemic and RET species. The boundaries of national parks and 

sanctuaries should be redefined based on the richness of endemic and RET 

species,” says lead author Reshma Ramachandran from the University of 

Hyderabad.
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Elon Musk’s SpaceX test postponed due to high winds
Elon Musk’s rocket company has one last, major hurdle to clear before it 

attempts an historic first flight of astronauts for NASA: proving it can safely 

abort a mission if something goes wrong after takeoff.

A test of the abort procedure set for Saturday was delayed by 24 hours due 

to sustained winds and rough seas in the recovery area, SpaceX said on 

Twitter. It’s now targeting a six-hour window starting at 8 a.m. Eastern time 

Sunday.

A Falcon 9 rocket with Crew Dragon spacecraft is now slated to launch 

tomorrow from Kennedy Space Center in Florida. About 84 seconds after 

liftoff, SpaceX plans to demonstrate Dragon’s ability to eject from the rocket 

during an emergency.

The in-flight abort test includes a series of complex maneuvers before 

Dragon’s parachutes should deploy and the craft splashes down in the 

Atlantic Ocean about 10 minutes after liftoff. The Falcon 9 rocket is expected 

to break up offshore, according to SpaceX’s press kit.

“You design this with the hopes that you never have to use it, but this is 

showing that it works in the real world,” said former astronaut Garrett Reisman, 

former director of space operations at Space Exploration Technologies Corp. 

and a professor of astronautics at the University of Southern California.

The procedure is the final big test before NASA can certify that SpaceX is 

ready to ferry astronauts to and from the International Space Station. U.S. 

Air Force Colonel Bob Behnken and former Marine Corps test pilot Doug 

Hurley will be Dragon’s first passengers.

“There’s a lot riding on this,” said Reisman, who remains an adviser to 

SpaceX.

Americans have not flown into space aboard a U.S. craft since the shuttle 

program ended in 2011. Sending astronauts to the space station also is 
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an important step for Musk’s Hawthorne, California-based company. The 

billionaire chief executive officer aims eventually to transport people to the 

Moon and Mars.

“This is the culmination of years of work,” Benji Reed, SpaceX’s director of 

crew mission management, said during a pre-launch press conference with 

NASA.

NASA awarded SpaceX and Boeing Co. a combined $6.8 billion in contracts 

in September 2014 to revive America’s ability to fly to the space station 

without buying seats on Russian Soyuz capsules. Since then, the agency 

and both companies have suffered delays that have put the program more 

than two years behind schedule.

In December, Boeing’s Starliner failed to dock with the station because of a 

problem with the mission’s timing software. The Chicago-based Company 

and NASA are investigating, and the agency will decide if Boeing needs to 

perform a second flight without crew.

SpaceX’s Dragon capsule successfully docked with the station in March as 

part of its Demo-1 test.

146 endangered Irrawaddy dolphins sighted in Chilika
Odisha Forest Department officials, wildlife experts and researchers   sighted 

146 endangered Irrawaddy dolphins in Chilika Lake, which boasts of the 

highest single lagoon population of the aquatic mammal in the world.

The dolphin census was simultaneously taken up in Chilika and off Odisha 

coast. The Chilika Development Authority (CDA) is elated as the direct 

sighting of 146 dolphins meant that its population in the lake would stabilise 

well above 150. According to last year’s census, the Irrawaddy dolphin 

population in Chilika was 151.

‘Direct sighting’
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“The direct sighting of 146 dolphins only corroborates the estimate of the 

CDA, which does counting of dolphins round the year using hydrophones. 

Our estimated population range is 133-172,” said Susanta Nanda, Chief 

Executive Officer, CDA.

His confidence stemmed from the fact that dolphins were colonising new areas, 

which had been freed from encroachments by prawn farming gherries.

“We have noticed dolphin movements in new areas in the central and southern 

sectors, more specifically in the areas near Kalijai and Rambha. These areas 

were made free from encroachments,” said Mr. Nanda. He expressed hopes 

that that the population is likely to increase in the next couple of years as 

there are enough signs of dolphins migrating from the Satpada side to other 

areas.

According to hydrophone monitoring carried out round the year in Chilika, the 

highest number of Irrawaddy dolphins (20-25) was moving around Rajhans, 

followed by the Magarmukh and Malatikuda areas.

Elon Musk’s SpaceX says ‘picture perfect’ test paves way for 
human mission
Elon Musk’s SpaceX simulated a successful emergency landing   in a dramatic 

test of a crucial abort system on an unmanned astronaut capsule, a big step 

its mission to fly NASA astronauts for the first time as soon as this spring.

A Crew Dragon astronaut capsule launched at 10:30 am and softly splashed 

down about 19 miles (32 km) off the coast of Cape Canaveral in Florida about 

eight minutes later, after ejecting itself from a rocket that cut off its engines 12 

miles (19 km) above the ocean to mimic a launch failure.

Crew Dragon detached from the Falcon 9 rocket at “more than double the 

speed of sound,” Musk told reporters, at 131,000 feet (40km) above the 

Atlantic Ocean — roughly twice the altitude of a commercial jetliner. “It is a 
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picture perfect mission. It went as well as one can possibly expect,” Musk 

said at a press conference.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration administrator Jim Bridenstine 

also described the test as a success.

The first mission with humans aboard, which will be the final test mission 

before NASA’s commercial crew program becomes operational, is scheduled 

for the second quarter of this year, after the spacecraft is completed no later 

than March, Musk said.

In what was a key trial ahead of carrying humans, SpaceX also tested its 

rescue teams’ response after splash down. They scrambled toward Crew 

Dragon with the US Air Force’s Detachment 3 emergency rescue teams in 

tow — a vital part of the test to practice a rescue mission to retrieve astronauts 

from the capsule.

Crew Dragon, an acorn-shaped pod that can seat seven astronauts, fired 

on-board thrusters to detach itself from the rocket less than two minutes 

after liftoff, simulating an emergency abort scenario to prove it can return 

astronauts to safety. Each stage of the test prompted loud cheers from 

SpaceX crew members watching the footage from back on land.

The test is crucial to qualify the capsule to fly humans to the International 

Space Station, something NASA expects to come as soon as mid-2020. It 

follows years of development and delays as the United States has sought to 

revive its human spaceflight program through private partnerships.

NASA awarded $4.2 billion to Boeing and $2.5 billion to SpaceX in 2014 

to develop separate capsule systems capable of ferrying astronauts to the 

space station from US soil for the first time since NASA’s space shuttle 

program ended in 2011.

The space agency has since relied on Russian spacecraft for rides to the 

space station. During the test Crew Dragon used its so-called SuperDraco 
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thrusters to jet itself away from the rocket at supersonic speeds of up to 

1,500 miles per hour (2,400 kph). The Falcon 9 booster free-fell back to the 

ocean, with its first stage crashing into the waves and creating a tall plume 

of smoke seen on the horizon.

The capsule deployed four parachutes to slow its descent, and carried two 

human-shaped test dummies on seats fitted with motion sensors to collect 

data on the immense g-force — the effect of acceleration on the body — 

astronauts would be subjected to during abort.

The test was originally scheduled for mid-2019 but was delayed after a Crew 

Dragon capsule exploded in April on a test stand just before firing its launch 

abort thrusters, triggering a lengthy investigation.

SpaceX-led investigators in July zeroed in on a previously unknown explosive 

reaction between a titanium valve and a propellant used to ignite the thrusters. 

A SpaceX official said the company completed the investigation within the 

last week.

On Mars and Moon, astronaut homes could be grown out of 
fungi
The manned missions to Moon and Mars would need humans to build habitat 

for a prolonged stay and transporting the habitats or even the materials for 

construction is an expensive affair. So while the science fiction movies made 

you believe that our future on Mars and other planets would be metallic and 

run by machines, in reality, it could be a lot greener or organic.

Instead of habitats made of metal and glass, NASA is exploring technologies 

that could grow structures out of fungi for astronauts on their mission to 

Moon or Mars. The myco-architecture project is part of NASA’s Innovative 

Advanced Concepts program, known as NIAC that considers different 

aspects of life as technology.
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The space agency’s Ames Research Center in California’s Silicon Valley is 

prototyping technologies that could “grow” habitats from fungi and the threads 

that make up the main part of the fungus– known as mycelia. The space 

agency is also exploring the possibility for it to become a more sustainable 

way of living on Earth as well.

“Right now, traditional habitat designs for Mars are like a turtle — carrying our 

homes with us on our backs – a reliable plan, but with huge energy costs,” 

said Lynn Rothschild, the principal investigator on the early-stage project. 

“Instead, we can harness mycelia to grow these habitats ourselves when we 

get there.”

The project envisions astronauts to have a compact habitat built out of 

lightweight material with dormant fungi that will last on long journeys to 

places like Mars. Simply by adding water, the fungi will be able to grow 

around that framework into a fully functional human habitat, while ensuring 

that it is contained within the habitat to avoid contaminating the Martian 

environment.

The fungus and mycelia

It is a group of organisms that produces spores and eats up organic material. 

The most prominent example of a fungus is a mushroom or the yeast in 

bread. The mycelia of a fungus are the tiny threads build complex structures 

that network out into larger structures like mushrooms. NASA says that with 

the right conditions, these same threads can be coaxed into making new 

structures – ranging from a material similar to leather to the building blocks 

for a Mars habitat.

Myco-architecture on Moon and Mars

The myco-architecture is more than just walls. It will also help build furniture 

and other things of use. However, just like the astronauts, the fungal mycelia 

is a lifeform that eats and breathes. For this purpose, NASA proposes to use 

Cyanobacteria that can use energy from the Sun to convert water and carbon 
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dioxide into oxygen and fungus food.

“These pieces come together in an elegant habitat concept with a three-layered 

dome. The outer-most layer is made up of frozen water ice, perhaps tapped 

from the resources on the Moon or Mars. That water serves as a protection 

from radiation and trickles down to the second layer – the cyanobacteria,” 

NASA said. “This layer can take that water and photosynthesize using the 

outside light that shines through the icy layer to produce oxygen for astronauts 

and nutrients for the final layer of mycelia.”

“That last layer of mycelia is what organically grows into a sturdy home, 

first activated to grow in a contained environment and then baked to kill the 

lifeforms – providing structural integrity and ensuring no life contaminates Mars 

and any microbial life that’s already there. Even if some mycelia somehow 

escaped, they will be genetically altered to be incapable of surviving outside 

the habitat,” NASA added.

Sustainable fungus homes back on Earth

NASA also proposes to use mycelia for water filtration and biomining systems 

that can extract minerals from wastewater. The fungal architecture could also 

be used as bioluminescent lighting, humidity regulation, and self-generating 

habitats capable of healing themselves. With about 40 per cent of carbon 

emissions on Earth coming from construction, NASA emphasises on the 

need for sustainable and affordable housing here on Earth.

“When we design for space, we’re free to experiment with new ideas and 

materials with much more freedom than we would on Earth,” said Rothschild. 

“And after these prototypes are designed for other worlds, we can bring them 

back to ours.”

NASA says that while the fungi could solve the problem of habitat on the 

harsh environments of the Moon and Mars, it could also design solutions for 

Earth that are green and sustainable.
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Meteorite or volcano? New clues to the dinosaurs’ demise
Some 66 million years ago, forests burned to the ground and the oceans 

acidified after the Chicxulub meteorite hit Earth in the Gulf of Mexico. Around 

the same time, on the other side of the planet, erupting volcanoes were busy 

covering much of the Indian subcontinent with lava, forming the Deccan 

Traps.

One of these forces drove all dinosaurs except for the birds extinct, and 

opened the evolutionary door for mammals until, eventually, humans arose. 

In the geologic equivalent of a murder mystery, which calamity actually did 

the deed is a debate that stretches back decades. Now, it seems, the case 

may finally be cracked.

The meteorite, according to a team of scientists, was the chief perpetrator, 

while the volcanism, driving climate change in the background, might have 

affected life’s recovery in the wake of the impact.

“A lot of people have wanted to argue that both the impact and the volcanism 

mattered in the extinction,” said Pincelli Hull, a paleontologist and geology 

professor at Yale University who led the research, which was published 

Thursday in Science. “And what we’re seeing is, it doesn’t look like it. It’s just 

the impact.”

“This is an elegant study that might finally untangle what happened at the 

end of the Cretaceous, when the dinosaurs died,” said Stephen Brusatte, a 

vertebrate paleontologist at the University of Edinburgh who was not involved 

in the research.

The untangling began in 2012 when Hull set sail aboard the Joides Resolution, 

a research vessel, as part of the International Ocean Discovery Program. She 

and a team of scientists drilled into the seafloor below the North Atlantic and 

retrieved cores containing ancient ocean sediment. One of their cores came 

from sediment coincidentally close to the wreckage of the Titanic.

Sediment can deposit as layers, which, like the pages of a novel, can hold 
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clues that tell the story of what the ancient world was like. In this case, it 

was like flipping to the last chapter of the dinosaurs’ story, and finding out 

whether it was the meteorite or the volcanism that triggered the Cretaceous 

extinction.

Hull and her team drilled for layers that deposited around the time of the 

extinction. They knew those layers can preserve things like fossil plankton, 

which record information about global temperatures in the chemical makeup 

of their shells.

Some volcanic eruptions can emit great amounts of carbon dioxide into the 

atmosphere. This can drive global warming that can fuel a mass extinction.

For years, such volcanic-driven warming seemed like a potential culprit 

because large amounts of lava erupted both before and after the extinction. 

With that idea in mind, Hull’s team says that ancient temperatures should 

have been relatively high around the time of the crisis.

“We put together a global compilation of temperature change,” Hull said.

The group found that global temperatures were much lower around the time 

of the extinction than they should have been if volcanoes were expelling 

large amounts of carbon dioxide. The volcanism, Hull explained, stopped 

seeping carbon dioxide into the atmosphere some 200,000 years before 

the Cretaceous ended and the age of mammals began. That means any 

harmful warming caused by carbon dioxide was already over by the time the 

meteorite hit.

Volcanoes can erupt lava without emitting large amounts of gases, “suggesting 

carbon dioxide and lava aren’t necessarily coupled,” said Michael Henehan, 

a geochemist at GFZ Helmholtz Center in Potsdam, Germany, a co-author of 

the study who led a team last year that discovered that the oceans acidified 

right after the asteroid hit.

This volcanism-induced warming, far-removed from the extinction, casts 

blame squarely on the Chicxulub event. “I’m sure the debate will rage on, 
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because there are entrenched voices on either side,” Brusatte said. “But it’s 

getting harder and harder to fathom that the asteroid was innocent.”

After the meteorite struck, volcanic eruptions in India continued. On land, 

mammals proliferated relatively rapidly — on the scale of hundreds of 

thousands of years, according to recent research. In the oceans, it took 

about 2 million years for sea creatures like plankton to fully recovery from 

the destruction.

Hull suspects the ways in which life recovered on land and in the sea may 

have something to do with climate change driven by the volcanism that 

occurred after the extinction. But the precise reason for this isn’t clear.

“I don’t know if it’s the volcanism, or if it’s the internal workings of the 

ecosystems themselves,” she said.

For now, it’s another mystery to solve about the aftermath of the Chicxulub 

impact.

SpaceX’s explosive test may launch year of renewed human 
spaceflight
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. — the rocket launched. It exploded.

SpaceX and NASA declared the blast a success.

Usually, the destruction of a rocket means a failed mission. But, SpaceX 

was demonstrating a crucial safety system of its Crew Dragon spacecraft, 

a capsule that is to carry astronauts for NASA to the International Space 

Station.

There was no one on board during Sunday’s flight. The passengers this 

time were two test dummies with sensors to measure the forces that real 

astronauts would experience if the capsule’s escape system were ever 

needed. The system proved itself, even during a phase of the flight when 

atmospheric forces on the spacecraft are most severe. About nine minutes 
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after the test, the intact capsule landed in the Atlantic Ocean.

“Overall, as far we can tell thus far, it was a picture-perfect mission,” said Elon 

Musk, the founder and chief executive of SpaceX, during a news conference 

after the test.

This accomplishment may set the stage for opening a new era in spaceflight. 

For more than eight years since the last space shuttle flight, no person has 

launched to orbit from the United States. Instead, NASA has had to rely on 

Russia for the transportation of its astronauts.

Now SpaceX and Boeing, the companies hired by NASA, are nearly ready 

for their first crewed flights, and probably not just of NASA astronauts.

“We’re on the cusp of commercializing low-Earth orbit,” said Jim Bridenstine, 

the NASA administrator. “I want to see large amounts of capital flowing 

into activities that include humans in space. And those activities could be 

industrialized biomedicine. It could be advanced materials, and it could be 

people that want to go to space for tourism purposes.”

Boeing and SpaceX may not be the only companies taking people to space 

from the United States. Two companies, Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic, 

seem to be on track to carry their first customers on expensive, short-hop 

space tourism flights soon. The number of people heading toward space 

could surge, even if most experience weightlessness for just a few minutes.

The abort test was postponed one day because of rough seas and gusty 

winds Saturday at the planned splashdown site.  , the waves were beginning 

to calm, but a storm was moving toward the launchpad.

At 10:30 a.m., conditions on both land and sea were good enough to allow 

the Falcon 9 rocket to blast off into the sky.

At 84 seconds after liftoff, powerful thrusters on the Crew Dragon pushed 

the spacecraft away from the rocket quickly, reaching a speed of more than 

twice that of sound. The rocket then exploded.

Musk said the capsule, with its heat shield, should be able to survive fiery 
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conditions that erupted before the capsule made its escape.

“It could quite literally look like something out of Star Wars, fly right out of a 

fireball,” he said. “We want to avoid doing that.”

Coasting to an altitude of more than 130,000 feet, the capsule then performed 

a carefully designed choreography — jettisoning the bottom of the spacecraft, 

firing small thrusters and deploying its parachutes — before it splashed into 

the ocean about 20 miles from where it started.

The next Crew Dragon mission is to take two NASA astronauts, Douglas G. 

Hurley and Robert L. Behnken, to the space station.

Musk said that flight would likely occur in the second quarter of the year, 

between April and June. The Falcon 9 rocket and a new Crew Dragon 

capsule for that flight will be ready in Florida by the end of February, he said, 

but safety reviews will take some time.

The crew on the space station is to drop to three in April when three astronauts 

currently there return to Earth on a Russian Soyuz spacecraft.

The mission for Hurley and Behnken is currently scheduled to last two weeks, 

but could be extended, which would prevent a drop-off in scientific research at 

the station. For a longer stay, the astronauts would need additional training.

A slow trek back to orbit

The last time NASA astronauts launched from the United States was July 

8, 2011, when the space shuttle Atlantis blasted off on its last flight from 

Florida.

Thirteen days later, it glided to a landing back at the Kennedy Space Center, 

where it is now a museum piece. Since then, astronauts from NASA and 

other nations flying to the space station have been hitching rides on Russian 

Soyuz rockets, at a current price of more than $80 million each.

From Alan Shepard’s first flight in 1961 through the Apollo moon landings to 

the space shuttles, NASA was in charge of designing, building and operating 

its rockets and spacecraft.
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After the retirement of the shuttles, NASA planned to continue that approach 

with the Constellation program started under President George W. Bush. 

NASA aimed to develop the Ares 1 rocket to take astronauts to the space 

station.

But costs for Ares 1 and the accompanying Orion capsule kept rising and 

the schedule slipped repeatedly. The Obama administration cancelled the 

program.

To replace Ares 1, NASA turned to commercial companies, the approach 

it uses for launches of satellites, cargo to the space station and robotic 

planetary probes. But relinquishing the transportation of astronauts was a 

bigger shift for the space agency.

When NASA awarded the commercial crew contracts to Boeing and SpaceX 

in 2014, the hope was that the flights carrying astronauts would begin by the 

end of 2017. The contracts set fixed prices, unlike earlier big NASA contracts 

where contractors were reimbursed for costs with an additional fee.

Watchdogs in government have questioned the management and costs of the 

program, and both Boeing and SpaceX have suffered technological setbacks 

along the way. SpaceX successfully sent an uncrewed Crew Dragon to the 

space station a year ago, and the company was gearing up to conduct the 

in-flight abort test.

But in April, during a ground test, the capsule that was to be used for the abort 

test — the same one that had gone to orbit — exploded. No one was injured, 

but that pushed back SpaceX’s schedule as it figured out what happened 

and how to fix it.

In December, Boeing launched one of its Starliner capsules without crew, 

but the mission ended early, without going to the space station, because of 

a problem with the spacecraft’s clock.

All Aboard?
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Many space enthusiasts hope that the commercial crew program will spur 

new business in space.

Last June, NASA announced that it would allow space tourists to make 

trips to the space station, and one company, Axiom Space, says it has one 

passenger signed up already for a 10-day trip that will cost $55 million. An 

Axiom mission could launch as soon as summer 2021.

However, another company, Bigelow Space Operations, which also said it 

planned to launch space tourists to the station, backed away a few months 

later.

“NASA still has a substantial amount of work to do,” said Robert T. Bigelow, 

the founder and chief executive of the company. “We learned last year when 

we secured a SpaceX launch and options for three others that unfortunately 

it was premature. So, therefore, we had to cancel those agreements.”

NASA is also expected to soon announce the winner of a competition to 

attach a commercial module to the International Space Station, providing 

more room for visitors.

Still, putting people in orbit will most likely remain a small slice of the money 

invested on space ventures.

“There’s certainly a business to be made with human spaceflight,” said Chad 

Anderson, chief executive of Space Angels, an investment firm focused on 

startup space companies. But, he added, his company saw human spaceflight 

more as a high-profile catalyst than a big business.

The areas of major growth, he said, will be global positioning systems, earth 

observation and communications, none of which require astronauts.

Closer to the ground, another pair of American companies could take 

passengers on brief trips to the edge of space.

The spacecraft built by Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic basically just go up 

and down like a big roller coaster and never accelerate to the speeds needed 
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to reach orbit. Virgin’s officials are optimistically saying that commercial flights 

will begin this year. Blue Origin has not yet carried any passengers.

Neither company’s trip to space will be in financial reach of the average 

person. Virgin Galactic charges $250,000 for a seat. Blue Origin has not yet 

said what it will charge.

But the companies could greatly increase the number of people who travel to 

space. In the 58 years since Yuri Gagarin became the first person in space, 

fewer than 600 people have followed him there.

NASA’s HiRISE camera records how ice shift on this Mars 
crater
The HiRISE camera onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has 

been monitoring InSight’s landing site in the Elysium Planitia region of Mars 

as well as tracking the changes to the surface of the planet. The images from 

the HiRISE camera suggest that the red planet is far from being a static place 

and the recent set of pictures confirm this even more.

The University of Arizona’s Lunar & Planetary Laboratory (LPL) shared a GIF 

image last week that combines pictures of an impact crater on the north polar 

ice cap over the span of six Mars Years. For reference, one Mars Year lasts 

for 687 Earth days.

The floor of the impact crater caries icy deposits and the GIF made from 

HiRISE images showcase the change of ice deposits as they shrink, expand, 

and change shape or surface texture year after year. The animation combines 

images taken in February 2008, August 2010, July 2012, February 2016, 

January 2018, and December 2019– which spans over six Mars Years.

NASA aims to send astronauts to the Moon by 2024 and establish a sustained 

human presence on and around the Moon by 2028 under its Artemis lunar 

exploration program. However, the program will serve as a guiding tool for 
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the bigger picture that is the space agency’s Mars human exploration plan.

As of now, NASA’s Curiosity rover is exploring the surface of Mars doing 

science experiments and sending back the valuable data and pictures of 

the red planet’s terrain. The InSight lander is still on Mars and last year the 

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter also took its picture via its HiRise camera. The 

HiRISE has also been keeping tabs on NASA’s Curiosity rover.

The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter entered Martian orbit in 2006 and since 

has been helping scientists track the landscape changes of the red planet. 

NASA’s next leg of Mars exploration is tied to the Mars 2020 rover which 

recently passed its first driving test and now waits for its official name.

ISRO successfully completes three orbit raising manoeuvres 
of GSAT-30
The ISRO said it has successfully completed the three orbit-raising manoeuvres 

of communication satellite GSAT-30, which was launched on January 17 

onboard Ariane 5 rocket from French Guiana.

The space agency said the cumulative duration of operation of the propulsion 

system for these manoeuvres was two hours and 29 minutes.

Due to these manoeuvres, the ISRO succeeded in placing 

the satellite in an orbit close to its operational orbit. 

“The satellite solar panels and antennas have been deployed and the satellite 

is placed in an orbit with a perigee (nearest point from Earth) of 35,826 km 

and an apogee (farthest point from Earth) of 35,913 km with an inclination 

of 0.11 degree, which is very close to its operational orbit,” ISRO said in a 

statement.

With a mission life of 15 years, GSAT-30 is an operational communication 

satellite for DTH, television uplink and VSAT services.

The ISRO has said the communication payload of GSAT-30 is specifically 
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designed and optimised to maximise the number of transponders on the 

spacecraft bus.

GSAT-30 will provide DTH television services, connectivity to VSATs for ATM, 

stock-exchange, television uplinking and teleport services, Digital Satellite 

News Gathering (DSNG) and e-governance applications. The satellite will 

also be used for bulk data transfer for a host of emerging telecommunication 

applications, ISRO chairman K Sivan had said on the day of its launch.

‘Science doesn’t stop because you have received a big 
award’
As Nobel Laureate Venki Ramakrishnan wound up his talk, he played on the 

large screen behind him an animated video of sorts, showing how ribosomes 

work. As the 3D image spun on screen, colourful long chains of amino acids 

bind, grow, bend, unbind making sure the key task of synthesising proteins 

is done, nearly with the joy of an animated Disney sequence. At this point, 

watching the coloured links dance on screen, it would have been easy 

enough to forget the immense effort that went into crafting the structure of 

the ribosome, a story that he told over just an hour.

His talk, delivered as part of the 10th edition of the TNQ Distinguished 

Lectures in the Life Sciences 2020 — ‘My Adventures in the Ribosome’ — 

turned out to be quite animated too, mixing autobiography with a dash of the 

scientific process, and some very plain speaking by a Nobel Prize winner, 

his tongue in his cheek often.

Mariam Ram of TNQ Books and Journals provided details about the lecture 

series that began in 2008, and N. Ram, Chairman, The Hindu Group of 

Publications, introduced the speaker.

Dr. Ramakrishnan led up to his long, painstaking research on the ribosome, 

telling the audience how he with his modest education in India, went on to 
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the United States to specialise in Physics. Remember the following, because 

he keeps coming back to it, and often doles out as a tip: When he figured that 

it would be difficult to get major breakthroughs in physics, he moved on, not 

hesitating to go back to graduate school to study biology. The rest, as they 

usually say, is history, but he spent a good part of the hour he had to talk 

about how the journey, and the race to the decode the final structure of the 

ribosome was fraught with problems, big and small, and how it was achieved 

with help, and a spirit of competition and rivalry fuelling it on.

And then, the Nobel. He had given up hopes of a Nobel by the time the call 

finally came. The prize is given, he argued, not for being a great scientist, but 

for an important discovery or advance, and some might just have lucked into 

it. “Science is not one dimensional, many contribute in many different ways, 

and it is difficult to say who contributed more.”

While he jokes that a laureate gets catapulted into the limelight, and suffers 

from ‘post-Nobelitis’, a condition in which all the sudden attention goes to his/

her head, he acknowledges that the Nobel is not ‘the end of science,’ ínstead 

it is ‘sort of a byproduct, even a distraction.’

“Science doesn’t stop because you have got a big award,” he told his 

audience. Clearly, his adventure in the ribosome is far from over.

Meet Vyommitra: ISRO’s half-humanoid will go to space 
before astronauts
About 10 seconds after its camera system captured the image of Dr S Somnath, 

director of the Indian Space Research Organisation’s Vikram Sarabhai Space 

Centre, at a booth at an  international conference on ‘Human Spaceflight and 

Exploration’ here  , ‘Vyommitra’, a “half-humanoid”, said: “Hello Dr Somnath, 

director VSSC’’. Introducing itself to the audience, Vyommitra (vyoma-space, 

mitra-friend) said: “Hello everyone. I am Vyommitra, the prototype of the half-
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humanoid, made for the first unmanned Gaganyaan mission.”

The artificial intelligence-based robotic system is being developed at a 

robotics lab at the VSSC in Thiruvananthapuram for an unmanned flight 

of ISRO’s GSLV III rocket in December 2020, which, along with a second 

unmanned flight in July 2021, will serve as the test of ISRO’s preparedness 

for its maiden manned space mission, Gaganyaan, being targeted for 2022 

to mark 75 years of India’s independence.

Vyommitra, equipped with a head, two arms and a torso, is built to “mimic 

crew activity inside the crew module of Gaganyaan”, a scientist from the 

robotics lab at VSSC said. “It is basically an artificial intelligence-based 

system. It recognised the face of the VSSC director from the attached 

computer database and converted text to speech to speak out the identity,’’ 

the scientist said.

Once it is fully developed, Vyommitra will be able to use equipment on board 

the spacecraft’s crew module, like safety mechanisms and switches, as well 

as receive and act on commands sent from ground stations.

Explaining its role, Vyommitra told the audience: “I can monitor through 

module parameters, alert you and perform life support operations. I can 

perform activities like switch panel operations…” It said it can also be a 

companion and converse with the astronauts, recognise them and respond 

to their queries.

“Attaining launch and orbital postures, responding to the environment, 

generating warnings, replacing carbon dioxide canisters, operating switches, 

monitoring of the crew module, receiving voice commands, responding via 

speech (bilingual),’’ are among its functions listed. It will have a human-like 

face, with lips synchronised for movement to mimic speech.

The robotic system has been developed even as ISRO works to make the 

GSLV III rocket system suitable to fly humans. “Work is in progress for 
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human-rated GSLV Mk III. It will be ready for the first unmanned flight by the 

year-end with a humanoid,’’ said Somnath.

“There will be a lot of ground testing. The unmanned flight will be the first test 

flight. We are designing a crew escape system — whether it is functioning 

properly will be tested in flights before the first unmanned test flight. The 

unmanned test flight with a humanoid will be the first human rated flight of 

the GSLV Mk III,’’ said ISRO chairman K Sivan.

“In Gaganyaan, many systems need to be tested before the flight — the 

human rating of the propulsion modules, crew escape system, air drop 

tests… We are targeting the first unmanned mission soon. A major part of 

the work will be done this year,’’ he said.

With ISRO set to be the first to attempt to send a manned mission to space 

without carrying out tests with animals, the flight with Vyommitra will serve 

as a test of the capabilities of the rocket system to take a human to space 

and back. Among the key parameters that will be tested is the efficacy of the 

crew module where astronauts will fly, whether its environment is conducive 

for human flight, and the safety factor.

“We are now moving rockets from mission-critical to safety-critical launch 

nature, where the human being comes into play in a rocket — where human 

life becomes more important,’’ said Somnath.

ISRO has used robotic and autonomous system for many of its missions, 

including the recent Chandrayaan-2 mission where the Vikram lander was 

functioning in autonomous mode — using data stored in its systems — while 

attempting to make a soft landing on the moon’s surface.

Meanwhile, four Indian Air Force pilots have been picked, from a pool of 60 

pilots, after a rigorous selection process in India and Russia, to be the first 

astronauts on Gaganyaan. “Astronaut selection has been completed from 

a pool of IAF test pilots and their generic test flight training will commence 

shortly. Thereafter, mission specific training will be conducted in India using 
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a host of simulators and other facilities,’’ the ISRO chairman said.

‘Rising CO2 levels may double floods, storms’
The risk of extreme floods or storms could double every 13 years at the rate 

carbon-dioxide concentrations are building up in the atmosphere. This could 

spell a “catastrophe” for India, scientists have warned in a study.

The number of intense “hydro-meteorological” disasters could increase by 

5.4% annually for an “average” country facing annually nearly one “extreme 

disaster” (defined as one that causes 100 or more fatalities and/or affects 

1,000 or more people).

India faces 5-10 times as many extreme events as the average country, the 

authors say. “One more extreme event in India [such as the Kerala floods of 

2018 that killed at least 400] would strain the ability of the country to cope; a 

doubling of the numbers in 13 years, using the above estimation, would be 

catastrophic,” authors Ramon E. Lopez, Vinod Thomas and Pablo A. Troncoso 

write in a note accompanying the study. The report, Impacts of Carbon Dioxide 

Emissions on Global Intense Hydro-meteorological Disasters, appears in the 

January issue of Climate, Disaster and Development Journal .

The authors relied on econometric modelling which, they say, complements 

the traditional approach of climate modelling to explore the factors that have 

contributed to the increase in the frequency of flood and storm events.

Gaganyaan: International collaboration key in manned 
mission
The first-ever Indian mission to send a man into space on board the GSLV 

Mk III rocket, scheduled to be launched around the year 2022, will not be a 

purely Indian endeavour but will involve collaboration with international space 

agencies, keeping in nature with modern space exploration efforts.
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ISRO will provide a bulwark of technologies and systems for the Gaganyaan 

mission, but there will be key contributions from Russia and France – Russia 

will help with the selection of astronauts, while France will help with its 

expertise in space medicine.

Under a space cooperation agreement signed in 2015 by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin, the Russian 

space agency Roscosmos will shortly begin the training of four Indian IAF 

test pilots – chosen by Russian and Indian experts to be the first Indian 

astronauts – at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre at Star City, 

Russia.

The Yuri Gagarin centre, which has trained astronauts from over 30 countries, 

will provide generic training for Indian astronauts in areas like the basics of 

a manned flight, control systems, space navigation, design principles and 

space engineering before they return for mission-specific training.

ISRO and the French space agency CNES will be collaborating on medical 

systems for the Gaganyaan mission, including emergency medical systems 

on board the spacecraft.

In 2018, CNES president Jean-Yves Le Gall and ISRO chairman K Sivan 

had announced the creation of a French-Indian working group on human 

spaceflight in continuation with a commitment made by President Emmanuel 

Macron during a visit to India.

“CNES and ISRO will combine expertise in the fields of space medicine, 

astronaut health monitoring, life support, radiation protection, space debris 

protection and personal hygiene systems”, which will all play a key role in the 

Gaganyaan mission, say ISRO and CNES officials.
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Russian expert: Indian space candidates in their 30s picked 
for multiple missions
THE HEALTH condition of the four IAF test pilots shortlisted to be an astronaut 

on ISRO’s first ever human space flight by 2022 was evaluated for not just 

one but multiple missions spanning 5-10 years, according to a top cosmonaut 

who headed a Russian bio-medical team that helped pick them.

“We were selecting an Indian astronaut to be in the profession for a long time 

— not just one mission but many missions,” Oleg Valeriyevich Kotov said on 

the sidelines of a conference on Human Spaceflight and Explorati .

“We try to evaluate the health status of individuals for space flights over a 

long period of time. We are looking at the health of a candidate and providing 

a prognosis for the next few years — five years or 10 years. We are not 

selecting candidates for just one short mission,’’ said Kotov, whose team 

helped the IAF shortlist the Indian candidates for the Gaganyaan mission 

from 60 to four.

Kotov, 54, is a cosmonaut and aerospace medicine expert with 526 days of 

experience in space between 2007 and 2014, including six space walks. He 

was a flight engineer on a mission to the International Space Station in 2007 

and a commander for ISS missions in 2010 and 2013. He has been a leading 

doctor for 18 years at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre at Star 

City in Russia.

According to the Russian expert, the task of picking the final Indian candidates 

was no different from such selections in other countries.

“The Indian candidates were not very different from what we see in other 

parts of the world. They have to be very motivated, very strong, and very 

healthy with very high psychological resistance. They have to be open, 

communicative, and very friendly— and smiling is always good,” said Kotov, 

who is now responsible for the bio-medical programme of the ISS.
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Keeping in mind that the astronauts should be available for multiple missions 

over time, the Indian candidates chosen to undergo generic training at the 

Yuri Gagarin centre from this month fall in the 32-35 years age group, he 

said.

“All candidates who I saw were high-quality because they were selected after 

a preliminary process by doctors on the Indian side using material that we 

provided. The candidates that came up for selection fit into a certain criteria 

already laid out,” he said.

According to Kotov, the final selection was more “complicated” since it involved 

evaluation of bio-medical parameters on an individual basis.

“It is not a simple system with a checklist where you pick a candidate if they 

match the checklist. We follow an individual approach for every candidate. It 

is about understanding the health system of the individual. We do not have 

people who are 100 per cent healthy. It is impossible to find a 100 per cent 

healthy person around the world because everyone has small deviations — 

not illness but deviations in anatomy,” Kotov said.

After their training at the Yuri Gagarin centre, the candidates will return for 

mission-specific training to India.

This strange microbe may mark one of life’s great leaps
A bizarre tentacled microbe discovered on the floor of the Pacific Ocean may 

help explain the origins of complex life on this planet and solve one of the 

deepest mysteries in biology, scientists reported last week.

Two billion years ago, simple cells gave rise to far more complex cells. 

Biologists have struggled for decades to learn how it happened.

Scientists have long known that there must have been predecessors along 

the evolutionary road. But to judge from the fossil record, complex cells simply 

appeared out of nowhere.
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The new species, called Prometheoarchaeum, turns out to be just such a 

transitional form, helping to explain the origins of all animals, plants, fungi — 

and, of course, humans. The research was reported in the journal Nature.

“It’s actually quite cool — it’s going to have a big impact on science,” said 

Christa Schleper, a microbiologist at the University of Vienna who was not 

involved in the new study.

Our cells are stuffed with containers. They store DNA in a nucleus, for example, 

and generate fuel in compartments called mitochondria. They destroy old 

proteins inside tiny housekeeping machines called lysosomes.

Our cells also build themselves a skeleton of filaments, constructed out of 

Lego-like building blocks. By extending some filaments and breaking others 

apart, the cells can change their shape and even move over surfaces.

Species that share these complex cells are known as eukaryotes, and they 

all descend from a common ancestor that lived an estimated 2 billion years 

ago.

Before then, the world was home only to bacteria and a group of small, simple 

organisms called archaea. Bacteria and archaea have no nuclei, lysosomes, 

mitochondria or skeletons.

Evolutionary biologists have long puzzled over how eukaryotes could have 

evolved from such simple precursors.

In the late 1900s, researchers discovered that mitochondria were free-living 

bacteria at some point in the past. Somehow they were drawn inside another 

cell, providing new fuel for their host.

In 2015, Thijs Ettema of Uppsala University in Sweden and his colleagues 

discovered fragments of DNA in sediments retrieved from the Arctic Ocean. 

The fragments contained genes from a species of archaea that seemed to be 

closely related to eukaryotes.

Ettema and his colleagues named them Asgard archaea. (Asgard is the 

home of the Norse gods.) DNA from these mystery microbes turned up in a 
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river in North Carolina, hot springs in New Zealand and other places around 

the world.

Asgard archaea rely on a number of genes that previously had been found 

only in eukaryotes. It was possible that these microbes were using these 

genes for the same purposes — or for something else.

“Until you have an organism, you cannot really be sure,” Schleper said.

Masaru K. Nobu, a microbiologist at the National Institute of Advanced 

Industrial Science and Technology in Tsukuba, Japan, and his colleagues 

managed to grow these organisms in a lab. The effort took more than a 

decade.

The microbes, which are adapted to life in the cold seafloor, have a slow-

motion existence. Prometheoarchaeum can take as long as 25 days to divide. 

By contrast, E. coli divides once every 20 minutes.

The project began in 2006, when researchers hauled up sediment from the 

floor of the Pacific Ocean. Initially, they hoped to isolate microbes that eat 

methane, which might be used to clean up sewage.

In the lab, the researchers mimicked the conditions in the seafloor by putting 

the sediment in a chamber without any oxygen. They pumped in methane 

and extracted deadly waste gases that might kill the resident microbes.

The mud contained many kinds of microbes. But by 2015, the researchers 

had isolated an intriguing new species of archaea. And when Ettema and 

colleagues announced the discovery of Asgard archaea DNA, the Japanese 

researchers were shocked. Their new, living microbe belonged to that 

group.

The researchers then undertook more painstaking research to understand 

the new species and link it to the evolution of eukaryotes.

The researchers named the microbe Prometheoarchaeum syntrophicum, in 

honor of Prometheus, the Greek god who gave humans fire — after fashioning 

them from clay.
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“The 12 years of microbiology it took to get to the point where you can see it 

down a microscope is just amazing,” said James McInerney, an evolutionary 

biologist at the University of Nottingham who was not involved in the 

research.

Under the microscope, Prometheoarchaeum proved to be a strange beast. 

The microbe starts out as a tiny sphere, but over the course of months, 

it sprouts long, branching tentacles and releases a flotilla of membrane-

covered bubbles.

It proved even stranger when the researchers examined the cell’s interior. 

Schleper and other researchers had expected that Asgard archaea used 

their eukaryote-like proteins to build some eukaryote-like structures inside 

their cells. But that’s not what the Japanese team found.

 “On the inside, there’s no structure, just DNA and proteins,” Nobu said.

This finding suggests that the proteins that eukaryotes used to build complex 

cells started out doing other things, and only later were assigned new jobs.

Nobu and his colleagues are now trying to figure out what those original jobs 

were. It’s possible, he said, that Prometheoarchaeum creates its tentacles 

with genes later used by eukaryotes to build cellular skeletons.

Schleper wanted to see more evidence for this idea. “There are very nice 

arms on other archaea,” she observed. But those other species aren’t using 

proteins so similar to ours.

Before the discovery of Prometheoarchaeum, some researchers suspected 

that the ancestors of eukaryotes lived as predators, swallowing up smaller 

microbes. They might have engulfed the first mitochondria this way.

But Prometheoarchaeum doesn’t fit that description. Nobu’s team often 

found the microbe stuck to the sides of bacteria or other archaea.

Instead of hunting prey, Prometheoarchaeum seems to make its living by 

slurping up fragments of proteins floating by. Its partners feed on its waste. 
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They, in turn, provide Prometheoarchaeum with vitamins and other essential 

compounds.

Nobu speculated that a species of Asgard archaea on the seafloor dragged 

bacteria into a web of tentacles, drawing them into even more intimate 

association. Ultimately, it swallowed the bacteria, which evolved into the 

mitochondria fueling every complex cell.

McInerney was skeptical that Prometheoarchaeum could provide a clear 

picture of how our ancestors took in mitochondria 2 billion years ago. “This is 

an organism alive today in 2020,” he said.

As Nobu’s team continues to study Prometheoarchaeum, they’re also hunting 

for its relatives in their seafloor mud. Those microbes may turn out to be even 

closer to our own ancestry — and may offer even more unexpected clues.

“We hope this will help us understand ourselves better,” Nobu said.

The freshwater giants are dying
Some of the most astonishing creatures on Earth hide deep in rivers and 

lakes: giant catfish weighing more than 600 pounds, stingrays the length of 

Volkswagen Beetles, 6-foot-long trout that can swallow a mouse whole.

There are about 200 species of so-called freshwater megafauna, but compared 

with their terrestrial and marine counterparts, they are poorly studied by 

scientists and little known to the public. And they are quietly disappearing.

After an exhaustive survey throughout the Yangtze River basin, researchers 

this month declared the Chinese paddlefish extinct. The paddlefish, last seen 

alive in 2003, could grow up to 23 feet long and once inhabited many of 

China’s rivers. Overfishing and dams decimated their populations.

The paddlefish may be a harbinger. According to research published in August 

in Global Change Biology, freshwater megafauna have declined by 88 per 

cent worldwide in recent years.
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“This study is a first step,” said Zeb Hogan, an aquatic ecologist at the 

University of Nevada, Reno, and a co-author of the study. “We want to go 

beyond just studying conservation status and look at ways to try to improve 

the situation for these animals.”

To the relatively few scientists who focus on freshwater species, news that 

the largest are disappearing comes as no surprise. Since Hogan began 

studying giant fish 20 years ago, he has witnessed the decline of many 

species — and now, the extinction of at least one, the Chinese paddlefish.

“The species that were rare when I started working on them are now critically 

endangered, and even some of the much more previously common ones 

have become rare,” he said.

In their paper, Hogan and his colleagues defined freshwater megafauna as 

any vertebrate animal that spends an essential part of its life in fresh or 

brackish water and can weigh over 66 pounds. They identified 207 such 

species and combed the scientific literature for at least two population 

measurements for each.

The researchers found data meeting those criteria for just 126 species. Their 

list mainly included fish, but also mammals like beavers, river dolphins and 

hippopotamuses, as well as coldblooded creatures like crocodiles, giant 

salamanders and alligator snapping turtles.

Had more data been available, “the picture probably would become even 

worse,” said Sonja Jähnig, an ecologist at the Leibniz Institute of Freshwater 

Ecology and Inland Fisheries in Berlin and senior author of the study.

According to the researchers’ analysis, freshwater megafauna populations 

underwent an 88 per cent global decline from 1970 to 2012. Fish were hit 

hardest, with a 94 per cent decline. Fish in Southern China and South and 

Southeast Asia experienced the greatest overall losses, at 99 per cent.

“Freshwater megafauna are the equivalent of tigers or pandas,” said Ian 

Harrison, a freshwater scientist at Conservation International who wasn’t 
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part of the study. “There is a powerfulness to the message that these very 

charismatic species are extremely threatened, and that the threats they 

represent are incumbent on all species in freshwater systems.”

According to the World Wildlife Fund, populations of freshwater animals 

in general are declining at rates more than double those observed among 

terrestrial and marine animals. A multitude of threats drive these declines, 

including overfishing, pollution, habitat degradation, and water diversion and 

extraction. Dams, however, inflict the deadliest toll on giant fish, many of 

which are migratory.

According to research published in May, two-thirds of the world’s major 

rivers are no longer free flowing. Hundreds of dams are proposed or under 

construction in megafauna-rich river basins, including the Amazon, Congo 

and Mekong.

“We’re up against this challenge of how to balance species conservation with 

the human need for water,” Harrison said. “The effects of climate change will 

make this challenge even greater.”

The authors of the new study emphasize, however, that there are many 

strategies for ensuring freshwater giants survive — and that there are signs 

of positive change.

“We do not want to send a doom-and-gloom message to the public,” said 

Fengzhi He, an ecologist at the Leibniz Institute of Freshwater Ecology and 

Inland Fisheries, and lead author of the study.

Conservation initiatives can, and do, work. People living around Wisconsin’s 

Lake Winnebago, for example, have tracked the lake sturgeon population 

since the 1930s. The lake now holds one of the largest populations of that 

threatened species in North America.

Arapaima — a 10-foot-long South American fish that breathes air — have 

disappeared from much of the Amazon River basin because of overharvesting. 
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But fishing villages in Brazil that sustainably manage the populations have 

seen arapaima numbers increase by as much as tenfold.

In the United States, protections afforded by the Endangered Species Act 

have helped stabilize declining populations of green sturgeon and Colorado 

pikeminnow.

Policymakers have also used the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to designate 

certain water bodies as pristine. Seven-foot-long green sturgeon in Oregon’s 

Rogue River are protected this way, as are American paddlefish in the 

Missouri River in Montana.

River restoration and dam removal projects are gaining popularity: 1,500 

dams have been dismantled in the United States.

Yet protections for freshwater bodies are generally rare. While about 13 per 

cent of land in the United States is conserved, less than 0.25 per cent of its 

rivers are.

According to John Zablocki, a conservation adviser for rivers at the Nature 

Conservancy, part of the problem is that people assume that rivers running 

through terrestrial protected areas are afforded the same protections by 

association. In fact, dams often are built within national parks.

“Rivers are basically the redheaded stepchild of protected areas,” he said. 

“If you look around the world, there are very few examples of rivers that are 

themselves protected in any sort of durable way.”

To change this, Zablocki, along with a growing group of scientists and 

advocates, is seeking a global policy framework to protect rivers, something 

that has long been in place for marine and terrestrial systems.

In the meantime, grassroots interventions sometimes force positive change 

in the absence of government commitment. Citizens in Bangladesh, New 

Zealand, Ecuador and other countries recently secured legal rights for rivers, 

meaning courts must treat those water bodies as living entities.

Huge dam projects in the Brazilian Amazon were suspended in 2018 after 
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citizen protests and calls for a move toward renewable energy. In 2012, 

protests in Chile contributed to the decision not to dam the Pascua and Baker 

rivers, and instead to install solar and wind farms for energy production.

Indeed, as prices for renewables drop, solar and wind are becoming viable 

alternatives for hydropower, especially in developing countries that have yet 

to break up their rivers with major dams, said Michele Thieme, lead freshwater 

scientist at the World Wildlife Fund.

“We see a real opportunity in the developing world to leapfrog forward and 

avoid the mistakes that have been made in other parts of the world,” she 

said.

Cambodia, for example, recently greenlighted a 60-megawatt solar park, 

although the country is still considering a large dam on the Mekong River 

that would block migration of endangered fish and destroy critical habitat for 

endangered Irrawaddy dolphins.

While none of these strategies in isolation will save all of the world’s freshwater 

megafauna, Hogan and his colleagues believe that, collectively, they can tip 

the scales for many species and help preserve freshwater biodiversity.

“These extraordinary fish make our life and experience on Earth richer and 

more worthwhile,” Hogan said. “Do we want to live on a planet where we’ve 

killed all these amazing animals, or on one where we can find a way to 

coexist?”

Ancient DNA from West Africa adds to picture of humans’ 
rise
In October 2015, scientists reconstructed the genome of a 4,500-year-old 

man who lived in Ethiopia. It was the first time that anyone had created a 

complete genetic snapshot of an African from an ancient skeleton.

Since then, other researchers have recovered DNA from skeletons unearthed 
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in other regions of the continent. Now researchers have found the first genetic 

material from West Africa.   a team reported that they had recovered DNA 

from four individuals in Cameroon, dating back as far as 8,000 years.

These ancient genomes contain vital clues to the history of the continent that 

have largely disappeared in the past few thousand years. Taken together, they 

are giving scientists a new vision of our species since it arose in Africa.

In the new study, published in Nature, researchers reported that modern 

humans diverged into four major populations between 200,000 and 250,000 

years ago. One of those populations is new to scientists; few traces of it 

remain in the DNA of living Africans.

The vanished population may have consisted of bands of hunter-gatherers 

who lived south of the Sahara from Mali to Sudan until just a few thousand 

years ago.

“We are so limited by the information we can get from living people,” said 

Jessica Thompson, an archaeologist at Yale University who was not involved 

in the new study. “It’s pretty clear that there’s been a huge transformation in 

the genetic landscape in Africa just recently.”

Scientists have been studying the genetic diversity of living Africans since 

the 1970s. As it became possible to sequence more DNA, the additional data 

revealed that the genetic variation among living Africans was much greater 

than that among the rest of the world combined.

This insight made it clear that our species arose in Africa and stayed there 

for most of its history. Small groups of people expanded out to give rise to 

non-African populations.

But scientists have struggled to draw the older branches of the human family 

tree with much precision. Looking for fresh clues, they tried drilling into 

ancient bones.

The odds seemed low. Many researchers assumed that ancient, fragile DNA 
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molecules would not have survived the hot climate across much of Africa.

The discovery in 2015 of Mota, an Ethiopian skeleton with DNA to offer, 

proved otherwise. Geneticists and archaeologists began investigating other 

skeletons from across Africa and found a few that still contained genetic 

material.

Mary Prendergast, an archaeologist at Saint Louis University in Madrid, 

considered the skeletons found at Shum Laka, a rock shelter in Cameroon, 

among the top candidates to test for DNA. “People working all over the 

continent are aware of this site,” she said.

Archaeologists have dug into the floor of Shum Laka since the 1980s and 

have found layers of human remains as old as 30,000 years. The surrounding 

region has long been viewed as the origin of one of the most important 

expansions in African history. About 4,000 years ago, the Bantu people 

started farming oil palms and grains. They later expanded for thousands of 

miles to the east and south across a vast swath of Africa.

Prendergast wondered if DNA from Shum Laka would show a kinship with 

living Bantu people. But finding that genetic material would be a long shot, 

she knew; Shum Laka is close to the equator and has a heavy rainy season 

each year.

“My hopes were not high at all,” she said. “I went into this project thinking, 

‘Will this work?’”

In the end, it did. Researchers recovered abundant DNA from four individuals, 

two of whom were buried in the rock shelter 8,000 years ago, and another 

pair 3,000 years ago.

One of the 8,000-year-old skeletons was especially rich with human DNA. 

“It’s of a quality of a modern medical genome,” said David Reich, a Harvard 

Medical School geneticist and a co-author with Prendergast.

To Prendergast’s surprise, none of the people at Shum Laka were closely 

related to Bantu speakers at all. In fact, they had a strong kinship to the 
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Aka, a group of hunter-gatherers with a pygmy body type who live today in 

rainforests 1,000 miles to the east.

To make sense of this paradox, researchers carried out a large-scale 

comparison of all the ancient African DNA gathered so far, along with living 

people from across Africa and beyond. The team found a scenario that 

best explains how different groups of Africans ended up with their particular 

combinations of DNA.

Reich and his colleagues can trace the major lineages of people back to 

common ancestors who lived in Africa between 200,000 and 250,000 years 

ago.

“It seems we have four lineages splitting at the same time,” said Mark Lipson, 

a postdoctoral researcher at Harvard and an author of the new study.

One lineage passed down its DNA to living hunter-gatherers in southern 

Africa. A second group comprises the ancestors of the Aka and other central 

African hunter-gatherers.

A third group became hunter-gatherers in East Africa, as evidenced by the fact 

that many living Africans in that region have inherited some of that DNA.

The fourth group, which Reich and his colleagues call “Ghost Modern,” is far 

more mysterious.

The ancient Shum Laka people have a substantial amount of Ghost Modern 

ancestry. So does the ancient Mota man from Ethiopia. But ancient remains 

from Morocco and South Africa had none. Today some people in Sierra Leone 

have a tiny trace of Ghost Modern ancestry, researchers found.

It’s possible that the Ghost Moderns were hunter-gatherers who lived across 

the southern edge of the Sahara. They remained isolated from other Africans 

for tens of thousands of years. Later, they bred with people from other groups 

at the eastern and western edges of their range.

Most people in Africa — and the rest of the planet — can trace much of their 

ancestry to the East African hunter-gatherers. Less than 100,000 years ago, 
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this group split into new lineages.

One group gave rise to many of today’s East African tribes. Another group 

included the Mota man. They were closely related to the people who expanded 

east out of East Africa and into the rest of the world.

A separate group of East Africans moved west, encountering and mixing 

with Central African hunter-gatherers and eventually becoming the first West 

Africans. The people of Shum Laka may be the descendants of this group.

Many thousands of years passed before a different group of West Africans 

gave rise to the Bantu people. Their population discovered agriculture, grew 

and took over larger areas of land.

But the Bantu farmers didn’t swiftly drive hunter-gatherers to oblivion. The 

Shum Laka people survived for at least 1,000 years in the heart of Bantu 

country.

But after a couple of thousand years, the society reached a tipping point, and 

the hunter-gatherers were marginalized. East African tribes that also began 

farming and grazing livestock applied additional pressure.

It’s possible that this pressure brought an end to many groups of hunter-

gatherers, including the Mota and the Shum Laka — perhaps even the 

ancient Ghost Modern people.

The surviving hunter-gatherers interbred with neighboring farmers. The new 

study finds that the Aka, for instance, can trace 59% of their ancestry to the 

Bantu.

“Their results have some big implications for us archaeologists,” Thompson 

said. It’s conceivable that researchers could find skeletons of Ghost Modern 

individual in areas those people once lived. The bones might even hold some 

DNA that could confirm the hypothesis.

“If we could get really old samples from there, that would be amazing,” Lipson 

said.
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How fast can a human run? Here’s the answer
Q: How fast is it physically possible for a human to run?

— Steve, Davis, California.

A: So far, the fastest anyone has run is about 27 1/2 mph, a speed reached 

(briefly) by sprinter Usain Bolt just after the midpoint of his world-record 100-

meter dash in 2009.

This speed limit is probably not imposed by the strength of our bones and 

tendons. Rather, a 2010 study suggested that the limit comes from our bipedal 

stride, in particular how quickly we can rearrange our legs while still leaving 

time to push off from the ground.

Peter G Weyand, a biomechanics researcher and physiologist at Southern 

Methodist University and one of the authors of the 2010 study, said that our 

running speed was limited because we are in the air for most of our stride. 

During the brief moments that our feet are touching the ground, we have to 

exert a lot of force.

 “If I have to point to one mechanical limit for bipedal runners, from all the 

work that we’ve done, it’s the minimum period of foot ground contact,” he 

said. “A human who’s really fast, like Usain Bolt, is on the ground roughly 

42 or 43% of the total stride time. But for a fast-running quadruped” — a 

cheetah, a horse — “it’s two-thirds of the stride time.”

During the brief period of ground contact, our legs must push us forward and 

push us upward to support our body weight. That’s a lot of force to exert in 

a short time — and it’s why humans can skate faster than they run, Weyand 

said: “On skates, you’re on the ground most of the time, like the quadrupeds, 

instead of being in the air.” Keeping your skates on the ground longer helps 

support your body during the glide phase, taking some of the load off the 

pushing leg.

 I asked Weyand how he would redesign humans to run faster. I tossed out 

four options: longer legs, really wide hips, extra legs or extra knees.
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“Adding more knees is probably the trickiest one,” he said. Extra knees might 

let you extend your legs to stay in contact with the ground longer. But if 

your feet get too far out from under your body, it’s hard to generate enough 

leverage to push down against the ground. “If you were designing robots or 

whatever, of the options you included, I think that’s probably the least likely,” 

he said. “That and the wider hips.”

Longer legs might help, he said; it is one reason ostriches run faster than us. 

But the best option would be more legs, so that we could have one or two of 

them on the ground most of the time, like a quadruped.

“The key thing is having more of the total stride time be grounded,” Weyand 

said. “It’s really that physical principle that’s all-important, from everything 

we’ve done — devices, quadrupeds, bipeds, artificial limbs. That comes 

through every time.”

So if you want to run really fast, you could try persuading a wizard to turn you 

into a centaur.

Of course, humans are fully capable of running on four limbs without any 

magical help. A 2016 paper by Ryuta Kinugasa and Yoshiyuki Usami noted 

that the Guinness World Record for a human running 100 meters on all fours 

has improved from 18.58 seconds in 2008 (the first year the record was 

tracked) to 15.71 seconds in 2015.

The researchers extrapolated from this rapid rate of improvement to make 

one of the stranger predictions published in a scientific paper: That by 2048, 

a person on all fours could go faster than a person running upright.

That is a bold prediction, to put it mildly. But if you can’t find a wizard, you 

could always give running on all fours a try.

Scientists in Pune, Kanpur identify origin of X-ray variability in black hole 

systems

Scientists in Pune and Kanpur have identified how X-rays emitted by the 
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accretion disk around black holes vary in frequency, a statement issued   

said. A team of scientists from the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and 

Astrophysics (IUCAA), Pune and the IIT-Kanpur studied X-ray emissions 

from a black hole binary (a black hole and a star orbiting each other) GRS 

1915+105 using the Indian Space Observatory AstroSat launched by ISRO.

“With this research, we have able to identify the origin of widely-known X-

ray variability in black hole systems as the time taken by pressure waves to 

travel through the accretion disk. In our future research projects, we will work 

on the theoretical models which could explain the physical process involved 

here,” Divya Rawat, a PhD student at IIT-Kanpur, and part of the investigation 

team, said. Accretion disk is a disk of slowly spiraling gas formed by matter 

from a star falling into the black hole.

The scientists analysed data from the Large Area X-ray Proportional Counter 

(LAXPC) and the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) instruments, which were 

both developed in TIFR Mumbai. Using the unique capabilities of these 

instruments, they were able to estimate simultaneously the frequency of the 

oscillation, the inner accretion disk radius and the accretion rate, which is the 

amount of matter going into the black hole per second.

Professor Ranjeev Misra (IUCAA) said, “For many years, scientists have 

observed that X-ray emissions from black hole systems vary rapidly and 

sometimes nearly periodically, which implied that they must be modified 

by General Relativistic effects due to the strong gravity of the black hole. 

It has been frustrating that we have not been able to concretely match 

the predictions of the theory and identify the nature of the variability. I am 

happy that AstroSat has been able to make this important breakthrough by 

identifying this variability with the General Relativistically modified sound 

crossing time,” he said Thursday.

The inner regions of the disk produce X-rays, which sometimes vary in 

time as oscillations, whose frequencies must correspond to a characteristic 
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timescale of the system. Due to proximity of the black hole, these timescales 

should be modified by Albert Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity. These 

oscillations may be associated with different physical phenomena and 

the theory predicts how their frequency would change with the inner disk 

radius.

The scientists found that the frequency varies with the inner radius and 

accretion rate in the same manner as the dynamic frequency i.e. inverse of 

the time taken by sound waves to travel from the inner radius to the black 

hole, as predicted four decades ago by the General Relativistic theory of 

accretion disks. This identification paves the way to make such systems 

laboratories to test General Relativity.

Professor J S Yadav (IIT-Kanpur), who retired from TIFR Mumbai in 2018, 

was the principal investigator of the LAXPC instrument during its space 

qualification tests, calibration and launch. He said, “It is very challenging and 

time consuming to develop a world-class space instrument in India. But if 

the instrument performs with high precision as planned, it is very satisfying 

and well worth all the risks undertaken. I am very happy that now we have 

been able to demonstrate this important result using our own satellite, which 

was not done earlier by other space observatories. This result underlines the 

importance of future Indian science space missions,” he said.

Gaganyaan: International collaboration key in manned 
mission to space
The first-ever Indian mission to send a man into space on board the GSLV 

Mk III rocket, scheduled to be launched around the year 2022, will not be 

a purely Indian endeavour but will involve collaboration with international 

space agencies, keeping in nature with modern space exploration efforts.

ISRO will provide a bulwark of technologies and systems for the Gaganyaan 
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mission, but there will be key contributions from Russia and France – Russia 

will help with the selection of astronauts, while France will help with its 

expertise in space medicine.

Under a space cooperation agreement signed in 2015 by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin, the Russian 

space agency Roscosmos will shortly begin the training of four Indian IAF 

test pilots – chosen by Russian and Indian experts to be the first Indian 

astronauts – at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre at Star City, 

Russia.

The Yuri Gagarin centre, which has trained astronauts from over 30 countries, 

will provide generic training for Indian astronauts in areas like the basics of 

a manned flight, control systems, space navigation, design principles and 

space engineering before they return for mission-specific training.

ISRO and the French space agency CNES will be collaborating on medical 

systems for the Gaganyaan mission, including emergency medical systems 

on board the spacecraft.

In 2018, CNES president Jean-Yves Le Gall and ISRO chairman K Sivan 

had announced the creation of a French-Indian working group on human 

spaceflight in continuation with a commitment made by President Emmanuel 

Macron during a visit to India.

“CNES and ISRO will combine expertise in the fields of space medicine, 

astronaut health monitoring, life support, radiation protection, space debris 

protection and personal hygiene systems”, which will all play a key role in 

the Gaganyaan mission, say ISRO and CNES officials.

A safer alternative to treat aggressive prostate cancer 
found
A study shows why drugs used for treating prostate cancer which mainly 
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functions by blocking the activity of androgen receptor signalling or stopping 

the production of androgen or testosterone is actually counterproductive in 

the long term. While both methods initially produce encouraging results, the 

cancer very often returns in a more aggressive form, and becomes resistant 

to these drugs. With cancer no longer responding to these drugs, it grows 

unchecked and ultimately causes death.

For the first time, the study sheds light into why the FDA-approved drugs 

against androgen signalling to treat prostate cancer can backfire after initial 

success.

Mechanism of return

The study was done by a multi-institutional team led by Bushra Ateeq from the 

Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering at the Indian Institute 

of Technology (IIT) Kanpur. The team has also found a mechanism by which 

the cancer growth at aggressive stage can be safely reduced. The results 

were published in the journal Nature Communications.

Several studies have already shown how stopping the production of androgen 

or androgen signalling through ‘androgen deprivation therapy’ at some point 

unintentionally helps the prostate cancer cells to become resistant towards 

this therapy and progress further to lethal forms. Now, Prof. Ateeq’s team has 

found the mechanism.

Using mice implanted with prostate cancer tumours, the team found how 

administering anti-androgen drugs (enzalutamide and apalutamide) results 

in increase in the expression of a particular gene (SPINK1) which is generally 

associated with the aggressive type of prostate cancer present in 10-25% of 

the patients.

“When androgen signalling was inhibited using anti-androgen drugs, an 

increase in the levels of SPINK1 protein was recorded, which makes the 

cancer cells more aggressive. The tumours isolated from the mice treated 

with these drugs exhibit elevated levels of the protein as well as markers for 
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neuroendocrine prostate cancer, which triggers change in cellular plasticity,” 

says Prof. Ateeq.

Role of SPINK1 protein

“In another set of experiment, we implanted mice with prostate cancer cells 

with basal levels of SPINK1 protein and we found manifold increase in the 

protein levels when we administered anti-androgen drugs,” she says. There 

was also an increase in the levels of neuroendocrine markers which are 

only found in most aggressive form of prostate cancer. These results reflect 

a catastrophic situation similar to prostate cancer patients undergoing anti-

androgen therapy. Neuroendocrine prostate cancer is an aggressive subtype 

of prostate cancer which may arise de novo or as a mechanism of resistance 

due to anti-androgen therapy.

“Our findings emphasise the importance of SPINK1 protein in maintaining 

neuroendocrine prostate cancer. The results highlight the repercussions of 

using anti-androgen drugs which are meant to control the prostate cancer 

but actually aggravate the disease,” says Prof. Ateeq.

Repressor of SPINK1

“Using mouse models, prostate cancer cell lines and patients’ samples we 

discovered that androgen receptor functions as a repressor of the SPINK1 

gene. Using drugs to inhibit the androgen receptor actually results in 

stopping the repressive activity of the receptor,” says Nishat Manzar from 

the IIT Kanpur and one of the first authors of the paper. “And this leads to 

increased level of SPINK1 gene expression.”

“We found the SPINK1 gene is also responsible for maintaining the 

characteristic features of neuroendocrine prostate cancer. The tumour 

becomes aggressive when the SPINK1 protein level increases while 

upon inhibiting the protein a decrease in the neuroendocrine markers was 

observed,” says Prof. Ateeq.
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In addition to androgen receptor, the researchers found that REST, which is 

a cofactor of androgen receptor, too, has repressive action on SPINK1 gene. 

“Our study is the first to show the role of the androgen receptor and REST in 

repressing the SPINK1 gene expression. This was not known so far,” says 

Prof. Ateeq.

The SPINK1 protein level is high when the amount of REST is low in prostate 

cancer, and also in the case of neuroendocrine prostate cancer. A particular 

protein (Casein Kinase 1) is responsible for reducing the level of REST. 

“When we used an already approved drug to inhibit the activity of Casein 

Kinase 1 protein, the levels of REST increased,” says Manzar.

Clinical trials needed

And when the REST level increases there is a reduction in the SPINK1 protein 

level accompanied with a reduction in the oncogene properties of prostate 

cancer cells. Treating prostate cancer cells showing elevated SPINK1 with 

a drug against Casein Kinase 1 show reduced cancer cell growth as well as 

aggressiveness.

“We need to conduct clinical trials using Casein Kinase 1 inhibitor to investigate 

whether it can reverse neuroendocrine prostate cancer and reduce SPINK1 

in prostate cancer patients,” Prof. Ateeq says.

“Our study warns about the possible adverse effect of androgen-deprivation 

therapies, and the benefits must be considered against treatment, before 

putting the patients on this therapy.”

Nilgiris: high pesticide levels in potato, carrot
A study of fruits and vegetables grown in the Nilgiris has found that some 

of the produce might be harbouring high levels of pesticide, beyond what is 

considered advisable. This was mainly true of potato and carrot. The study 

was published in the journal Food Chemistry.
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While the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) prescribes a 

maximum residual level (MRL) for some of the organophosphate pesticides 

used, it does not prescribe it for some other pesticides used in the cultivation 

of fruit and vegetables. Hence, the team of researchers took the maximum 

residual levels from European standards.

Sensitive method

Using liquid chromatography in tandem with mass spectrometry, the team 

developed a sensitive method to estimate the levels of organophosphates 

in the fruits and vegetables. “Our detection method has a limit that ranges 

from 0.1 microgram per kilogram to 1 microgram per kilogram. It has a 

higher sensitivity than methods used earlier,” says S. N. Meyyanathan from 

Department of Pharmaceutical Analysis, JSS College of Pharmacy, JSS 

Academy of Higher Education and Research, Udhagamandalam who led 

the study.

It is known that organophosphate pesticides such as acephate, malathion, 

profenofos, chlorpyrifos and quinalphos are used in the cultivation of fruits 

and vegetables. The study measured the levels of these pesticides in 659 

samples of fresh fruit and vegetables collected during the agricultural season 

of 2018-2019. Samples of 18 varieties of fruit and vegetable were collected 

from four cities of the Nilgiris – Ooty, Gudalur, Kothagiri and Coonoor. Of 

these, the researchers did not detect pesticides in approximately 57% of 

the samples. Close to 34% had pesticides used below the MRLs and the 

remainder — about 8% — showed usage of pesticides above the MRLs.

Potato and carrot

Of the 659 randomly picked fruit and vegetable samples studied, 53 had 

higher levels of pesticide. These were mainly in strawberry, potato, cabbage, 

cauliflower, carrot, garlic and broccoli. “About 85% of these samples contained 

chlorpyrifos, which was the most common, followed by quinalphos at 72%, 

acephate at 56.6%, profenofos at 54% and malathion at 17%,” says S.T. 
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Narenderan who is a PhD student in JSS Academy of Higher Education and 

Research and the first author of the paper. Among the varieties of vegetables 

and fruits studied, potato and carrot had the highest usage of these pesticides. 

“It is essential to control and reduce the level of pesticide. Residual monitoring 

in fruits and vegetables is important to ensure minimal pesticide residue level 

to safeguard consumer health,” says Narenderan.

Why are there more men than women in the field of STEM?
Across the world, there are more men who are active in science, technology, 

engineering and medicine (STEM) than women. What is the sociology behind 

this gender-divide? Research shows that when men and women apply for 

jobs — be in the labour market, or in places where high level qualifications are 

demanded, men candidates engage in self-promotion, and are boastful while 

equally qualified women are more ‘modest’ and ‘undersell’ themselves. Even 

in groups and situations where men and women are present as colleagues, 

the views of women are either ignored or listened to less seriously than those 

of men. As a result, women tend to underestimate their ability relative to men, 

especially in public settings, and negotiate less successfully.

This last point has been particularly brought out in a detailed set of studies by 

Dr. Sapna Cheryan and colleagues of the University of Washington, Seattle, in 

their paper: ’why are some STEM fields more gender balanced than others?’ 

(Psychological Bulletin 2017;143:1-35, open access). They point out that in 

the United States while over 60% of BS, MS and PhD degrees in biological 

and chemical sciences are from women, only 25-30% of them do computer 

science, physics and engineering. Why this imbalance? The authors suggest 

three socio-psychological reasons, namely (1) masculine culture, (2) lack of 

sufficient early exposure to computers, physics and related areas compared 

to boys in early childhood and (3) gender gap in self-efficacy.
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Stereotypes and role models

What is ‘masculine culture’? This is due to stereotyping that men are fitter 

for certain jobs and skills than women, and that women are more ‘delicate’, 

‘tender’ and thus unfit for ‘hard’ jobs. In addition, there are not enough female 

role models whom women may admire and follow. (Of the 866 Nobel winners 

so far, only 53 have gone to women. And even in life sciences and medicine, 

of the over 400 Lasker awards, only 33 have gone to women). Regarding 

point 2, namely, lack of exposure in early childhood to certain fields, the 

supposed stereotyping of computer field practitioners as ‘nerds’ with social 

awkwardness would seem to have played a role from women shying away 

into other fields.

The third point, namely, the ‘gender gap in self-efficacy’, appears to have 

arisen as a result of the above two, and leads to a worry in girls’ and women’s 

minds as to ‘whether I am really only fit for certain ‘soft’ fields and jobs (such 

as in social sciences and life sciences)’— or a feeling of diffidence. This is 

clearly a reflection and product of masculine culture.

But then, even when we turn to life sciences, where both men and women 

compete for positions and career advancements in universities and research 

labs, this gender disparity is glaring. Analysis has revealed that research-

intensive universities take fewer women students. It has also been noted that 

many qualified women scientists have stopped applying for grants from the 

major national agency, the National Institutes of Health, realising that they may 

be turned down. An extensive analysis by Lerchenmueller, Olav Sorensen 

and Anupam B. Jena, titled: “Gender Differences in How Scientists Present 

the Importance of their Research: Observational Study”, has appeared in the 

16 December issue this year of The British Medical Journal (BMJ 2019;367:

l6573, open access; I strongly recommend reading it). Here, they have 

analysed 1,01,720 clinical research articles, plus 6.2 million papers in life 

sciences (appearing in PubMed) for the 15-year period 2002 to 2017, and 
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found that women remain under-represented in the medical faculty and in 

life science research centres and universities. They also earn lower salaries, 

receive fewer research grants and fewer citations of their research papers 

than men colleagues.

India is no better

Men rule the roost here too, and how do they do it? They use more ‘buzzwords’, 

boosting their own work than women. A total of 25 such buzzwords are 

noted by the authors- some of the more frequent ones are: novel, unique, 

trendsetting, robust, and remarkable. In contrast, women are more modest 

and thus undersell themselves. Sadly enough, this boasting leads to more 

grants, leading to faster promotions, salary hikes, plus membership in 

decision-making committees. This self-perpetuation is a reflection of what 

Cheryan et al. had described as “machismo”. The results of this paper in BMJ 

were widely reported in the popular press, and one such paper titled it as: 

‘Male scientists outshout women’!

Are Indian scientists too guilty of this? There surely must be many papers 

among the 6.2 million that the BMJ paper had looked at where Indian authors 

figure. We await such an analysis of the grant proposals, decision making 

bodies and publications in the Indian context. But that such an imbalance 

exists in India has been made clear by the recent book by Dr. Namrata Gupta, 

titled: “Women in Science and Technology: Confronting Inequalities” (SAGE 

Publications India, 2019). She points out that India has been a patrilineal 

society with the notion that women need not take on jobs, and that this notion 

has only recently been revised. She points out that women form only 10-

15% of STEM researchers and faculty members in the IITs, CSIR, AIIMS and 

PGIs. In private R & D labs, there are very few women scientists. Alas, we are 

no better that the rest of the world.

When we turn to research recognition and honours received by Indian 

scientists, my colleague G. Ponnari points out that the science academies 
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have hardly 10% women, The Bhatnagar Prize has gone to 18 women 

out of a total of 548 so far, and the Infosys Prize to 15 out of a total of 

52. Interestingly, there are no (or a minute percentage of women experts) 

women in each of these juries.

It would be interesting to study the ratio in research grants offered by the 

national agencies (such as DST, DBT, SERB, ICMR, DRDO) and do a 

Lerchenmueller type analysis of grant titles and descriptions (keeping the 

names and the texts secret so that copyright and propriety rights are not 

revealed) to check whether Indian men scientists too outshout. May we 

request the agencies to do so?

Scientists in Pune, Kanpur identify origin of X-ray variability 
in black hole systems
Scientists in Pune and Kanpur have identified how X-rays emitted by the 

accretion disk around black holes vary in frequency, a statement issued   

said. A team of scientists from the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and 

Astrophysics (IUCAA), Pune and the IIT-Kanpur studied X-ray emissions 

from a black hole binary (a black hole and a star orbiting each other) GRS 

1915+105 using the Indian Space Observatory AstroSat launched by 

ISRO.

“With this research, we have able to identify the origin of widely-known X-

ray variability in black hole systems as the time taken by pressure waves 

to travel through the accretion disk. In our future research projects, we will 

work on the theoretical models which could explain the physical process 

involved here,” Divya Rawat, a PhD student at IIT-Kanpur, and part of the 

investigation team, said. Accretion disk is a disk of slowly spiralling gas 

formed by matter from a star falling into the black hole.

The scientists analysed data from the Large Area X-ray Proportional 
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Counter (LAXPC) and the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) instruments, which 

were both developed in TIFR Mumbai. Using the unique capabilities of these 

instruments, they were able to estimate simultaneously the frequency of the 

oscillation, the inner accretion disk radius and the accretion rate, which is the 

amount of matter going into the black hole per second.

Professor Ranjeev Misra (IUCAA) said, “For many years, scientists have 

observed that X-ray emissions from black hole systems vary rapidly and 

sometimes nearly periodically, which implied that they must be modified by 

General Relativistic effects due to the strong gravity of the black hole. It 

has been frustrating that we have not been able to concretely match the 

predictions of the theory and identify the nature of the variability. I am happy 

that AstroSat has been able to make this important breakthrough by identifying 

this variability with the General Relativistically modified sound crossing time,” 

he said Thursday.

The inner regions of the disk produce X-rays, which sometimes vary in time as 

oscillations, whose frequencies must correspond to a characteristic timescale 

of the system. Due to proximity of the black hole, these timescales should be 

modified by Albert Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity. These oscillations 

may be associated with different physical phenomena and the theory predicts 

how their frequency would change with the inner disk radius.

The scientists found that the frequency varies with the inner radius and 

accretion rate in the same manner as the dynamic frequency i.e. inverse of 

the time taken by sound waves to travel from the inner radius to the black 

hole, as predicted four decades ago by the General Relativistic theory of 

accretion disks. This identification paves the way to make such systems 

laboratories to test General Relativity.

Professor J S Yadav (IIT-Kanpur), who retired from TIFR Mumbai in 2018, 

was the principal investigator of the LAXPC instrument during its space 

qualification tests, calibration and launch. He said, “It is very challenging and 
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time consuming to develop a world-class space instrument in India. But if 

the instrument performs with high precision as planned, it is very satisfying 

and well worth all the risks undertaken. I am very happy that now we have 

been able to demonstrate this important result using our own satellite, which 

was not done earlier by other space observatories. This result underlines 

the importance of future Indian science space missions,” he said.

China to launch its first Mars probe mission in July 2020: 
Report
While NASA is preparing to send its Mars 2020 rover to explore the red 

planet, China also announced its plan to launch its first Mars mission probe 

in July this year. Xinhua cited a report by the China Youth Daily claiming that 

the Mars probe of China will be launched in July onboard the Long March-5 

Y4 carrier rocket.

The newspaper also said that this is the first time China has disclosed the 

launch month of its Mars exploration program. As per the report, the China 

Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC) confirmed that the 

country will send a probe to orbit and land and deploy a rover on Mars.

Xinhua reported that the Long March-5 Y4 rocket recently completed a 100-

second test for its high thrust hydrogen-oxygen engine. The test is the last 

engine examination before the final assembly.

For the year 2020, the Long March-5 rocket of China has several missions 

scheduled ahead, which includes the Mars probe launch and the lunar 

sample return. As per the report, a total of 24 high thrust hydrogen-oxygen 

rocket engine tests will be conducted this year for these missions.

Last year in November, China simulated the process of a probe hovering, 

avoiding obstacles and descending to land on Mars. Xinhua reported that 

the experiment was held on a trial ground, which is the largest one in Asia 
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for test landing on extraterrestrial bodies, in Huailai County, Hebei province.

The biggest challenge for the mission is to safely land on Mars. China’s 

experiment simulated the gravity of Mars, about one-third of the gravity on 

Earth, to test the design of the lander.

Ancient DNA from West Africa adds to picture of humans’ 
rise
In October 2015, scientists reconstructed the genome of a 4,500-year-old 

man who lived in Ethiopia. It was the first time that anyone had created a 

complete genetic snapshot of an African from an ancient skeleton.

Since then, other researchers have recovered DNA from skeletons unearthed 

in other regions of the continent. Now researchers have found the first genetic 

material from West Africa.   a team reported that they had recovered DNA 

from four individuals in Cameroon, dating back as far as 8,000 years.

These ancient genomes contain vital clues to the history of the continent that 

have largely disappeared in the past few thousand years. Taken together, 

they are giving scientists a new vision of our species since it arose in Africa.

In the new study, published in Nature, researchers reported that modern 

humans diverged into four major populations between 200,000 and 250,000 

years ago. One of those populations is new to scientists; few traces of it 

remain in the DNA of living Africans.

The vanished population may have consisted of bands of hunter-gatherers 

who lived south of the Sahara from Mali to Sudan until just a few thousand 

years ago.

“We are so limited by the information we can get from living people,” said 

Jessica Thompson, an archaeologist at Yale University who was not involved 

in the new study. “It’s pretty clear that there’s been a huge transformation in 

the genetic landscape in Africa just recently.”
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Scientists have been studying the genetic diversity of living Africans since 

the 1970s. As it became possible to sequence more DNA, the additional data 

revealed that the genetic variation among living Africans was much greater 

than that among the rest of the world combined.

This insight made it clear that our species arose in Africa and stayed there 

for most of its history. Small groups of people expanded out to give rise to 

non-African populations.

But scientists have struggled to draw the older branches of the human family 

tree with much precision. Looking for fresh clues, they tried drilling into 

ancient bones.

The odds seemed low. Many researchers assumed that ancient, fragile DNA 

molecules would not have survived the hot climate across much of Africa.

The discovery in 2015 of Mota, an Ethiopian skeleton with DNA to offer, 

proved otherwise. Geneticists and archaeologists began investigating other 

skeletons from across Africa and found a few that still contained genetic 

material.

Mary Prendergast, an archaeologist at Saint Louis University in Madrid, 

considered the skeletons found at Shum Laka, a rock shelter in Cameroon, 

among the top candidates to test for DNA. “People working all over the 

continent are aware of this site,” she said.

Archaeologists have dug into the floor of Shum Laka since the 1980s and 

have found layers of human remains as old as 30,000 years. The surrounding 

region has long been viewed as the origin of one of the most important 

expansions in African history. About 4,000 years ago, the Bantu people 

started farming oil palms and grains. They later expanded for thousands of 

miles to the east and south across a vast swath of Africa.

Prendergast wondered if DNA from Shum Laka would show a kinship with 

living Bantu people. But finding that genetic material would be a long shot, 
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she knew; Shum Laka is close to the equator and has a heavy rainy season 

each year.

“My hopes were not high at all,” she said. “I went into this project thinking, 

‘Will this work?’”

In the end, it did. Researchers recovered abundant DNA from four individuals, 

two of whom were buried in the rock shelter 8,000 years ago, and another 

pair 3,000 years ago.

One of the 8,000-year-old skeletons was especially rich with human DNA. 

“It’s of a quality of a modern medical genome,” said David Reich, a Harvard 

Medical School geneticist and a co-author with Prendergast.

To Prendergast’s surprise, none of the people at Shum Laka were closely 

related to Bantu speakers at all. In fact, they had a strong kinship to the 

Aka, a group of hunter-gatherers with a pygmy body type who live today in 

rainforests 1,000 miles to the east.

To make sense of this paradox, researchers carried out a large-scale 

comparison of all the ancient African DNA gathered so far, along with living 

people from across Africa and beyond. The team found a scenario that 

best explains how different groups of Africans ended up with their particular 

combinations of DNA.

Reich and his colleagues can trace the major lineages of people back to 

common ancestors who lived in Africa between 200,000 and 250,000 years 

ago.

“It seems we have four lineages splitting at the same time,” said Mark Lipson, 

a postdoctoral researcher at Harvard and an author of the new study.

One lineage passed down its DNA to living hunter-gatherers in southern 

Africa. A second group comprises the ancestors of the Aka and other central 

African hunter-gatherers.

A third group became hunter-gatherers in East Africa, as evidenced by 

the fact that many living Africans in that region have inherited some of that 
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DNA.

The fourth group, which Reich and his colleagues call “Ghost Modern,” is far 

more mysterious.

The ancient Shum Laka people have a substantial amount of Ghost Modern 

ancestry. So does the ancient Mota man from Ethiopia. But ancient remains 

from Morocco and South Africa had none. Today some people in Sierra 

Leone have a tiny trace of Ghost Modern ancestry, researchers found.

It’s possible that the Ghost Moderns were hunter-gatherers who lived across 

the southern edge of the Sahara. They remained isolated from other Africans 

for tens of thousands of years. Later, they bred with people from other groups 

at the eastern and western edges of their range.

Most people in Africa — and the rest of the planet — can trace much of their 

ancestry to the East African hunter-gatherers. Less than 100,000 years ago, 

this group split into new lineages.

One group gave rise to many of today’s East African tribes. Another group 

included the Mota man. They were closely related to the people who expanded 

east out of East Africa and into the rest of the world.

A separate group of East Africans moved west, encountering and mixing 

with Central African hunter-gatherers and eventually becoming the first West 

Africans. The people of Shum Laka may be the descendants of this group.

Many thousands of years passed before a different group of West Africans 

gave rise to the Bantu people. Their population discovered agriculture, grew 

and took over larger areas of land.

But the Bantu farmers didn’t swiftly drive hunter-gatherers to oblivion. The 

Shum Laka people survived for at least 1,000 years in the heart of Bantu 

country.

But after a couple of thousand years, the society reached a tipping point, and 

the hunter-gatherers were marginalized. East African tribes that also began 

farming and grazing livestock applied additional pressure.
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It’s possible that this pressure brought an end to many groups of hunter-

gatherers, including the Mota and the Shum Laka — perhaps even the 

ancient Ghost Modern people.

The surviving hunter-gatherers interbred with neighboring farmers. The new 

study finds that the Aka, for instance, can trace 59% of their ancestry to the 

Bantu.

“Their results have some big implications for us archaeologists,” Thompson 

said. It’s conceivable that researchers could find skeletons of Ghost Modern 

individual in areas those people once lived. The bones might even hold some 

DNA that could confirm the hypothesis.

“If we could get really old samples from there, that would be amazing,” Lipson 

said.

Major gaps in our knowledge of coronovirus origin: report
“The 2019-nCoV infection caused clusters of severe respiratory illness similar 

to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus and was associated with 

ICU admission and high mortality. Major gaps in our knowledge of the origin, 

epidemiology, and duration of human transmission and clinical spectrum of 

disease need fulfilment by future studies,” noted a study titled — “Clinical 

features of patients infected with 2019 novel coronavirus in Wuhan, China”, 

published in The Lancet this past week.

The study was funded by the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Chinese 

Academy of Medical Sciences, the National Natural Science Foundation of 

China and the Beijing Municipal Science and Technology Commission.

The recent cluster of pneumonia cases in Wuhan was caused by a novel 

betacoronavirus, the 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV), notes the study.

The study found that by January 2, 2020, 41 admitted hospital patients had 

been identified as having laboratory-confirmed 2019-nCoV infection. Most 
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of the infected patients were men, less than half had underlying diseases 

including diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular ailments.

Also 27 (66%) of the 41 patients had been exposed to Huanan seafood 

market. One family cluster was found.

Common symptoms at onset of illness were fever, cough and fatigue with 

less common ones being sputum production, headache and diarrhoea.

All 41 patients had pneumonia with abnormal findings on chest CT.

For the study, researchers collected data on patients with laboratory-

confirmed 2019-nCoV infection by real-time RT-PCR (Reverse transcription 

polymerase chain reaction).

“Data were obtained with standardised data collection forms shared by the 

International Severe Acute Respiratory and Emerging Infection Consortium 

from electronic medical records. Researchers also directly communicated 

with patients or their families to ascertain epidemiological and symptom 

data,” said the study.

This new stretchable battery can power wearable electronics more 

securely

In a recent development, Stanford researchers have developed a soft 

and stretchable battery that could allow wearable electronic gadgets to be 

more innovative as they break free from their dependency to draw power 

from bulky and rigid batteries. The new battery “relies on a special type of 

plastic to store power more safely than the flammable formulations used in 

conventional batteries today,” the researchers said in a press release.

As we are moving towards the future, electronic gadgets are becoming a 

part of our daily life. Sometimes these devices rest in our pocket, sometimes 

these are found on our wrists, and sometimes these are sewed into our 

clothing. The use of these wearable gadgets is limited by their need to derive 

power from bulky, rigid batteries that reduce comfort. Researchers say that 

these power sources may also present safety hazards due to chemical 
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leakage or combustion that is why they have developed a stretchable power 

source that relies on a special polymer.

“Until now we haven’t had a power source that could stretch and bend 

the way our bodies do so that we can design electronics that people can 

comfortably wear,” said chemical engineer Zhenan Bao, who teamed up 

with materials scientist Yi Cui to develop the device they described earlier in 

Nature Communications.

One potential application for such a device would be to power stretchable 

sensors designed to stick to the skin to monitor heart rate and other vital 

signs as part of the BodyNet wearable technology being developed in Bao’s 

lab, the press release said.

How the stretchable battery is different from conventional one

Even though the use of plastics or polymers in lithium-ion batteries is not 

new, it has been only used as electrolytes– the energy source that transports 

negative ions to the battery’s positive pole. Those polymer electrolytes have 

been flowable gels that could, in some cases, leak or burst into flame, the 

press release said.

To avoid such risks, the researchers developed a polymer that is solid and 

stretchable rather than gooey and potentially leaky. Still, the new polymer is 

able to carry the electric charge between the battery’s poles. According to the 

research team, the experimental battery maintained a constant power output 

even when squeezed, folded and stretched to nearly twice its original length, 

in their lab test.

However, the thumbnail-sized prototype stores roughly half as much 

energy, ounce for ounce, as a comparably sized conventional battery. The 

researchers are working to increase the stretchable battery’s energy density, 

build larger versions of the device and run future experiments to demonstrate 

its performance outside the lab.
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This NASA spacecraft will soon capture the first images of 
Sun’s poles
NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) are planning to launch the 

‘Solar Orbiter’, a new spacecraft that will travel to the Sun to capture the 

first pictures of its north and south poles. The spacecraft will use the gravity 

of Venus and Earth to swing itself out of the ecliptic plane — the swath of 

space, roughly aligned with the Sun’s equator, where all planets orbit.

The spacecraft will launch from Cape Canaveral on February 7, 2020, at 

11:15 pm EST which converts to 9:45 am IST on February 8, 2020. Once the 

spacecraft is out of the ecliptic plane, it will proceed to snap the first-ever look 

at the Sun’s poles with its bird’s eye view, NASA said.

“Up until Solar Orbiter, all solar imaging instruments have been within the 

ecliptic plane or very close to it,” said Russell Howard, space scientist at the 

Naval Research Lab in Washington, DC and principal investigator for one of 

Solar Orbiter’s ten instruments. “Now, we’ll be able to look down on the Sun 

from above.”

The Sun plays a central role in shaping space around us as we know it and 

its massive magnetic field stretches far beyond Pluto, paving a superhighway 

for charged solar particles known as the solar wind. “When bursts of solar 

wind hit Earth, they can spark space weather storms that interfere with our 

GPS and communications satellites — at their worst, they can even threaten 

astronauts,” NASA said.

The scientists monitor the Sun’s magnetic field in order to prepare for arriving 

solar storms but we only get a sidelong glimpse of the Sun’s poles from 

within the ecliptic plane, which leaves major gaps in the data.

“The poles are particularly important for us to be able to model more accurately,” 

said Holly Gilbert, NASA project scientist for the mission at NASA’s Goddard 

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. “For forecasting space weather 
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events, we need a pretty accurate model of the global magnetic field of the 

Sun.”

The only prior spacecraft to fly over the Sun’s poles was also a joint ESA/

NASA venture launched in 1990. The Ulysses spacecraft made three passes 

around the Sun before being decommissioned in 2009. However, while 

Ulysses never got closer than Earth-distance to the Sun, the Solar Orbiter 

will pass inside the orbit of Mercury carrying four in situ instruments (which 

measure the space environment immediately around the spacecraft like the 

sense of touch) and six remote-sensing imagers (which see the Sun from 

afar).

After years of technology development, it will be the closest any Sun-facing 

cameras have ever gotten to the Sun. “You can’t really get much closer than 

Solar Orbiter is going and still look at the Sun,” Müller said.

New species of meat-eating Allosaurus dinosaur discovered 
in Utah
The fossils of a new species of meat-eating dinosaurs have been unveiled 

at the Natural Museum of Utah. The dinosaur, called Allosaurus jimmadseni, 

is believed to be the oldest species of Allosaurus to have existed in the Late 

Jurassic Period, some 157-152 million years ago.

The A jimmadseni was first discovered by Paleontologists in early 1990s 

in Dinosaur National Monument in northeastern Utah and it predates one of 

most familiar of its species, the Allosaurus fragilis. The name ‘jimmadseni’ 

was given to this species to honour the palaeontologist James H Madsen Jr, 

whereas the genus name Allosaurus means ‘different reptile’

Allosaurus is a carnivorous bipedal dinosaur and also one of the best-known 

theropod dinosaurs from the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods. Based upon 

a complete articulated skeleton and skull along with a second specimen 
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with an articulated skull and associated skeleton, Paleontologists say that A 

jimmadseni was about 26 to 29 feet and weighed in at least 4000 pounds.

With its long arms, legs, and claws, the new-found allosaurus species is 

believed to have been the apex predator in its ecosystem when it existed in 

North America. A jimmadseni also had a short narrow skull that was relatively 

weaker with less of an overlapping vision compared to the A fragilis. This led 

the researchers to think that both species had different feeding behaviours.

Researchers say that the Morrison Formation of North America hosted only 

two species of Allosaurs– A fragilis and A jimmadseni, of which the former is 

believed to have evolved about 5 million years after the jimmadseni.

“Recognizing a new species of dinosaur in rocks that have been intensely 

investigated for over 150 years is an outstanding experience of discovery. 

A jimmadseni is a great example of just how much more we have to learn 

about the world of dinosaurs,” Co-author of the study Daniel Chure said. 

“Many more exciting fossils await discovery in the Jurassic rocks of the 

American West.”

NASA’s ISS to get first habitable commercial room soon
NASA’s International Space Station (ISS) could soon have its first independent 

habitable commercial modules. The US space agency has selected Axiom 

Space of Houston to build an attached habitable commercial module to 

facilitate its low-Earth orbit economy on the ISS and open the space station 

to commercial opportunities.

The space station port and its utilities will be made available for the industry 

for commercial activities in an effort to benefit the global economy, as per 

NASA. The habitable commercial module could launch in the second of 

2024 and it will be attached to the space station’s Node 2 forward port.

“The element will attach to the space station’s Node 2 forward port to 
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demonstrate its ability to provide products and services and begin the 

transition to a sustainable low-Earth orbit economy in which NASA is one of 

many customers,” NASA said in a press release.

An independent and habitable commercial module on ISS will be instrumental 

in NASA’s long-term low-Earth orbit needs such as astronaut training and 

technology demonstrations. The move is among five elements that NASA 

announced to open ISS to commercial business. These include more 

commercial facilities for research and development, private astronaut 

missions and more.

NASA will continue its research on low-Earth orbit microgravity as it prepares 

for the Artemis mission, which plans to send the first woman and the next 

man to the Moon’s surface by 2024. The ultimate aim with Artemis is to send 

humans to Mars and this is likely to take place in mid-2030s.

10 more wetlands in India declared as Ramsar sites
India has added 10 more wetlands to sites protected by the Ramsar 

Convention, Union Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar announced.

The 10 new ones are Nandur Madhameshwar, a first for Maharashtra; 

Keshopur-Miani, Beas Conservation Reserve and Nangal in Punjab; and 

Nawabganj, Parvati Agra, Saman, Samaspur, Sandi and Sarsai Nawar in 

Uttar Pradesh. The other Ramsar sites are in Rajasthan, Kerala, Odisha, 

Madhya Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Assam, West Bengal, Jammu and 

Kashmir, Andhra Pradesh, Manipur, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Tripura.

With this, a total of 37 sites in the country have been recognised under the 

international treaty. Wetlands declared as Ramsar sites are protected under 

strict guidelines.

‘An acknowledgement’

The Convention, signed in 1971 in the Iranian city of Ramsar, is one of the 
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oldest inter-governmental accord for preserving the ecological character of 

wetlands. It is also known as the Convention on Wetlands.

Mr. Javadekar said in a tweet that the Ramsar declaration is an 

acknowledgement of the government’s commitment to the conservation of 

wetlands.

NASA’s ISS to get first habitable commercial room soon
NASA’s International Space Station (ISS) could soon have its first independent 

habitable commercial modules. The US space agency has selected Axiom 

Space of Houston to build an attached habitable commercial module to 

facilitate its low-Earth orbit economy on the ISS and open the space station 

to commercial opportunities.

The space station port and its utilities will be made available for the industry 

for commercial activities in an effort to benefit the global economy, as per 

NASA. The habitable commercial module could launch in the second of 

2024 and it will be attached to the space station’s Node 2 forward port.

“The element will attach to the space station’s Node 2 forward port to 

demonstrate its ability to provide products and services and begin the 

transition to a sustainable low-Earth orbit economy in which NASA is one of 

many customers,” NASA said in a press release.

An independent and habitable commercial module on ISS will be 

instrumental in NASA’s long-term low-Earth orbit needs such as astronaut 

training and technology demonstrations. The move is among five elements 

that NASA announced to open ISS to commercial business. These include 

more commercial facilities for research and development, private astronaut 

missions and more.

NASA will continue its research on low-Earth orbit microgravity as it prepares 

for the Artemis mission, which plans to send the first woman and the next 
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man to the Moon’s surface by 2024. The ultimate aim with Artemis is to send 

humans to Mars and this is likely to take place in mid-2030s.

Early Earth’s atmosphere was rich in carbon dioxide: Study
The early Earth’s atmosphere was rich in carbon dioxide, according to a study 

that looked at samples of small meteorites that hit our planet about 2.7 billion 

years ago. Every day, our planet gets pelted by space dust, micrometeorites 

that collect on the Earth’s surface, said researchers from the University of 

Washington (UW) in the US.

The study, published in the journal Science Advances, looked at very old 

samples of these small meteorites to show that the grains could have reacted 

with carbon dioxide on their journey to the Earth. Previous work suggested 

the meteorites ran into oxygen, contradicting theories and evidence that the 

Earth’s early atmosphere was virtually devoid of oxygen.

“Our finding that the atmosphere these micrometeorites encountered was 

high in carbon dioxide is consistent with what the atmosphere was thought to 

look like on the early Earth,” said Owen Lehmer, first author of the study. At 

2.7 billion years old, these are the oldest known micrometeorites, according 

to the researchers.

They were collected in limestone in the Pilbara region of Western Australia, 

and fell during the Archean eon when the Sun was weaker than today, the 

team said. A 2016 research paper by the researchers that discovered the 

samples suggested they showed evidence of atmospheric oxygen at the 

time they fell to the Earth.

That interpretation would contradict current understandings of our planet’s 

early days, which is that oxygen rose during the “Great Oxidation Event,” 

almost half a billion years later. Knowing the conditions on the early Earth 

is important not just for understanding the history of our planet, and the 
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conditions when life emerged, it can also help inform the search for life on 

other planets, the researchers said.

“Life formed more than 3.8 billion years ago, and how life formed is a big, 

open question. One of the most important aspects is what the atmosphere 

was made up of — what was available and what the climate was like,” 

Lehmer said. The new study takes a fresh look at interpreting how these 

micrometeorites interacted with the atmosphere, 2.7 billion years ago. The 

sand-sized grains hurtled toward the Earth at up to 20 kilometers per second, 

the researchers said.

Thrissur on alert after coronavirus case
Thrissur in Kerala has been put on high alert after one of the four persons 

admitted to the isolation ward of the district general hospital with symptoms of 

novel coronavirus infection (nCoV), tested positive. The other three persons 

tested negative for the virus. The condition of the patient is stable, according 

to Health Department sources.

A 24-hour control room has been set up at the District Medical Office and the 

district Collectorate.

Entry via Kolkata

The student had reached Kolkata from Wuhan, China, on the night of 

January 23. She travelled to Kochi the next day from where she went to her 

hometown in Thrissur.

Getting to know about the alert the next day from the news media, she 

reached the nearest primary health centre at Mathilakam to inform the 

Health officials about her travel. As she had not shown any symptoms of flu, 

she was advised to remain home for 28 days and maintain personal hygiene 

besides wearing mask. She was also given a contact number in case she 

developed any fever or cough or other symptoms of flu. On January 27, she 
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contacted the District Surveillance Officer when she developed flu symptoms. 

The district team reached her house and moved her to the isolation ward at 

the Thrissur General Hospital.

The same day, her body fluid sample was sent to the National Institute 

of Virology (NIV), Pune.   Morning, the NIV informed that the case was 

positive.

People, who were in contact with the student have been put under house 

quarantine. The Health Department is also tracking and identifying persons 

who may have come into contact with her.

Special isolation rooms have been set up in government Medical College 

Hospital (MCH), Thrissur, to treat cases of nCoV infections. In all, 20 pay-

ward rooms have been vacated to make the special arrangements. The 

isolation ward has been set up according to Standard Operative Procedure.

“A special medical team has been readied. Safety measures and medicines 

are in place. Steps have been taken to take care of safety of doctors and 

other workers,” according to RMO C.P. Murali.

The infected patient may be shifted to the MCH, Thrissur,   night after a Rapid 

Reaction medical team will reach there with the Health Minister, to examine 

her. The officials have asked people visiting general hospital and the area 

around it to wear masks.

“People need not panic. But we need to take preventive measures. Wash 

hands with soap and water frequently. Cover mouth and nose with medical 

mask or tissue when sneezing or coughing. Avoid close contact with anyone 

who has fever or cough. Seek medical help in case of fever, cough or difficulty 

in breathing,” officials said.

NSF shares the most detailed images of Sun till date
The National Science Foundation (NSF) released the images of the Sun that 
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show “unprecedented” details of its surface. The pictures are the first set of 

images captured by NSF’s Daniel K Inouye Solar Telescope, which has been 

built to study the activity of the Sun, known as space weather.

The images of Sun show a pattern of turbulent “boiling” plasma that covers 

the entire star. We can see cell-like structures — each of which is the size 

of Texas — are the signature of violent motions that transport heat from 

the inside of the sun to its surface. The hot solar plasma rises in the bright 

centres of “cells,” cools, then sinks below the surface in dark lanes in a 

process known as convection, the agency said.

“Since NSF began work on this ground-based telescope, we have eagerly 

awaited the first images,” said France Córdova, NSF director. “We can now 

share these images and videos, which are the most detailed of our sun to 

date.”

The agency said that the Daniel K Inouye Solar Telescope will enable a new 

era of solar science and a leap forward in understanding the sun and its 

impacts on our planet. The magnetic eruptions on the sun can impact air 

travel, disrupt satellite communications and bring down power grids, causing 

long-lasting blackouts and disabling technologies such as GPS, it said.

“NSF’s Inouye Solar Telescope will be able to map the magnetic fields within 

the sun’s corona, where solar eruptions occur that can impact life on Earth. 

This telescope will improve our understanding of what drives space weather 

and ultimately help forecasters better predict solar storms,” Córdova said.

The Inouye Solar Telescope has been built by NSF’s National Solar 

Observatory and managed by AURA at the 10,000-foot Haleakala summit 

on Hawaii’s Island of Maui. It sports a 4-meter mirror, which is the world’s 

largest for a solar telescope. But it will not just there to click pictures of the 

Sun. It will measure the sun’s corona without waiting for a total solar eclipse 

and map the sun’s surface and its atmospheric magnetic fields, especially 
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the inner corona.

WHO declares coronavirus outbreak ‘global emergency’
The World Health Organization declared the outbreak sparked by a new virus 

in China that has been exported to more than a dozen countries as a global 

emergency Thursday after the number of cases spiked tenfold in a week.

The UN health agency defines an international emergency as an “extraordinary 

event” that constitutes a risk to other countries and requires a coordinated 

international response.

China first informed WHO about cases of the new virus in late December. 

To date, China has reported more than 7,800 cases including 170 deaths. 

Eighteen other countries have since reported cases, as scientists race to 

understand how exactly the virus is spreading and how severe it is.  

Experts say there is significant evidence the virus is spreading g among 

people in China and have noted with concern several instances in other 

countries – including the United States, France, Japan, Germany, Canada 

and Vietnam – where there have also been isolated cases of human-to-

human transmission.

The case in France is a doctor who was in contact with a patient with the 

new virus and later became infected himself. The doctor is now being treated 

in an isolated room at a Paris hospital. Outbreak specialists worry that the 

spread of new viruses from patients to health workers can signal the virus is 

becoming adapted to human transmission.

A declaration of a global emergency typically brings greater money and 

resources, but may also prompt nervous governments to restrict travel and 

trade to affected countries. The announcement also imposes more disease 

reporting requirements on countries.

China raised the death toll to 170 and more countries reported infections, 
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including some spread locally, as foreign evacuees from China’s worst-hit 

region returned home to medical tests and even isolation.

Russia announced it was closing its 2,600-mile border with China, joining 

Mongolia and North Korea in barring crossings to guard against a new viral 

outbreak. It had been de facto closed because of the Lunar New Year holiday, 

but Russian authorities said the closure would be extended until March 1.

Train traffic between the countries was halted except for one train connecting 

Moscow and Beijing, but air traffic between the two countries continued, at 

least for now. Russia has not confirmed any cases of the virus.

Meanwhile, the United States and South Korea confirmed their first cases of 

person-to-person spread of the virus. The man in the U.S. is married to a 60-

year-old Chicago woman who got sick from the virus after she returned from 

a trip to Wuhan, the Chinese city that is the epicenter of the outbreak.

There have been cases reported of the infectious virus spreading to others in 

a household or workplace in China and elsewhere. The case in South Korea 

was a 56-year-old man who had contact with a patient who was diagnosed 

with the new virus earlier.

The new virus has now infected more people in China than were sickened 

there during the 2002-2003 outbreak of SARS, a cousin of the new virus.

The latest figures for mainland China show an increase of 38 deaths and 

1,737 cases for a total of 7,736 confirmed cases. Of the new deaths, 37 

were in Hubei province, of which Wuhan is the capital, and one was in the 

southwestern province of Sichuan. Outside China, there are 82 infections in 

18 countries, according to WHO.

China extended its Lunar New Year holiday to Sunday to try to keep people 

home, but the wave of returning travelers could potentially cause the virus 

to spread further.

Transport ministry spokesman Wu Chungeng outlined a series of rigorous 

temperature checks and other “severe measures“ to detect possibly infectious 
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passengers. Transport restrictions such as those isolating Wuhan and 

suspending inter-provincial bus services would remain in place, Wu said.

“It’s definitely very challenging, but we’re confident we can exert effective 

control,“ Wu told reporters at the briefing.

To date, about 99% of the cases are in China. Ryan estimated the death 

rate of the new virus at 2%, but said the figure was very preliminary. With 

fluctuating numbers of cases and deaths, scientists are only able to produce 

a rough estimate of the fatality rate and it’s likely many milder cases of the 

virus are being missed.

In comparison, the SARS virus killed about 10% of people who caught it. 

The new virus is from the coronavirus family, which includes those that can 

cause the common cold as well as more serious illnesses such as SARS and 

MERS.

Chinese authorities have demanded anyone who traveled from or through 

Wuhan report to health authorities and self-quarantine themselves for 14 

days, the maximum incubation period during which patients can be infectious 

even if they don’t show symptoms.

China has been largely praised for a swift and effective response to the 

outbreak, although questions have been raised about the police suppression 

of what were early on considered mere rumors a reflection of the one-party 

Communist state’s determination to maintain a monopoly on information in 

spite of smart phones and social media.

That stands in stark contrast to the initial response to SARS, when medical 

reports were hidden as state secrets. The delayed response was blamed for 

allowing the disease to spread worldwide, killing around 800 people.
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India records highest number of babies born globally on 
New Year’s Day: UNICEF
India recorded the highest number of babies born worldwide on New 

Year’s Day with the world’s second most populous country registering an 

estimated 67,385 births out of the nearly 400,000 babies born globally on 

that day, the UN children’s agency said.

Nearly 400,000 babies were born around the world on New Year’s Day with 

India recording the highest number of these births worldwide at 67,385, the 

UN children’s agency said.

An estimated 392,078 babies were born around the world on New Year’s 

Day, according to UNICEF. Of this, an estimated 67,385 babies were born 

in India, the most globally. China comes in second with 46,299 births. “The 

beginning of a new year and a new decade is an opportunity to reflect on 

our hopes and aspirations not only for our future, but the future of those 

who will come after us,” UNICEF Executive Director Henrietta Fore said. 

“As the calendar flips each January, we are reminded of all the possibility 

and potential of each child embarking on her or his life’s journey-if they are 

just given that chance.”

Fiji in the Pacific most likely delivered 2020’s first baby, while the US, 

the last of the New Year’s Day. Globally, over half of these births were 

estimated to have taken place in eight countries – India (67,385), China 

(46,299), Nigeria (26,039), Pakistan (16,787), Indonesia (13,020), United 

States of America (10,452), Democratic Republic of Congo (10,247) and 

Ethiopia (8,493).

Each January, UNICEF celebrates babies born on New Year’s Day, an 

auspicious day for child birth around the world, it said. However, for millions 

of newborns around the world, the day of their birth is far less auspicious. 

In 2018, 2.5 million newborns died in just their first month of life; about a 
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third of them on the first day of life. Among those children, most died from 

preventable causes such as premature birth, complications during delivery, 

and infections like sepsis. In addition, more than 2.5 million babies are born 

dead each year.

UNICEF said over the past three decades, the world has seen remarkable 

progress in child survival, cutting the number of children worldwide who 

die before their fifth birthday by more than half. But there has been slower 

progress for newborns. Babies dying in the first month accounted for 47 per 

cent of all deaths among children under five in 2018, up from 40 per cent in 

1990.

UNICEF’s Every Child Alive campaign calls for immediate investment in health 

workers with the right training, who are equipped with the right medicines to 

ensure every mother and newborn is cared for by a safe pair of hands to 

prevent and treat complications during pregnancy, delivery and birth.

“Too many mothers and newborns are not being cared for by a trained and 

equipped midwife or nurse, and the results are devastating,” said Fore. “We 

can ensure that millions of babies survive their first day and live into this 

decade and beyond if every one of them is born into a safe pair of hands.” 

India is projected to surpass China as the world’s most populous country 

around 2027. According to UN estimates, India is expected to add nearly 

273 million people between 2019 and 2050, while the population of Nigeria is 

projected to grow by 200 million. Together, these two countries could account 

for 23 per cent of the global population increase to 2050.

China, with 1.43 billion people in 2019, and India, with 1.37 billion, have long 

been the two most populous countries of the world, comprising 19 and 18 

per cent, respectively, of the global total in 2019. Through the end of the 

century, India is estimated to remain the world’s most populous country with 

nearly 1.5 billion inhabitants, followed by China with just under 1.1 billion, 

Nigeria with 733 million, the US with 434 million, and Pakistan with 403 million 
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inhabitants.

1917 wins big at Golden Globes
War epic 1917 shocked the Golden Globes   by claiming the top prize for best 

drama film, while Quentin Tarantino’s Once Upon a Time in Hollywood won 

the most honours, massively boosting their prospects for next month’s 

Oscars.

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood ” — an homage to 1960s Tinseltown — won 

three prizes, including best comedy, but Martin Scorsese’s much-vaunted 

Netflix crime saga The Irishman went home empty-handed.

1917 was named best drama, and Sam Mendes received the trophy for best 

director.

It follows two British soldiers through the trenches in the First World War, and 

is filmed to look like one continuous, two-hour-long shot.

Mr. Tarantino won the best screenplay award, and Brad Pitt took home 

best supporting actor honours for his role as a loyal stuntman to Leonardo 

DiCaprio’s character inOnce Upon a Time in Hollywood.

Rocketman , the Elton John musical biopic, was the other big winner of the 

night, scooping best actor for TaronEgerton and best original song for Mr. 

John.

‘Myeloma risk may be higher among Indians than whites’
The striking successes of the last 15 years or so in treating patients with 

myeloma, a type of bone marrow cancer, resulting in longer life spans 

and better quality of life is what keeps Vincent Rajkumar buoyant. For this 

haematologist and oncologist at Mayo Clinic, in Minnesota, it has been hard 

work battling myeloma, but also, in many aspects rewarding.
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Among the top global experts, including several Indians, in the field of treating 

myeloma, Dr. Rajkumar was in India recently to attend the Indian Myeloma 

Congress and pledge support for the Indian Myeloma Academic Group. He 

also stopped by in his home town Chennai, and spoke to The Hindu about 

the many developments in cancer care, the frenetic pace of research in the 

field, the genetic nub of myeloma and hinting, from his vantage position, at 

what the future might hold.

In Dr. Rajkumar’s view, a population-based study that would examine Indians’ 

predisposition to myeloma is necessary. He has been at the forefront of multi-

centric collaborative trials in the U.S., and suggests that this should be quite 

easy to do in India.

“I’ve been encouraging doctors here to form a network of key colleges 

and centres that can work together. I’m sure we can make some important 

discoveries for quicker treatment because of the volume of patients we have 

in India,” he says.

Among his pre-occupations is a deep-seated interest in studying racial 

disparities in predisposition to myeloma. “It is two or three times more common 

in African Americans than whites. That is a lot more than most cancers,” Dr. 

Rajkumar says. “And to me, if you can understand why African Americans get 

myeloma more commonly than white people, you can actually understand 

why people get myeloma in the first place. You are studying the mechanism 

for the disparity and hoping that it gives you a clue into carcinogenesis in 

general.”

He goes on to explain: “My gut feeling is that Indians too have a higher risk 

of myeloma than whites. And I don’t have a specific reason, but I would like 

somebody here to really find out if that is truly the case - do a population-

based study to look at the prevalence of the precursor condition to myeloma 

and see if we have two or three times more. All we need are 3000-5000 
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Indians who are sampled from a defined geographic area.”

And to some extent, if response to therapy varies by the racial group, then 

studying racial origins will also hold the key to better treatment protocols. “We 

should work towards access for drugs so that patients have equal access to 

medications and treatments,” Dr. Rajkumar says, touching on a pet peeve 

that has him regularly storming bastions in the U.S. – drug pricing.

In addition to being part of some original work identifying biomarkers that 

help identify and treat patients before symptoms occur, he leads clinical trials 

to test medications. Besides validating formulations for use in the United 

States, the research also delves into several candidates poised to become 

the future of treating cancer.

“One is monoclonal antibodies that target antigens that are on the cancer 

cell. So as long as you choose the antigens carefully, you should be able to 

target only the cancer cell and leave the others. Weaponising that antibody 

with some other chemical that can kill the cell even more powerfully, is also 

possible,” he says.

The other idea is immunotherapy — modern techniques are specific — when 

the patient’s own T cells are engineered to fight a particular cancer.

The third fascinating area, pregnant with possibilities, is virotherapy, Dr. 

Rajkumar explains. Here, viruses are harnessed as therapies with the aid 

of biotechnology. One of the ongoing trials in this area is with a virus called 

the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) which does not affect humans, but the 

hope is that it will go in and fight the cancer cells. The challenge here, will be 

targeting the cancer cells, he says.

‘Deradicalisation camps are unconstitutional’
The comment of the Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS), General BipinRawat, 

on “deradicalisation camps” is unconstitutional and shocking, CPI(M) leader 
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YusuofTarigami has said.

The Union government should come clear on Gen. Rawat’s comments and 

clarify whether such camps were indeed being run by it, Mr. Tarigami said in 

a statement.

“It’s shocking to hear such comments. What the General said goes beyond 

his brief and the BJP government must clear its stand on this issue.” The 

government should tell the public where these ‘400 camps’ are as stated by 

Gen. Rawat, Mr. Tarigami said.

“Deradicalisation camps are completely un-Indian and the assumption that 

they are needed for a certain age group in one area of the country is clearly 

a fantasy. Radicalisation should not be associated with just one religion. The 

fact is radicalisation is taking place in other religions too,” he said. There 

were already many jails, camps and police stations in Kashmir and there 

was no need for “concentration camps” too.

“If at all there is radicalisation in Kashmir, it is because of disillusionment. 

Whatever unilateral decisions taken by the Centre on August 5 are bound to 

increase the disillusionment.”

‘CDS must handle capital procurements’
The newly created post of Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS) should be given 

control over capital procurements of the three services which remains with 

the Defence Secretary, said recently retired Defence Secretary Sanjay Mitra  

.

Talking of integration in the Defence Ministry, Mr. Mitra said he had seen it 

closely in the run-up to the Balakot air strike last February.

“When we are in a crisis we do well. It is the peacetime conversations that 

lead to tensions,” he said at the launch of a book on civil-military relations 

in India, The Absent Dialogue , by Anit Mukherjee, Non-Resident Fellow at 
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Brookings India. “I think capital procurements should go to CDS as military 

capabilities are the core of the discussions,” Mr. Mitra said.

Former Army chief Gen. V.P. Malik agreed to this, stating that during peace 

time, “we have a lot of problem.” “I had no problem during Kargil. It was the 

discussion which resulted in the joint strategy,” he added.


